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Our research, together with the kindness of the makers in allowing us access to their records, enables us to provide the
following information which shows the original or previous owners of certain Lots, in addition to those directly associated
with them. This will prove useful if trying to trace a family shotgun or rifle.
MADE FOR
Major General Sir John Swinton of Kimmerghame KCVO, OBE, DL
Lieut.-Cdr. Leslie D. Fisher D.S.O., RN
The Earl Mountbatten of Burma KG,GCB,OM,GCIE,GCVO,DSO,PC,FRS
Leviticus
Speke
W.N. Berry
John Kingsley-Heath
H.R. Broughton 2nd Baron Fairhaven of Anglesey Abbey
J.A. Stewart Balmain
H.C. Drayton
S.T. Eyre
Henry Bentley
Balfour
W.A. Adams
E.J. Pyke
Leonard Pilkington
King Farouk of Egypt
Colonel J.C. Brown
R.R. Richardson
Captain A.H. Wheeler
Sartorio
Stuart Pollock
Percy Thellesson
Mainwaring
Allan MacBeth
K. Bucknall
Edward Mashiter Dansey
Hon. A. Henniker
Sir Reginald John Cust
Hon. C. Byng
H.W. Smith
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1 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .22 BARREL-COCKING AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘WEBLEY SERVICE MKII’,
serial no. S13337, circa 1938, with matching number 25 1/2in. detachable
barrel, ramp and dove-tailed blade fore-sight, elevating notch rear-sight,
rotating bolt-action locking catch, peep-sight at wrist, air-chamber with
patent markings and model details, trigger unit with maker’s details and
no provision for safety catch, chequered walnut saw-handled butt-stock,
horn heel-plate and no provision for fore-end, a strong amount of original
blued finish remaining
£300-500
2**
DIANA, GERMANY
A SCARCE .177 TINPLATE SIDE-LEVER JUNIOR AIR-RIFLE, MODEL
‘10DL’, no visible serial number, date coded for September 1950, with
shrouded detach to load 7 1/4in. barrel, blued receiver marked ‘DIANA
MOD 10’ and ‘PAT ANG’, fixed sights, folded tinplate side-lever with small
toggle handle, plain beech half-stock and guarded trigger, the whole
retaining virtually all its factory blued finish and appearing little used
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£80-120
Provenance: Only produced between 1950-52, this tiny junior air-rifle possibly
qualifies as the worlds smallest side-lever airgun

2

3** Pre-1939
THREE PRE-WAR .177 GERMAN BREAK-BARREL AIR-RIFLES, serial
no’s. 63603, 9007 & 4, all of ‘Gem’ or composite ‘Gem’ form, the first with
18 3/4in. barrel with flat sighting plane, the breech-block marked ‘E’ over
‘6’ and ‘J. ESCHMANN, HERISAU’, long barrel release lever mounted to
the slanted air-chamber, walnut butt-stock and a strong amount of
nickel-plated finish remaining, the second similar but with octagonal to
round blued barrel of the same length, push-button dolls-head release
to breech, plated air-chamber and walnut butt-stock, the last of
composite form with 17 1/4in. octagonal to round barrel, push button
‘Millita’ style barrel release, almost in-line air-chamber and walnut buttstock, all with minor losses and small replacement parts
£100-200
4 Pre-1939
WESTLEY RICHARDS, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM
A .177 BREAK-ACTION AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘HIGHEST POSSIBLE’, serial
no. 1038, circa 1925, second model, 12in. overall with 9 1/2in. rifled
barrel, air cylinder stamped ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS “HIGHEST POSSIBLE”
AIR PISTOL’ on three lines, frame with patent number and date and also
marked ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & COY, LONDON W’ on two lines,
chequered hard-rubber grips, the whole retaining minimal traces of
blued finish with some mild pitting
£300-500
Provenance: Interestingly, this is one of the highest numbers recorded for
the standard ‘Highest Possible’ model. Serial numbers 1034 and 1055 both
belong to the much later and rarer concentric piston version which were not
produced until the mid 1920’s, by speculation long after the production had
ceased on the standard model. This pistol may finally be the proof collector’s
have been seeking that this and the concentric piston model were produced
alongside each other, if only for a very short time.

8
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5
PROVIDENCE ARMS CO, ENGLAND
A RARE LIMITED EDITION .25 PRE-CHARGED PNEUMATIC AIR-RIFLE,
MODEL ‘THE GAMEKEEPER’, serial no. 17, circa 1993 and one of 25
produced, with round to octagonal to round 24in. barrel including
detachable Parker-Hale sound moderator, blued slab-sided receiver with
twist-open bolt action loading, the right hand side deeply stamped ‘THE
GAMEKEEPER - SPECIAL EDITION’, polished walnut butt-stock with
adjustable heel-plate and separate walnut pistol-grip, detachable front
mounted air cylinder, the underside of receiver marked ‘17 OF 25’ and
fitted with a Richter Optik 4-16x40 AOE telescopic sight and a brass
trigger-shoe
£700-900
Provenance: These rare air-rifles were originally produced in very low
numbers by the Colchester Weapons Workshop Ltd between 1989 and 1992.
Production and reliability problems led to the manufacture being taken over
by Providence Arms Co. in 1992, this being a limited edition rifle of the later
manufacture. The majority of the standard examples (believed less than 50)
which featured abs plastic stocks and grips were sold as ‘Beeman
Gamekeepers’ in the US. The company was finally wound up in 1997.

6 Pre-1939
BSA, BIRMINGHAM
A .177 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘THE BSA AIR-RIFLE’, no
visible serial number, possibly a pre-production example circa 1906, with
tapering 19 1/4in. barrel (numbered ‘5’ on the underside), dove-tailed
fore-sight, elevating blade rear-sight, rotary tap at breech marked ‘P.
PAT’, no side-plate for tap, plain air-chamber stamped ‘BSA AIR RIFLE’
over ‘MADE BY THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED’,
plain single screw trigger unit with cast tang-less guard and adjuster to
front, chequered walnut straight-hand butt-stock (cracked at hand and
repaired), iron heel-plate, no provision for fore-end and ‘spade’ type
under-lever without side-strengtheners, traces only of finish
£80-120

5

7 Pre-1939
BSA, BIRMINGHAM
A .177 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘THE BSA AIR-RIFLE’, serial
no. 3835, for 1906, with tapering 19 1/4in. sighted barrel, tap load at
breech, plain air-chamber stamped ‘BSA AIR RIFLE - LINCOLN
JEFFERIES PATENT, MADE BY THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS
COMPANY LD’, single screw trigger-block, walnut chequered butt-stock
with saw-handled grip, iron heel-plate and ‘spade’ style underlever catch
without strengthening pieces, refinished
£100-150
8
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .22 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MK3’, serial no. B3336, late
pattern circa 1965, with blued 18 1/2in. tapering barrel, blade fore-sight
with hood, elevating notch rear-sight, tap load at breech, blued airchamber with applied parallel telescopic sight rail, make and model
details to trigger block, walnut half-stock and push-button under-lever,
retaining virtually all its original factory finish and fitted with a period
Webley 4x15 telescopic sight
£100-150
9
BSA, BIRMINGHAM
A .22 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘AIRSPORTER MKII’, serial no.
GD22327, for between 1959 to 1965, with blued 18in. barrel, ramp foresight, folding leaf rear-sight, automatic opening tap at breech, blued
air-chamber with bright etched BSA ‘Arrow’ trademark, two-part
telescopic sight rail, enamelled trigger block, three-piece laminated
walnut half-stock, flush fitting under-lever and retaining the majority of
its factory finish
£100-150
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10 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A .177 BARREL-COCKING AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘PRE-WAR MKI’, serial
no. 25909, circa 1934, with rifled 7in. blued barrel, unmarked breech with
sliding barrel latch, adjustable rear-sight, blued stepped air-chamber
with five lines of stamped patents and ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD,
BIRMINGHAM & LONDON’ on the left and six lines of stamped patents
along with the model and ‘MADE IN ENGLAND’ on the right, rotating safe,
trigger adjuster (one pin absent from trigger guard bow) and smooth
walnut grips, the left bearing a winged bullet medalion, virtually all
original blued finish remaining, in a suede pouch
£100-150
11
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A BOXED .177 BARREL COCKING AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘MKI POST-WAR
SLANT-GRIP, batch no. 542, circa 1952, with rifled 6 5/8in. blued barrel,
unmarked breech with sliding barrel latch, adjustable rear-sight, blued
stepped air-chamber with ‘THE WEBLEY MARK I’ and ‘MADE IN
ENGLAND’ on the left hand side and ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD
BIRMINGHAM 4’ and ‘WEBLEY PATENTS’ on the right, trigger adjuster
to front of guard and chequered black hard rubber grips, each bearing a
‘Webley’ trademark to the top, virtually all original blued finish remaining
(some storage spotting), in its makers card carton (distressed, taped
repairs) and retaining its cleaning brush, and a period box of ‘Beatall’
pellets
£100-150
12
BSF, GERMANY
A SCARCE BOXED .177 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘S54
STANDARD’, serial no. A8173 circa 1983, with blued 19 1/2in. barrel,
applied alloy open-sights, tap loading breech, blued air-chamber with
applied telescopic sight rail and beech half-stock with finger-grooved
fore-end, together with a Hunter 4x40 telescopic sight and mounts and its
original makers card carton (some water damage), the rifle appearing
unused
£150-250

10
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13
EMGE FOR WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A SCARCE .177 LEVER-COCKING AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘RANGER’, serial
no. 000694, one of a small number produced by the German firm and
marketed by Webley, with 17 1/2in. sighted blued barrel marked ‘MADE
IN WEST GERMANY. WEBLEY RANGER’, the left side with the German
manufacturers address and model number ‘ELG10’, blacked alloy
receiver in loose imitation of the Winchester lever actions, top-tang safe,
walnut butt-stock with ribbed metal heel-plate, blued finger-lever and
trigger guard combined, smooth walnut half-fore-end and blued imitation
full-length magazine, much finish remaining throughout and fitted with
a Hubertus 4x32 telescopic sight
£150-250
14
BROWNING ARMS CO., BELGIUM
A SCARCE .177 ELECTRIC-POWERED AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘AIRSTAR
200’, serial no. 1214P46NZ02309, made to Rutten’s patent in 1991, with
exposed, fixed 16 12in. blued barrel, lift-up breech-block stamped with
the ‘deer-head’ Browning trademark, blued air-chamber railed for a
telescopic sight, the side of air-chamber marked ‘BROWNING ARMS
COMPANY, MORGAN UTAH & MONTREAL P.Q MODEL AIRSTAR 200 CAL
4.5mm’ over ‘MADE IN BELGIUM PATENT NO 4.899.717 AND OTHER
PATENTS PENDING BY RUTTEN S.A. HERSTAL’, ambidextrous beech
half-stock with charging ports and warning lights in the heel of the pistolgrip and a large plastic covered Ni-Cad battery concealed in the fore-end,
much finish remaining throughout, complete with a charging device,
untested
£150-250
Provenance: The Airstar was a good idea but designed at the wrong time. In
practice it proved to be noisy, slow to load and very heavy, even compared to
the spring operated rifles available at the same time. Cost was also
prohibitive, with the initial retail price being over double of the top spring
models offered by others. The Airstar’s major selling point was its self cocking
mechanism, but with the sudden proliferation of pre-charged pneumatics
occurring in the early 1990’s, the electric cocking design soon passed into
history.

16
RUTTEN AIRGUNS, BELGIUM
A SCARCE .177 LEVER-COCKING AIR-RIFLE, MODEL WINSTAR MACH 1
DE, serial no. R01409, made to Rutten’s patent circa 1995, with exposed,
fixed 19 3/4in. blued barrel including built-on sound moderator, lift-up
breech-block stamped with the company’s ‘RA’ monogram, blued airchamber railed for a telescopic sight, the side of air-chamber marked
‘WINSTAR MACH 1 DE MADE BY RUTTEN AIRGUNS HERSTAL BELGIUM
PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD’, ambidextrous beech half-stock, alloy
under-lever concealed in the fore-end and also forming the triggerguard, much finish remaining throughout and appearing little used and
fitted with a Shrike Optical 4x40 telescopic sight
£150-250
Provenance: When Browning Arms finally gave up on Ruttens first offering,
the Airstar 200 (see Lot 14), Rutten’s next offering fell to their sister company,
Winchester. The Winstar was produced by Rutten initially to use up parts left
on hand from the disastrous Airstar project and was actually produced in two
models. The early guns only had manufacturer’s labels stuck on the fore-end,
the later production (as here) had the maker’s details stamped on the airchamber. Despite being a more user-friendly design than its electric cousin,
it still suffered from high production costs at a time when people were turning
away from spring operated airguns, and again it was short lived.

19

15
STERLING ARMAMENTS CO. LTD, ENGLAND
A RARE BOXED .22 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘HR83 DELUXE’,
serial no. 3286, circa 1983, with blued 17 1/2in. barrel (fore-sight
missing), the rear-sight block marked ‘STERLING ARMAMENTS CO.’ over
‘HR81’ (see below) over ‘CAL .22’, the left side marked ‘PAT. PENDING
REG. DESIGN’ over the serial number, bolt action single-shot pellet feed,
blued air-chamber and under-lever, hand chequered walnut stock, twostage colour-hardened trigger, black crackle finished muzzle-cap and
trigger-guard bow and fitted with ‘Q.D.’ swivels, together with a period
Leslie Hewett 3-9x40 telescopic sight and its manufacturer’s card carton,
much finish remaining throughout
£250-350
Provenance: The Sterling HR83 was introduced in 1983 as an upmarket
version of the Sterling HR81, which had experienced successful sales since its
introduction in 1981. Apart from the addition of a hand selected walnut stock,
the other major change with the HR83 was the introduction of a new twostage trigger. Unfortunately this trigger proved extremely problematic; many
broke resulting in the factory having to almost hand make every one. Indeed,
it was commented on at the time that every trigger that left the factory was
different in some way. This slow and laborious process resulted in only around
100 rifles being produced; indeed, so few were made that Sterling never even
tooled an ‘HR83’ stamp for the model designation.
When Sterling Armaments closed its doors in the early 1990’s, the tooling for
the air-rifles was purchased by the Benjamin Air Rifle Co. in the USA and
production resumed for a short while (with minor modifications), until
Benjamin too was bought-out, this time by Crosman Arms in 1994 and
production finally ceased.

17
ORIGINAL, GERMANY
A SCARCE .22 SIDE-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘52 CLASSIC DELUXE’,
serial no. 994623, dated for May 1991, with blued 19 1/2in. barrel
including sound-moderator, sliding breech, blued air-chamber with
applied telescopic sight rail, rear-mounted safe, walnut thumbhole
custom stock with stippled grip panels and adjustable rubber recoil pad,
the whole appearing little used and fitted with a Nikko Sterling 4-12x40
telescopic sight
£150-250
18 Pre-1939
BSA, BIRMINGHAM
A RARE .177 UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE SIGNED LINCOLN JEFFERIES,
MODEL ‘THE LINCOLN AIR-RIFLE ‘L’ MODEL’, serial no. 13351, for 190708, with narrow tapering 17in. sighted barrel, loading tap at breech with
exterior screw fixing, plain 7in. air-chamber signed ‘L THE “LINCOLN”
AIR RIFLE PATENT’, single screw trigger-block (guard a possible working
replacement), walnut saw-handled chequered stock stamped on the right
side of butt ‘REGISTERED LINCOLN JEFFERIES INVENTOR & PATENTEE,
121 STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM’ and also with the Lincoln
Jefferies trademark of a standing shooter, iron heel-plate, underside of
butt behind grip stamped ‘13 1/4’, no provision for fore-end and ‘spade’
under-lever catch without side strengthening webs, finish stained to
brown
£200-300
19 Pre-1939
MAN’F. FRANCAISE D’ARMES ET CYCLES, ST ETIENNE
A RARE .177 CO2-POWERED AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘GIFFARD’S
PATENT’, serial no. 3036, circa 1895, with round, blued, 11in. barrel
signed by the maker, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, elevating tangent
rear-sight, blued, scroll engraved slab-sided receiver with rotating
loading tap for ball and external hammer, detachable reservoir under
the barrel (bearing the serial number), chequered walnut grips with
domed iron pommel fitted with central finial, spurred trigger-guard
and adjustable trigger, strong amount of original blued finish and
colour.
£2,000-3,000
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20 Pre-1939
G & S DEANE, LONDON
A FINE CASED PRE-CHARGED STOCK RESERVOIR AIR-GUN WITH 36-BORE SHOT & 54BORE RIFLE BARRELS, no visible serial number, circa 1845, with interchangeable 30in. twist
iron shot and rifle barrels, the multi-groove rifle barrel of octagonal form and signed ‘G & S
DEANE, 30 KING WILLIAM ST LONDON BRIDGE’, dove-tailed fore-sight, twin folding leaf
rear-sight and provision for underbarrel ramrod, the round 30in. shot barrel with identical
signature but within an engraved needle terminating in a sunburst, bead fore-sight and
provision for ramrod, swept border and scroll engraved colour hardened slab-sided action
body, large rotary loading tap with ‘C’ shaped handle, long-eared engraved dummy hammer
for cocking, guarded trigger and sliding safety catch, detachable butt reservoir covered in
black shagreen and fitted with a smooth iron heel-plate, walnut fore-end with horn spacer
and tip (both with small losses) and the original brass mounted mahogany ramrod, the whole
in fine condition with much original finish and colour and complete with its original oak
storage case, compartmented and lined in green baize and containing the original stirruppump, turn-screw, accessories such as the end-cap for storing the stock detached and a
later bullet-mould, the case generally very good but missing the key and lock escutcheon
£3,000-5,000

12

23

21 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .22 BARREL-COCKING AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MKII SERVICE’, serial no.
S8361, circa 1937, with blued 25 1/2in. barrel (un-numbered), ramp foresight, elevating rear-sight, bolt-action barrel locking, blued air-chamber
with make and patent details, no provision for safety catch to trigger unit,
semi saw-handled walnut butt-stock and no provision for fore-end,
strong amount of blued finish remaining
£300-500
22 Pre-1939
MAN’F. FRANCAISE D’ARMES ET CYCLES, ST ETIENNE
A SCARCE .177 CO2-POWERED AIR-RIFLE, MODEL ‘GIFFARD’S
PATENT’, serial no. 1585, circa 1895, with round 25in. barrel signed by
the maker, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, elevating tangent rear-sight,
scroll engraved slab-sided receiver with rotating loading tap for ball and
external hammer, detachable reservoir under the barrel (numbered
19406), chequered walnut straight-hand butt-stock with ribbed hard
rubber heel-plate (small chip), guarded adjustable trigger, traces only of
original blued finish
£700-900

23 Pre-1939
E.M. REILLY & CO, LONDON
A CASED 54-BORE MUZZLE-LOADING PRE-CHARGED PNEUMATIC AIRCANE, no visible serial number, circa 1875, with 20 1/2in. black
enamelled barrel section, brass domed removable nose-cap with integral
mahogany ramrod, key aperture and concealed push-button trigger,
diminutive open sights, the air-chamber also in black enamel finish with
horn bun pommel, 37 1/2in. overall when assembled and housed in a
period oak storage case with E.M. Reilly parchment trade label inside lid,
the case lined and partially compartmented in green baize and containing
the original pump, foot-plate and cocking key, the cane and pump
unsigned, the case missing lock escutcheon and key
£500-800
24**
HAMMERLI, SWITZERLAND
A SCARCE BOXED 4.4mm (BB) SIDE-LEVER AIR-POWERED TRAINING
UNIT FOR A K31 RIFLE, serial no. 1957, circa 1950, with 14 1/2in. brass
barrel, blued air-chamber with integral six-shot magazine with rotating
cover, the body of the device marked ‘HAMMERLI TRAINER MOD K31’,
‘PATENT’ (‘Hammerli Trainer’ with gilt infill) and the serial number, sidelever cocking with bakelite toggle in imitation of the rifle together with its
blacked top-clamp and appearing little used complete in its maker’s blue
card carton with paste-board insert, instructions and a tin of Hammerli
BBs
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
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25 S1
LANGENHAM, GERMANY
A RARE .177 & 9mm (FLOBERT) BREAK-BARREL CONVERTIBLE AIRRIFLE, MODEL ‘ARBENZ PATENT GEM’, serial no. 10413, circa 1910, with
smooth-bore .177 insert inside the smooth-bore 17 3/4in. two-stage
blued shot-barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight to
the dolls-head locking latch, the top-flat of barrel signed ‘PATENT’ with
the Langenham crossed pistol trade-mark and ‘GEM No. 10413’, the left
hand upper flat marked ‘ARBENZ’S PATENT’, the breech-face marked
‘13 20673 95’ on the barrel section, the air-chamber face with floating
firing pin and marked ‘73’, two exposed tabs for inner barrel removal and
a further wing-nut on the right hand side possibly for pin replacement,
slanted nickel-plated air-chamber, walnut butt-stock, semi crescent
plated heel-plate, plated cocking link forming the trigger-guard (link pin
poor replacement) and much original finish remaining
£100-200
Provenance: PLEASE NOTE: This air-rifle requires a Section One licence for
a 9mm shotgun to possess within the UK.

26
A.A. BROWN & SONS, BIRMINGHAM
A SCARCE .177 CONCENTRIC PISTON AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘ABAS
MAJOR’, serial no. 531, circa 1946, with 7 1/2in. tap-loading concentric
barrel, the blued air chamber stamped ‘ABAS MAJOR, the cocking lever
marked ‘ REG DESIGN 845425’ and ‘A.A.BROWN AND SONS B’HAM’, the
reverse with the ‘ABAS’ trade logo and ‘PROV PAT’, smooth brown
bakelite grips, pellet gauge to cocking handle, stained with traces only of
finish remaining
£300-500

26

100
A FULL RUG-MOUNT OF A ZEBRA (Equus quagga), lined with black
baize, measuring approx. 122in. x 68in.
£350-450
101
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A TWELVE-POINT RED STAG
£250-350
102
A HEAD AND CAPE MOUNT OF A SEVEN-POINT STAG, with velvet
covered antlers
£250-350
103
A FINE FULL MOUNT OF A FEMALE ZEBRA (equus quagga), with brown
stripes, measuring approx. 65in. x 69in. x 28in.
£1,500-2,000
104
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A BABOON (papio), measuring approx.
12in. x 12in. x 12in.
£500-700
105
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A KUDU BULL, with approx. 39in. horns
£250-350
106
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A SABLE ANTELOPE (hippotragus niger),
with approx. 38in. horns
£300-500

14
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107
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A GEMSBOK (oryx gazella), with approx.
32in. horns
£300-500

112
A HEAD AND CAPE MOUNT OF A GEMSBOK (oryx gazella), with approx.
40in. horns
£250-350

108
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A NYALA (tagelaphus angasii), with
approx. 25in. horns
£300-500

113
THEOBALD BROTHERS 1862-1913
A FULLY LINED RUG-MOUNT OF A TIGER, measuring approx. 103in. x
77in.
£400-600

109
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A KUDU BULL (tragelaphus
strepsiceros), with approx. 49in. horns
£300-500

114
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A THIRTEEN-POINT STAG
£200-300

110
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A CAPE BUFFALO (syncerus caffer), with
horn approx. 34in., boss approx. 11in., 30 1/2in. tip to tip
£500-700

15

EDGED WEAPONS INCLUDING A PRIVATE COLLECTION
Edged Weapons

200 - 232

A Private Collection of German WWII Edged Weapons

250 - 275

201

200
SAVIGNY & CO, LONDON
A SCARCE CASED TWIN-BLADED FOLDING TROPHY KNIFE, circa 1845, formed from a natural roe-deer foot and
comprising of a 2 1/4in. lambsfoot blade and a narrow 1 5/8in clip-point blade, white metal mounts, engraved brass
bolsters and spring backs, some moth nipping but otherwise fine condition and complete with its moulded red
leatherette case lined in red velvet and with embossed tramlines to outer, hook and eye closure, small losses to
covering
£80-120
Provenance: Founded around 1700, Savigny and Co traded from No.129, Pall Mall, London (John Savigny), at the Acorn &
Crown, in Gerard Street, London (John Tessier Savigny), then at the Halbert & Crown, St. Martin’s Churchyard, London (Paul
Savigny) and No.67, St. James’s Street, London (Savigny, Everill & Mason). They were known as renowned razor and surgical
instrument makers and remained in business for approximately 150 years. An early trade card reads “Paul Savigny Successor
to the Late Widow How at the Halbert and Crown in St. Martin’s Church Yard, London Makes Good Razors, Scizors, Lancets,
Penknives, Pocket And Case-Knives and Forks, Cooks-Knives & Pruning Knives, Shagreen and Fish Skin Cases, Blades fitted
up in Silver, All sorts of Surgeons Instruments & Fine Hones, at Reasonable Rates. N.B. Old Work Carefully Ground & Set.”
The founder, Paul Savigny, would appear to have died or retired from business about the year 1720 for in 1726 John Tessier
Savigny was razor maker at the Acorn & Crown in Gerard Street. The Savigny family persisted in the trade through later
generations.
1793 John Savigny, surgeons’ instrument maker at 129 Pall Mall
1839 Savigny & Co. at 67 St. James’s St
1851 Savigny & Co. at 67 St. James’s St became Philip and Whicker.

201
VICTORINOX FOR TIFFANY, NEW YORK
A SILVER AND GOLD MOUNTED MULTI-BLADED KNIFE, comprising of 20 separate blades or utensils, lanyard ring
to one end, the polished smooth silver scales marked with a Victorinox cross trademark in gold to one side and
signed ‘TIFFANY & CO, 925 + 750 STER + 18K’ to the rounded tip of the other, lightly used condition
£200-300
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202
PUMA, GERMANY
A SCARCE CASED SPORTING-KNIFE, MODEL ‘6374 COUGAR’, serial no.
83774, for 1977, the 7in. clip-point bolo blade with serrations for the first
1 3/8in, the back-edge with substantial gutting hook, the right hand side
etched ‘6374 HAND ‘ over ‘PUMA COUGAR’ over ‘GENUINE PUMASTER
STEEL - GERMANY’ above the patent number ‘1225073’, the reverse with
an etching of a recumbent puma, polished alloy finger-guard, shaped
natural staghorn scales held by three washered rivets and bored through
with a brass lined lanyard aperture, appearing unused with its leather
scabbard, warranty tag and in its foam lined Puma pine box (lid lining
perished and absent)
£150-250
203
HOWARD HITCHMOUGH
A BEST QUALITY FOLDING SPORTING-KNIFE, MODEL ‘LINERLOCK
FOLDER’, recent, with polished 3in. clip-point blade, small drum-shaped
assister for the right hand, grey titanium scales with exotic hardwood
panels, oversize hinge, carved half back-strap and lanyard aperture,
complete with a shagreen pouch with velcro closure
£200-300
Provenance: Howard Hitchmough was born and raised in London, England
and began working in 1958 as a surgical instrument maker but during the
early 1960’s started making hunting knives. At that time, Howard’s fascination
with mechanisms stimulated him to produce a few folding knives. In 1982, he
began attending knife shows in the United States and due to the response,
took the decision to become a full-time knife maker in 1985. Later in 1997,
Howard moved from England to New Hampshire and built an advanced
workshop. He has completed numerous courses in jewelry making and
continuously expands his knife making knowledge by reading and study. This
particular knife has a retail price of $700

205

204
MARBLES, USA
A FOLDING BOWIE-KNIFE TOGETHER WITH A FOLDING DAGGER
SIGNED PUMA, MODEL ‘563 MEDICI’, serial no. 46092, the first possibly
pre-war, with 5in. bowie blade false edged for all but the first inch, the
ricasso signed ‘MARBLES, GLADSTONE MICH. USA’, articulated nickelsilver cross-guard folding with the blade, nickel bolsters, natural stag
scales and folding blade-guard, the second numbered for 1990, with 2
3/4in. single edged spear-point blade false edged at tip, folding nickel
cross-guard, nickel bolsters, natural stag scales and locking latch at rear
of backstrap, both in little used condition
£100-200
205
HOWARD HITCHMOUGH FOR JAMES PURDEY, LONDON
A FINE FIXED BLADE SPORTING KNIFE, circa 1986, with 2 3/4in. droppoint blade, the left face marked ‘J. PURDEY & SONS LTD’ above ‘H.
HITCHMOUGH, LONDON, ENGLAND’, full tapering tang with polished
stainless bolsters contrasting red lining to the natural staghorn scales
and lanyard aperture to rear, complete with its blocked leather scabbard,
appearing unused
£200-300
Provenance: For notes on Howard Hitchmough, please see lot 203
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206
PUMA, GERMANY
A CASED STAG-HANDLED BOWIE-KNIFE, MODEL ‘6376 PUMA BOWIE’,
serial no. 47192, for 1991, with 8in. bowie blade false edged for the last
3 1/2in., polished alloy finger guard, natural staghorn scaled fixed by
three washered rivets and bored through with a brass lined lanyard
aperture, complete with its maker’s leather scabbard and wood
presentation box with foam lining, appearing unused with its guarantee
seal
£150-200
207
RODGERS, SHEFFIELD
A BOXED TWIN BLADED STERLING SILVER MOUNTED COLLECTOR’S
KNIFE, bearing large London hallmarks for 1996, with lambsfoot style 2
1/4in. main blade signed ‘RODGERS, STAINLESS, SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND’, the second blade of similar length with saw edge, flat
polished sterling silver scales, the left side bearing large hallmarks,
complete with a jewelry style presentation box
£80-120
208
PUMA, GERMANY
A HAND-ENGRAVED FOLDING SPORTING-KNIFE, MODEL ‘910 PUMA
PRINCE’, serial no. 34873, for 1978, with clip-point 3 3/4 blade etched
on the left hand side with the model details and ‘NEW STAINLESS SUPER
CUTTING STEEL, HAND MADE, GERMANY’, heavy brass bolsters fore and
aft factory hand engraved with oakleaves on a stippled ground, brass
liners, natural staghorn scales and locking latch to rear of back-strap,
appearing little used in a Puma trademarked leather belt pouch
£60-120
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PUMA, GERMANY
A CASED STAG-HANDLED BOLO-BLADED SPORTING KNIFE, MODEL ‘11
3584 PUMA RUDEMANN’, serial no. 27391, for 1993, with 6 3/4in. droppoint blade false edged for the last 2in, the tip of blade marked ‘11 3588
HANDARBEIT, PUMA RUDEMANN NACH SCHWEISSHUNDFUHRER
TASSIUS, GERMANY, HIGH CARBON STEEL’, polished brass finger-guard,
natural staghorn scales held via three rivits, polished brass pommel and
complete with its manufacturer’s leather scabbard in its foam line wood
case, the whole appearing unused
£100-200
210
PUMA, GERMANY
A SCARCE BOXED LIMITED EDITION FOLDING KNIFE, MODEL ‘AD 734
GRAF VON FRANKENBERG’, serial no. 182, of 734 produced circa 1974
and based on the ‘Puma Prince’ model, with clip-point 3 3/4in. blade fully
etched on the left with oakleaves surrounding a central panel engraved
and gold filled ‘AD 734 GRAF VON FRANKENBERG’ together with a shield
device, the reverse similar but with ‘PUMA GERMANY’ and the number
‘182’, oakleaf engraved gilt brass bolsters, boar tusk grips carved with a
running boar and a stag, the back of blade and mainspring with fine
chequering, together with its makers green leather box, appearing
unused
£150-250

213
211

211
WILKINSON, LONDON
A RARE PATTERN 1907 BAYONET WITH HOOKED QUILLION, dated for
October 1910, with fullered spear-point 17in. blade, date and maker’s
marks at forte, cross guard with integral hooked quillion and muzzle ring
to reverse, wood scales held via two screws and pommel marked ‘1N
R1D’ over an obscured four digit serial number, complete with its ironmounted leather service scabbard and rivited Pattern 1888 leather frog
(some mild cleaning and frosting to pommel, cross-guard darkly stained)
£300-500

213
WILKINSON SWORD, LONDON
A SCARCE MKI FAIRBAIRN-SYKES DAGGER, with double-edged brushed
bright 6 7/8in. blade of narrow form, prominent medial ridge (tip slightly
misshapen), squared ricasso etched ‘THE F-S FIGHTING KNIFE’ on one
side and WILKINSON SWORD CO. LTD LONDON’ within a floral border on
the reverse, 2in. ‘S’ shaped nickel cross-guard, narrow turned nickel hilt
with rolled chequering and bun pommel-nut, complete with a period
leather scabbard with nickel drag and no provision for sleeve mounting,
press-stud closure to security tab
£800-1,200

212
STAN SHAW, SHEFFIELD
TWO SCARCE TWIN-BLADED FOLDING POCKET KNIVES, the first with a
2in. lambsfoot blade and a small drop-point blade, both blades signed
‘S. SHAW, SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND’, nickel bolsters with brass liners and
polished buffalo horn scales, the second of similar profile but with droppoint blades (both signed), natural stag scales and brass liners, both
knives appearing unused
£80-120

Provenance: Only 500 MKI F.S. knives were produced by Wilkinsons to a
design submitted by Captains Fairbairn and Sykes. Most were fitted with the
so called type II blade but a few were fitted with the narrow straighter sided
blade of thicker diamond profile as represented here

Provenance: After working for a number of the more illustrious Sheffield
knife makers such as Ibbersons, Wostenholm, John Clarke and John Watts,
the changing face of the Sheffield knife industry forced Stan Shaw to ‘go it
alone’ in the early 1980’s. By the 1990’s he was amongst the most respected
producers of exhibition knives, and being a one man band had a long waiting
list for his products. Specialising in multi-blade pocket knives, mother of pearl
scales are one of his particular favourites, and even has his own hallmark
registered at the assay office. With exhibition knives being his business
mainstay, unembellished pocket knives such as these are scarce indeed

214
A SCARCE FAIRBAIRN-SYKES DAGGER WITH CHEQUERED NICKEL
HANDLE, MODEL ‘MKI/II TRANSITIONAL’, with 6 1/2in type II blade,
straight oval cross-guard marked with a broad arrow and ‘56’, narrow
nickel handle with rolled chequering and flat bun pommel-nut, complete
wit a period leather scabbard with brass truncated drag, sleeve tabs and
leather security loop (one side of belt-loop broken through)
£300-500
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225

215

215
JONNY WALKER NILSSON, SWEDEN
A FINE HANDMADE NORDIC SPORTING KNIFE, of tradition style, with ‘maidenhair’ etched
damascus 3in. clip-point blade by Conny Persson and signed with his monogram, the front part
of hilt formed from two pieces of reindeer antler separated by white-metal bands, the rear
section with scrimshawed decoration, itself bordered from the birch burl hilt by a further whitemetal band, reindeer bone pommel-cap, complete with its moulded and embossed leather
sheath with suspension loop to reverse, the whole in unused condition
£1,800-2,200

216
A SCARCE FAIRBAIRN-SYKES DAGGER WITH RIBBED WOOD HILT, of MKIII type, with brushed
bright 6 1/2in. blade (minor light pitting at tip), straight steel oval cross-guard stamped with a
large letter ‘B’ and a broad arrow, blackened ribbed wood hilt imitating the MKIII form and bun
pommel-nut, complete with a period scabbard with plated drag (loss to plating), sleeve-tabs and
elastic absent
£150-250
Provenance: The scarce wood-hilted F.S. is supposed to have been issued to troops involved in jungle
warfare as the wood gave better grip in hot wet conditions.

225
WILKINSON, LONDON
A BRITISH PATTERN ‘08 CAVALRY SWORD, no visible serial number, dated for December 1915
with narrow single edged and blind fullered 35in. blade, sheet iron bowl-style handguard with
rolled edge painted olive green, composite material chequered ‘pistol-grip’ hilt and domed iron
pommel, complete a period iron scabbard signed ‘MOLE’ and dated September 1914, fitted with
twin fixed suspension rings
£150-250
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226
A SCARCE GEORGE IV PAINTED WOOD TRUNCHEON OF TIP-STAFF
FORM, circa 1825, 22in. overall with red painted set-off spherical pommel
above a carved band, the remainder of the body parallel for the first half
and painted with a royal crest on a black ground, the lower half shallow
tapering to a rounded point pierced through for a wrist-strap (original
absent), some loss to paint and definition
£80-120

227
A JAPANESE KATANA, with possibly slightly shortened for military
service curved 26 3/4in. blade (some mild staining and inclusions), visible
‘hamon’, copper stepped ‘habaki’, signed circular iron ‘tsuba’ with traces
of carving, the tang with single ‘mekugi-ana’ and signature to one side
(see below), cotton bound rayskin hilt, plain copper mounts and in a black
lacquered ‘saya’ (small losses at throat) with leather field cover, and
including notes from a previous owner (see below)
£700-900
Provenance: A note accompanies this lot which states on the envelope ‘This
envelope contains details of my (J.E. Seaby) Japanese Sword what I got during
the 1939-45 War (in China), Hong Kong’. The note says ‘Made by Kawabe
Gihachiro, a servant of the Fujiwara clan at Hinode’ and is signed by Dr Picker,
Jesus College and dated 1950.
The Fujiwara clan were an important family who governed Japan for
approximately 200 years between 980-1180 AD.
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229

228*
R. MOLE & SONS, BIRMINGHAM
A GOOD BRITISH 1854 PATTERN FOOT-GUARDS DRESS SWORD TO THE
GRENADIER GUARDS, no visible serial number, circa 1895 and of piquet
weight with slender single-edged 32 1/2in. blade, broad blind fuller, the
first 17in. of the blade etched with scrolls within an arabesque panel,
Imperial crown, the Grenadiers flaming grenade and ribbons with battle
honours to 1885, the reverse with further scrolls and battle honours
etched in ladder form starting with ‘Blenheim’ and ending with
‘Waterloo’, the forte signed ‘ROB’T MOLE & SONS BIRMINGHAM,
MAKER’S TO THE WAR & INDIA OFFICES’, the reverse with inlet proof
mark, gothic three bar hilt in nickel-plate pierced and carved with the
Grenadier Guards device, wire bound fishskin grip, chequered backstrap
and domed pommel, complete with its plated dress scabbard, tiny losses
to plating on hilt and slight staining to scabbard otherwise apparently
little used

229*
CATER & CO, LONDON
A GOOD BRITISH 1854 PATTERN FOOT-GUARDS DRESS SWORD TO THE
SCOTS GUARDS, serial no. 105544, circa 1905 and of standard weight
with single-edged 32in. blade, broad blind fuller, the first 13 1/2in. of the
blade etched with scrolls within an arabesque panel, a king’s crown, the
Scots Guards device and ribbons with battle honours to together with a
circular bordered family crest surrounded by ‘ARTHUR PURVIS,
EARLSHALL’, the reverse with further scrolls, a king’s crown over ‘ERVII’
and battle honours etched in ladder form starting with ‘Dettingen’ and
ending with ‘Waterloo’, the forte signed ‘CATER & CO, 56 PALL MALL,
LONDON’, the reverse with inlet proof mark, gothic three bar hilt in
nickel-plate pierced and carved with the Scots Guards device, wire bound
fishskin grip, chequered backstrap and domed pommel, complete with its
plated dress scabbard, tiny losses to plating at scabbard drag otherwise
excellen

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£250-350

£350-500
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230
FLIGHTS LTD., LONDON
A BOXED AND UNUSED BRITISH PATTERN 1897 SWORD WITH FIELD
SCABBARD, no visible serial number, the box bearing a shipping date of
19-1-38, the sword in near mint condition with etched 33in. blade still in
the makers grease, the forte with proof mark, the reverse etched
‘FLIGHTS LTD, 14 NEW BURLINGTON ST. LONDON W1’, wire bound
fishskin grip, chequered back-strap, the half-basket with solid GRVI
device (tiny moth-nipping to plating on small part of basket edge),
complete with its nickel throated pigskin leather field scabbard, leather
sword knot and black transit bag all also in fine condition and together
with its maker’s shaped pasteboard card carton (some corners gone) with
address and postage labels
£500-800

231
A RUSSIAN SILVER MOUNTED BALL-TOPPED SWORD-STICK, Russian
(Moscow) hallmarks dated for 1884, with 18 3/4in. cruciform blade (some
mild staining), plain ebony shaft with white metal ferrule and throat, the
handle formed from a tapering silver plain tube with rolled ends and and
applied Moscow coat of arms surmounted by an ‘A.M.’ monogram above
a crown of nobility, the spherical off-set pommel with applied wreath and
Russian Double Eagle device to the top
£300-500
232
AN EARLY VICTORIAN DAGGER-STICK WITH BLUE & GILT BLADE,
English circa 1845, with fullered single edged 12 3/4in. blade, false edged
for the last 5in. and etched with scrolls on a blue and gilt ground (some
staining and wear to finish), malacca cane body (some repaired cracks)
with thimble style ferrule at tip, white metal throat, the handle of bag
shape with white metal band at joint and concealed locking button in the
band
£150-250
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251

250
A PRE-WW2 KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER WITH FLAME POMMEL,
UNSIGNED, with a plain nickel plated 10in. stiletto blade with twin fullers
running the length, leather blade buffer, brass crossguard with cast
anchor design and release button present, white celluloid over wood grip
with single twisted brass wire, brass flame pommel with reed tails and
complete with brass scabbard and twin suspension rings.
£300-500
251
SMF SOLINGEN
A RARE NSFK/DLV FLYERS DAGGER, an all nickel German WW2 NSKK
flyers dagger, single 6 3/4in. steel blade of stiletto type with single central
spine blade, leather blade buffer, blue leather covered grip and scabbard,
nickel pommel and crossguard, scabbard with nickel fittings and integral
short leather hanger with clip.
£3,000-5,000
252
PAUL WEYERSBERG-SOLINGEN
A GERMAN PRE WW2 EARLY PRODUCTION DLV OFFICER’S LONG
DAGGER, with a steel 15in. long double edged stiletto type blade, leather
blade buffer, solid nickel crossguard and pommel with inlaid symbols,
blue leather covered grip, complete with its original scabbard with two
nickel suspension hangers with rings, the long suspension hanger
consisting of nickel rings with snap clip, the lower scabbard chape also
of nickel, all connected to scabbard by staples.
£500-800
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253
A GERMAN WW2 PRESENTATION FIRE AXE, UNSIGNED, measuring
approximately 13in. overall, heavily nickel plated axe head with etched
fire scenes on both sides, black painted wood grip, twin nickel suspension
rings, the handle with two award shields pinned to the grip for 1942 and
1943.
£200-300
254
A GERMAN WW2 NAVAL DAGGER WITH LATER POMMEL, UNSIGNED,
WW2 Third Reich period naval officers dagger measuring 16in. overall,
with a plain double fullered unsigned stiletto blade, red felt blade buffer,
brass cross-guard and replacement post-war pommel, cream celluloid
over wood grip with twisted brass wire and brass scabbard with twin
suspension rings.
£250-350
255
HORSTER, SOLINGEN
A 1929 TYPE GERMAN NAVAL DAGGER, pre-war production with blue
leather covered grip, 16in. overall with twin fullered etched blade
measuring 10in., brass ‘flame’ pommel with brass crossguard and
release button, complete with its brass hammered type scabbard with
twin suspension rings.
£300-500
255
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257

256
RZM 120/34
A 1933 SS MAN’S DAGGER WITH EARLY RZM MAKER (UNKNOWN), mid1930’s early RZM production, approximately 14in. overall with double
edged stiletto type blade, nickel upper and lower crossguards with ‘I’
district stamping, black wood grip with eagle insignia and ‘SS’ button,
black anodised scabbard, the blade etched ‘Mein Ehre Heist Treue’
£600-900
257
WKC SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN ARMY OFFICERS DAGGER WITH ETCHED BLADE, a
good example of a Wehrmacht officers dress dagger with nickel plated
fittings including the pommel, crossguard and scabbard, measuring
15 1/2in. overall, white celluloid grip, double edged stiletto type steel
blade, etched with a presentation on the blade ‘Die True ist das Mart der
Ehre’, the reverse with WKC Knights head trademark.
£200-400
258
CARL EICKHORN SOLINGEN
A SCARCE FIRST PATTERN LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS DAGGER, circa 1935,
with early all nickel fittings, brass inlaid swastika to the pommel and
crossguards, blue leather covered grip and scabbard, measuring 19in.
overall with a 12in. plated steel blade, early Eickhorn trademark to
reverse, nickel chains and belt clip.
£400-600
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259
F & A HELBIG, SOLINGEN
AN ALL-ALLOY NSFK FLYERS DAGGER, WW2 production, unique all
aluminum construction only made by the Helbig company, measuring
13in. overall, polished aluminium pommel and crossguard, textured
aluminium grip and scabbard painted blue to resemble leather and
double edged stiletto blade with Helbig trademark etched to one side.
£300-600
260
HEINR. BOKER & CO SOLINGEN
A GERMAN WW2 YOUTH KNIFE WITH MOTTO, pre-1938 production boys
knife for the Hitler Youth with blade motto, single edged steel blade of
standard length, one side with ‘BOKER’ trademark and ‘RZM’ number,
the other with the full ‘Blut und Ehre’ motto, black chequered grip with
inset enamel diamond with swastika, black steel scabbard with brown
leather belt loop and cross strap.
£200-300
261
A MINIATURE LUFTWAFFE DAGGER WITH ADVERTISING BLADE,
UNSIGNED, being a 8in. miniature of the Third Reich period Luftwaffe
dagger with an advert for a celluloid company on the blade, the small
steel stiletto blade with ‘CelluloidfabricSpeyer a Rhein’ etched to one
side, complete with correct scabbard.
£50-150
261
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262

262
E & F HORSTER, SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN WEHRMACHT OFFICERS DAGGER WITH ETCHED
BLADE, Third Reich period with a double etched blade, one side with
scrolls and foliage and eagle and swastika, reverse side with ornate
designs, nickel plated fittings, white celluloid grip, silver bullion knot,
16in. overall with original, correct scabbard.
£300-400
263
CARL EICKHORN, SOLINGEN
A SCARCE 1933 PATTERN SA DAGGER WITH FULL ROHM BLADE
DEDICATION, with early solid nickel fittings, upper and lower crossguard
with matching scabbard fittings, fine condition brown wood grip with inset
eagle and ‘SA’ button, brown anodised scabbard finish with leather
hanger and clip, standard ‘SA’ type blade with ‘Alles fur Deutschland’ on
obverse side and Rohm dedication to the reverse
£600-900
264
A WW2 SS OFFICER’S 1936 PATTERN CHAINED DAGGER, UNSIGNED,
early example carried by SS officers from 1936 with solid nickel fittings
to the crossguards, scabbard fittings with type one chain and clip,
anodised scabbard body, complete with original bullion portapee, blade
of standard double edged type with etched ‘SS’ motto to one side, no
maker to reverse, (correct for these daggers)
£2,000-3,000
264
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265

266

265
AESCULAP, SOLINGEN
A SHORT PATTERN GERMAN WW2 DRESS BAYONET, of standard form
with nickel plated fittings and black scabbard, black chequered plastic
grips with removable fixing bolts, overall length 13in. with nickel plated
single edged blade and central fuller, red felt insert to bayonet slot
£80-100
266
ALCOSO, SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN RAD OFFICERS DRESS DAGGER, of 1938 pattern with
bright aluminium hilt and cream celluloid grips (slight crack to reverse
grip plate), fine definition to crossguard, ‘RAD’ symbol and swastika,
nickel plated steel scabbard, overall length approx. 16in., initials ‘H.N.’
engraved to back of crossguard, single edged bowie type blade with
etched ‘RAD’ motto and Alcoso trademark to the reverse.
£500-800
267
CARL EICKHORN, SOLINGEN
A PRE-WW2 GERMAN SA DAGGER WITH SEMI-ERASED ROHM BLADE,
early 1933/34 production with partial erased Rohm dedicated blade, all
solid nickel fittings and furniture, complete with correct brown anodised
scabbard, solid brown wood grip with eagle and ‘SA’ button, ‘Alles fur
Deutschland’ motto etched to blade, reverse features Rohm dedication
with signature removed and small Eickhorn early oval trademark.
£700-900
267
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268

268
E & F HORSTER, SOLINGEN
A WW2 POLICE or CUSTOMS PARADE BAYONET WITH LONG BLADE
unaltered unlike most police type bayonets and retaining its full length of
22 1/2in., solid nickel eagle head pommel and crossguard with cast
oakleaves, stag grips with no police badge (one never fitted), correct long
brown leather scabbard, nickel plated blade with single edge and fuller,
E&F Horster, Solingen signature to one side, their trademark on the
other.
£150-250
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269

269
ALCOSO, SOLINGEN
A RARE WW2 GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL’S DRESS DAGGER, a Third Reich
dress dagger for senior Government Officials, finished in antiqued nickel
silver, eagle head pommel and large outstretched eagle and swastika
crossguard, imitation mother of pearl style celluloid grip plates, correct
silver plated scabbard with pebbled finish and oakleaf scabbard bands,
double edged stiletto type blade with Alcoso trademark etched to reverse.
£1,500-2,000

270

271

270
ED WUSTHOF, SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN BOY’S KNIFE, post 1938 produced Hitler Youth boy’s
knife with no motto to the single sided blade, grey metal hilt fittings, black
chequered plastic grips with inset ‘HJ’ enamel diamond, the blade with
riccasso and double marked with RZM M7/18 1939 on one side and the Ed
Wusthof trademark on the other and complete with its black painted
scabbard with dark brown leather belt loop and cross strap.
£150-250
271
E & F HORSTER, SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN RLB ENLISTED MAN’S FIRST PATTERN DRESS
DAGGER, early
manufacture
for
the
RLB
organisation
(Reichsluftschutzbund) with silver coloured aluminum alloy pommel and
crossguard, art deco style eagle and swastika, black ebony wood grip
with first style of RLB sunburst badge attached to the grip, correct black
painted scabbard with nickel silver lower chape, single black leather
hanger and snap clip, 9in. blade of double edged stiletto type, reverse
riccasso with the E&F Horster makes logo.
£500-800
272
WKC SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN SECOND PATTERN DRESS DAGGER FOR A RLB
ENLISTED MAN, with solid nickel fittings to the pommel and crossguard,
second type of grip insignia consisting of a sunburst with large enamel
swastika in the centre, black ebony wood grip, black painted scabbard
with nickel silver bottom chape and black leather hanger with snap clip
and double edged 9in. blade with WKC trademark logo to the reverse
riccasso.
£700-900
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274

273

273
WKC SOLINGEN
A WW2 GERMAN NAVAL OFFICERS DAGGER, Third Reich produced
dress dagger with all gilded brass fittings and hammered scabbard, eagle
and swastika pommel with cream celluloid grip and twisted brass wire,
crossguard with cast anchors either side, gilded brass hammered finish
scabbard with twin hanging rings, plain unetched blade with twin fullers
and needle sharp point, red felt blade buffer, WKC logo and trademark to
reverse riccasso.
£300-500
274
WW2 GERMAN ARMY OFFICER’S DAGGER WITH PORTAPEE KNOT AND
HANGERS, UNSIGNED, World War Two production in nickel silver plate
complete with the original bullion dress portapee knot and green velvet
backed hanging straps, white celluloid grip, complete with correct
pebbled finish scabbard, double edged stiletto type blade with needle
point and makers mark.
£250-350
275
W.K. & C., SOLINGEN
A PRE-WW2 GERMAN HUNTING CUTLASS WITH SKINNING KNIFE, late
20’s or early 1930’s production with early WK &C trademark to the
riccasso, 23in. overall, all brass fittings with acorn pommel cap, forward
and back hoof cross-guard, brass turned down clamshell guard, long
black leather scabbard with integral fitting for the short skinning knife,
triple etched single edged blade with WK&C trademark stamped into the
reverse riccasso.
£400-600
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VINTAGE ACCESSORIES, WORKS OF ART AND BOOKS
Vintage Accessories

300 - 309

Works of Art and Books

350 - 399

300
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A RARE WORLD WAR ONE PERIOD PRIVATE PURCHASE LEATHER QUAD
MAGAZINE POUCH FOR A .455 WEBLEY MKI AUTOMATIC, circa 1914, the
pouch with stud closure and Pattern ‘08 width belt-loop to reverse,
containing three magazines in little used condition
£400-600
301
A LARGE TWO-PIECE BIG-BORE WILDFOWLING GUN CLEANING ROD,
possibly punt gun, measuring approx. 72in. (6ft.)
£150-250
302
DUNHILL, LONDON
A SCARCE TABLE CIGAR-LIGHTER IN THE FORM OF A FLINTLOCK
TINDER-LIGHTER, with bronzed effect cast body, dummy hammer and
flint, automatically opening ‘pan’ with lighter mechanism, the underside
of the body marked ‘DUNHILL TINDER PISTOL, MADE IN ENGLAND’ and
walnut slab-sided butt (one screw replaced, another absent)
£80-120
300
303
A SCARCE OAK REVOLVER CASE, originally for a 6in. barrelled .455
Webley Wilkinson, measuring externally 13 1/4in. x 8in. x 2 3/4in. with
radiused edges and corners, twelve screw lid with central coin-edged
circular brass escutcheon, the inside compartmented and lined in red
baize with oak tray for loose rounds, label removed from inside lid and a
loose leather handle to exterior front, escutcheoned lock complete with
key
£500-700
304*
RIGBY, LONDON
A GOOD .500 HOLLOW-POINT BULLET-MOULD FOR RIFLE No. 14094,
for 1872, to form a paper patched bullet, the steel mould body of flat solid
form for a guncase setting and marked with the serial number over ‘.500’
over the Rigby trademark, single turned ebony handle (age crack),
removable nose plug with milled edge and blued sprue-cutter (colour
faded)
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-300
305*
MANTON & CO, CALCUTTA
A RARE BRASS BULLET MOULD FOR A 6-BORE WINGED BULLET, serial
no. 14, circa 1860, with squared brass scissors mould with integral brass
splayed handles, the colour hardened sprue-cutter marked ‘MANTON &
CO, CALCUTTA’, mould and cutter numbered, fine condition
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
306*
J. RIGBY & CO, LONDON
AN EXTREMELY RARE NICKEL-PLATED 4-BORE BALL-MOULD, serial
no. 15652, circa 1878, the squared steel scissors mould-jaws marked
with the serial number to both sides and ‘J. RIGBY & CO, LONDON’
together with the trade-mark and repeated on both integral handles,
steel sprue cutter, traces only of plated finish remaining
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
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307*
HOLLAND & HOLLAND, LONDON
A SCARCE NICKEL-PLATED BALL-MOULD FOR AN 8-BORE, serial no. 2,
from a muzzle-loading gun, with squared single cavity jaws, one block
signed ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND’ over ‘8’, integral handles, hinged spruecutters, both mould and cutter numbered ‘2’, much plated finish
remaining with some bruising
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-300
308*
A COLLECTION OF SIX ENGLISH BRASS SINGLE-CAVITY ANTIQUE RIFLE
& PISTOL MOULDS, all mid to late 19th century and unsigned, of similar
form with squared jaws, integral handles and hinged iron sprue-cutters
and comprising of a .577 hollow based example for a paper patched
bullet, a 10-bore ball mould, a 10-bore hollow based bullet mould for
paper patching, a .577 hollow based example with lubricating grooves, a
.442 pistol bullet mould and a .450 rifle bullet mould with lubricating
grooves, provision for hollow point (absent) and rope-bound handles, all
in good condition except the last
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£500-700
309*
ALEXANDER HENRY, SCOTLAND
TWO SCARCE STEEL RIFLE BULLET MOULDS, serial no’s 1085 & 5377,
the first of 70-bore with automatic sprue-cutter and described in the
records as for a ‘Pea Rifle’ circa 1860-65, the second of common single
cavity form, marked for a 250grn. bullet and according to records for a
‘Best Double Hammerless rifle’ of .400 calibre, shipped in 1882
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-300
350
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
‘ROE DEER’, an original pen and ink drawing signed by the artist, showing
a roe head, mounted in a modern frame, measuring approx. 25in. x 20in.
£200-250

309

304
307

306

305

308

351
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
‘BREAKING COVER’, an original oil on canvas signed by the artist,
showing flushed pheasants, mounted in a modern frame, measuring
approx. 25in. x 20in.
£300-400

355
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
A SET OF TWO ORIGINAL OIL ON CANVAS PAINTINGS, both signed by
the artist showing flushed English partridges in a winter setting,
measuring approx. 13in. x 11in.
£250-350

352
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
‘WINTER CALL’, an original oil on canvas signed by the artist, showing
English partridges in a winter setting, mounted in a modern frame,
measuring approx. 24in. x 21in.
£250-350

391
JOHN KINGSLEY HEATH (1926-2011)
A SCARCE LIMITED EDITION OF ‘HUNTING DANGEROUS GAME OF
AFRICA’ signed by the author, published by Sycamore Island books
Boulder, Colorado, 1st edition, 478 pages, full green leather bound gilt
spine with matching leather slipcase
£300-500

353
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
‘WINTER WOODCOCK’, an original pin feather painting, signed by the
artist, showing a grounded woodcock in a winter setting, measuring
approx. 18in. x 15in.
£130-150

392
‘AXIS PISTOLS’ BY JAN C. STILL, World War Two 50 year commemorative
issue, dedicated to those who fought in the great battles of the second
world war, the pistols of Germany and her allies in Two World Wars,
Volume II, third printing 1989, 360 pages, red leather binding
£200-300

354
MARK CHESTER (F.W.A.S.)
‘AUTUMN HARE’, an original painting, signed by the artist, showing an
alert hare, mounted in a modern frame measuring approx. 19in. x 15in.
£130-150
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393
‘THE BROOMHANDLE PISTOLS 1896-1936’ BY WAYNE R. ERICKSON
AND CHARLES E. PATE, first printing 2000, published by Wayne Erickson
Charles Pete, San Antonio, Printed By Taylor Publishing Co. Dallas, 298
pages, brown faux leather binding with embossed title to front and spine
£300-500
394
A NEW AND UNUSED COPY OF ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. - IN
PURSUIT OF THE BEST GUN 1812-2012’, a bicentennial history by
Jeremy Musson with photography by Terry Allen, this book “is a wideranging and richly illustrated history of the oldest of the prestigious
English gun making companies, it has been in Birmingham since it was
founded and has played an important role in the development of the
shotgun and the sporting and military rifle, and is especially famous for
such features as the Monkey Tail carbine, an early breech loader, the
Anson and Deeley box lock which marked the transition to the effective
hammerless gun, and the hand detachable lock. Guns of Westley
Richards & Co. have been owned and used by some of the most famous
sporting shots, from Frederick Selous to Count Alfred Potocki and from
the Maharaja of Patiala to Ernest Hemingway, 335 pages, grey cloth
binding, dust cover, set in its original box
£80-120

398
‘THE ROE DEER - A MONOGRAPH’ BY “SNAFFLE”, limited edition, no 249
of 1500 signed by Neil McReddie and Colin Laurie McKelvie, 1987 Ashford
Press Publishing, author of ‘GUN, RIFLE & HOUND’, ‘IN THE LAND OF
THE BORA’, with introduction by Colin Laurie McKelvie, original coloured
illustrations and new illustrations by Neil McReddie, 192 page, gilt paper
ends, marble binding, bound in half leather with green cloth with gilt
lettering, together with matching slip case
£100-150
399
DOLF L. GOLDSMITH
‘THE GRAND OLD LADY OF NO MAN’S LAND - THE VICKERS
MACHINEGUN’, Collector Grade Publications, 592 pages, 686
illustrations, bound in brown cloth with dust jacket
£200-300

395**
A VOLUME, ‘THE CHRONICLE OF THE FUNERAL CEREMONIES’, a good
example of the privately published rare volume ‘The Late Right
Honourable Cecil John Rhodes’, subtitled ‘Doctor of Civil Laws, Member
of H.M. Privy Council, Member of the Legislative Assembly of Cape
Colony’ and ‘A Chronicle of The Funeral Ceremonies from Muizenberg to
the Matappos, March-April 1902’, by the Cape Times Ltd, 1905
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
396
PETER H. BEARD
‘THE END OF THE GAME’, Collins St. James Place 1978, “The last word
from Paradise, a pictorial documentation of the origins, history and
prospects of The Big Game in Africa, its diverse peoples, mountains,
rivers, railroads, reserves and innumerable rarities, featuring twenty year
illustrated record of The Great Pachyderm (loxodonta africana) and man,
together with a stirring narrative of early life, exploration, discovery,
daring missionary feats & hunting episodes in Kenya Colony, Tanganyika,
Uganda, Ethiopia and various territories even more remote”, featuring
Karen Blixen and Denys Finch Hatton, grey cloth hard cover with dust
wrapper
£250-350
397
E. WESTON BELL, F.Z.A., F.S.A. (SCOT.)
‘THE SCOTTISH DEERHOUND’, ‘with notes on its origin and
characteristics’, Edinburgh: David Douglas, Castle Street, first edition
1892, signed and dated by their ‘affectionate father Thomas Bell
Hazelwood Xmas 1892’, 137 pages, bound with green cloth with gilt
lettering to spine and gilt deerhound front
£250-350
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396

FLINTLOCK ARMS
Lots 400 - 499

400
EX W. KEITH NEAL: TWIGG, LONDON
A FINE 20-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN WITH SILVER MOUNTS, no visible
serial number, with London hallmarks for 1783, twist iron 36in. barrels signed in script forwards of the
breeches ‘TWIGG’ and ‘LONDON’, white metal boat shaped fore-sight, gold lines and an engraved band at
breech (rubbed), gold lined touch-holes, engraved top-tang with carved sighting groove, plain bevel-edged
locks with stepped tails and signed ‘TWIGG’ in script below the semi rain-proof pans, borderline engraved
fronts to both frizzens, swan-necked cocks, walnut hand-rail half-stock with dot and square chequering
at the wrist, engraved silver heel-plate and trigger-guard tang and bow, stylised pineapple finial, oval
barrel-key escutcheons, silver ramrod throat and twin damascus ramrod pipes with rolled ends, complete
with a period replacement ramrod and its W. Keith Neal collection medallion number ‘G247’
£2,500-3,500
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, London, ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’ Lot 82, 25.10.01

40

401
A PAIR OF 22-BORE FLINTLOCK CONTINENTAL SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUNS,
UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, probably German circa 1760, with octagonal to round Spanish
form 30 1/2in. ribless barrels (strong traces of probable original blue), small blade fore-sights on
silver starburst grounds, plain top-tangs numbered ‘5’ & ‘6’ respectively, brushed bright plain
radiused locks with bevelled bars and pointed tails, plain swan-necked cocks and bridleless
frizzens, walnut half-stocks (possibly reduced from full) with carved borderlines to the brass
mounts, simplistic carved scrolls and raised angular cheek-pieces, single carved brass barrelband, moulded horn fore-end tip, button and stirrup swivels and single brass ramrod pipe (one
ramrod absent)
£800-1,200
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, London, Lot 187, 20.11.96

41

402

402
GOOCH, ST. ALBANS
A .690 FLINTLOCK RIFLED COACHING-CARBINE WITH PAKTONG
MOUNTS, no visible serial number, circa 1805, with round 17 1/4in. twist
iron barrel rifled in seven grooves, the top of breech-block signed
‘GOOCH, ST ALBANS’ (rubbed), dove-tailed fore-sight bead, standing
notch paktong rear-sight, platinum lined touch-hole, brushed bright
engraved top-tang, border and scroll engraved signed flat lock (some
shallow pitting, signature barely legible), border and scroll engraved
slab-sided cock, semi rain-proof pan, roller frizzen, walnut full-stock
chequered at the wrist, engraved paktong furniture including heel-plate
with large oval trap released via a push-button in the toe of butt, engraved
paktong fore-end cap and turned ramrod pipes, captive iron stirrup
ramrod and twin oval escutcheoned barrel keys
£1,000-1,500
403
EX W. KEITH NEAL
AN UNUSUAL 22-BORE FLINTLOCK TAKE-DOWN SINGLE-BARRELLED
POACHER’S GUN SIGNED BAKER, no visible serial number, circa 1805,
with tapering twist-iron round 31 1/4in. unsigned barrel, no provision for
fore-sight, the barrel unscrewing from the standing breech via a false
breech-block, platinum lined touch-hole, gold line at breech, engraved
top-tang with carved and raised sighting groove, plain bevel-edged lock
with stepped and pointed tail, a gold poincon inlet below the rain-proof
pan signed ‘BAKER’ below a fleur-de-lys device, walnut half-stock finely
chequered at the wrist and with skeleton butt, engraved iron furniture
including pistol-grip scrolled lower tang and no provision for ramrod,
complete with its W. Keith Neal collection medallion numbered ‘G564’
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot 44,
25.10.01
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403

404

404
EX W. KEITH NEAL: BARBAR, LONDON
AN EARLY 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING MUSKET, no visible serial
number, circa 1730 and almost certainly the work of Lewis Barbar, with
brushed bright round 44 1/2in. barrel stepping down in four stages, each
stage with carved and moulded bands at the intersection, small boatshaped fore-sight, the band between the first and second stages raised
and cut with a rear-sight notch, the top of breech signed ‘BARBAR
LONDINI’, London proofs, borderline engraved top-tang, radiused
banana-shaped lock with borderline engraving and pointed tail and
signed ‘BARBAR’ below the pan, moulded frizzen foot and bridleless
mount, borderline engraved round top-jaw to the swan-necked cock,
walnut handrail full-stock, the iron furniture fitted to carved raised
borders, large moulded iron heel-plate with elongated top-spur, carved
ramrod channel, turned and moulded ramrod thimbles and possible
original iron faced ramrod, complete with its W. Keith Neal collection
medallion numbered G295.
£1,500-2,500
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot
139, 09.11.2000

405
EX. W. KEITH NEAL: D. EGG, LONDON
A 20-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, no visible serial
number, circa 1795, with re-browned twist iron 30 1/4in. barrels signed in gilt inlay
on the top-rib ‘D. EGG LONDON’ (some frosting and shallow pitting for the full length),
raised fore-sight at rib tip, gold lines and engraved needles at breech, platinum lined
touch-holes, fully engraved top-tang with carved shallow sighting groove, border and
acanthus scroll engraved colour hardened flat locks with rounded tails and signed ‘D.
EGG’ in script below the pedestal rainproof pans, border engraved fronts signed ‘D.
EGG, PATENT’ to both frizzens, large rollers, Manton style cocks, walnut half stock
chequered at the wrist, engraved iron heel-plate spur, trigger-guard tang and
bow, the latter signed ‘LONDON’ and featuring a hunting dog in woodland
setting, fleur-de-lys finial joined to a full length engraved fore-end tang with
integral ramrod throat, the tang signed ‘D. EGG PATENT’, oval barrelkey escutcheons, twin ramrod pipes, complete with a period ramrod
and its W. Keith Neal collection medallion number ‘G262’
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal
Collection’, Lot 75, 09.11.2000

43

406

406
R. WILSON, LONDON
A .750 FLINTLOCK SERVICE-CARBINE, serial no. 76, circa 1810 and
similar to an Elliot Pattern but with musket lock, with ‘in the white’ round
iron 24 1/2in. barrel, boat shaped fore-sight, moulded band at breech,
London proofs and ‘RW’ maker’s mark for Richard Wilson, plain lock with
radiused surface and pointed tail, block letter signature ‘R. WILSON’ and
ordnance inspector’s mark below the pan, plain frizzen and swan-neck
cock, walnut three-quarter handrail stock with carved apron around the
top-tang, military style brass furniture, the heel-plate numbered ‘76’ on
the top-spur, iron saddle-bar and ring, fore-end with slight swelling at
the ramrod throat, Elliot pattern ramrod.
£600-800
407
A .650 FLINTLOCK VOLUNTEER CAVALRY CARBINE SIGNED ALLPORT,
no visible serial number, circa 1830 and of Paget style, with brushed
bright 19 7/8in. iron barrel, Birmingham proofs, boat-shaped fore-sight,
standing notch rear-sight, moulded band at breech, flat bevel-edged lock
signed on the stepped tail ‘ALLPORT’ and with a crown device below the
semi rainproof pan, ring-necked cock, walnut full-stock with banana butt
(old working repair above and behind lock), brass furniture except iron
saddle-bar and captive stirrup ramrod
£800-1,200
408
W. PARKER, LONDON
A 14-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, no
visible serial number, circa 1820, with re-browned twist 29in. barrels
originally signed on the top-rib (only traces remain), bead fore-sight, gold
lines to rib-end at breech, gold lined touch-holes, border and gamescene
engraved bevel edged locks (detail rubbed) signed ‘W. PARKER’ below
the rainproof pans, roller frizzens, Manton style hammers, restocked with
a walnut half-stock re-using the original iron furniture (engraved detail
rubbed) and replacement ramrod
£700-900
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407

409

409
EX W. KEITH NEAL: SIKES (sic), SHEFFIELD
A FINE 28-BORE SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, no visible serial
number, circa 1775, with rebrowned octagonal to sixteen-sided to round
32 1/2in. barrel, the round stage with a further step, each separated by a
carved and moulded band, applied silvered boat-shaped fore-sight, the
top-flat at breech signed ‘SHEFFIELD’, gold set London proofs and ‘T.S.’
maker’s stamp, engraved top-tang with shallow sighting groove, flat lock
with carved bevel edge and stepped pointed tail, signed below the pan in
script ‘SIKES’, plain pan, engraved swan-necked cock, walnut half-stock
(possibly reduced from full) with inlet wire scrolls around the top-tang,
dot and checkerboard chequering to the handrail wrist, iron furniture
including border engraved skeletal ‘horseshoe’ heel-plate with acorn
finial to the top-spur and separate escutcheon for the top-screw, finely
carved and moulded delicate lower tang terminating in carved acorn
finials and separate applied trigger guard bow also with carved acorn
finial, engraved moulded iron fore-end nose-cap, two ramrod thimbles
with rolled ends applied directly to the barrel and applied moulded iron
ramrod tip support, complete with its horn tipped slender wood ramrod
and retaining its W. Keith Neal collection medallion numbered ‘G7’
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot 51,
9-10-2000. This shotgun is almost certainly the work of Robert Sykes who
traded in Sheffield between 1774-1786, often spelling his name ‘Sikes’.

410
EX W. KEITH NEAL: JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON
AN EXTREMELY RARE 26-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-RIFLE, serial no. 356, for 1792, with well re-browned 30 3/4in.
twist barrels rifled with multiple grooves, sunken top-rib with diminutive boat-shaped fore-sight and screw-down
standing notch rear-sight, the breech blocks inlet with rose gold rectangular poincons marked ‘JOSEPH MANTON
PATENT’ below crowns (traces of colour to breeches), gold lined touch-holes, shallow sighting groove to the
engraved top-tang, plain flat locks with curled inwards stepped and pointed tails and engraved bevel-edges and
signed below the gold-lined semi rain-proof pans ‘JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON’, carved and moulded swannecked cocks with sliding safes to rear, roller frizzens and traces of colour, walnut half-stock chequered
at the wrist, raised tear-drop cheek-piece, iron furniture including oversize trigger-guard bow, raised
scrolled lower tang and pineapple finial (engraved detail rubbed), pineapple ramrod throat and
twin plain pipes, complete with its original brass mounted ramrod and W. Keith Neal collection
medallion numbered ‘G260’
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot 78, 25-10-2001.
Joseph Manton Double Rifles are extremely rare. Out of all the guns listed in W. Keith
Neal & D.H.L. Back’s publications ‘The Mantons, Gunmakers’ and ‘The Manton
Supplement’, only five are double rifles, and one of those was made late on by
Hollis and Sheath. This would seem to indicate double rifles form a production
of less than 1% of all the Joseph Manton guns produced

45

411
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE .640 FLINTLOCK MUSKET, UNSIGNED,
MODEL ‘1817 JUNIOR CADET CARBINE’, serial no. C49, circa 1818 and
also known as The New Land Pattern Junior Cadet’s Carbine of 1817,
with twist iron 34in. smoothbore barrel, small block fore-sight, no
provision for rear-sight, Tower proofs at breech, the rounded tip of the
solid top-tang stamped with a crown over ‘9’ ordnance mark, flat beveledged lock with a small engraved floral flourish at the tip of the pointed
tail and also at the neck of the ring-necked cock, ‘G.R.’ and crown device
below the semi rain-proof pan, roller to the frizzen spring, walnut fullstock finishing 3 3/8in. from the muzzle, brass vacant shield-shaped
escutcheon at wrist, brass heel-plate marked ‘C’ over ‘49’ on the topspur, brass trigger-guard, sideplate of loose Baker style but not fitted
with a central screw, brass ramrod pipes, the rear of India pattern and
button headed iron ramrod
£1,800-2,200
Provenance: Originally designed in 1812 for Gentleman Cadets of the Junior
Department of the Royal Military College and resembling a miniature version
of the New Land Pattern Musket, manufacture did not commence until 1817.
Less than 600 were produced and they were also subsequently adopted by
The Royal Navy College and The Marine Society. It is believed approximately
200 pieces were later converted to percussion in 1847 to be used alongside
the Lovell designed Percussion Cadet Carbine of 1844.
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412
EX. W. KEITH NEAL: EDWARD NEWTON, GRANTHAM
A FINE 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, no visible serial
number, circa 1755, with two-stage hardened steel slightly swamped 42in. barrel retaining
the majority of its original blued finish, carved and moulded band at the intersection, applied
white metal fore-sight, shallow narrow sighting groove to the engraved top-tang, brasslined touch-hole, the octagonal breech signed ‘E. NEWTON GRANTHAM’ within a border
engraved panel and struck with Newton’s own barrel marks, border engraved flat bevelled
lock signed in a ribbon below the rainproof pan and with engraved stepped tail (mainspring
expertly replaced), figured walnut handrail full stock (possibly originally with take-down
fore-end or expertly restored back from half-stock), carved in relief around the top-tang,
engraved iron mounts including solid side-plate with bevel edges, the top-spur of heel-plate
engraved with a martial trophy, pierced and chiselled rococo escutcheon, three engraved
iron ramrod-pipes with rolled ends and later horn-tipped ramrod, the left side of the butt
with an old gummed paper label inscribed ‘This gun was (made for) the Duke of Kingston,
the barrel of peculiar composition to prevent Rust....’ (near illegible) and complete with its
W. Keith Neal collection medallion numbered ‘G297’
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, The W. Keith Neal Collection, Lot 57, 25-10-2001
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413
EX W. KEITH NEAL: JOHN TWIGG, LONDON
A FINE 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SINGLE-BARRELLED SILVER-MOUNTED DUCK-GUN, no visible serial number, London
silver hallmarks for 1773, with rebrowned 45 1/2in. two-stage twist barrel, moulded and carved band at the intersection,
white metal fore-sight on a starburst ground, the octagonal breech with gold tombstone shaped maker’s poincon with
‘TWIGG, LONDON’ and a star and a crown in relief, gold-lined touch-hole, border and florally engraved top-tang,
flat lock with moulded bevel border and pointed stepped tail, script signature ‘TWIGG’ below the gold-lined pan,
swan-neck cock and roller frizzen, figured walnut half-stock (reduced from full, tip renewed) carved in relief
with a shell behind the barrel tang, finely engraved shaped silver mounts including solid side-plate, the
trigger-guard with acorn finial, large cast and chased rococo escutcheon to wrist and original horntipped wooden ramrod with worm end, London proof marks, silver maker’s mark for John King and
complete with its W. Keith Neal collection medallion number ‘G337’.
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: Previously sold Christies ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot 66, 25-10-2001 A lock of
near identical form is shown on plates 185 & 186 of W. Keith Neal & D.H.L. Back’s publication
‘Great British Gunmakers 1740-1790’ where the signature is described as in ‘the second style’.
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414
D. EGG, LONDON
A FINE 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, no visible serial
number, circa 1795, with expertly rebrowned two-stage 38 3/4in. twist barrel, carved,
moulded and engraved band at intersection, gold fore-sight on a starburst ground, gold
inlaid poincon marked ‘D. EGG, LONDON’ together with three gold fleur-de-lys and a
twin gold band, gold lined touch-hole, shallow sighting groove to the engraved iron toptang, flat bevel edged engraved lock with a recumbent stag engraved to the stepped and
pointed tail and signed ‘D. EGG’ below the gold-lined rainproof pan, roller frizzen, swannecked cock, chequered walnut half-stock (possibly reduced from full) with carved floral
decoration in relief around the top-tang, the comb with applied padded leather cheekpiece (distressed), engraved iron furniture (detail rubbed), white metal oval escutcheon
to wrist, two barrel keys with white metal oval escutcheons, moulded iron nose-cap and
replacement ramrod
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: Previously sold Bonhams, Antique Arms & Armour’, Lot 265, 28th April 1999.
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415
MORRIS, LONDON
AN EXTREMELY RARE .650 FLINTLOCK SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘PATTERN 1776 LIGHT INFANTRY RIFLE
(2ND MODEL)’, no visible serial number, circa 1805, with slightly swamped octagonal 28in. barrel rifled in
seven grooves, shallow brass fore-sight, Tower proofs at breech, the top-tang engraved with a light infantry
bugle device and pierced for a probably later aperture sight (now absent), flat bevel-edged lock with stepped
and pointed tail signed ‘MORRIS’, ‘G.R.’ and crown device below the semi-rainproof pan, swan-neck cock,
roller to the frizzen spring, walnut full-stock with brass furniture including patchbox to the right hand side
of butt, shaped heel-plate with stepped top-spur, spurred trigger-guard tang, moulded side-plate, ramrod
thimbles with rolled ends and captive iron ramrod, the stirrup mounted to the muzzle-sides.
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: These extremely rare British Infantry Rifles were only identified as a separate pattern in their own
right by De Witt Bailey, and are described in detail in his publication ‘British Ordnance Small Arms 17181783’. At the time of writing, only four unadulterated examples are known: one in the collection of R.L.
Whittaker and described in De Witt’s previously mentioned book, one in the Royal Armouries at Leeds,
another in a private Canadian collection and this one from a private collection of an English gentleman.
A similar rifle with a Ferguson screw breech is photographed in ‘Guns & Rifles of the World’ by H.L.
Blackmore (illustration no. 398). This is also by Morris and dated 1810. It has been surmised
that the Ferguson (that was also designed in 1776) and the 1776 Infantry Rifle were produced
alongside each other in very limited numbers at the same time. This particular rifle was
almost certainly privately purchased by a Volunteer Light Infantry Unit who prefered it
over the later Baker design.
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416
TOWER ARMOURIES, LONDON
A SCARCE .650 FLINTLOCK CARBINE, MODEL ‘ELLIOT’S PATTERN 1776
LIGHT DRAGOON CARBINE’, gun number 47, circa 1778, with round iron
28in. barrel, block fore-sight acting as a bayonet lug, moulded band at
breech, borderline engraved lock of 1777 Carbine Pattern with pointed
tail signed ‘TOWER’, crown over ‘GR’ device below pan, swan-necked
cock, walnut handrail full-stock with carved apron numbered ‘47’ around
the top-tang (some old armourer’s inlet repairs at wrist), brass furniture
and correct style iron ramrod
£1,200-1,500
Provenance: Reference ‘British Military Firearms 1650-1850’ by H.
Blackmore, pages 63 & 98. The 1st Pattern Elliot Carbine for Light Dragoons
was named after General Elliot who was responsible for its design. He was the
then Colonel of the 15th Light Dragoons in 1759. The first pattern introduced
in 1760 was subsequently modified to the type here, the Pattern of 1776, and
remained in service until around 1813

417*
AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-RIFLE
SIGNED JO. FERDINAND EGGART, no visible serial number, German or
Swiss circa 1730 with swamped octagonal 41in. brushed bright barrel
signed BALTHASAR ZELNER’’ (believed of Zurich), oval yellow metal
poincon at breech marked with a shield containing the letter ‘Z’ below
the initials ‘B.Z.’, traces of scroll engraving to the breech-end and the
solid flared top-tang, curved flat bevel-edged lock signed below the
lozenge pan ‘JO FERDINAND EGGART’, walnut half-stock (probably cut
back from full) with carved borders around the furniture, raised cheekpiece with relief carved vine detail, flat underside to butt, raised carved
vines around the top-tang, large brass heel-plate with complex bordered
top-spur engraved with rococo scrolls and a central standing stag,
complex rococo engraved escutcheon to wrist, engraved sideplate (detail
lost), carved and engraved trigger-guard bow with raised and spurred
lower tang, single broad engraved brass barrel-band and faceted ramrod
thimbles with turned ends, together with a replacement horn-tipped
wood ramrod
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£400-600
418
A .790 DOG-LOCK MUSKET, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘SWEDISH 1747
PATTERN’, serial no. 158, circa 1750, with shortened 30 1/2in. barrel,
replacement bead fore-sight, shallow sighting groove to the solid humpbacked top-tang, plain flat banana-shaped bevel-edged lock with swing
‘dog’ behind the swan-necked cock, lozenge shaped pan and unbridled
frizzen, walnut full-stock including numbered heel-plate, trigger guard
with bevel-edged tang and finial, ribbon sideplate and moulded nosecap, replacement wood ramrod
£500-700
419
A 6-BORE FLINTLOCK WILDFOWLING GUN SIGNED WLM. MILSTEAD,
no visible serial number, circa 1795, expertly re-converted back to flint,
with tapering twist-iron 55 1/2in barrel, bead fore-sight, short rib at
breech terminating in an engraved steeple with starburst finial, signed
bevel-edged stepped tail lock with engraved detail and roller , semi
rainproof pan, swan-necked cock, fitted with a substantial walnut halfstock dot and checkerboard chequered at wrist, iron furniture, horn
fore-end tip and replacement ramrod
£700-900

450

420
A 6-BORE FLINTLOCK WILDFOWLING GUN, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
number, circa 1810, expertly re-converted back to flint, with tapering
twist-iron 39 1/2in barrel, white metal bead fore-sight on a tear-drop
surround, short rib and engraved band at breech, borderline and scroll
engraved stepped tail lock (possibly replaced), plain pan, ring-necked
cock, fitted with a chequered walnut half-stock, iron furniture including
raised lower tang, horn fore-end tip and replacement ramrod
£700-900
450
EX NIZAM OF HYDERABAD
A .650 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY-PISTOL, MODEL ‘EAST INDIA CO.
LANCER’S TYPE’, no. APX-821-FX-73, built circa 1825 for the Nizam Of
Hyderabad’s arsenal and one of a number retailed in the 1970’s by
Holland & Holland, with round unsighted 9in. barrel, London proofs, solid
top-tang, Baker style lock with rampant lion trademark, semi-rainproof
pan and ring-necked cock, walnut full-stock, heavy brass furniture
including flat heel-cap with central iron lanyard ring, trigger-guard,
three-screw sideplate and nose-cap with spring ramrod retainer, the
captive iron ramrod with pan head and together with a copy of the Holland
& Holland catalogue ‘The Nizam’s Cavalry Pistols As Trophies Of Arms’
£700-900
451
I. WHITTINGHAM, BURTON
A 60-BORE FLINTLOCK OVER-UNDER TAP-ACTION BOXLOCK POCKETPISTOL WITH SPRUNG BAYONET, no visible serial number, circa 1815,
with plain round 2in. iron turn-off barrels (frozen), false rifling and
engraved bands at the muzzles, short triangular sprung bayonet
mounted to the underside of the bottom barrel released via the trigger
guard bow, borderline and acanthus scroll engraved slab-sided action
(strong traces of colour), central ring-necked cock and roller frizzen
locking with the top-tang safe, the sides of action signed ‘I.
WHITTINGTON’ on the left and ‘BURTON’ on the right, chequered walnut
bag-shaped butt and diamond-shaped white metal escutcheon to wrist
£400-600
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453

454

452
TOWER ARMOURIES, LONDON
A .750 FLINTLOCK SERVICE HOLSTER-PISTOL FOR RENOVATION, no
visible serial number, circa 1805, with iron round 9in. barrel, solid
rounded top-tang, radiused borderline engraved lock signed ‘TOWER’ on
the pointed tail and with crown over ‘G.R.’ device below pan (‘G.R.
deliberately defaced), top-jaw and screw missing, not holding at full cock,
walnut full-stock with bag-shaped butt (losses to wood above lock and at
fore-end), brass furniture, barrel pins absent, iron ramrod
£150-250
453
A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED POCKET-PISTOL,
UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, French or Belgian circa 1775, wit
two-stage tapering iron side-by-side 4in. barrels, traces of engraving to
the top surface, top-tang with moulded sighting-groove, radiused plain
lock with pointed tails and swan-necked cocks, walnut full-stock with
carved borders around the iron furniture, carved floral apron and
engraved escutcheon at wrist, complete with a horn-tipped ramrod
£400-600
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455

454
PRATT, LONDON
A RARE 28-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS-BARRELLED TURN-OVER
OFFICER’S PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1790, with twostaged slightly swamped 8in. barrels banded at the intersection, both
top-flats signed ‘LONDON’ and with scrolls engraved at breech, each
barrel with its own pan and steel, one side with mount for ramrod
(present), London proofs, bevel-edged border and scroll engraved backaction lock signed in a banner ‘PRATT’ (rubbed), small vacant slot
possibly for an absent safety, replacement swan-necked cock re-using
original top-jaw, walnut butt-stock with carved rococo apron around the
top-tang, brass rococo escutcheon to wrist, swollen brass bulbous buttcap with long side-spurs and lion mask pommel (dented), the sides and
brass sideplate engraved with martial trophies.
£800-1,200
455
A RARE 140-BORE FLINTLOCK FOUR-BARRELLED ALL-STEEL TURNOVER POCKET-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘SEGALAS TYPE’, no visible
serial number, circa 1780 and almost certainly of Belgian manufacture,
with 1 1/4in. tapering banded cannon-muzzled barrels falsely rifled at
the muzzles (one frozen), borderline engraved fluted breech-section with
four individual pans, brass washer plate, borderline and florally engraved
squared boxlock action with twin central cocks, separate top-plate joining
to the integral engraved steel slab-sided butt with slight swelling at the
pommel, guarded twin triggers, the trigger guard bow depressing to
release the barrels for turning, brushed bright finish throughout
£1,000-1,500

456

456
PROSSER, LONDON
A RARE 140-BORE FLINTLOCK TRIPLE-BARRELLED OVER-UNDER
TAP-ACTION POCKET-PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1800, with
plain turn-off 1 3/4in. barrels falsely rifled at the muzzles (frozen), each
with engraved band at breech and numbered ‘4’, ‘5’ & ‘6’ respectively,
borderline and trophy engraved slab-sided action signed in a central oval
panel on the left ‘PROSSER’ and ‘CHARING CROSS, LONDON’ on the
right, engraved tap-body, central ring-necked cock, roller frizzen with
rain-proof pan, coarsely chequered walnut butt of semi Irish form with
white metal oval escutcheon to wrist and concealed flush-fitting
automatic trigger
£800-1,200
457
PREVOTEAU, PARIS
A PAIR OF 25-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED HOLSTERPISTOLS, no visible serial numbers, circa 1770, with two-stage 7 1/2in.
side-by-side barrels, the top-ribs signed ‘PREVOTEAU, PARIS (renewed),
traces of engraved detail and possible gilding to upper surfaces, small
boat shaped bead fore-sight set back from the muzzles, engraved toptangs with sunken sighting grooves, borderline engraved radiused locks
with pointed tails, swan-necked cocks, plain pans, both pistols restocked
with walnut full-stocks re-using the original iron furniture and probable
original ramrods
£1,400-1,800

457

458

458
A 20-BORE MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL WITH WHITE-METAL
DECORATION AND OF EXTRAORDINARY SIZE, UNSIGNED, no visible
serial number, Islamic circa 1820, with possibly earlier 19 3/4in. barrel
(traces of fine damascening) profusely covered with bright white metal
koftgari arabesques, white metal scroll engraved panel at breech,
stamped makers mark within a white metal border, engraved white metal
covering to top-tang, blackened iron miquelet lock with white metal
koftgari decorated spring cover, frizzen front, cock and tail, hardwood
full-stock profusely decorated with white and yellow wire inlays (some
losses to decoration), heavy white-metal furniture including faceted buttcap with side spurs (cap out of position on heel), white metal ramrod
thimbles and square section iron ramrod with button head
£600-800
459
A 28-BORE MIQUELET LOCK BRASS-MOUNTED ALBANIAN ‘RATTAILED’ PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1790, with tapering iron
11 1/4in. carved with a central shallow sighting-rib and with dressed flats
at breech, no provision for fore-sight and muzzle worn (possibly slightly
shortened), false signature at breech, Spanish form miquelet lock, all
brass full-stock of traditional form and engraved with borders and
scrolls, applied white metal florettes at wrist, undecorated narrow
conical pommel, engraved sheet brass broad barrel-band, iron triggerguard bow and lower tang and false iron wire ramrod.
£300-500
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460
A FINE & RARE 32-BORE BRESCIAN WHEELOCK MILITARY OFFICER’S PISTOL,
UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, circa 1650, with two-stage 17in. iron sightless
barrel, solid top-tang fixed from below, plain rhomboid lock with external wheel, angular
cock with delta-form jaws, walnut full-stock with iron furniture and decorated with pierced
iron fretwork panels inlaid flush around the top-tang and forming the heel-plate (small
inlet repairs to front edges of ramrod channel), complex pierced and moulded
escutcheons for the side-nails and barrel pins, pierced nosecap and ramrod throat mount,
replacement ramrod
£2,000-3,000
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461
A MAGNIFICENT 22-BORE GILT AND NIELLO DECORATED BALKAN HOLSTER-PISTOL,
UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, circa 1800, with probable earlier European 11in.
barrel with deeply chisel-carved panel at breech, gilt and niello decorated top-tang
cover with raised and carved sighting groove, flat lock of European manufacture with
stepped and pointed tail, carved edges and semi rainproof pan, heavy gilded brass fullstock deeply chisel carved throughout with raised running vines and ribbons, various
raised decoration further enhanced by niello decoration, en-suite carved and moulded
trigger-guard, full nose-cap and false ramrod
£1,000-1,500
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462
A 22-BORE MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL WITH GOLD KOFTGARI-WORK
AND WHITE-METAL NIELLOED MOUNTS, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
number, of typical form from the Caucasus circa 1800, with finely
watered 12 1/2in. barrel slightly flared at the muzzle and with shallow
moulded sighting ridge and band at breech, gold band and arabesque
scrolls surrounding a deeply struck makers mark at breech, similar
gold koftgari arabesque scrolls and a further band at muzzle, small
miquelet lock also fully decorated with gold koftgari decoration to the
bridge, hammer, mainspring and frizzen, black stippled leather-covered
full-stock with gold koftgari decorated back-strap bordered with broad
white metal niello decorated borders, typical white metal ball pommel
with niello bands and arabesque scroll decoration, central niello
decorated lanyard ring, nielloed complex shaped trigger-plate with
exposed gold koftgari decorated ball trigger (at fault) and two broad
embossed and nielloed barrel-bands
£1,000-2,000
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463

464

463
A 16-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS-STOCKED HOLSTER-PISTOL FOR THE
INDIAN MARKET, UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, circa 1815, with
octagonal iron 8in. barrel, traces of false damascening at breech-end,
applied brass cannon muzzle, solid top-tang, borderline and scroll
engraved flat lock of possible European manufacture, ring-necked cock,
semi rainproof pan, brass full-stock engraved with borders and running
vines, checker-board chequering to the bag-shaped butt, lanyard ring at
pommel, guarded trigger and captive iron ramrod
£400-600
464
BARBER, NEWARK
A PAIR OF 50-BORE FLINTLOCK TURN-OFF CANNON-BARRELLED
POCKET-PISTOLS, no visible serial number, circa 1785, with tapering
and banded 2 1/2in. iron cannon-barrels (frozen), border and floral
engraving to the squared boxlock actions, central ring-necked cocks and
plain frizzens (one re-faced), slab-sided walnut butts inlet with wire
scrolls and flowers and iron trigger-guard bow safes (one lower tang
missing screw)
£400-600
465
TWO FLINTLOCK BRASS-BODIED TAP-ACTION POCKET-PISTOLS, both
circa 1795, the first of 32-bore and signed ‘BUNNEY’, with plain turn-off
1 5/8in. barrels, borderline and martial trophy engraved boxlock action,
central ring-necked cock, sliding safe, walnut slab-sided butt and
guarded trigger, the second similar except 46-bore, signed ‘G. GOODWIN
& CO, LONDON’ and 2in. barrels (frozen),
£500-800

465
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466

466
A 28-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS-BARRELLED BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL
SIGNED ‘H. NOCK’, no visible serial number, circa 1820, with two-stage
4 3/4in. banded barrel with strongly flared cannon muzzle, the top-flat at
breech signed ‘LONDON’, iron top-strap, borderline engraved lock
spuriously signed ‘H. NOCK’ (lock a possible replacement), walnut fullstock with bag-shaped butt, brass furniture and replacement ramrod
(some screws modern replacements)
£300-500
467
A 25-BORE MIQUELET LOCK BELT-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
number, Spanish circa 1785, with tapering iron octagonal to round 3
3/4in. barrel, the flat sighting plane with crudely inlet yellow metal floral
decoration, borderline engraved solid top-tang, scroll engraved miquelet
lock of traditional Spanish form, ring-topped jaw-screw, walnut fullstock, iron furniture including butt-cap with side-spurs, trigger guard,
sideplate and belt-hook and replacement wood ramrod
£300-500
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468
A 50-BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
number, French or Belgian circa 1775, with 3 5/8in. iron barrel of Spanish
form, cannon muzzle, bead fore-sight, solid top-tang, radiused small size
lock with swan-necked cock (repaired, screw replaced) and brass pan,
walnut full-stock with brass furniture and replacement horn-tipped
ramrod
£250-350
469
A COMPOSED PAIR OF .700 FLINTLOCK SERVICE-PISTOLS, UNSIGNED,
MODEL ‘BELGIAN SEA-SERVICE’, no visible serial number, first quarter
of the 19th century, with round iron 9in. barrels, solid top-tangs with
rounded tips, plain military style locks with radiused and pointed tails,
walnut full-stocks with brass furniture including flat pommel caps, barrel
key escutcheons and fore-end caps, no provision for ramrods
£600-800
470
W. TURVEY, LONDON
AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK SILVER-MOUNTED PISTOL, MODEL ‘QUEENANNE’, no visible serial number, circa 1765, with multi-stage iron 5
1/4in. turn-off cannon barrel (frozen), the top of breech signed ‘W.
TURVEY’ within an engraved border, the underside of breech with London
proofs, makers stamp and ‘LONDON’, separate engraved swamped toptang, rounded side-hammer boxlock action (top-jaw, screw and frizzen
spring absent), sliding trigger-bow safe, figured walnut butt with bulbous
pommel fitted with a silver grotesque mask butt-cap, carved apron
around the top-tang and carved tear-drops, engraved and moulded silver
rococo escutcheon at wrist, and silver carved and pierced sideplate
featuring a martial stand of flags
£700-900

470

471
A SCARCE 25-BORE FLINTLOCK BRASS-BARRELLED HOLSTERPISTOL, UNSIGNED, registration no. A-N4626, for County Antrim, the
pistol circa 1740, with round swamped 8in. barrel, borderline needle and
tear-drop engraved to the breech, private proofs, iron top-tang, beveledged lockplate with stepped and pointed tail, engraved detail around
pan and tail, bridleless frizzen, walnut full-stock with curved bulbous grip
mounted with a short-tailed brass butt-cap, pierced ribbon sideplate
(repaired), brass furniture and unusual, possibly period brass ramrod
£300-500

473
A .695 FLINTLOCK SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘BELGIAN SEA SERVICE’, no visible serial number, circa 1830, with
round iron tapering barrel, solid top-tang, slightly radiused lock with
pointed tail, swan-necked cock and plain pan, walnut full-stock, heavy
brass furniture, the butt-cap with iron lanyard ring, moulded brass nosecap and no provision for ramrod
£200-300

472
A 28-BORE FLINTLOCK BOXLOCK CANNON-BARRELLED PISTOL
PROBABLY SIGNED KETLAND, no visible serial number, circa 1785, with
banded iron turn-off 4 3/4in. barrel, cannon muzzle, rounded breech with
London proofs, squared boxlock action with traces of martial trophy
engraving and signature, central pan and cock, replacement walnut butt
and trigger guard bow safe, some pitting to barrel and frosting to action
£200-300
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485
HENRY NOCK, LONDON
A FINE CASED PAIR OF .650 FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S
PISTOLS, serial no’s 277, circa 1800, with browned
damascus octagonal to round 9in. barrels, each signed
on the short top-flats ‘H. NOCK, LONDON’, the flats
terminating in an engraved steeple with starburst
terminal, bevel-edged flat colour-hardened and
slightly curved locks with stepped and pointed tails,
signed ‘H. NOCK’ below the semi rainproof pans,
colour-hardened swan-necked cocks and frizzens,
rollers to the frizzen-springs, walnut full-stocks with
semi slab-sided chequered butts, brass furniture with
numbered lower tangs, brass ramrod thimbles with
rolled ends and horn-tiped ramrod, both pistols
appearing to have seen remarkably little use and
retaining much finish throughout and complete with
their dark stained manufacturer’s oak case,
compartmented and lined with coarse green baize,
(central compartment loose), original parchment
Henry Nock’ trade label inside lid and complete with a
mahogany loading or cleaning rod, a red morocco
leather covered two-way flask and a scissors mould
with sundry other accessories
£5,000-7,000
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499
EX W. KEITH NEAL: WESTLEY RICHARDS, LONDON
A SUPERB CASED 13-BORE DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN WITH FLINT, SELF-PRIMING & PERCUSSION LOCKS,
serial no. 2655/382, for 1833, with rebrowned twist 28 7/8in. barrels with steel fore-sight bead, the broad concave toprib signed ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS’ in gothic script and stamped ‘STEEL INSIDE’ on the underside of both barrels together
with the number ‘382’, colour-hardened patent breeches each with four platinum lines and platinum-lined touch-hole
and numbered ‘2655’, engraved bolsters, broad top-tang engraved with scrollwork on a matted ground (traces of colour),
two sets of locks, the first borderline and scroll engraved and signed in script ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS’ below the patent
swept rain-proof pans, rollers to the blued steel-springs and complete with additional replacement nipple ‘pans’
and scroll engraved slab-sided hammers for the use of conventional caps, the second with similar engraving
and signed on the rocking safety bar ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT’, elongated carved and engraved
hammers and moulded and engraved self priming spring loaded priming pellet dispensers, both sets of
locks and additional parts retaining the majority of their original colour, figured walnut half-stock
chequered at the wrist (minor bruises and chipping, old repair above and behind left lock), finely
engraved iron mounts retaining traces of original blued finish, the lower tang numbered ‘2655’,
colour-hardened trigger-plate with pineapple finial, oval barrel key escutcheons and original
iron-tipped ramrod, together with its maker’s green baize-lined and fitted mahogany case
with accessories including a Sykes powder-flask, a bag of original patent pellets, spare
parts for the pellet-lock mechanisms, spare steels for the flintlock mechanisms, a
spring cramp, a wad punch, nipple key a small leather shot flask and a mahogany
cleaning rod with detachable mushroom shaped pommel, the lid with
parchment Westley Richards trade label, flush-fitting carrying handle, and
circular escutcheon, the case also bearing its W. Keith Neal collection
medallion numbered ‘C214’
£10,000-15,000
Provenance: Previously sold
Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal
Collection’, Lot 105, 25.10.2001
At this date Westley Richards
muzzle-loading arms often had
two serial numbers; the ‘main
line’ three digit number and the
‘auxiliary line’ four digit number.
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PERCUSSION ARMS
Lots 500 - 699

500

500
CHARLES LANCASTER, LONDON
A GOOD 14-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE, serial
no. 661*, circa 1835, with twist iron multi-grooved 30in. octagonal barrel
signed on the top-flat ‘CHARLES LANCASTER 151 NEW BOND ST.
LONDON’, dove-tailed fore-sight, drift adjustable standing notch rearsight with three additional folding leaves, platinum line and engraved
bands to the colour-hardened breech-block also featuring a rectangular
platinum poincon signed ‘CHARLES LANCASTER, LONDON’, carved snail
with platinum vented plug, engraved top-tang featuring a standing stag,
border, scroll and gamescene engraved bar-action lock signed in two
banners ‘CHARLES LANCASTER’ and ‘LONDON’, scroll engraved dolphin
headed hammer with sliding safety, walnut half-stock chequered at the
wrist, silver escutcheoned socket for a wrist sight (absent) adjusted via
a key-way through the lower tang, raised tear-drop cheek-piece,
engraved iron furniture including blued trigger-guard bow with
chequered raised grip-spur, moulded ramrod throat, plain ramrod
thimbles and original mahogany ramrod with mushroom headed horn
pommel
£1,800-2,200
Provenance: * Serial number is present on the inside of lock only, having been
removed from trigger-guard
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501
TOWER ARMOURIES, LONDON
A .650 PERCUSSION CAVALRY CARBINE, MODEL ‘PATTERN 1844
YEOMANRY CAVALRY CARBINE, serial no. 17, dated for 1844 and
marked to the Royal Kent Yeomanry Cavalry, with 20in. round iron barrel
(cleaned, some frosting), diminutive blade fore-sight, standing notch
rear-sight, Tower proofs, borderline engraved lock with date, ‘V.R.’ device
and ‘TOWER’ signature (hammer screw poor replacement), walnut fullstock with brass furniture, the top-spur of heel-plate marked ‘R.K.Y.C’
and the number ‘17’, raised finger-stop to the lower tang, provision for a
saddle-bar (removed, absent), moulded ramrod pipe and captive stirrup
iron ramrod
£300-500
502
A .750 PERCUSSION MUSKET FOR THE EAST INDIA COMPANY,
UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘PATTERN ‘42 TYPE ‘E’’, no visible serial number,
for between 1842-45, with browned iron 39in. barrel, block fore-sight,
standing notch fore-sight, London proofs, borderline engraved bar-action
lock of military style further marked with a rampant lion trademark
forwards of the hammer, walnut full-stock with brass furniture, iron
stirrup swivels, button headed ramrod and Hanoverian type bayonet catch
£500-700

504

503
COLT, USA
A .56 PERCUSSION REVOLVING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1855’, serial no.
2245, circa 1856-64 and probably cut down from an Artillery Carbine, with
reblued two-stage 15 1/2in. barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, standing
notch rear-sight, sighting groove to the top-strap with traces of makers
details, reblued solid frame with side-hammer, five-shot fluted cylinder,
plain walnut straight hand butt-stock, walnut fore-end with single barrelband and semi concealed loading lever, missing nose-cap, detail worn.
£800-1,200

504
MASSACHUSETTS ARMS CO, USA
A GOOD .54 CAPPING BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL ‘GREENE’S
PATENT BRITISH ISSUE’, serial no. 913, dated for 1856, with tapering
round 18in. barrel, dove-tailed block and blade fore-sight, elevating
ladder rear-sight, central section of outer barrel faceted for grip, plain
receiver, long plain top-tang marked ‘GREENE’S PATENT JUNE 27 1854’,
back-action lockplate fitted with ‘Maynard’s’ tape priming system and
marked ‘MASS. ARMS CO. CHICOPEE FALLS USA 1856’ a ‘VR’ crown
cypher and ‘MAYNARD’S PATENT SEPT 22 1845’, plain hammer, walnut
butt-stock with iron patch-box and semi-crescent heel-plate, saddle-ring
to the trigger-guard tang, large trigger-guard bow with two triggers, the
front one unlocking the barrel for loading, ordnance stamps and no
provision for fore-end, the whole an older expert refinish
£1,800-2,200
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505
DEANE ADAMS & DEANE, LONDON
A SCARCE 32-BORE PERCUSSION REVOLVING RIFLE, serial no. 12802R, circa 1858,
with octagonal to sixteen sided to round browned damascus 23 3/4in. barrel, the topstrap signed ‘DEANE ADAMS & DEANE, 30 KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE’,
bead fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with two additional folding leaves
mounted above barrel throat, the underside of throat marked ‘466 No.32’ and
with London proofs, colour hardened plain five-shot cylinder (colour
faded), borderline engraved frame marked on the front strap ‘No.32’
(traces of colour), moulded flash guard to the left hand side of
standing breech, applied hammer cover, double action only
trigger mechanism with oversize flat-fronted trigger
chequered guard bow, chequered walnut straight hand
butt-stock, iron heel-plate with stepped top-sput and
raised and chequered lower tang, the underside of
muzzle fitted with a bayonet bar, strong amount of
original finish throughout
£1,500-2,500
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506

506
A MOST UNUSUAL 22-BORE/.400 PERCUSSION CAPE-RIFLE SIGNED
‘MORGAN JAMES’, no visible serial number, American circa 1840, with
heavy iron 29 1/2in. side-by-side barrels, flat top-rib signed in a panel
‘MORGAN JAMES’, dovetailed white-metal bead fore-sight, elevating
shallow buckhorn rear-sight, fenced nipples, plain faceted boxlock action
with plain side-hammers, long plain top-strap and extension pieces to
the action, highly figured American walnut butt-stock of ‘Kentucky’ style,
white metal furniture including crescent heel-plate with top and bottom
extensions, inlet stylised eagle and globe device with central circular
patchbox to right side of butt, spurred trigger guard bow with raised
scrolled lower tang and integral iron fore-end with brass tipped wood
ramrod
£700-900

507
MASSACHUSETTS ARMS CO., USA
A .50 PERCUSSION CAPPING BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL
‘SMITH’S PATENT’, serial no. 9318, circa 1863, with blued 21 1/2in.
octagonal to round barrel hinged at the breech, blade fore-sight with
nickel insert, small folding ladder rear-sight with sliding notch, boxlock
action with external hammer and barrel-latch released by auxiliary
trigger within the trigger-guard, the side of action marked variously
‘MANUFACTURED BY MASS ARMS CO., CHICOPEE FALLS’, ‘ADDRESS
POULTNEY & TRIMBLE, BALTIMORE USA’ and ‘SMITH’S PATENT JUNE
22 1857’, straight-hand walnut butt-stock (heavily bruised), iron furniture,
plain walnut fore-end (bruised, some fraying to sharp edges) with single
barrel-band, the whole stained over possible original finish
£500-700
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508
509

508
BEATTIE, LONDON
A 16-BORE PERCUSSION IRON BARRELLED BLUNDERBUSS WITH
SPRUNG BAYONET, no visible serial number, probably converted from
flint circa 1825, with twist iron two-stage 14 1/2in. flaring barrel, the top
mounted with a concave sided triangular sprung bayonet released via a
catch on the top-tang, engraved band and platinum line at breech, border
and scroll engraved top-tang, borderline and scroll engraved bar-action
lock signed ‘BEATTIE’, engraved slab sided dolphin headed hammer,
walnut full stock chequered at the wrist and finishing 2 3/8in. short at
the muzzle, engraved iron furniture and twin oval escutcheoned barrel
keys, complete with its original ramrod, some mild pitting to exposed iron
surfaces
£400-600
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509
MERRILL, USA
A .54 CAPPING BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT
CARBINE, MODEL ‘MERRILL’S PAT. FIRST ISSUE’, serial no. 10602,
circa 1862, with tapering round 22in. barrel, applied fore-sight blade,
double folding leaf rear-sight, rearward hinged lift-up breech-lever
signed ‘J.H. MERRILL, BALTO, PAT. JULY 1858’, plain bevel-edged lock
signed ‘J.H. MERRILL BALTO. PAT. JULY 1858 APL. 9 MAY 21-28-61’,
walnut half-stock with brass patch-box inlet to the right hand side of butt,
brass crescent heel-plate, brass trigger-guard bow and tang, iron
saddle-bar and ring and splinter fore-end with single brass barrel-band
£500-800

510

510
SWINBURN & SON
A .524 PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SERVICE RIFLE, MODEL ‘JACOB’S RIFLE’, no visible serial number, dated ‘1861’ with 24in. barrels
stained to brown, each rifled with four deep grooves, dove-tailed fore-sight, rear-sight of one standing and three folding leaves calibrated to 300 yards
and a folding ladder sight calibrated to 2,000 yards, dated back-action locks each signed ‘SWINBURN & SON PATENT 1861’, walnut half-stock, iron
mounts including hinged patchbox-cover engraved ‘JACOB’S RIFLES’, chequered raised spur to the lower tang, iron sling mounts, correct ramrod and
bayonet lug mounted at muzzle
£2,000-3,000
511
STARR ARMS, USA
A .52 PERCUSSION CAPPING BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1858 CARBINE’, serial no. 63, circa 1862, with round tapering 21in. barrel signed
‘STARR ARMS CO, YONKERS N.Y.’, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, folding notch and ‘battle’ sight, square receiver with falling-block mechanism and
saddle-ring mounted to left hand side, the top of top tang marked ‘STARR’S PATENT SEPT. 14TH 1858’, the back-action lockplate signed ‘STARR
ARMS CO, YONKERS N.Y.’, large slab-sided hammer, walnut straight-hand butt-stock and splinter fore-end, brass heel-plate and barrel-band and
iron underlever forming the trigger-guard, some staining and pitting to action, wood refinished
£800-1,200
512
A .675 PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT MUSKET, UNSIGNED, serial no. 23, circa 1860 and almost certainly of Belgian manufacture for the colonies, with
round 42in. iron barrel, integral fore-sight to the twin banded nose-cap, standing notch rear-sight, solid rounded top-tang, plain lock numbered ‘23’
(cleaned), plain hammer, walnut full-stock, iron furniture including heel-plate, sideplate, trigger guard and two further barrel-bands, complete with
an iron ramrod
£150-250
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513

513
A 20-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE, UNSIGNED,
no visible serial number, circa 1770 with later conversion to percussion,
in the white 31 1/2in. swamped octagonal barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight,
elevating drift adjustable rear-sightflorally engraved snail to the breechblock with integral top-tang, flat border engraved lock of flint form with
pointed tail, walnut half-stock with chequered panel at wrist also bearing
a nickel shield-shaped escutcheon marked ‘H.B. 1845’ (possibly the date
of conversion), carved raised cheek-piece with carved floral detail, brass
furniture including engraved and moulded heel-plate, raised lower tang
with broad engraved trigger guard bow, pierced ribbon sideplate, ramrod
throat and nose=cap, double set triggers, iron swivels and replacement
brass tipped ramrod
£500-700
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514

514
BURNSIDE RIFLE CO, USA
A .54 PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CAVALRY-CARBINE, MODEL
‘BURNSIDE PATENT THIRD MODEL’, serial no. 17878, circa 1862, with
21in. sighted barrel with slight trace of finish, plain receiver with later
improvement of a central guide screw, the front marked ‘BURNSIDE
PATENT MARCH 25th 1856’, two-piece chambered breech-block, backaction lock with traces of finish marked ‘BURNSIDE RIFLE CO.,
PROVIDENCE. RI’, walnut half-stock, rear sling mount, iron saddle-bar
and ring, walnut splinter fore-end and iron barrel-band
£700-900

515

515
SHARPS, USA
A .52 PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1863 NEW
MODEL’, serial no. C,7639, circa 1864, with 22in. barrel, block and blade
fore-sight, folding ladder rear-sight, ‘NEW MODEL 1863’ stamped at
breech, vertical dropping block receiver, the lockplate with in-built pellet
primer and marked ‘R.S. LAWRENCE PAT. APRIL 12TH 1859’, the body
of the lock marked ‘C. SHARPS PAT. OCT. 5TH 1852’, straight hand walnut
butt-stock, no provision for patchbox, iron heel-plate, under-lever
opening, saddle-ring mounted to left hand side of the receiver, walnut
splinter fore-end and single iron barrel-band
£1,500-2,500
516
A .50 PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE, UNSIGNED,
MODEL ‘AMERICAN PLAINS TYPE’, no visible serial number, circa 1870,
with heavy octagonal 33in. barrel, white metal lines at muzzle and
breech, applied crescent fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, long
border engraved top-tang with provision for peep-sight (absent), border
engraved back-action lock with further small florally engraved detail,
dolphin headed hammer, wood half-stock with false stripy maple finish,
shallow raised cheek-piece and comb of ‘Roman nose form, brass
furniture including patchbox with complex hinge, crescent heel-plate and
trigger-guard bow with raised lower tang, double set triggers, whitemetal fore-end cap and replacement wood ramrod, finish worn, some
losses to top-edges of fore-end, one barrel key escutcheon absent
£300-500

517

517
H. RYSSEL, GERMANY
A 28-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-RIFLE, no visible serial number,
circa 1855, with fine twist damascus 28in. side-by-side barrels in the
white (some staining), the broad flat top-rib signed in gold ‘H. RYSSEL
IN THARANDT’, further gold lines and an engraving of a grazing deer at
breech, moulded nipple mounts with shallow fences, fully borderline and
scroll engraved top-tang, borderline, scroll and gamescene engraved
back-action locks featuring stags and does in woodland settings, walnut
half-stock chequered at the wrist (chequering worn), raised cheek-piece,
iron furniture including fully borderline, scroll and gamescene engraved
patchbox and hinge, moulded horn covering for lower tang, double set
triggers, the underside of fore-end with central clipped corner
rectangular escutcheon, probable original horn-tipped ramrod and
carved iron sling button
£500-700
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518

518
WESTLEY RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM
A .451 (WHITWORTH) PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CARBINE,
MODEL ‘MONKEY-TAIL’, serial no. 2004, dated for 1862, with 25in. barrel
(shallow pitted externally) marked ‘WHITWORTH PATENT’ (barely legible),
flip-up breech-block signed ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT’, bar-action
lock signed ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO’ and dated within a triangular
trademark at tail, walnut full-stock, iron furniture including saddle-bar
and ring, iron clearing-rod and retaining its chained nipple protector and
its leather rear-sight cover
£400-600
519
A .730 PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘NEPALESE BRUNSWICK’, no visible serial number, circa 1860, with
round 30in. barrel, bead fore-sight, one folding and one standing leaf
rear-sight, plain border-line engraved back-action lock with engraved
hammer, dark-wood full-stock with brass furniture (farsi markings to
lower tang) including patchbox to right hand side of butt, escutcheoned
barrel-keys, iron swivels and iron ramrod, bayonet bar to the right hand
side of muzzle
£400-600
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520

520
SHARP, USA
A SCARCE .577 PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL
‘1855 BRITISH CONTRACT’, serial no. 18759, with tapering iron 21 1/2in.
(approximate) barrel, applied blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rearsight, receiver with slanted angle dropping breech, back-action lockplate
with tape primer feed, walnut butt-stock with inlet brass patch-box to
the right hand side, finger lever forming the trigger-guard bow, walnut
splinter fore-end with brass nose-band and iron saddle-bar and ring,
finish worn with some loss to written detail
£2,000-3,000

523

521

521
LINDNER, USA
A VERY RARE .58 PERCUSSION CAPPING BREECH-LOADING CARBINE,
MODEL ‘LINDNER’S PATENT’, serial no. 5809, manufactured probably
at Amoskeag Mfg. Co., New Hampshire between 1861-63 and possibly an
unrecorded variant, with tapering round iron 20in. barrel, dove-tailed
blade fore-sight, carved buckhorn type rear-sight with additional folding
leaf, locking breech-cover rotating through 180 degrees to release the
rear-hinged sprung breech, the octagonal breech itself marked ‘EDWARD
LINDNER’S PATENT, MARCH 29 1859’, brass top-tang and nocksform
cover, plain bevel-edged lock stamped with a small eagle device at tail
and the serial number, beech half-stock possibly repurposed from
another but following original lines, with a filled aperture for a patch-box
on the right hand side of butt, brass furniture, iron saddle-bar with brass
ring on left hand side, swivels removed and filled.
£600-800
Provenance: This elusive American Civil War carbine was made in two
models. The first model was sold in small batches of approximately 500 guns
to two Michigan and West Virginian cavalry units. The second model was set
up at the end of 1863 with an order for 6000 pieces completed in 1864. For
some reason unknown, the US government declined acceptance and it is
rumoured that the whole consignment was sold to an unknown European
country in 1870 during the Franco-Prussian war and seemed to have
completely disappeared. This is probably one of these guns after a post war
refit and the brass furniture, (the originals had iron), would suggest French
or Belgian usage.

522
E.M. REILLY, LONDON
A 1in. PERCUSSION SINGLE-BARRELLED FOWLING-PIECE, no visible
serial number, circa 1855, with substantial heavy round tapering twistiron 43in. barrel, large bead fore-sight, the top of barrel signed ‘E.M.
REILLY & CO OXFORD ST. LONDON & RUE SCRIBE PARIS’, borderline
engraved octagonal breech-block with large nipple boss, borderline
engraved top-tang, border engraved bar-action lock signed ‘E.M. REILLY
& CO, LONDON’, borderline engraved hammer, heavy walnut half-stock
chequered at the wrist, the side of butt bored through probably for use on
a punt, iron heel-plate, twin screw barrel key and no provision for ramrod
£1,500-2,000
523*
R.T. PRITCHETT, LONDON
A .577 PERCUSSION MILITIA RIFLE, serial no. WR101250, (a South
African registration number), private contract purchase, with round 31
3/4in. barrel rifled in three grooves, block and blade fore-sight, reversed
elevating ladder rear-sight, flat sighting plane behind the rear-sight
signed ‘PRITCHETT 86 ST JAMES’S ST LONDON’, borderline engraved
top-tang, borderline engraved lock of military style signed ‘R.T.
PRITCHETT’ on the bar, borderline engraved hammer, walnut threequarter stock with iron furniture the heel-plate spur engraved ‘30’, two
iron barrel-keys, iron nose-cap, thimbles for ramrod (absent) and short
bayonet bar
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£400-600
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525

524

524
REILLY, LONDON
A GOOD 6-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-BARRELLED FOWLING-PIECE,
serial no. 8578, for 1847, with expertly re-browned round twist 42 1/4in.
barrel signed ‘REILLY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON’, bead fore-sight,
short sighting rib at breech with matching side-ribs, scroll engraved
breech and top-tang, the latter extending to the comb, border and scroll
engraved bar-action lock signed ‘REILLY, LONDON’, engraved hammer,
walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, iron furniture including heelplate with short rounded top-spur, engraved trigger guard and moulded
ramrod throat, white metal escutcheon to underside of stock, substantial
oversized white metal barrel key escutcheons and white metal nose-cap,
plain ramrod pipes and heavy duty mahogany ramrod with brass tip and
worm end
£1,000-1,500
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525
A MOST UNUSUAL .675 PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING SHORT
MUSKET MARKED ‘A.G’, no visible serial number, probably Belgian circa
1850, with 25 1/2in. smoothbore barrel sliding forwards together with the
fore-end to release the hinged lift-up 3 1/4in. chamber section, concealed
white metal obturator at joint, the underside of chamber deeply struck
with ‘A.G.’ below a crown all within an oval, small plain isolated backaction lock, plain hammer, walnut three-quarter stock with iron furniture,
the complex under-lever forming the spurred trigger-guard bow and
lowering to draw the barrel forwards, iron cap at joint, single iron barrelband and nose-cap with provision for ramrod (absent), the muzzle with
squared bayonet lug
£500-700
526
A 22-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN
SIGNED ‘BOUILLIET’, no visible serial number, French or Belgian circa
1800 with later conversion to percussion from flintlock, with octagonal
to round 31 1/4in. barrels (muzzles frayed), struck with Spanish maker’s
marks at breech, small applied boat-shaped fore-sight, carved sighting
groove to top-tang, slightly curved and rounded locks retaining the
original pan fences around the moulded nipple bosses, chequered walnut
half-stock with iron furniture and probable replacement iron ramrod
£500-700

528
527

527
A SUBSTANTIAL 4-BORE PERCUSSION WALL-GUN RE-MODELLED FOR USE ON A PUNT, UNSIGNED,
no visible serial number, the barrel circa 1840, of octagonal to round heavy profile, 35in. in length and
fitted with brass front and rear-sights, farsi inscription to the right hand side top-flat, twin nailed long
top-tang, plain back-action lock and hammer, later walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, single
brass barrel-key, iron stirrup swivels and later drum-headed iron ramrod, weight approximately 23lbs.
£400-600
528
W. & C. SCOTT, LONDON
A .577 PERCUSSION DELUXE RIFLE, MODEL ‘PATTERN 1856’, no visible serial number, apparently
renovated and refinished to a high standard by W. & C. Scott possibly for presentation or use as a prize,
with blued 33in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, military ladder rear-sight, the forward section of
barrel engraved ‘CAL .577’, the rear ‘W. & C. SCOTT, LONDON’, a large gilt ‘2’ inlet at breech together
with a broad gilt band, scroll engraved breech-end and a starburst engraved around the top-nail, the
snail engraved with a cannon, shield and flag (nipple absent), borderline and scroll engraved lock dated
‘1859’ and with full renewed colour and a ‘V.R.’ crown device engraved to tail, the colour hardened
partially scroll engraved dolphin headed hammer inlet with a gilt shield on a background engraved
with a shield and flags, chequered walnut three-quarter stock (possibly from a Snider) with inlets
around the head and top-tang, blued furniture with engraving to the heel-plate spur, trigger guard,
lower tang and barrel-bands, gilded and engraved nose-cap and brushed bright iron ramrod
£300-500
529
J. SMITH, BIRMINGHAM
A .577 PERCUSSION SHORT-RIFLE, MODEL ‘PATTERN 1856 PRIVATE PURCHASE’, no visible serial
number, circa 1860, with blued round 33in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rearsight, the rear of breech marked ‘28 LOVEDAY ST, BIRMINGHAM’, borderline engraved colour hardened
lock signed ‘JOSH SMITH, CONTRACTOR TO THE WAR DEPARTMENT’, walnut full-stock chequered at
the wrist, iron furniture including two barrel bands, jag ended ramrod and sling swivels, the rear fixed
through the end of lower tang.
£400-600
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530
COLT, USA
A RARE .525 PERCUSSION REVOLVING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1839 PATERSON WITH ATTACHED
LEVER’, serial no. 873, for between 1839-41, with two-stage multi-sided to round 23 3/4in. barrel
(cleaned of finish, some shallow pitting), bead foresight, standing notch rear-sight, attached
loading lever mounted to the right hand side, broad barrel wedge with twin screw stop, the
left hand side of breech inscribed ‘PATENT ARMS M’G CO. PATERSON. N.J. COLT’S PT.’
(rubbed, mild pitting obscuring some letters), large unfluted cylinder engraved with
two sets of broad lines flanked by narrow lines around the circumference and also
inscribed ‘PATERSON’ and ‘COLT’S PATENT’ (rubbed, some other illegible
words), internal locking and indexing, moulded hammer, long top-tang with
twin nails, walnut straight-hand butt-stock with working repair at head
with ‘spade’ shaped brass escutcheons, remodelled with an iron
shotgun heel-plate from the original crescent, iron sling mount
(underside of stock re-profiled around the sling mount) and
guarded trigger with raised lower tang.
£20,000-30,000
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594
STEVENS, LONDON, A FINE CASED PERCUSSION SPORTING-GUN WITH 18-BORE SHOT & 60-BORE
RIFLE-BARRELS, serial no. 1057, circa 1845, with interchangeable 36in. twist iron shot and rifle barrels,
the multi-groove rifle barrel of octagonal form and signed ‘STEVENS, 43 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON’,
dove-tailed fore-sight, rear-sight with three folding leaves, colour hardened breech-block with twin
gold lines (nipple removed but present) and provision for underbarrel ramrod, the right hand side of
barrel mounted with a triangular sprung bayonet with 11in. blade released via a trigger at the tip
(when folded), octagonal to sixteen-sided to round shot barrel with identical signature, bead
fore-sight, twin gold bands to the breech-block and provision for ramrod (nipple also
removed but present), fully border and scroll engraved colour hardened top-tang, border
scroll and game-scene featuring a prowling leopard engraved to the colour hardened
bar-action lock, the lock signed ‘STEVENS, LONDON’, engraved dolphin headed
hammer with sliding safety behind, walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist
and with large colour-hardened patch box engraved with borders and a game
scene of stags, iron heel-plate with engraved screws, carved and raised
cheek-piece, engraved trigger-guard with scrolled lower tang, the
fore-end with white metal tip, the whole in fine condition with much
original finish and colour and complete with its oak storage
case, the inside of lid with T. Murcott trade label,
compartmented and lined in green baize and containing
the original two brass mounted mahogany ramrods,
period shot and powder flasks, accessories such as
nipple keys and gouges, sundry cleaning
equipment, wad punches and a bullet-mould
marked ‘MURCOTT, LONDON’, the case
generally very good but missing the key
and lock escutcheon
£3,000-5,000
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596

597

595
GEORGE GIBBS, BRISTOL
A CASED 14-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTINGGUN, no visible serial number, circa 1850, with 29 1/2in. damascus
barrels, plain breech-blocks with platinum plugs and replacement
nipples, fully borderline and scroll engraved top-tang, borderline and
scroll engraved brushed bright locks signed ‘G. GIBBS’ (some frosting
and loss to detail), chequered walnut half-stock, iron furniture and
original brass mounted ramrod, complete with a later George Gibbs
leather storage case compartmented and lined in red baize (some moth
nipping) and including a period Sykes Patent powder-flask, a shot
measure and a later cleaning rod
£700-900
596
B. COGSWELL, LONDON
A CASED 8-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED PIGEON-GUN,
serial no. 3579, originally circa 1860 and re-barrelled as a live pigeon
gun by Cogswell & Harrison circa 1900, with blued steel 32in. barrels,
the top-rib signed ‘COGSWELL & HARRISON, 223 & 224 STRAND,
LONDON’, colour hardened border engraved breeches with platinum
plugs, bead fore-sight, borderline and scroll engraved elongated toptang, borderline and scroll engraved bar-action locks signed ‘B.
COGSWELL’, (traces of colour to all), chequered walnut half-stock, the
heel fitted with a lace-on leather recoil-pad, engraved iron furniture, two
barrel keys and moulded plug blocking the original ramrod channel,
together with a period oak guncase lined and compartmented in green
baize and with hook closure, the inside of lid with parchment Cogswell &
Harrison trade-label (distressed), old cracks to lid
£900-1,200
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597
E. PATRICK, LIVERPOOL
A CASED 16-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTINGGUN, no visible serial number, for between 1814-20 and possibly
converted from flint, with browned damascus 30in. barrels, carved
breech-blocks with raised shallow fences, white metal fore-sight,
engraved platinum vented plugs, engraved top-tang with shallow sunken
sighting groove, borderline and acanthus scroll engraved bar-action
locks, dolphin headed hammers with later gilt eyes, figured walnut halfstock finely chequered at the wrist and with raised cheek-piece, iron
furniture including early style oversized trigger guard bow and raised
scrolled lower tang, original ramrod and complete with its walnut storage
case compartmented and lined in red velvet (faded), reproduction trade
label inside padded lid and containing two period flasks, a powder
measure, cap-tin and later oil bottle
£1,500-2,000

598
EX W. KEITH NEAL, JOHN MANTON & SON, LONDON
A RARE CASED 16-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN, serial no. 9698, for 1830, with fine
twist octagonal to sixteen-sided to round 32in. barrel and with carved band at the intersection (much apparent original
finish present), the top-flat signed in script ‘JOHN MANTON & SON, DOVER STREET’, engraved colour hardened
breech-block with platinum vented plug, the underside of barrels with Charles Lancaster maker’s mark, applied
silver bead fore-sight, colour hardened border and scroll engraved lock signed ‘JOHN MANTON & SON, PATENT’
and with border and scroll engraving to the slab-sided hammer, engraved raised bolsters forwards of the
hammer to take the side nail and fixing directly through the breech-block, walnut half-stock chequered at
the wrist, blued and engraved iron furniture including trigger-guard and heel-plate, original brass-tipped
mahogany ramrod, outstanding amount of finish remaining throughout and complete in its maker’s
walnut storage case compartmented and lined in green baize (some fading and moth grazing) and
containing the gun with lock detached and a full suite of accessories including powder and shot
flasks, shot chargers, caps, nipple-key, wad punch, cleaning rod and three turn screws
together with sundry cleaning equipment and an assortment of wads and top-cards in
suede and muslin bags, the inside of lid with parchment ‘John Manton & Son, London’
trade-label, single lock closure (key included, escutcheon absent) with side hooks,
the case also bearing its W. Keith Neal collection medallion numbered ‘C187’
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W. Keith Neal Collection’, Lot 16,
9.11.2000. This shotgun is mentioned in W. Keith Neal and D.H.L. Back’s
publication ‘The Mantons, Gunmakers’ and is illustrated in plates 144 &
145. A hand written note in the case signed by W. Keith Neal says ‘This
gun I took to Cornwall on our honeymoon for shooting Woodcock’
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599
EX W. KEITH NEAL: JOHN MANTON, LONDON
A FINE CASED 15-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SHOT & BALL GUN WITH ADDITIONAL SPARE LOCKS, serial
no. 9347, for 1825, with twist 30in. barrels (finish faded), the top-rib signed in script ‘JOHN MANTON & SON’ and in block
letters ‘DOVER STREET, LONDON’, the rib-end at breech engraved with flambe needles, the underside of barrels with
Charles Lancaster maker’s mark, applied silver fore-sight, engraved breech-blocks with platinum vented plugs (strong
traces of colour remaining), two pairs of colour hardened locks signed ‘JOHN MANTON & SON, PATENT’ and with
border and scroll engraving with en-suite hammers, engraved raised bolsters forwards of both locks to take
the side nail and fixing directly through the breech-blocks, the locks with patent scears conforming to Patent
No. 4577 of 30th July 1821, walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, engraved iron furniture including
trigger-guard and heel-plate (traces of blued finish), original brass-tipped mahogany ramrod,
complete in a period ‘W. Smith, London’ walnut storage case compartmented and lined in blue
velvet and containing the gun with both sets of locks detached and a full suite of accessories
including powder and shot flasks, shot bag, nipple-key, wad punch, spring cramp, ball
mould, cleaning rod, spare ram-rod and three turn screws and also including a rare
loose ring cap dispenser, a vintage pair of shooting gloves and a shot gauge, the
inside of lid with parchment ‘W. Smith’ trade-label, twin lock closure (key
included), the case also bearing its W. Keith Neal collection medallion
numbered ‘C190’
£5,000-7,000
Provenance: Previously sold Christies, ‘The W.Keith Neal Collection’,
Lot 19, 09.11.2000. This shotgun is extensively covered in W. Keith
Neal and D.H.L. Back’s publication ‘The Mantons, Gunmakers’
and is illustrated in plates 43, 44, 56 & 57. It was originally
made for Trafalgar veteran Admiral Sir Edward
Codrington and is accompanied by a letter to Neal
dated 5th May 1968 from a previous owner,
Colonel Sir Geoffrey Bodington
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601

600

600
COLT, LONDON
A .31 PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT’S
1849 POCKET’, serial no. 7339, for 1855, with 4in. octagonal barrel
signed on the top-flat on two lines ‘ADDRESS COL. COLT, LONDON’,
London proofs, pointed bead fore-sight, plain cylinder with roll engraved
stagecoach scene, open iron frame (traces of colour), iron grip-straps
(traces of silver plating), one-piece walnut grip (chipped at toe) and
articulated under-barrel rammer
£700-900
601
E. REMINGTON, USA
A .44 PERCUSSION SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1858 ARMY’, serial
no. 99455, circa 1867, with blued 8in. octagonal barrel signed on the topflat in three lines ‘PATENTED SEPT 14 1858, E. REMINGTON & SONS,
ILION, NEWYORK, U.S.A., NEW MODEL’, pinched blade fore-sight, solid
iron frame with full-length sighting groove to the top-strap (stripped of
finish), plain cylinder, brass trigger-guard and smooth walnut grips
(possible replacements)
£800-1,200

603
DEANE & SON, LONDON
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘DEANE
HARDING PATENT’, serial no. 15260P, circa 1857, with blued octagonal
6in. barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, standing notch to rear of topstrap, the top-strap signed ‘DEANE & SON, 30 KING WILLIAM STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE’, plain cylinder, two-piece frame with swinging safe
mounted to the right hand side of the recoil shield, chequered semi
sawhandled walnut grip and double action mechanism (at fault), strong
amount of finish remaining with some areas of bruising
£300-500
604
COLT, USA
A .31 PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1855
SIDEHAMMER ROOTS’, serial no. 5652, for 1862, with round two-stage 3
1/2in. barrel signed by the maker on the top (rubbed, partially illegible),
bead fore-sight, sighting groove to the solid top-strap, plain five-shot
cylinder with rear-mounted cylinder pin, single action side-hammer, spur
trigger and one-piece smooth walnut grip, minimal traces of finish
£300-500

602
E. WHITNEY, USA
A .36 PERCUSSION SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘NAVY’, no visible
serial number, with octagonal 7 3/4in. barrel, bead fore-sight, solid iron
framed with sighting groove to the top-strap, plain cylinder, brass trigger
guard, smooth walnut grips (repairs and small losses) and hinged loading
lever, finish worn throughout, devoid of markings
£300-500
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606

605

605
A .650 PERCUSSION SERVICE-PISTOL SIGNED BIRMINGHAM, MODEL
‘E.I.G. LANCER’S’, serial no. 159, dated for 1869, with blued round 8in.
smoothbore barrel, blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, ordnace
stamps and farsi markings at breech, raised cheese-heat top-tang screw,
plain colour-hardened lock and hammer signed on the bar
‘BIRMINGHAM’ together with the date and marked with a crown over
‘E.I.G’ and broad arrow stamp at tail, walnut full-stock, the left side of
grip marked ‘JFA3 with brass heel-plate with central iron lanyard ring, the
side-cheek of stock stamped ‘COOPER & GOODMAN’ and with an East
India Government roundel and captive pan-head iron ramrod, much
original finish remaining
£700-900

606
T. WILLIAMS, LIVERPOOL
A 120-BORE PERCUSSION OVER-COAT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘TRANTER’S
PATENT’, serial no. 16911T, 4th model circa 1858, with blued octagonal
3 5/8in. barrel, engraved band at muzzle, scrolled panel at throat, pillar
and bead fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, the border engraved topstrap signed ‘THOS WILLIAMS, SOUTH CASTLE ST, LIVERPOOL’,
borderline and scroll engraved solid frame, sprung cylinder arbor
release, plain five-shot cylinder with rope-twist band to the leading edge,
scarce factory fitted ‘Adam’s’ style sliding safe, double action mechanism
with brushed bright trigger and spurred hammer, chequered walnut
semi saw-handled grip and engraved iron domed pistol grip cap, strong
amount of original finish remaining
£500-700
607
STARR, USA
A .44 PERCUSSION SIX-SHOT DOUBLE-ACTION SERVICE-REVOLVER,
MODEL ‘1858’, serial no. 7982, above the digit ‘5’, with blued round 6in.
barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, two-piece hinged iron frame (traces
of colour), plain blued cylinder, double action mechanism with selectable
trigger blade, smooth one-piece walnut grip with martial cartouche and
articulated under-barrel rammer, traces of finish throughout
£600-800
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608

608
A & CIE, BELGIUM, A 120-BORE PERCUSSION OVER-COAT REVOLVER,
MODEL ‘ADAM’S PATENT’, serial no. 2485, of 1851 style circa 1855, with
blued octagonal 4in. barrel, scroll engraved panel at throat, dove-tailed
blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, the top-strap and top barrel
flat signed ‘MANUF’D BY A & CIE, LICENCED BY DEANE ADAMS &
DEANE, LONDON’, borderline and scroll engraved solid frame, sprung
cylinder arbor release, plain five-shot cylinder, reverse ‘J’ shaped safespring, double action mechanism with brushed bright spurless hammer,
chequered walnut near vertical semi saw-handled grip and ebony shellcarved pistol grip cap, much original finish remaining throughout,
complete with a vintage leather full-flap holster
£600-800

610

610
COLT, LONDON
A .36 PERCUSSION SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1851 LONDON
NAVY’, serial no. 31107, for 1855, with 7 1/2in. octagonal barrel, the topflat signed ‘ADDRESS COL. COLT, LONDON’, bead fore-sight, London
proofs, plain six-shot cylinder scrubbed of scene, open iron frame
marked ‘COLT’S PATENT’, dome headed action screws, iron triggerguard bow and grip-straps, walnut one-piece smooth grip (left hand side
with period working repair) and hinged under-barrel rammer, traces of
finish, some pin-prick pitting.
£1,000-1,500

609
E. REMINGTON, USA
A .44 PERCUSSION SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1858 ARMY’, serial
no. 567, overstamping ‘4772’, with 8in. octagonal barrel signed on the
top-flat in three lines ‘PATENTED SEPT 14 1858, E. REMINGTON & SONS,
ILION, NEWYORK, U.S.A., NEW MODEL’, pinched blade fore-sight, solid
iron frame with full-length sighting groove to the top-strap, plain
cylinder, brass trigger-guard and smooth walnut grips, the whole
stripped of finish and missing its under-barrel rammer retaining latch
£700-900
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611

611
J. BLANCH & SON, LONDON
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION TRIGGER-COCKING REVOLVER, MODEL
‘TRANTER’S PATENT DOUBLE-TRIGGER, serial no. 4847T, circa 1854,
with octagonal 6in. barrel, dove-tailed bead fore-sight and engraved band
at muzzle, standing notch rear-sight, the top-strap engraved with borders
and signed ‘J. BLANCH & SON, GRACECHURCH ST, LONDON’, plain
borderline engraved five-shot cylinder with carved rope-twist band to the
leading edge, borderline and scroll engraved frame with inverted ‘Y’
shaped safe spring and spring for cylinder arbor release, special twin
trigger mechanism with spurless hammer, chequered walnut semi
sawhandled grip with moulded and engraved iron butt-cap, detachable
Tranter’s Patent rammer mounted to the left front of frame, some finish
remaining
£700-900
612
UNWIN & RODGERS, SHEFFIELD
A 180-BORE PERCUSSION TWIN-BLADED KNIFE-PISTOL, no visible
serial number, circa 1845, with nickel square section 3 3/8in. barrel with
chamfered edges, rear mounted nipple, central hammer, concealed
folding trigger, signed folding double edged 3 1/4in. blade and a folding
drop-point 2 3/8in. blade to the underside, horn side-scales, nickel frame
with cap-trap at rear and apertures for tweezers (present) and a ball
mould (absent)
£300-500
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613
A 100-BORE SINGLE-SHOT FOLDING KNIFE-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no
visible serial number, circa 1850, probably Belgian and an unlicenced
copy of the Unwin & Rodgers (q.v), with round damascus 3 1/2in. barrel,
rear-mounted nipple, cup-headed central hammer. hockey-stick shaped
plain horn scales with brass bolsters, nickel furniture including cap-trap
at rear, double edged unsigned 3 1/4in. folding blade to the underside,
crescent shaped folding wire central trigger and an iron ramrod stored
alongside
£300-500
614
J. PHILLIPS & CO, GLASGOW
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘WEBLEY
WEDGE-FRAME TYPE’, no visible serial number, circa 1856, with
refinished 4 3/4in. octagonal barrel (purpled), bead fore-sight, notch rearsight to the top of standing breech, the top-strap signed ‘JNO. PHILLIPS
& CO, GLASGOW’, reblued plain Birmingham proved cylinder, two-piece
iron frame, double action mechanism with guarded trigger and spurred
hammer, chequered walnut grips, iron grip-straps with raised carved
thumb-web stop and articulated rammer mounted to left side of barrel
£300-500

615

615
AN ANTIQUE REPRODUCTION .44 PERCUSSION REVOLVER
SPURIOUSLY SIGNED COLT, MODEL ‘1847 WALKER TYPE’, serial no.
213, probably Belgian manufacture circa 1900, with 9in. barrel, large
breech marked ‘1847’ on the right and spuriously marked ‘D. COMPANY
No. 213’ on the left, false maker’s signature to top of breech, plain sixshot cylinder with traces of scene and oval locking notches, open iron
frame also spuriously marked to ‘D’ Company, brass square-backed
trigger-guard bow and front-strap, flared walnut grip stamped ‘D. COM’Y’
at heel (cracks and repairs) and articulated under-barrel rammer (finish
worn, some pitting and bruising)
£800-1,200
616
BACON MFG. CO. USA
A .31 PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL
‘TRANSITIONAL SECOND MODEL’, serial no. 615, circa 1860, with
octagonal 4in. barrel, the top-flat signed ‘BACON MFG CO. NORWICH,
CONN’, bead fore-sight, five-shot fluted cylinder, open scroll engraved
iron frame (cleaned, action slightly at fault), iron grip-straps and guarded
trigger, smooth walnut grips and articulated rammer, minimal traces of
finish, wedge replaced
£250-350

617
ADAMS, LONDON
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘ADAM’S
PATENT’, serial no. 40420, circa 1860, with octagonal 5 3/4in. barrel,
dove-tailed fore-sight, wing-nut release for cylinder arbor, borderline
engraved solid frame, plain cylinder with London proofs, double action
mechanism with spurred hammer, sliding safe to right side of frame,
chequered walnut semi saw-handled grip, iron heel-plate and articulated
rammer mounted to left side of barrel, traces of finish remaining
£500-700
618
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A .38 RIMFIRE SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘NEW MODEL NAVY
FACTORY CARTRIDGE CONVERSION’, serial no. 43452, possibly sold
already converted circa 1880, with octagonal 7 3/8in. barrel signed by the
maker on the top-flat and marked ‘NEW MODEL’, plain solid frame with
additional standing breech with attached loading gate, plain six-shot
cylinder, brass trigger-guard, smooth walnut grips and sliding ejector
rod alongside the barrel retained by the original rammer, finish worn
£400-600
619
W. TRANTER, BIRMINGHAM
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER,
MODEL ‘TRANTER’S PATENT’, serial no. 15303T, circa 1858, with 6in.
octagonal barrel, dove-tailed bead fore-sight and engraved band at
muzzle, borderline engraved plain cylinder with carved rope-twist band
to leading edge, borderline engraved solid frame marked ‘W. TRANTER’S
PATENT’, rocking safe to the right hand side, spurred hammer, guarded
trigger and swept semi saw-handled walnut grip, finish worn
£500-700
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620
A SCARCE 28-BORE PERCUSSION ALL-BRASS BLUNDERBUSS TRUNCHEON,
UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘DAY’S PATENT’, no visible serial number, circa 1840,
15 1/2in. overall with turn-off 8 1/4in. barrel with engraved bands at various
intervals, flaring muzzle with further moulded and carved band, the cylindrical
action body also with engraved bands, blued under-hammer and concealed
trigger, the pommel moulded and carved in a realistic eagle’s head
£600-900
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621

621
ALLEN & WHEELOCK, USA
A .32 PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘SIDEHAMMER
BELT-REVOLVER’, serial no. 12, circa 1859, with octagonal 5in. barrel,
the left hand side-flat signed by the maker and with patent dates to 1858,
dove-tailed nickel fore-sight, sighting groove to the solid top-strap, roll
engraved plain five-shot cylinder with sunken nipple-wells, two screw
side-plate, rear-mounted cylinder arbor, moulded side-hammer, smooth
and flared walnut grips (small chip to rear lower corner of left), the
trigger guard bow unlocking to become the rammer lever, slight traces
of finish
£300-500

622

622
A 22-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no
visible serial number, Continental, probably Belgian circa 1840, with
twist iron side by side 7 3/4in. barrels, applied top-rib scroll engraved at
breech-end, bead fore-sight, unvented breech-blocks with shallow
fences, scroll engraved top-tang with shallow sighting groove, unsigned
scroll engraved back-action locks with engraved hammers of ‘C’ form
(right screw replaced), walnut half-stock with capped grip and guarded
double triggers and later ramrod, finish worn
£300-500
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623

624

623
JOVER & SON, LONDON
A 22-BORE PERCUSSION ALL-BRASS HOLSTER-PISTOL, no visible
serial number, circa 1795 with later conversion to percussion, with 6in.
octagonal barrel, applied white metal blade fore-sight, centrally mounted
nipple on the remnants of the pan, squared boxlock action engraved with
borders and martial trophies signed in central ovals ‘JOVER & SON’ on
the left and ‘LONDON’ on the right, border engraved top-plate with
integral tang and central hammer, walnut slab-sided butt (small losses
at head), sliding brass trigger-guard safe and applied brass under-rib
with plain thimbles for the brass tipped iron ramrod
£400-600
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624
A SCARCE 100-BORE PERCUSSION EIGHT-SHOT PEPPER-BOX
REVOLVER SIGNED ‘MANTON, LONDON’, no visible serial number, circa
1850, the signature probably spurious, with fully fluted 3in. barrel cluster,
Birmingham proofs, rounded boxlock central bar-hammer action with
integral moulded iron nipple-guard and traces of scroll engraving, finely
chequered walnut grips, the backstrap with signature to central panel,
flat iron pommel and guarded trigger
£350-600

625
BARNES & CO, LONDON
AN EXTREMELY FINE 18-BORE PERCUSSION GOLD DAMASCENED BELTPISTOL, no visible serial number, for the Indian market circa 1850, with
smoothbore octagonal 7 3/4in. barrel profusely decorated with gold koftgari
arabesques forming panels at muzzle and breech, each panel joined by fulllength koftgari decoration along the side-flats, the top-flat with a stylised
spear, all on a bright background, bead fore-sight, the breech-end signed
‘BARNES & CO, LONDON’ and bordered by a gold line, farsi inscription to the
left top-flat, the breech-block, snail and top-tang full gold damascened and
with standing notch rear-sight, fully gold damascened slightly curved backaction lock signed in a panel ‘BARNES & CO’, en-suite hammer, walnut
full-stock with chequered bag-shaped butt, fully gold damascened trigger
guard bow, lower tang, belt-hook, trigger blade and ramrod throat and panheaded iron captive ramrod with gold damascened stirrup and head
£800-1,200
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628

626
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION PEPPER-BOX REVOLVER WITH NICKEL BODY
SIGNED ‘C. MAYBURY’, no visible serial number, circa 1845, with fully
fluted 3in. barrel group, scroll engraving to the muzzles, border
engraving at breech, the barrels numbered ‘1’ through ‘6’ respectively,
Birmingham proofs, fully scroll and border engraved rounded boxlock
central bar-hammer action with integral moulded nipple-guard, sliding
safe behind hammer, finely chequered ebony grips backstrap with bagshaped frame and iron trigger-guard bow
£300-500
627
REILLY, LONDON
A 40-BORE PERCUSSION OVER-UNDER BELT-PISTOL, no visible serial
number, circa 1840, with slightly tapering iron 4 1/2in. barrels, the flat
sighting plane signed ‘REILLY, NEW OXFORD ST LONDON’ (rubbed, faint),
engraved band at muzzle, scroll engraved flourish to breech, applied
white-metal fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, symmetrical moulded
snails, scroll engraved boxlock action with rounded edged, side mounted
dolphin headed hammers, chequered walnut grip of semi Irish form,
white metal clipped corner rectangular escutcheon to wrist and a
complex engraved white-metal butt-cap inlet at pommel, belt hook to left
hand side, guarded double trigger and iron under-rib with captive iron
ramrod
£400-600
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629

628
LE-PAGE MOUTIER, A RARE 32-BORE PERCUSSION CONCEALED SIDEHAMMER POCKET-PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1855 and
possibly from a walking-cane, with brushed bright 2 3/4in. plain round
barrel, traces of damascus patterning (possibly false) and false rifling at
the muzzle, moulded stop-band at breech, round action body with border
engraved panels to both sides, the left with a domed mount for a lanyard
ring pulling out sideways to become the hammer, internal side-mounted
nipple, automatic concealed trigger, smooth ebony handle of ‘pipe’ form
with engraved domed butt-cap sliding sideways to reveal a trap for caps,
the top of pistol signed in an oval border ‘F’NI POLI, LE PAGE MOUTIER,
ARQ DU ROI’ behind running vine engraving
£200-300
629
BECKLEY, OXFORD
A 40-BORE PERCUSSION SIX-SHOT TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER, MODEL
‘LANG’S PATENT’, no visible serial number, circa 1845, with 5 1/2in.
octagonal barrel, the top-flat signed ‘BECKLEY, OXFORD’, engraved band
at muzzle, the barrel throat and to the leading edge of the plain cylinder,
bead fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, open iron frame with barrel
wedge, scroll engraved non-reciprocating action with single-action tophammer, guarded trigger and finely chequered walnut butt with engraved
butt-cap and central trapdoor
£500-700

630

632
A .700 PERCUSSION CAVALRY-PISTOL FOR THE EAST INDIA COMPANY,
no visible serial number, circa 1855, with round 9in. unsighted barrel,
solid top-tang, borderline engraved bar-action lock with the ‘rampant
lion’ trademark, borderline engraved hammer, walnut full-stock with
heavy brass furniture, iron lanyard ring to the flat butt-cap, cupped sidenails and iron captive ramrod with long flat retaining spring below
fore-end
£300-500
633
A 46-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT RIFLED TARGET-PISTOL,
UNSIGNED, serial no. 3652.5, Spanish circa 1885, with 9 1/2in. octagonal
barrel signed in gilded gothic lettering ‘ACIER’ (steel), dove-tailed foresight blade, scroll engraved breech-end, standing notch rear-sight to the
engraved top-tang and also numbered ‘1’ of a pair and with the makers
stamp ‘L.F.’ over a lion within a shield, carved nipple-boss, borderline
and deep floral engraved bar-action lock with florally engraved hammer
body, figured walnut half-stock with carved flared grip, moulded iron
engraved domed butt-cap with spire pommel, engraved spurred triggerguard bow, plain trigger, carved fore-end tip and no provision for ramrod,
£1,000-1,500
634
A 40-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible
serial number, Belgian circa 1855, with fine etched damascus 10 1/2in.
rifled octagonal barrel, small dove-tailed blade fore-sight, standing notch
rear-sight, moulded and fenced snail, borderline and fully scroll
engraved dipped tail hump-backed lock, carved hammer, walnut half
stock with carved fluted grip and florally carved fore-end tip, spurred iron
trigger-guard bow, no provision for ramrod
£700-900

630
SEGALAS, LONDON
A 100-BORE PERCUSSION ALL-STEEL DOUBLE-BARRELLED POCKETPISTOL, no visible serial number, probably of Belgian origin and circa
1790, later conversion to percussion, multi-stage round turn-off 1 1/8in.
side by side barrels, squared action (signature rubbed) with twin central
hammers, sliding trigger guard bow safe and semi slab-sided butt with
bulbous pommel
£300-500
631
TRANTER, BIRMINGHAM
A 54-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER, UNSIGNED,
MODEL ‘TRANTER’S PATENT’, serial no. 22791T, circa 1858, with reblued octagonal 5 3/4in. barrel, engraved band at muzzle and scroll
engraving at throat, top-strap with possible traces of a signature,
borderline engraved plain five-shot cylinder, borderline and scroll
engraved solid frame with swinging cylinder lock to the right hand side,
chequered walnut semi saw-handled grip, spurred hammer, refinished
throughout with loss to detail
£600-800

635
A 32-BORE PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET-PISTOL SIGNED ‘BATAILLE A
BLOIS’, no visible serial number, French circa 1855, with 10in. microrifled octagonal barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight blade, standing notch
rear-sight to the plain top-tang, carved nipple-boss, plain bar-action lock
with dipped tail signed around the base of the hammer ‘BATAILLE A
BLOIS’, plain hammer, walnut half-stock with carved fluted grip,
moulded iron faceted butt-cap with central spire pommel, plain spurred
trigger-guard bow and trigger, relief carved fore-end tip and no provision
for ramrod,
£700-900
636
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A .36 PERCUSSION REVOLVER, MODEL ‘NEW MODEL NAVY’, serial no.
C50, circa 1865, with octagonal 7 3/8in. barrel, the top-flat signed by the
maker, pinched blade fore-sight, sighting groove to the top-strap, plain
six-shot cylinder with safety notches, solid iron frame, brass triggerguard, smooth walnut grips and hinged under-barrel rammer, minimal
traces of finish
£700-900
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695
GEORGE GIBBS, BRISTOL
A GOOD CASED 120-BORE OVERCOAT
PERCUSSION
REVOLVER,
MODEL
‘WEBLEY WEDGE-FRAME TYPE’, no
visible serial number, circa 1855, with
blued octagonal 3 7/8in. barrel, polished
and radiused muzzle with engraved
borderlines, small dove-tailed fore-sight,
the top-strap signed ‘GEORGE GIBBS, 29
CORN ST. BRISTOL’, sighting notch to the
top of standing breech, plain colour
hardened five-shot cylinder with
borderlines engraved to the leading edge,
borderline engraved blued frame, blued
external safety spring, spurless hammer,
chequered walnut grip and iron gripstraps, heel-cap and trigger guard bow
and equipped with a polished articulated
rammer on the left side of barrel, the
whole retaining much finish and colour
together with its oak storage case with
ten screw lid, the inside lined and
compartmented in blue baize, parchment
Gibbs label inside lid and containing a
Bartram bag-shaped flask, a turn-screw
and nipple key, a brass double cavity
mould marked ‘120’, two period Eley cap
tins and an oil bottle, all also remaining in
fine condition
£1,000-1,500
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697

696

696
T. WILLIAMS, LIVERPOOL
A CASED 54-BORE PERCUSSION FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL
‘TRANTER’S PATENT’, serial no. 20115T, fourth model circa 1858, with
blued 5 3/4in. barrel, engraved band at muzzle, scroll engraving to the
barrel throat sides, the top-strap signed ‘THO. WILLIAMS, SOUTH
CASTLE ST. LIVERPOOL’ within an engraved border, pillar fore-sight,
standing notch rear-sight, borderline engraved cylinder with rope-band
carved to the leading edge (faint traces of colour), borderline and scroll
engraved solid frame with rocking safe to right hand side, double action
mechanism with spurred hammer, walnut chequered saw-handled grip,
colour hardened domed iron pommel-cap and guarder trigger, brushed
bright borderline and scroll engraved Tranter’s Patent rammer to left
side of barrel, the whole a period refinish with a strong amount
remaining, and complete in its ‘Williams & Powell’ labelled walnut
storage case compartmented and lined in green baize and together with
an earlier three-way flask, a period but un-numbered mould, period cap
and bullet tins, an oil bottle, the original nipple-key and mahogany
loading and cleaning rod
£1,600-1,800

697
W. PARKER, LONDON
A FINE CASED 50-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED
TRAVELLING-PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1835, with
browned damascus 4in. side by side barrels, engraved lines and bands at
muzzle, bead fore-sight, the concave top-rib signed ‘W. PARKER,
HOLBORN, LONDON’, acanthus engraved top-strap with carved sighting
groove extending the rib, radiused acanthus and border engraved boxlock
action with engraved dolphin-headed hammers, sliding safes to rear,
finely chequered walnut grip with clipped corner rectangular escutcheon
at wrist, engraved domed iron pommel-cap with push-button release for
the spring loaded concealed trapdoor, twin guarded triggers, fully
engraved trigger guard bow and captive iron ramrod with damascus
under-rib, complete in its maker’s fitted walnut case lined and
compartmented in dark blue velvet, small parchment Parker trade label
to the inside of the padded lid and including period accessories such as
a bone handled brush, a mahogany loading and cleaning rod, a scissors
ball-mould, a red morocco leather container for spare nipples (empty), a
nipple key and a three-way flask, external hook and lock closure (wood
repaired around lock, key absent)
£1,200-1,600

Monday 7th September
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698

698
CHARLES REEVES, BIRMINGHAM
A RARE CASED 54-BORE PERCUSSIONDOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER,
MODEL ‘REEVE’S PATENT’, no visible serial number, conforming to
patent no. 2690 of October, 1858, with 6in. octagonal barrel (much
original blued finish), dove-tailed fore-sight, the borderline engraved topstrap signed ‘CHARLES REEVES IMPROVED PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION’,
standing notch back-sight to rear, plain colour hardened borderline
engraved five-shot cylinder (faded), borderline and scroll engraved solid
frame with screwed side-plate, guarded double-action trigger, longspurred hammer, chequered one-piece semi saw-handled walnut grip
swollen at the pommel and fitted with moulded and engraved iron cap,
articulated loading lever mounted to left hand side of barrel with pin
release for cylinder arbor retained by a flat spring, the whole retaining
much original finish and complete with a period walnut storage case,
compartmented and lined in dark blue baize and containing an Adams
type mould numbered 5896, mahogany cleaning rod, cap tin, oil-bottle,
turnscrew and later powder flask
£1,500-2,000
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699
FORREST, OXFORD
A CASED PAIR OF 32-BORE PERCUSSION PISTOLS, no visible serial
numbers, circa 1828, with rebrowned twist 10in. octagonal barrels signed
in script on the top-flats ‘OXFORD’ (rubbed), bead fore-sights, standing
notch rear-sights, knock-off breech-blocks with moulded snails, toptangs engraved with acanthus leaves, border and acanthus leaf engraved
flat locks with sliding safes behind the engraved slab-sided hammers
and signed ‘FORREST’, walnut half-stocks with chequered bag-shaped
butts, engraved trigger-guards, single set triggers, white metal barrel
key escutcheons and nose-caps, horn tipped under-barrel ramrods and
complete in their probable original mahogany storage case relined in
antiquity in green baize and containing the pistols together with a powder
flask, turn screw, wad punch, loading rod and scissors mould
£2,500-3,500

OBSOLETE CALIBRE
Lots 700 - 829

700

700
E.M REILLY & CO, LONDON
A RARE .577 BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL ‘REILLY-COMBLAIN
PATENT’, serial no. 5439, circa 1868 and possibly experimental or
produced for trials, probably converted from a Pattern 1861 Cavalry
Carbine and conforms to Patent No. 2778 of October 2nd, 1867, with 18
1/2in. blued barrel, block and blade fore-sight, small elevating ladder
rear-sight, the top of nocksform stamped ‘E.M. REILLY & CO, SOLE
MANUFACTURERS, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON’, the breech-block
operated by a colour hardened bolt-handled lever mounted on the right
hand side, the operation of which draws the block back and up, cocking
the hammer at the same time, the top of the block marked ‘REILLYCOMBLAIN PATENT NO. 5439’ (almost certainly the patent use number),
plain flat bar-action lock marked ‘E.M. REILLY & CO, LONDON’, walnut
full-stock, the right hand side of butt stamped in large oval form
‘WARRANTED BY E.M. REILLY & CO. LONDON & PARIS’, iron furniture
including two barrel-bands and jag-ended clearing rod, much finish
remaining
£800-1,200
Provenance: There are no patents attributed for this mechanism under the
name of Reilly. However, there are two patents under the name ‘H. Haschke’,
with H. Comblain in parentheses in the patent records. It is possible Haschke
was either a patent agent or a worker for Comblain in Belgium. Reilly was the
UK agent for this invention, and possibly submitted this carbine or one similar
for Government Trials.

701*
NEUHAUSEN, SWITZERLAND
A 7.5x53 (SWISS) STRAIGHT-PULL CAVALRY-CARBINE, MODEL ‘M93
MANNLICHER’, serial no. 2012, circa 1895, with concealed 22 1/2in.
barrel, protected fore-sight, elevating rear-sight with folding blade, blued
receiver with straight-pull bolt, walnut full-stock, iron furniture, round
profile fore-end and top-cover, matching number detachable magazine
and a strong amount of finish remaining throughout
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£700-900
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703

702
J. BLANCH & SON
A 12-BORE ROTARY-UNDERLEVER PINFIRE HAMMERGUN, serial no.
4326, 30in. damascus barrels with starburst detailing at the breech ends,
the rib engraved ‘J. BLANCH & SON. 29 GRACECHURCH STREET.
LONDON.’, carved serpentine fences, rotary-underlever, the action flat
with lift / return stud, dolphin hammers, bold acanthus scroll engraving,
brushed finish, occasional external pitting, 14 1/2in. stock with steel heel
and toe plates, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£700-900
703
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A 12-BORE 1858 PATENT TOPLEVER PINFIRE BAR-IN-WOOD
HAMMERGUN, serial no. 9581, 29 3/4in. damascus barrels, sunken rib
engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS. 170 NEW BOND STREET. LONDON’, the
breech end with a raised bar engraved ‘PATENT’ with barrel extension
bolt, W. Richards patent 2149 of 24th September 1858, slim standing
breech with pinfire fences, unsprung toplever shaped to the right
hammer, the action flats marked ‘S. BREEDEN’, back action locks, bold
acanthus scroll engraving, 14 3/8in. figured stock, the fore-end meeting
at the knuckle in a crab joint, weight 6lb. 6oz.
£800-1,200
704
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A 10-BORE (2 7/8in.) LEVER-ACTION REPEATING SPORTING SHOTGUN,
MODEL ‘1887’, serial no. 55569, for 1894, with reblued 32in. barrel
marked with the gauge at breech, slab-sided receiver engraved with the
‘W.R.A.’ monogram, tilting breech-block and central hammer operated by
a finger lever, plain top-tang, walnut semi pistol grip butt-stock with
chequered iron heel-plate, exposed under-barrel magazine and smooth
wood side fillets in lieu of fore-end, refinished throughout
£500-700

705

705
MERIDEN MFG. CO., USA
A RARE .50 (SPENCER) TWIST-ACTION REPEATING CARBINE, MODEL
‘TRIPLETT & SCOTT’, serial no. 3864, manufactured 1864-65, with 22in.
round barrel, pinched blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, slabsided rounded-top and bottom, the breech side marked ‘KENTUCKY’,
slab-sided central hammer receiver signed ‘MERIDEN MAN.FG. CO.,
MERIDEN, CONN.’, the top-tang marked ‘TRIPLETT & SCOTT PATENT
DEC. 6 1864’ and mounted with the barrel-release button, sprung
trapdoor for the concealed tubular magazine in the butt, walnut buttstock with iron heel-plate (crack at head around magazine tube), sling
swivels mounted at heel and toe and walnut splinter fore-end with
singular iron barrel-band, much original colour and finish remaining
£1,000-1,500
706
MARLIN, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE LEVER-ACTION REPEATING SPORTING-RIFLE MODEL
‘1892’, serial no. 343874, circa 1905, with reblacked octagonal 24in.
barrel signed by the maker, dove-tailed bladed fore-sight, buckhorn rearsight, the solid frame fitted with detachable sideplate, the top-tang with
model designation, walnut butt-stock with iron semi-crescent heel-plate,
plain walnut fore-end and full length under-barrel magazine tube (loose),
action cleaned and possibly plated
£300-500
707
SPENCER, USA
A .52 RIMFIRE REPEATING SERVICE-CARBINE, MODEL ‘SPENCER
CARBINE’, serial no. 24430, circa 1864, with blued round 22in. barrel,
block and blade fore-sight and folding ladder rear-sight, plain receiver
with under-lever opening, the top of receiver stamped ‘SPENCER
REPEATING RIFLE CO, BOSTON, MASS. PAT’D MARCH 6 1860’ (faint),
‘Stabler’ cut-off, back-action sidelock with external hammer, saddle-ring
and bar to left hand side, walnut straight-hand butt-stock with magazine
tube concealed in the iron heel-plate, walnut splinter fore-end and iron
barrel-band with swivel, traces of original finish remaining
£700-900

710

709

708
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A 32-40 (W&B) LEVER-ACTION REPEATING SPORTING-RIFLE, MODEL
‘1894, serial no. 10373(3), for 1897, the last digit of serial number nearly
erased, with octagonal 26in. barrel signed by the maker, dove-tailed foresight, buckhorn rear-sight, slab-sided receiver with side loading gate and
top eject, model designation to top-tang (peep-sight mounting points
enlarged), walnut butt-stock, iron crescent heel-plate and finger-lever,
walnut fore-end with iron nose-cap and full-length under-barrel
magazine tube, finish worn
£1,000-1,500
709*
A .34 NEEDLE-FIRE GALLERY-RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘1835 DREYSE
PATENT’, serial no. 3186, Continental circa 1850, with octagonal 14 3/4in.
barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, dove-tailed adjustable rear-sight,
large rotary tap with long lever mounted to the right hand side, pushbutton bolt release, the side of the action marked ‘CAL O:,34’, walnut
half-stock with chequered straight-hand wrist, raised angular cheekpiece and schnabel fore-end, iron furniture, traces only of finish
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£400-600
710
AN 8.15X46R SINGLE-SHOT MATCH RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘KESSLER-’MARTINI’, serial no. 1547, circa 1910, with 30in. fluted
octagonal barrel, adjustable bead fore-sight with protective ears, scroll
engraved adjustable tangent rear-sight on sliding engraved dove-tail,
partial foliate scroll engraved dropping ramp action, top-tang with later
pan-headed aperture sight, double set triggers, underlever with
elongated spur, chequered Tyrolean-style walnut half-stock (crack at
hand) with Swiss-style iron heel-plate, sling swivels and moulded walnut
schnabel fore-end
£800-1,200
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711

712

715

711
ENFIELD, ENGLAND
A GOOD .577 (SNIDER) SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MKIII
SNIDER THREE-BAND’, serial no. WR109716, being a South African
registration number, dated for 1870, with round blued 36 1/2in. barrel,
block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, flip open breech
with sprung locking catch, plain blued signed and dated lock, chained
firing pin protector (incomplete), walnut full-stock with brass furniture
except three iron barrel-bands, sling swivels and jag-ended clearing rod
£500-700

714*
WAFFENFABRIK BERN, SWITZERLAND
A 10.4mm (VETTERLI RIMFIRE) BOLT-ACTION REPEATING SERVICERIFLE, MODEL ‘M1881 SYSTEM VETTERLI, serial no. 21346, circa 1882,
with blued 33 1/4in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating tangent
rear-sight, tubular bolt-action receiver, the bolt with turned down handle,
side loading aperture, tubular underbarrel magazine, walnut butt-stock
and full-length fore-end concealing the magazine tube, blued furniture,
double set triggers, complete with a period sling and a jag-ended clearing
rod, the whole expertly restored

712
FR. JUNG & SON, SUHL
AN 8.15x46R SINGLE-SHOT TARGET-RIFLE, MODEL ‘STIEGELEMARTINI TYPE’, no visible serial number, circa 1920, with 30in. blued
octagonal barrel with protected ramp fore-sight, integral rail to the top
flat and signed near breech in white metal ‘FR JUNG & SOHNE, SUHL’,
engraved receiver (traces of colour), adjustable tang-mounted peepsight, scrolled underlever trigger-guard with finger spur, double-set
triggers, walnut tyrolean butt-stock with exaggerated applied moulded
cheek-piece and thumb-rest, Swiss-style iron heel-plate and smooth
walnut schnabel fore-end (cracked), refinished
£800-1,200

£300-500

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

713
MARTINI TANNER & CO., FRAUENFELD
A LEFT-HANDED 8.15X46R MATCH RIFLE, MODEL ‘’SCHUTZENFEST’
MARTINI-ACTION’, serial no. 2356, circa 1930, with blued 31in. heavy
octagonal barrel with cleaning rod, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight with
protective ears, top flat of the barrel with an applied rail, plain action
engraved ‘MARTINI TANNER & CO. FRAUENFELD’ on the right, the left
with ‘MARTINI’S PATENT’ along with the serial number, cocking indicator
to the right hand side, tang-mounted pan-headed aperture sight,
underlever with some repairs, left-handed butt-stock with moulded
cheekpiece, Swiss-style iron push-button adjustable heelplate, double
set triggers, iron sling swivels, the toe with applied shield indicating
competition use in Leipzig in 1934
£700-900
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715*
GEB. SUTZER, SWITZERLAND
AN 18mm BREECH-LOADING SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE RIFLE, MODEL
‘MILBANK-AMSLER’ AND BAYONET, both serial no. 6391, circa 1843,
with brushed bright 40in. barrel marked with the serial number, applied
blade fore-sight, elevating rear-sight, flip-open breech-block with
makers stamp, plain bar-action lock converted from flint with sidehammer, walnut full-stock with iron furniture, the underside of butt at toe
also marked with the serial number and ‘ST GALLEN’, iron under-barrel
clearing rod and two barrel bands with additional twin banded nose-cap,
the underside of muzzle with stud for socket bayonet, and complete with
its matching number bayonet in fine order together with its leather
scabbard and frog (scabbard broken off at tip)
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£400-600

716

719

720

716
A 9.5x47R (SCHEIBEN) BOLT-ACTION SINGLE-SHOT TARGET-RIFLE,
UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘SCHUTZENFEST MATCH’, no visible serial number,
circa 1885, system Mauser with blued octagonal 31in. barrel, the top-flat
dove-tailed for an adjustable position rear-sight (absent), dove-tailed
adjustable fore-sight blade with curved side-protectors, octagonal form
borderline and scroll engraved colour hardened receiver with short
straight bolt handle, no provision for safe, borderline and scroll engraved
top-tang mounted with a pan-headed aperture sight, walnut half-stock
with chequered wrist, raised moulded cheek-piece and Swiss heel-plate,
complex trigger-guard with integral finger spur and grip, double-set
triggers, plain fore-end with moulded schnabel tip (some inlet repairs)
and replacement brass under-barrel clearing-rod, some original finish
remaining
£600-800

719
HAENEL, SUHL
AN 8.15x46R SINGLE-SHOT TARGET-RIFLE, MODEL ‘AYDT PATENT’,
serial no. 1065, circa 1920, with octagonal 31 1/2in. barrel, the top of
receiver signed in gilt ‘C.G. HAENAL SUHL. AYDT’S D.R. PATENT’, dovetailed fore-sight with curved side-protectors, dove-tail along the top-flat
for an adjustable position rear-sight (present), plain colour-hardened
receiver fitted with large banana-shaped tensioning springs to the pins,
square form dropping breech marked ‘SYS. AYDT D.R. PATENT’, top-tang
with base for an aperture sight (absent), chequered walnut butt-stock,
the raised cheek-piece marked in large block letters ‘ALBINO SELBACH’,
iron Swiss-style heel-plate, complex underlever forming the triggerguard bow, double-set triggers, smooth walnut fore-end with moulded tip
and fitted with iron sling swivels
£600-800

717
MARLIN, USA
A 32-40 (W&B) LEVER-ACTION REPEATING RIFLE, MODEL ‘1893
SPECIAL ORDER’, serial no. 99618, circa 1897, with tapering octagonal
shortened 21in. barrel signed on the top-flat ‘MARLIN FIREARMS CO
NEW-HAVEN C.T. U.S.A. PATENTED OCT 11 1887, APRIL 2 1889, AUGUST
1 1893’, not marked for smokeless powders, dove-tailed bead fore-sight,
buckhorn rear-sight rear-sight, solid receiver marked on the top
‘MARLIN SAFETY’, provision for peep-sight to top-tang, walnut straighthand butt-stock with crescent heel-plate, squared finger-lever, plain
walnut half-fore-end and three-quarter length under-barrel magazinetube, finish faded and thin.
£800-1,200

720
BALL & WILLIAMS, USA
A .44 RIMFIRE SINGLE-SHOT CARBINE, MODEL ‘BALLARD’S PATENT
MILITARY CARBINE’, serial no. 4267, circa 1864, with 22 1/8in. octagonal
to round barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, twin leaf rear-sight, the topflat forwards of the rear-sight marked ‘BALL & WILLIAMS, WORCESTER,
MASS.’, the right side top-flat further marked ‘BALLARDS PATENT NOV
5TH 1861’ (all faint), integral receiver and action body with dropping
breech and central hammer, walnut butt-stock with iron heel-plate,
cocking lever forming the trigger-guard and walnut half-length fore-end
with single barrel-band
£800-1,200

718*
A 10.4mm (VETTERLI) SINGLE-SHOT CADET-RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘1870 CADET’, serial no. 3191, circa 1871, with octagonal to round 27in.
barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating tangent rear-sight, tubular
bolt housing with turned down handled bolt, walnut full-stock, with iron
furniture and brass-tipped iron clearing rod, finish lightly worn

721
A .360 (No.5 FOR SHOT) WALKING-STICK SHOTGUN, UNSIGNED,
MODEL ‘DUMONTHIER’S PATENT, no visible serial number, circa 1900,
probably French, with cane covered 28in. smoothbore barrel (muzzle
protector absent), twist and pull load action, cane covered action body
with trigger concealed by a rotating nickel ring and crooked horn handle.
£200-300

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-300
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723

722*
NEUHAUSEN, SWITZERLAND
A 10.4mm (VETTERLI) SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL
‘MILBANK-AMSLER’, serial no. 354, circa 1868, with blued 30 1/2in.
barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, elevating tangent rear-sight, flip-up
breech with off-set firing pin, the top signed ‘NEUHAUSEN’ over ‘S.I.G.’,
Swiss proofs, blued plain unsigned hump-back lock, plain hammer,
walnut full-stock with iron furniture including spurred trigger-guard,
Swiss-style heavy heel-plate, two barrel bands and nose-cap with
bayonet lug, double set triggers and under-barrel clearing rod, fitted with
a period wooden muzzle tompion
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
723
LECHNER, NUREMBERG
AN 8.15x46R SINGLE-SHOT TARGET-RIFLE, MODEL ‘ORIGINAL SYSTEM
AYDT’, serial no. 12182, circa 1920, with octagonal blind fluted 31 1/2in.
barrel, the top-sides signed in silver gilt ‘HANS LECHNER’ and
‘NURNBERG’ respectively, dove-tailed ramp with replacement tunnel
fore-sight, dove-tail along the top-flat for an adjustable position rearsight (absent), plain slab-sided receiver fitted with large banana-shaped
tensioning springs to the pins, square form dropping breech marked
‘ORIGINAL SYSTEM AYDT’, top-tang with base for an aperture sight
(absent), chequered walnut tyrolean butt-stock further relief carved with
panels of oakleaves, iron Swiss-style heel-plate, complex underlever
forming the trigger-guard bow, double-set triggers, smooth walnut foreend with the tip also relief carved with oakleaves and fitted with iron sling
swivels, small loss to wood at heel, action missing striker
£300-500
724
A .34 NEEDLE-FIRE GALLERY RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘1835 DREYSE
PATENT’, serial no. 7945, Continental circa 1850, with octagonal 19in.
barrel, dove-tailed blade fore-sight, dove-tailed adjustable rear-sight,
large rotary tap with long lever mounted to the right hand side, pushbutton bolt release, the side of the action under the lever marked ‘CAL
0,34’ and ‘6 GRAN PULV’, walnut half-stock with chequered straight-hand
wrist, raised angular cheek-piece and schnabel fore-end, iron furniture,
strong traces of finish
£400-600
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725

729

725
COLT, USA
A 40-60-200 REPEATING PUMP-ACTION CARBINE, MODEL LIGHTNING
CARBINE ‘BABY EXPRESS’’, re-numbered 6572, large frame size made
1887, with round 22in. barrel signed by the maker, block and blade foresight, replacement rear-sight, slab-sided top ejecting action with
external hammer (mainspring absent, one frame screw missing), walnut
butt-stock with carbine heel-plate (working inlet repairs at head), the
lower tang and action side re-numbered ‘6572’ (serial number 1014
under top-tang), chequered walnut pump-handle and full-length
underbarrel magazine, finish worn throughout, together with its Colt
Archive factory Letter
£400-600
726
REMINGTON ARMS CO., USA
A .32 RIMFIRE SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE, MODEL ‘No.4 ROLLINGBLOCK TAKE-DOWN’, serial no. J228364, circa 1910, with blued
octagonal 24in. barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight,
the top-flat marked ‘REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILION N.Y. U.S.A.’, small
receiver with take-down lever on the right hand side, provision for peepsight to the top-tang (never fitted), walnut ‘roach-belly’ butt-stock with
iron carbine-style heel-plate and plain walnut half-fore-end
£200-300
727
W.W. GREENER, BIRMINGHAM
A
.310
(CADET)
SINGLE-SHOT
CADET-RIFLE,
MODEL
‘COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISSUE’, serial no. 1880, circa 1914,
with 25in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, micro adjustable rear-sight,
silhouette of a kangaroo stamped to the knoxform, plain receiver signed
by the makers on the left hand side and marked ‘COMMONWEALTH OF
AUSTRALIA’ together with ‘VIC’ on the right, Martini-style under-lever
action, plain walnut butt-stock with iron heel-plate, three-quarter length
fore-end, iron barrel-band and sling swivels
£400-600

730

732

728
THOMAS TURNER, BIRMINGHAM
A .577 (SNIDER) VOLUNTEER SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘SNIDER THREEBAND’, no visible serial number, circa 1875, with 36 1/2in. barrel, block
and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, flip-open breech with
sprung catch, plain bar-action lock signed ‘THOMAS TURNER, FISHER
ST. BIRMINGHAM’, walnut full-stock with brass furniture, three iron
barrel-bands and an iron jag-ended clearing rod
£400-600
729
AN 11mm (MAUSER) BOLT-ACTION SINGLE-SHOT CARBINE SIGNED
‘OESTERR. WAFFEB GES.’, MODEL ‘M71 MAUSER CARBINE’, serial no.
7681D, dated for 1876, with round blued 20in. barrel, octagonal breech
also marked ‘F.W.’, guarded fore-sight, small ladder rear-sight, brushed
bright octagonal receiver, turned down bolt handle, walnut full-stock,
iron furniture including moulded nose-cap and ring swivel, strong
amount of probable original finish
£400-600
730
MERIDIAN MANFG. CO, USA
A SCARCE .58 RIMFIRE BREECH-LOADING SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL
‘MILLER CONVERSION OF THE PATTERN ‘61’, serial no. 400, altered
circa 1865-67, with brushed bright (as original) 30in. barrel, block and
blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with two additional flip-up
leaves, lift up and over short breech-block, the top marked ‘W.H. & C.W.
MILLER PATENT MAY 23 1863’ and ‘ MERIDIAN MANFG. CO. MERIDEN
CONN’, lockplate from a Pattern 1861 musket signed ‘PARKERS, SNOW
& CO. MERIDEN, CONN’ together with a Union Eagle device and the date
‘1863’, plain external hammer, walnut full-stock with exposed muzzle
(small losses to sharp edges around breech-block), iron furniture and
under-barrel iron clearing rod
£500-700

733

731
J.D. DOUGALL
A 12-BORE 1860 PATENT ‘LOCKFAST’ SLIDE-AND-TILT SIDELEVER
PINFIRE HAMMERGUN, serial no. 2024, 30in. rebrowned damascus
barrels, rib engraving illegible, Dougall ‘lockfast’ patent action, patent
no. 1128 of 7th May 1860, rearward facing push-down sidelever with side
retaining catch, carved serpentine fences, action face with protruding
bosses, non-rebounding back-action locks with finely engraved dolphin
hammers, best border and fine scroll engraving, the lockplates with a
scrolling banner engraved ‘J. D. DOUGALL’, the underside with a scrolling
banner engraved ‘DOUGALL’S PATENT LOCKFAST’, bright finish, 14in.
1/4in. figured stock with steel buttplate, weight 7lb. 6oz.
£700-900
732
P. STEVENS, MAASTRICHT
AN 11.3x51R (DUTCH-BEAUMONT) BOLT-ACTION REPEATING RIFLE,
MODEL ‘M71/88 BEAUMONT-VITALI’, serial no. 6777, converted circa
1890 from an M1871 Beaumont rifle dated ‘1876’, with 32 1/2in. barrel,
block and blade fore-sight, elevating rear-sight, round receiver with large
bolt-handle (bolt and receiver matching numbers), fixed Vitali magazine,
walnut full-stock with issue stamps to butt, iron furniture and iron underbarrel clearing rod, brushed bright finish
£400-600
733
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A .44 (C/F) SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING RIFLE, MODEL ‘No.1 ROLLING
BLOCK’, serial no. 948, circa 1870, with heavy octagonal 28in. barrel,
dove-tailed fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, slab-sided receiver with
rolling breech and central hammer, maker’s details to top-tang, walnut
butt-stock with straight wrist and crescent heel-plate, walnut splinter
fore-end with moulded iron tip, traces of original finish
£500-700

Provenance: Only around 2000 of these conversions were manufactured with
the Maryland Militia being issued 50 and a further 45 being sold surplus
through Schuyler-Hartley of New-York
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734*
I. HOLLIS & SONS, BIRMINGHAM
A .577-450 (M/H) SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MARTINIHENRY SPORTER’, serial no. W101304, circa 1900, with 28in. barrel,
full-length matted sighting-rib fitted with a dove-tailed blade fore-sight
and a four leaf express rear-sight with additional ladder and standing
notch, signed in a panel at breech ‘I. HOLLIS & SONS BIRMINGHAM,
ENGLAND’, border and scroll engraved slab-sided receiver with dropping
feed-ramp, side safe and cocking indicator, walnut chequered pistol-grip
butt-stock (chipped at head), iron heel-plate (trapdoor absent), ring
tipped under-lever, chequered half fore-end and replacement wood
clearing rod, traces of finish present
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£500-700
735*
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO, LONDON
A .577-450 (M/H) SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MARTINIHENRY’, serial no. 4608, circa 1886, with 33 1/4in. barrel, block and blade
fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, the top of barrel signed ‘WESTLEY
RICHARDS & CO, LONDON’ and marked ‘METFORD RIFLING’, the left
hand side below rear-sight marked ‘FOR W.R. MARTINI CARTRIDGE’,
triangle trademark at nocksform, slab-sided receiver, the left side
marked ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO, LONDON’ below a triangle
trademark, the right side ‘MARTINI PATENT’, tear-drop cocking indicator,
walnut butt-stock, iron heel-plate, short under-lever, full-length walnut
fore-end with two iron barrel-bands and iron clearing rod, the whole
cleaned of finish

740

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£350-450
736
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A .295 (ROOK) ‘THE ROSS’ SIDELEVER 1882 PATENT LEVER-COCKING
SINGLE-BARRELLED HAMMERLESS ROOK RIFLE, serial no. 9023, 28in.
reblued octagonal barrel with matt top flat, dove-tailed bead fore-sight,
standing notch rear-sight with three folding leafs marked for 100, 200
and 300 yards, breech-end engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98 NEW
BOND ST. LONDON.’ and ‘.295 BORE.’, H.W. Holland patent lever-cocking
action, patent no. 1294 of 17th March 1882, carved teardrop fences,
manual sidelever safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and partial
acanthus scroll engraving, bright and re-blued finish, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip
stock with steel buttplate and pistolgrip cap, Hackett-type snap-on
splinter fore-end with horn finial, weight 5lb. 13oz.
£1,000-1,500
737
ALEX. MARTIN
A .297/.250 SIDE-LEVER HAMMER ROOK RIFLE, serial no. 69529, 26in.
reproved octagonal nitro barrel (loose) with matt sighting flat and signed
‘ALEX. MARTIN / GLASGOW & ABERDEEN’, bead fore-sight, rear-sight
of one standing and two folding leaves calibrated to 150 yards, border
and scroll engraved action retaining much expertly renewed blued finish,
14 1/4in. figured semi-pistolgrip stock with chequered grip and fore-end,
chequered horn butt-plate, silver escutcheon and horn pistolgrip cap,
Hackett-type snap on splinter fore-end with horn finial (small loss to leftside leading edge), weight 5lb. 7oz.
£1,000-1,500
The gunmaking business of John Dickson and Son was founded in Edinburgh
in 1820, making it Scotland’s oldest gunmaker and celebrating 200 years of
fine Scottish gunmaking in 2020. Over the years, the company has grown to
incorporate some of the finest Scottish gunmaking names into one gun
making business - James MacNaughton and Sons, Alexander Henry, Daniel
Fraser, Alex Martin and Mortimer and Son.
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738
A SCARCE 7mm (W/S) SINGLE-SHOT WALKING-STICK GUN, UNSIGNED,
no visible serial number, circa 1880, French or Belgian, with bamboo
covered smoothbore 24 3/4in. brass barrel, twist and pull breech, bamboo
covered action and natural staghorn angled grip with button trigger, 33
1/4in. overall
£300-500
739
A .360 (SHOTGUN) SINGLE-SHOT WALKING-STICK GUN, UNSIGNED, no
visible serial number, French or Belgian circa 1900, with cane covered
27in. barrel, twist and pull breech-action also with cane covering and
nickel band with button trigger, possibly originally fitted with a hooked
handle, now replaced with a leather end-cap
£200-300
740*
FIELD, LONDON
A .577/.450 (M/H) SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING RIFLE, MODEL ‘MARTINIHENRY SPORTER’, serial no. WR100139, circa 1900, with reblued 28
1/2in. barrel, full-length matted sighting-rib fitted with a dove-tailed
blade fore-sight and a four leaf express rear-sight with additional ladder
and standing notch, signed in a panel at breech ‘FIELD, LONDON’,
reblued border and scroll engraved slab-sided receiver with dropping
feed-ramp, brushed bright side safe and cocking indicator, figured walnut
chequered pistol-grip butt-stock, iron heel-plate, ring tipped under-lever
and chequered splinter fore-end with horn tip
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£600-800

741

742

741
COLT, USA
A SCARCE .50-95 (WIN) PUMP-ACTION REPEATING RIFLE, MODEL
‘LIGHTNING EXPRESS’, serial no. 1313, large frame size made 1888,
with reblued round 26in. barrel signed by the maker, blade fore-sight,
buckhorn rear-sight, slab-sided top ejecting action with dust cover,
external hammer, walnut butt-stock with carbine heel-plate (small
losses at head), chequered walnut pump-handle and full-length
underbarrel magazine, refinished throughout
£2,000-3,000
742
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, USA
A SCARCE .50 (C/F) SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘1871 ROLLING-BLOCK’,
no visible serial number, WITH BAYONET, manufactured 1872, with
brushed bright (as original) 36in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, small
elevating ladder rear-sight, colour hardened rolling block action marked
‘MODEL 1871’ on the left hand side and ‘US SPRINGFIELD 1872’ below an
American eagle on the right, special ‘locking’ central hammer action
(hammer deliberately drops to half-cock when breech closed), top-tang
marked with ‘REMINGTON’S PATENT’ over ‘PAT MAY 3D. NOV 15TH 1864.
APRIL 17TH 1868’, walnut butt-stock with ‘U.S’ marked heel-plate, iron
sling swivels and two barrel-bands, complete with matching socket
bayonet (unmarked, no scabbard)
£500-800

743

743
MARLIN, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE LEVER-ACTION REPEATING-RIFLE, MODEL ‘1892’, serial
no. 83043, circa 1898, with blued round 24in. barrel signed by the maker,
folding gold-washed ring fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with two
additional folding leaves, colour hardened receiver with field-strippable
side-plate and blued bolt, the top-flat marked ‘MARLIN SAFETY’, folding
peep-sight to tang marked ‘patent’, walnut butt-stock with iron crescent
heel-plate, colour hardened finger-lever, walnut half fore-end and fulllength blued under-barrel magazine tube, much original finish remaining
£700-900
744
A 12.7x48R SINGLE-SHOT CARBINE, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘SWEDISH
ROLLING BLOCK’, serial no. 2130, dated for 1874, with blued round 18in.
barrel, applied fore-sight blade, small elevating ladder rear-sight, colour
hardened rolling block action of Remington type, pale hardwood buttstock with vacant identity disk set into the left hand side, brass heel-plate,
splinter hard-wood fore-end with single barrel-band and replacement
iron clearing rod
£400-600
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745

745
CHATELLERAULT ARSENAL, FRANCE
AN 11mm (GRAS) BOLT-ACTION SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL
‘M1874’, serial no. 41864, dated for 1880, with sighted 28in. barrel,
octagonal receiver with turned down bolt-handle, walnut straight-hand
full-stock (cracked and repaired), brass ‘Chevalier’ furniture and loopended iron clearing rod
£300-500
746
REMINGTON, USA
A .50-70 (GOVT) SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘No.1 ACTION,
MILITARY ISSUE’, no visible serial number, circa 1875, with in the white
35 3/4in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight,
colour hardened action with three line address and patents to the toptang, walnut butt-stock with martial cartouche at wrist, iron furniture
including three barrel-band, fitted with swivels and an iron jag-ended
clearing rod
£500-700
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747
REMINGTON, USA
AN 11x50R (EGYPTIAN) SINGLE-SHOT CARBINE, MODEL ‘EGYPTIAN
CONTRACT ROLLING-BLOCK’, no visible serial number, circa 1885, with
tapering round 20 1/2in. barrel (stained to light brown), pinched blade
fore-sight, twin blade folding rear-sight, plain action with traces of colour,
three line address and patent details to top-tang, walnut butt-stock, iron
heel-plate of carbine style and single barrel band to the walnut splinter
fore-end
£500-700

748
J. PIEPER, LIEGE
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE 7mm RIMFIRE SEVEN-SHOT ROLLING-BLOCK VOLLEY
RIFLE, serial no. 256, with re-blued 25 5/8in. Belgian black powder proofed round
barrel housing seven internal rifled barrels, non-reflective raised sighting-rib with
dove-tailed beaded blade fore-sight and dove-tailed standing notch rear-sight with
additional folding leaf, Pieper patent rolling block breech (firing all seven barrels
simultaneously) retaining the original detachable cartridge charger, unsigned action
with raised moulded side-cheeks, engraved borders and retaining virtually full
original colour hardening, figured 14 1/8in. chequered pistolgrip stock with engraved
steel pistolgrip-cap and smooth iron buttplate, chequered walnut fore-end, weight
approximately 10lb.
£5,000-7,000
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749

749
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A .295 ROOK ‘THE ROSS’ 1882 PATENT LEVER-COCKING SINGLEBARRELLED HAMMERLESS EJECTOR ROOK RIFLE, serial no. 10632, 25
7/8in. octagonal barrel with matted top flat, folding aperture fore-sight,
two folding leaf rear sights marked for 50 and 100 yards and with whitemetal sight lines, the breech-end engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98
NEW BOND ST. LONDON. 295. SEMI SMOOTH BORE. WINNERS OF ALL
THE ‘FIELD’ RIFLE TRIALS. 1883. PATENT NO. 1294.’, the top-tang fitted
with an adjustable flip-up peep sight, H.W. Holland patent lever-cocking
action, patent no. 1294 of 17th March 1882, carved teardrop fences,
removable striker disc, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, nonselectable ejector, border and acanthus scroll engraving retaining traces
of colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/8in. pistolgrip stock with steel
buttplate and engraved pistolgrip-cap, Hackett type snap-on splinter
fore-end with horn finial, weight 5lb. 9oz.
£1,000-1,500
750
E.M. REILLY, LONDON
A .360 (No.5) SINGLE-SHOT ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE, serial no. 5865,
circa 1900, with round tapering 24in. barrel, blade fore-sight, rear-sight
of one standing notch with two additional folding leaves, machine
engraved slab-sided action with exposed central hammer, under-lever
opening, the lever formed around the front of the trigger guard bow,
walnut chequered pistol-grip stock with machine engraved iron heelplate and moulded hard-rubber grip-cap and chequered walnut splinter
fore-end secured via a cross-wedge
£500-700
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751
F.W. HABIG, DRESDEN
A 9.5x47R (SCHEIBEN) HAMMER BOLT-ACTION SINGLE-SHOT TARGETRIFLE, MODEL ‘SCHUTZENFEST MATCH’, no visible serial number, circa
1878, with blued two-stage 31in. barrel, the top dove-tailed for an
adjustable position rear-sight and signed ‘F.W. HABIG, DRESDEN’, dovetailed adjustable fore-sight blade with curved side-protectors, rounded
receiver with short straight bolt handle, no provision for safe, plain toptang mounted with a pan-headed aperture sight, plain exposed
hump-backed bar-action lock with dipped tail and external hammer
striking a pin concealed in the bolt-handle, walnut tyrolean three-quarter
stock with chequered swan-neck wrist (old repaired cracks) and Swiss
heel-plate, complex trigger-guard, double-set triggers, plain fore-end
with moulded iron tip and iron under-barrel clearing-rod, traces of
original finish remaining and complete with a period leather sling (worn)
£700-900
752
A .577-450 (M/H) SINGLE SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘MARTINI-HENRY PRIVATE PURCHASE’, serial no. 29978, circa 1885,
with blued 33 1/4in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder
rear-sight, Birmingham proof marks, slab-sided receiver with dropping
feed-ramp, walnut butt-stock with iron heel-plate, short under-lever,
full-length fore-end with two iron barrel-bands and iron ramrod with
flared tip, possibly refinished in antiquity
£300-500

754

753
N. LINSBAUER, VIENNA
AN 8.15x46R SINGLE-SHOT TARGET-RIFLE, MODEL ‘MARTINI TYPE’,
no visible serial number, circa 1920, 29 5/8in. octagonal barrel with
protected fore-sight, matted integral rail to the top flat and signed near
breech in gilt metal ‘N. LINSBAUER IN WIEN’, scroll engraved slab-sided
receiver signed in central scrolled banners on both sides ‘N. LINSBAUER
IN WIEN’ (traces of colour), adjustable tang-mounted peep-sight, scrolled
underlever triggerguard with finger spur, double-set triggers, walnut
tyrolean butt-stock with carved thumb-rest, Swiss-style iron heel-plate
and chequered walnut fore-end with carved tip and take-down lever,
traces of finish
£400-600
754
FIELD, LONDON
A .577-.450 (M/H) SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-CARBINE, MODEL
‘MARTINI-HENRY ACTION’, no visible serial number, circa 1890. with
blued round tapering 21 1/2in. barrel, military style fore-sight with side
protectors, ladder rear-sight with three additional platinum lined flush
folding leaves and a standing notch, border engraved action of typical
form signed on the left ‘FIELD, LONDON’, the right with safety lever and
cocking indicator, chequered walnut butt-stock with iron heel-plate of
shotgun style with central trapdoor, short finger-lever (traces of colour)
and chequered walnut splinter fore-end, the barrel and butt with eyelets
for sling
£500-700

755

755
SPANDAU ARSENAL, GERMANY
AN 11mm (MAUSER) BOLT-ACTION REPEATING SERVICE-RIFLE,
MODEL ‘M71/84 MAUSER’, serial no. 5905, dated for 1888, with 32in.
barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, octagonal
breech-section, round bolt-housing with straight handled bolt (matching
number), flag safe, magazine cut-off to left hand side, walnut full-stock
with iron furniture, two barrel-bands, iron nose-cap with stacking-spike
and concealed under-barrel magazine, complete with a later leather sling
£500-700
756
ENFIELD ARMOURIES, LONDON
A .577 (SNIDER) SINGLE-SHOT SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL ‘THREE-BAND
SNIDER’, no visible serial number, dated for 1870, with 36 1/2in. blued
barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, side of
breech marked ‘STEEL’, flip open breech-block, colour hardened lock
with signature to the bar and a ‘V.R.’ crown device to tail, flat faced
hammer nose, walnut full-stock with brass and iron furniture, jag-ended
clearing rod and later leather sling
£400-600
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798

757
WOODWARD
A 12-BORE DOUBLE-BARRELLED ROTARY-UNDERLEVER PIN-FIRE
SPORTING GUN, serial no. 3116, serial number visible to fore-end wood
only, number on triggerguard ground off, 30in. black powder only
damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘WOODWARD. 64 ST. JAMES’S
STREET. LONDON.’ (faint), narrow carved fences, non-rebounding backaction locks with faceted hammers signed ‘WOODWARD’, ropework
bordering and bold acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish, 14 1/4in.
figured stock including steel buttplate, fore-end with cross-pin release,
missing finial
£300-500
797
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A CASED 16-BORE SINGLE-BITE ROTARY-UNDERLEVER DOUBLEBARRELLED PINFIRE SPORTING GUN, serial no. 9502, 29in. bold twist
barrels, the rib engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS. 170. NEW BOND ST.
LONDON.’, rotary-underlever, back-action locks with dolphin hammers,
bold acanthus scroll engraving, retaining very slight traces of original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured stock with steel buttplate
with backstrap, in a brass-cornered mahogany case, the lid with central
brass escutcheon and flush fitting semi-circular handle, the interior with
Westley Richards trade label and some reloading equipment, partitioning
loose
£1,000-1,500
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798
PARKER, FIELD & SONS, LONDON
A GOOD CASED 60-BORE NEEDLE-FIRE SPORTING-RIFLE, MODEL
‘RIGBY PATTERN’, serial no. 5, circa 1860, with octagonal break-open
browned damascus 24 1/2in. barrel signed ‘PARKER, FIELD & SONS, 233
HOLBORN, LONDON’, micro-groove rifling, blued dove-tailed blade foresight, rear-sight with one standing and two folding leaves, faceted
butter-knife bolt-handle with chequered tip, the boss marked ‘E19 R&N
PATENT’ (repair to bolt handle aperture), borderline engraved applied
breech, borderline and scroll engraved colour-hardened action (colour
faded), central hammer with screw needle release, chequered straighthand walnut butt-stock, smooth iron heel-plate, engraved iron
trigger-guard bow, dipping front to action body with wingnut hinge-pin
for taking down, no provision for fore-end, good amount of original finish
throughout and in its fitted oak case with Parker, Field & Sons parchment
label inside lid and compartmented and lined in green baize, some
contents including sundry cleaning equipment and a pewter oil bottle
£800-1,200
799
WILLIAM EVANS (FROM PURDEY’S)
A CASED .297 / .250 (ROOK) SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELEVER HAMMER
ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE, serial no. 6521, circa 1900, 26in. blued octagonal
barrel with partially matted top-flat engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS. FROM
PURDEY’S. 63 PALL MALL. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON.’, open rear sight with
two folding leafs marked for 50, 100 & 150 yards, and with white-metal
inlaid sight-lines, dove-tailed bead fore-sight, sidelever opening, plain
slab-sided action retaining traces of colour-hardening and finish, 15
1/4in. figured stock including 1in. wooden extension, Hackett-type snapon splinter fore-end, weight 4lb. 12oz., in a canvas and leather guncase
with William Evans trade label
£600-800

800
WILKINSON, LONDON
A SCARCE AND FINE .577 (SNIDER) DOUBLE-BARRELLED SIDE-BYSIDE HOWDAH-PISTOL, serial no. 8503, circa 1880, with blued 6
1/2in. rifled barrels, the top rib signed ‘WILKINSON PALL MALL
LONDON’, bead fore-sight, scroll engraving to the rib end and
engraved bands at breech, rounded border engraved colour hardened
side-lever opening action, standing notch rear-sight to standing
breech, blued serpentine side-lever with chequered thumb-piece,
borderline and scroll engraved curved colour hardened back-action
locks signed within engraved folded banners ‘WILKINSON, PALL
MALL, LONDON’, border engraved colour hardened hammers with
dolphin heads, chequered walnut pistol-grip butt (numbered in the
wood at head ‘9’ over ‘716’), moulded butt-cap with central
horseshoe-shaped lanyard swivel and border engraved edge, full
length serial numbered trigger-guard tang, diminutive border
engraved captive iron fore-end, the whole in outstanding condition and
showing little signs of use.
£10,000-15,000
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805

801
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A .32 (RIMFIRE) FIVE-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER, MODEL ‘CARTRIDGE
CONVERSION OF THE NEW MODEL POCKET’, serial no. 22763, circa
1873, with octagonal 3 1/2in. barrel signed by the maker on the top-flat,
plain solid frame with sighting groove to the top-strap, plain cylinder with
detachable back-plate, spur trigger, smooth walnut grips and hinged
under-barrel rammer.
£300-500
Provenance: This revolver would have originally been supplied with an
additional percussion cylinder, now sadly absent

802
F. DREYSE, GERMANY
A 10.4mm (GERMAN ORDNANCE) SIX SHOT SERVICE REVOLVER,
MODEL ‘1879 COMMISSION’, serial no. 897, circa 1880, with 7 1/8in.
octagonal to round barrel, banded muzzle, integral blade fore-sight, solid
iron frame with rear-sight notch to top-strap, fluted cylinder, wing-nut
arbor release, side safety catch, single action mechanism, smooth walnut
grips and lanyard ring at heel, the heel-plate marked ‘2G.R A 1.6’, all
matching numbers with some shallow pitting
£600-800

803
D. MOORE, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE SEVEN-SHOT SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER, MODEL ‘BELT
REVOLVER, serial no. 239, made between 1861 - 63, with 6in. octagonal
barrel signed on the top-flat ‘D. MOORE PATENT SEPT 18. 1860’, bead
fore-sight, rear-sight notch to the hammer nose, plain blued cylinder
marked ‘PATENTED APRIL 3.1855 & SEPT 18. 1860, brass border and
scroll engraved frame with slight traces of silver plating, the rear of recoil
shield with catch allowing the sideways tilting of the barrel and cylinder
for loading, smooth walnut grip and guarded trigger, iron under-barrel
ejector rod
£300-500
804
BROOKLYN ARMS CO, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER WITH SLIDING CHAMBERS,
MODEL ‘SLOCUM’S PATENT’, serial no. 8447, circa 1863, with tapering
round 3in. iron barrel marked ‘B.A. CO PATENTED APRIL 14TH 1863’,
bead fore-sight, borderline and scroll engraved frame, cylinders with
forward sliding chambers on an interrupted thread, single action
mechanism with spur trigger, smooth rounded walnut grips, fixed
ejector, the whole re-nickelled in antiquity with some subsequent loss to
barrel finish (action at fault)
£250-350
805
JAMES REID, USA
A SCARCE .32 RIMFIRE POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MY FRIEND’,
serial no. 16159, made between 1869-1884, with plain iron 1 5/8in. fiveshot cylinder forming the barrel-group, brass frame with scroll engraved
grip and engraved face-plate with bullet apeture, chequered shield
shaped panel to back-strap, finger aperture behind trigger, iron central
hammer and slight traces of blued and plated finish
£600-900
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806
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A SCARCE .32 RIMFIRE (EXTRA SHORT) REPEATING POCKET-PISTOL,
MODEL ‘REMINGTON RIDER MAGAZINE PISTOL’, no visible serial
number, manufactured between 1871 & 1888, with octagonal 3in. barrel,
rounded muzzle, the top-flat signed ‘E. REMINGTON & SONS ILION’ over
‘RIDER’S PAT. AUG 15th 1871’, scroll engraved receiver, twin cocking and
loading hammers, smooth wood birdshead slab-sided grips (right
cracked and repaired) and under-barrel tubular magazine, the whole
retaining virtually all its original plated finish
£400-600
807
COLT, USA
A .41 RIMFIRE FIVE-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT’S HOUSE
PISTOL’, serial no. 9058, for 1875, with blued tapering round 2 1/2in.
barrel (make and address details indistinct), small fore-sight at muzzle,
sighting groove to the top-strap stamped ‘PAT SEP 19 1871’, solid brass
frame, plain blued five shot cylinder, single action mechanism with
exposed spurred hammer and spur trigger and smooth walnut birdshead
grips
£300-500

808
COLT, USA
A .41 RIMFIRE SINGLE-SHOT VEST-PISTOL, MODEL ‘COLT’S No. 1
DERRINGER’, serial no. 4612, circa 1885, with tilt sideways tapering ovoid
2 1/2in. barrel (strong traces of blued finish), the flat sighting plane with
applied nickel crescent fore-sight and signed ‘COLT’S PT F.A. MFG. CO,
HARTFORD CT. USA’ and ‘No1’, iron open scroll engraved moulded frame
with button barrel release and integral grip with small chequered panels,
central semi exposed hammer and spur trigger
£300-500
809
D. MOORE, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE SEVEN-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MOORE’S PATENT’,
serial no. 5332, circa 1862, with blued octagonal 4in. barrel, the top-flat
signed ‘D. MOORE PATENT, SEPT 18 1860’, blued cylinder engraved with
three lines around the circumference and marked with patent dates,
florally engraved open brass frame (traces of silver plate), engraved gripstraps and trigger guard, smooth walnut grips and detachable
under-barrel ejector rod, the whole retaining a fair amount of original
finish
£300-500
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810
A RARE CASED 4.25mm (LILIPUT) DELUXE SEMI-AUTOMATIC
VEST-PISTOL, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘1925 LILIPUT’, serial no. 6003,
circa 1929, with exposed 1 3/4in. barrel damascened in two colour
gold borders and floral devices on a blued ground, crescent foresight, en-suite slide without the usual calibre and model
designations, en-suite frame, blued trigger and safety catch,
diminutive chequered black hard-rubber grips with embossed
roundels featuring the calibre within an oakleaf wreath, detachable
magazine, the whole retaining the majority of its factory deluxe finish
(small corrosion spot to the left side of slide) and compete with its
original reptile skin presentation case lined and compartmented in
purple velvet in the continental manner and with compartments for
a cleaning brush (present), the magazine and a box of ammunition
(absent).
£3,000-5,000
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812

814

811
COLT, USA
A .38 RIMFIRE FIVE-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT 3 1/2
ROUND BARREL WITHOUT EJECTOR’, serial no. 311401, for 1869 but
probably converted from new, with 3 1/2in. solid barrel signed by the
maker, plain stepped cylinder with traces of roll engraved scene, applied
standing breech without loading gate, open iron frame, brass grip-straps
with a fair amount of silver plating remaining and smooth flared walnut
grip, iron surfaces stripped of finish
£400-600

813
A 9.4mm (DUTCH) SIX-SHOT REVOLVER SIGNED ‘WDW’, MODEL ‘1873
NEW MODEL’, serial no. 10949, Dutch, dated for 1897, with slim profile
round blued 4 7/8in. barrel, off-set muzzle with integral fore-sight,
narrow sighting groove to the top-strap, blued stepped cylinder, solid
frame with detachable side-plate, large pull-piece to cylinder arbor,
hinged loading gate with large external spring, smooth bag-shaped
walnut grips and guarded double action trigger, strong traces of blued
finish remaining
£400-600

812
AN UNUSUAL 16-BORE PINFIRE SINGLE-SHOT BLUNDERBUSS HOUSEPISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible serial-number, circa 1880, with octagonal
to round brass 6 3/4in. barrel strongly flaring at the muzzle and with three
bands, the top-flat with remains of a screwed fixing (possibly a rear-sight
or belt hook), scroll engraved open iron frame with off-set central
hammer, walnut saw-handled butt with traces of chequering and carving
carving at head (losses), trigger guard bow missing and Lefaucheux
forward facing swing under-lever, worn, detail rubbed
£200-300

814
COLT, USA
A .41 RIMFIRE FOUR-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT’S
HOUSE PISTOL’ or ‘CLOVERLEAF’, serial no. 6257, for 1874, with round
blued 3in. barrel, the top signed on two lines ‘COLT’S HOUSE PISTOL,
HARTFORD CT. USA’, integral pinched blade fore-sight, sighting groove to
the top-strap, blued distinctive fully fluted four-shot cylinder, solid brass
frame, spur trigger, exposed hammer, under-barrel ejector rod and fitted
with walnut birdshead grips, strong amount of original blued finish
remaining to iron parts
£500-700
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815

815
A RARE 2.7mm (KOLIBRI) SEMI-AUTOMATIC VEST-PISTOL SIGNED
‘F.P.’, MODEL ‘KOLIBRI’, serial no. 10, circa 1915, with smoothbore 1
3/8in. slab-sided barrel, slab-sided receiver with ejection port and topmounted cocking piece, chequered hard rubber grips marked with the
initials ‘F.P.’ and ‘KOLIBRI’ (one small chip to left rear corner), exposed
trigger and detachable magazine, much blued finish remaining.
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: The diminutive little Kolibri pistol is a world record holder twice
over. Not only is it the worlds smallest central fire semi automatic pistol, it
also takes the worlds smallest centre-fire round of ammunition. The
brainchild of Austrian watchmaker Franz Pfannl and with financial help from
Georg Grabner, it used flash powder as a propellant to increase apparent
effectiveness and was only produced in very small numbers. It was not a
commercial success. For a similar pistol, serial number ‘15’, see these
rooms, Lot number 805, Sale Number A0320

816
WERDER, BAVARIA
A SCARCE 11.5mm (WERDER) SINGLE-SHOT PISTOL, MODEL ‘1869
WERDER’, serial no. 408, dated for 1872, with octagonal to round 8in.
barrel, ramp and blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight to the back
of the receiver, slab-sided falling-block action opened by an auxiliary
trigger withing the guard and closed and cocked via a thumb lever to the
rear-right of the receiver, the lower right hand side of the receiver
marked ‘2.S.R.2.11’, walnut grip (some heavy bruising, chip at lowed
edge, iron cap and central lanyard ring
£1,000-2,000
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816

817

817
E. REMINGTON & SONS, USA
A .50 (REM NAVY PISTOL) SINGLE-SHOT PISTOL, MODEL ‘1867 NAVY
ROLLING-BLOCK PISTOL’, serial no. 3728, circa 1870 and probably
modified from an 1865 model, with 7in. barrel, pinched blade fore-sight,
rear-sight notch to top of standing breech, the top of barrel at breech
marked with an ‘I’ over ‘J.M.B.C.’ over an anchor device, slab-sided
receiver marked with the maker’s address, rolling block action with
exposed hammer, swept smooth walnut grip and splinter fore-end,
guarded trigger, finish worn, small losses to wood
£500-700
818
A RARE 12mm PINFIRE DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER WITH
DETACHABLE BAYONET, UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, circa
1870, with octagonal 6in. barrel, the muzzle stepped and radiused,
applied fore-sight, sighting notch to the hammer nose, open iron frame,
plain six-shot cylinder with external ratchet locking, plunge ejector,
upwards hinged loading gate, chequered walnut grip and guarded trigger,
the pistol lightly cleaned with some pitting and staining and together with
its rare sporting bayonet with 6 1/4in. clip-point blade false edged for the
last 2in., muzzle ring and straight quillion to the iron cross-guard,
polished smooth horn scales and push-button release catch, complete
with its iron-mounted leather scabbard
£400-600

818

821

820

819
BROOKLYN ARMS CO, USA
A .32 RIMFIRE POCKET-REVOLVER WITH SLIDING CHAMBERS, MODEL
‘SLOCUM’, serial no. 2375, circa 1864, with expertly reblued round 3in.
barrel, the top with bead fore-sight and signed B.A. CO. PATENT APRIL
14TH 1863’, borderline engraved brass frame with scroll engraving to the
action sides (traces of silver plate), blued cylinder with separate sliding
tube chambers, fixed ejector rod and semi bag-shaped walnut grips and
spur trigger
£500-700
820
A 10mm PINFIRE & .577 BOXER COMBINATION TEN-SHOT REVOLVER,
UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘LE-MAT PATENT’, serial no. 111, circa 1870, with
octagonal 4 1/2in. 10mm barrel, the top-flat marked ‘COLONEL LE MAT
PATENT’, blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight to top of standing
breech, underslung smooth-bore .577 barrel, nine-shot fully fluted
cylinder, open iron frame with side loading gate for the cylinder and
central loading gate with firing pin for the central barrel, large spurred
hammer with selectable nose, smooth flared walnut grip, side mounted
ejector, guarded single action trigger, lanyard ring and take down nut to
front of frame, in the white finish with some mild staining
£2,000-3,000
821
NATIONAL F.A. CO, NEW YORK
A SCARCE .41 RIMFIRE AND PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT DERRINGER,
MODEL ‘WILLIAMSON’S PATENT, serial no. 3094, circa 1868, with
reblued slide forwards barrel with traces of inventor and patent details,
flat sighting plane engraved with an arrow and fitted with a blade foresight, engraved brass frame (minimal traces of silver plate), walnut
full-stock with chequered birdshead butt and guarded trigger, complete
with a percussion converter of later manufacture
£350-550

822

822
AN INTERESTING .32 RIMFIRE POCKET-REVOLVER SIGNED ‘SMITH’S
PATENT’, serial no. 849, circa 1874, with blued round 3in. barrel, applied
crescent fore-sight, solid frame, the top-strap engraved in script
‘SMITH’S PATENT, APRIL 15 1873’, sprung cylinder locking catch with
sighting groove similar to a Smith & Wesson, exposed hammer and spur
trigger, polished dark hardwood birdshead grips and spring loaded
cylinder release combined with an ejector under the barrel, much finish
remaining
£300-500
Provenance: Possibly the work of Otis Smith, this revolver would appear to be
unrecorded
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824

823
A 9.4mm (DUTCH) SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, UNSIGNED, serial no. 7600,
Belgian but Birmingham proved, reblued 4 3/8in. octagonal barrel with
integral fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight to the top-strap, blued
stepped and fluted cylinder, solid frame with detachable side-plate,
screw and the ejector-rod securing the cylinder arbor, hinged loading
gate, chequered walnut grips (worn) and guarded double action trigger
£400-600
824
REMINGTONS, USA
A .50 (REM) SINGLE-SHOT PISTOL, MODEL ‘1871 ARMY ROLLINGBLOCK’, no visible serial number, for between 1872-88, with round
slightly tapering 8in. barrel, pinched blade fore-sight, sighting notch to
the top of the rolling breech, colour hardened frame marked on the left
‘REMINGTONS ILION N.Y. U.S.A.’ over patent dates to 1866, ‘P’ and ‘S’
inspector’s initials, guarded trigger, exposed hammer, smooth flared
walnut grip with traces of a martial cartouche at heel (some cracks and
inlet repairs at base) and walnut splinter fore-end (small losses at tip)
£500-700
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825

825**
FRANZ PFANNL, AUSTRIA
A SCARCE 4.25 (LILLIPUT) SEMI-AUTOMATIC VEST-PISTOL, MODEL
‘ERIKA’, serial no. 20.23, circa 1925, with fluted 1 1/2in. barrel section
with recoil spring housed above, crescent fore-sight, shallow notch rearsight, machined grip-pieces to the cocking piece, blued frame with
magazine forwards of the grip, chequered hard rubber grips embossed
‘ERIKA’, reblued finish, action at fault, complete with its probable original
leather storage purse
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£800-1,200

826

826*
A .320 (SHORT REV) HAMMERLESS FIVE-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER,
UNSIGNED, serial no. 610, of velo-dog style circa 1885, with blued
octagonal 2 3/8in. barrel, blade fore-sight, solid elongated blued frame
with internal hammer, blued side safe, blind-fluted cylinder, side loading
gat, folding trigger and swing out ejector, fitted with chequered hard
rubber grips with shells moulded to the tops, appearing little used and
retaining virtually all its original finish

828*
A 5.5mm (VELO-DOG) SIX-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, UNSIGNED, serial
no. 1452, Belgian circa 1890, with ovoid 1 1/2in. blued barrel, blued solid
frame, long fluted cylinder, side loading gate, folding trigger, small
exposed hammer, chequered walnut grips and swing-out ejector,
retaining the majority of its original finish
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£250-350

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
827*
DEUTSCHE INDUSTRIE, GERMANY
A .320 (SHORT-REV) FIVE-SHOT HAMMERLESS REVOLVER, serial no.
3901, of velo-dog style circa 1885, with blued octagonal 2 3/8in. barrel,
blade fore-sight, solid elongated blued frame with sighting groove to the
top-strap and internal hammer, straw-finished side safe, fluted cylinder,
side loading gate, folding trigger and pull-out ejector, fitted with
chequered hard rubber grips, appearing little used and retaining virtually
all its original finish

829*
A .22 (C/F) FIVE-SHOT POCKET-REVOLVER, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘VELODOG’, serial no. R2981, Belgian or German circa 1880, with blued
octagonal 1 7/8in. barrel, crescent fore-sight, colour hardened solid
frame of hammerless type with rear-mounted safety switch, blued
double-fluted cylinder, finely chequered hard rubber grips, folding trigger
and swing out ejector, retaining a strong amount of original finish
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-300

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
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IN THE GUNROOM
WESTLEY RICHARDS GROUSE GUN WITH THREE DIFFERENT LOCKS
Donald Dallas
What do you do if the date is 1833 and you regularly rent a big grouse
moor and shooting lodge at Strathgarve just north of Inverness? You have
taken days to get there by coach as the railway is not in existence and the
moor itself is quite remote. Do you take a trusted flintlock or do you take
a percussion gun but run the risk of not being able to buy percussion
caps? If your name is Captain Thomas Dilke R.N. and you want to cover
all eventualities you order yourself a Westley Richards gun with three
entirely different, yet interchangeable ignition systems, flintlock,
percussion cap and self-priming pellet lock.
Lot 499 in this sale is an extremely rare cased Westley Richards 13 bore
gun no. 2655 built in 1833 for “Captain Dilke” with three different types of
lockwork, flint, percussion cap and self-priming pellet lock.
Thomas Dilke was born on the 21st July 1797 at Maxstoke Castle,
Coleshill, Warwickshire. Aged fourteen in the year 1811, he joined the
Royal Navy and by 1819 was a Lieutenant. At the Battle of Navarino in
October 1827 during the Greek War of Independence, he acquitted
himself so well that he was immediately promoted to Captain. He retired
in 1837 to run his family estate of Maxstoke Castle. He was very fond of
shooting, particularly grouse shooting in Scotland and regularly rented a
shooting lodge, Strathgarve Lodge (now a nursing home) and estate north
of Inverness. There are regular reports in the contemporary papers of
his prowess at grouse hence the reason he ordered this unusual Westley
Richards gun with its short barrels for grouse.

The Westley-Richards Detonating Gun

Westley Richards patent 1821 detonating gun with magazine lock

By the time this gun was built in 1833, the flintlock was well obsolete but
in such an out of the way location as Strathgarve it could be more
practical than a percussion gun if the caps ran out or became damp. But
the percussion gun was more reliable and the pellet lock with its even
bigger load of detonating compound even more reliable. Perhaps he
preferred the flintlock for walked up grouse and the percussion for driven
grouse.
Captain Dilke approached Westley Richards in 1833 and the result was
this gun built with three different types of ignition system to cover all
eventualities.
The flintlocks are very late built type locks with long limbed frizzens and
completely waterproof pans. If the percussion cap system was desired,
the frizzens and flint cocks could be removed and replacement nipple
“pans” fitted along with percussion hammers to fire conventional caps.
Just in case the percussion caps proved hard to come by, entirely different
self-priming percussion locks were also supplied built to a Westley
Richards patent. In 1821 Westley Richards took out patent no. 4611 for a
magazine for loose powder fulminate or pellets of detonating compound.
An oscillating lever on the outside of the lock, when hit by the fall of the
hammer, was pushed down at the rear whilst at the same time the front
of the lever containing the magazine was pushed up away from the pan.
A pellet or detonating powder would have been left from the magazine to
be hit by the hammer to produce ignition. After firing, the magazine could
be returned and another detonating charge released.
Unlike many of these eccentric guns with unusual mechanisms, this gun
has seen a bit of use as is evident by slight rubbing of the chequering.
Captain Dilke obviously used the gun but I wonder which ignition system
did he prefer. There is a grouse shooting report in The Scotsman for the
1829 season mentioning him shooting 21 ½ brace in November 1829 just
before he bought this gun. There is another report on him in the 1834
season with equally good bags and he most probably used this gun.

Lot 499 Ex W. Keith Neal: Westley Richards, London. A Superb Cased
13-Bore Double-Barrelled Sporting-Gun With Flint, Self-Priming &
Percussion Locks, Serial No. 2655/382 £10,000-15,000

But what an exciting sojourn the year 1833 must have been, travelling all
the way by coach or boat from Maxstoke Castle in Warwickshire to
Strathgarve in Invernesshire with his new Westley Richards gun complete
with flints, percussion caps and pellet fulminates. Three different firing
mechanisms so to hell with the Scottish drizzle.
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IN THE FIELD
by
Sir Johnny Scott Bt.

The British summer is celebrating the easing of lockdown by turning cold, wet and windy, but
the start of it was as perfect a spring as I can ever remember. April, May and June were
gloriously warm and sunny, and whilst the world was stunned into immobility by the
pandemic, nature was its most joyous and exuberant. Wild flower growth was quite
breathtaking, with verges on country lanes shining white as cow parsley, stichwort, dead
nettle and hawthorn came into blossom, whilst woodlands filled with sweet woodruff, wild
garlic and bluebells. I have never heard such a boisterous dawn chorus, as all the little garden
and farmland birds burst into their mating songs, and that most glorious sound of all, the
melody of the summer visitors who flock to nest on our moorlands. The ground nesting
lapwings, sky larks, golden plover, meadow pippits, merlins, dunlin, redshanks and dotterels,
who rear their young in a safe haven provided by the 4 million acres of UK grouse moors.
Without the dedication of generations of moorland and low ground keepers protecting the
vulnerable from predators, our green and pleasant land would be a sad and sterile place.
I have not been particularly bothered by this social distancing business, except that all the
shows I normally go to have been cancelled, but I do find it strange the way everything has
become virtual. Virtual football, virtual cricket, virtual racing, virtual hound shows – there is
even an International Virtual Hound Show, with entries from UK, France, Ireland, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada and USA – and of course, there are virtual auctions. Holt’s two day sale
of antique and modern sporting guns, the second since the auction moved from London to
their new Sandringham sale rooms and viewing galleries, were another phenomenal success,
despite being held at the very start of lockdown. This sale, however, was eclipsed by their
online sealed bid auction on 11th June, their largest in the thirty years of trading, with 3125
lots of which 88 per cent were sold, with a total value of £422,748. The auction had an online
audience of 32,691 people - equivalent to most premier league football attendances, but what
is really interesting, is that 69 percent of the successful bidders were new to Holts. This not
only demonstrates the popularity in recreational shooting continues to grow, it shows that
being locked down at home during the pandemic was no deterrent to the British sporting
community, who were quite happy to take part in the auction remotely.
This was extremely good news for Holt’s, but I do begin to have a prickle of anxiety over the
accelerated dependence on the internet over the last three months and its long-term
consequences. As we stumble towards some sort of normality, it is clear that among the
many changes we are going to have to accept, are that retail outlets which had been familiar
faces in our towns and cities will disappear, out competed by online shopping. The majority
of our gun shops up and down the country depend on various other income streams apart
from the sale of guns – shooting accessories, clothing, boots, fishing tackle and so on. I fear
these may be at risk as the future unfolds – after all, Dickson’s had been making their unique
round actions in Edinburgh for two hundred years and yet their historic premises on Frederick
Street, with its golden gun sign above the door, closed in 2017. Although Dickson’s have
relocated successfully to Dunkeld and are carrying on the tradition of gun making excellence,
Edinburgh has lost one of the city’s great institutions.
The emporiums of the holy trinity of London gunmakers – Holland and Holland, Purdey and
Boss, have been as much an iconic part of the fabric of the West End, as historic landmarks
such as Lock the hatters, Fortnum and Mason, Truefitt and Hill, Lobb the bootmaker, or the
Savile Row tailors. For those of us who come to London as infrequently as possible, there is
something very comforting about the dependable continuity of these famous monuments to
British gun making. One of my earliest childhood memories is being taken to Purdey’s by my
father, just before Tom Purdey retired and I have since spent many a happy evening in the
Long Room - aptly described as the spiritual centre of gunmaking - at the annual Shooting
and Conservation Awards.
It seems inconceivable that these hallowed premises, which have been such a major part of
our long history of game shooting, could ever disappear from the streets of central London
and be relocated elsewhere, but these are strange times and a chill wind of change is blowing.
It is up to us to see this does not happen.
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MODERN ACCESSORIES
Lots 900 - 1049

900
AN UNUSED GAME FUR FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, measuring
approx. 52in., with leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£300-350
901
AN UNUSED COWHIDE FUR AND LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE
GUNSLIP, measuring approx. 50in., with leather shoulder strap and brass
fittings
£250-300
902
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in.
barrels (adapted to fit 28in. barrels), the interior lined with red baize, a
Holland & Holland trade label, brass lock (key missing), the lid exterior
with ‘R. J. PIERCE’
£250-300
905
A BRADY TAN LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the
interior lined with maroon baize, a leather gold-tooled William & Son Ltd.
trade label, brass lock (key missing)
£150-250
906
A BROWN LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the
interior lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including keys)
£150-250

913
A TAN LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels (could adapt
to 31in.), the interior lined with green baize, a leather gold-tooled Holland
& Holland trade label, brass lock (key missing), oil bottle signed Holland
& Holland, two-piece cleaning rod, the lid exterior with a brass plaque
with the monogram ‘R.F.C.’
£100-150
914
A LEATHER SHEEPSKIN-LINED DOUBLE GUNSLIP, measuring approx.
50in., with leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£150-200
915
BRADY
A CANVAS AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels, the
interior lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including keys)
£100-150
916†
GUARDIAN LEATHER
A NEW AND UNUSED BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER
PRESENTATION DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted 33in. over and under barrels,
the interior lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including key), canvas
outer
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£175-200

907
A BROWN LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels, the
interior lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including key)
£150-250

917
ERNEST DUMOULIN HERSTAL
A TAN LEATHER FULL-LENGTH RIFLE CASE, approx. 48in. in length, the
interior lined with green baize, a leather gold-tooled Ernest Dumoulin
Herstal trade, two brass combination locks
£150-200

908
A CANVAS AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels, the
interior lined with maroon baize, a leather gold-tooled W&C Scott trade
label
£200-300

918†
RAY PAVON
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED LEATHER ROMERO TRAVEL BAG, with brown
and beige canvas lining leather carry handle, clip-on canvas and leather
shoulder strap with brass fittings,

909
A LEATHER DOUBLE MOTOR CASE, fitted for 28in. barrels (could adapt
to 31in.), the interior lined with maroon baize, brass lock (key missing)
£200-300

£200-250

910
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF MATCHING LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIPS,
measuring approx. 48in., leather shoulder straps and brass fittings
£80-120
911
A LEATHER SHEEPSKIN-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, measuring approx.
48in., with leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£80-120
912
A LEATHER SHEEPSKIN-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, measuring approx.
48in., leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£80-120
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Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

919†
JOANNE YORATH
A NEW AND UNUSED OLIVE SUEDE AND LEATHER SHEEPSKIN-LINED
SINGLE GUNSLIP, with leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£75-85
920†
REY PAVON
A NEW AND UNUSED LEATHER FLEECE-LINED DOUBLE GUNSLIP, with
leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£350-450

921
REY PAVON
A PAIR OF LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIPS, with leather
shoulder straps and brass fittings, flaps embossed with the initials
‘F.N.L.’
£200-250

929
W.J. JEFFERY & CO. LTD.
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrel, the interior lined with maroon baize, a leather gold-tooled
W.J. Jeffery & Co. Ltd. trade label, brass lock (including key),
£250-350

922†
JOANNE YORATH
A CHESTNUT LEATHER FLEECE-LINED DOUBLE GUNSLIP, with leather
shoulder strap and brass fittings

930
A CANVAS AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 26in. barrels, the
interior lined with red baize, a leather gold-tooled Alexander Henry trade
label, brass lock (including key) with a pair of 12-bore snap-caps and a
three-piece ebony cleaning rod
£150-200

Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£150-200
923
AN ENGLISH TAN LEATHER SHEEPSKIN-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, with
leather shoulder strap and brass fittings, embossed with the initials
‘C.W.M.’
£80-120
924
JAMES PURDEY
A BRASS-BOUND OAK AND LEATHER TWO-TIER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN
CASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, a J. Purdey
trade label, made for gun serial numbers 8308/9 in 1870 with
confirmation letter from James Purdey & Sons, brass lock (key missing),
handle missing
£250-350
925
BRETTONBANK
A LEATHER DOUBLE UNIVERSAL GUNCASE, fitted for three sets of 30in.
barrels, the interior lined with green baize, brass lock (including key)
£250-300
926
COGSWELL & HARRISON
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, a Cogswell & Harrison
trade label, brass lock (key missing), the lid exterior with the monogram
‘G.H.G.’
£300-500
927
CROOTS
A VIRTUALLY UNUSED ROSEDALE CANVAS AND LEATHER SHEEPSKINLINED DOUBLE GUNSLIP, measuring approx. 50in., flap fasteners with
zipper opening, leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£150-250
928
E.J. CHURCHILL
A LEATHER SINGLE ‘V.C.’ GUNCASE, fitted for 25in. barrels, the interior
lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including key)
£250-350

931
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A TWO-TIER BRASS-CORNERED WALNUT DOUBLE PERCUSSION
GUNCASE, fitted for 31in. barrels, the interior lined with green baize, a
Westley Richards trade label, removable top tier, two brass clasps,
central lock (missing), the lid exterior with a flush-fitting brass carry
handle with central circular brass escutcheon engraved with the letter ‘B’
surmounted by a five pearl coronet of a German nobleman
£300-500
932
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER SINGLE HAMMERGUN CASE,
fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, two brass clasps
with central brass push-button lock (key missing), the lid exterior with a
central blank brass escutcheon
£150-250
933
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in.
barrels, the interior lined with green baize, a Westley Richards trade
label, brass lock (key missing), a vintage ebony and brass three-piece
cleaning rod, two pairs of 12-bore snap-caps, cleaning heads
£200-300
934
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, central brass push-button
lock (key missing)
£250-350
935
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE WITH PROVISION
FOR EXTRA BARRELS, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with red
baize, brass lock (key missing)
£100-150
936
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, 12-bore snap-caps, 3-piece
vintage cleaning rod, brass lock (key missing)
£200-300

Tuesday 8th September
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950
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx. 500 cartridges, the lid interior lined with green baize (moth
damage), a Westley Richards & Co. trade label, five removable dividers,
six leather lifters, brass lock (key missing), the lid exterior with the
monogram ‘E.J.S.’
£350-450
951
ARTESANIA EXPOSITO
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 300
cartridges, the interior lined with green baize, four fixed dividers, five
leather lifters, brass lock (including key)
£200-300
952
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 250
cartridges, the lid interior lined with green baize, a C.S. Rosson & Co.
trade label, four removable oak dividers, no leather lifters, brass lock
(key missing), the lid exterior with the monogram ‘J.M.S.’
£150-250
953†
FREDERICK BEESLEY
A NEW AND UNUSED CANVAS AND LEATHER CARTRIDGE BAG, with
canvas and leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£100-150
954†
THE PATRIK LEATHER CO.
A NEW AND UNUSED BROWN HARNESS LEATHER SUEDE-LINED
CARTRIDGE HOLDER, leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£130-150
955†
JOANNE YORATH
A NEW AND UNUSED LEATHER CARTRIDGE BAG, with canvas and
leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£75-85
956
W. RICHARDS
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx, 500 cartridge, the interior lined with green baize, a W. Richards
trade label, five removable oak dividers, six leather lifters, brass lock (key
missing), the lid exterior with a circular blank brass escutcheon
£400-600
957
A ZEBRA FUR AND LEATHER LARGE CARTRIDGE BAG, with canvas and
leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£200-250
958*
GEORGE HINTON
A BRASS-BOUND OAK AND LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx. 300 cartridges, the lid interior lined with red baize, a brass
George Hinton trade label, five oak removable dividers, six leather lifters,
brass lock (key missing)
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£300-500
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959*
A RARE SMALL LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, possibly for rifle
ammunition, the interior lined with maroon baize, three fixed dividers,
brass lock (key missing), measuring approx. 13in. x 9in. x 3in.
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£150-250
960
A LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 500 cartridges, the
interior lined with green baize, with an Army & Navy trade label, six
removable dividers, seven leather lifters, brass lock (key missing)
£250-350
1000
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF STERLING SILVER CARTRIDGE CUFFLINKS, with J.P.& S. 925
hall marks, clear panels to the cartridges showing lead shot, in a leather
case with velvet interior
£250-350
1000A
A LARGE PRESENTATION OLYMPIC ELEY CLAY PIGEON, measuring
approx. 12in. diameter
£40-60
1001
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
AN UNUSED LIMITED EDITION PAPERWEIGHT, no. 92 of 200, set in a
clear resin with ‘High Bird Shooting, two birds for one metre, the bird
giving an indication of lead requires, while the scale is relevant of the
shooting distance’, measuring approx. 5in. x 3in.
£200-300
1002
A SET OF TEN STERLING SILVER PLACE FINDERS, number one to ten,
with foliate scroll engraving, H&H 925 silver hall marks, housed in a
leather wallet
£150-200
1003
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
AN UNUSED OAK GUN TOOL AND CLEANING KIT, open top oak tray
partitioned and lined with blue baize, including 12-bore, 20-bore, 28-bore,
.410 snap-caps, oil bottle, 12-bore, 20/28-bore, .410 brass and nylon
cleaning rods, chamber brush, disk key, turnscrew vent, turnscrew lock
£600-800
1004
PENDLETON ROYAL
AN UNUSED CASED ‘THE GAMEKEEPER’ PRESENTATION 16-BORE AND
20-BORE GUN / RIFLE CLEANING KIT, comprising of a two-piece
cleaning rod, two oil bottles, mop, brush jags for 16g and 20g, together
with .27 & .30 calibre brushes and mops, set in a mahogany case with
green baize-lined lid interior with Pendleton Royal trade label, brass
fittings
£250-350

1005

1005
PENDLETON ROYAL
AN UNUSED LEATHER CASED PRESENTATION 12-BORE GUN
CLEANING KIT, comprising of a three-piece cleaning rod, oil bottle, 12bore snap-caps, chamber brush, brush, mop, jag, presented in a
baize-lined leather case
£300-500
1006†
ZEISS
AN NEW AND UNUSED ‘CONQUEST V4 3-12X44’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT,
serial no. 4820525, with ZBR-1 reticule, in its makers carton
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£350-450

1007†
ZEISS
AN NEW AND UNUSED ‘CONQUEST V4 3-12X44’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT,
serial no. 4820489, with ZBR-1 reticule, in its makers carton
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£350-450
1008
A STERLING SILVER-TOPPED GAME SCENE CORK BOTTLE STOPPER,
with 925 hallmarks dated 2004, measuring approx. 4in.
£80-120
1009
A STERLING SILVER PHEASANT TOP CORK BOTTLE STOPPER, with
Douglas Pell silver hallmarks, dated 1972, measuring approx. 3 1/2in.
£80-120
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1010
A PAIR OF SOLID SILVER 58th BATTALION ENFIELD RIFLE SPOONS,
with Sheffield silver hallmarks dated 1930, measuring approx. 4 1/4in.
£80-120
1010A
ARMY & NAVY
A VINTAGE OAK AND LEATHER COMBINATION GAME CARRIER, with oak
and leather carry handle, two brass catches embossed with ‘A & N CSLd’,
three brass hinges for different size game, circa 1905
£100-150
1011
SWAROVSKI
AN 8X30 ‘LG CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT’ RANGE FINDER, complete with
plastic belt holster
£250-350
1012
A SET OF STERLING SILVER PLACE FINDERS, with ten pegs numbered
1-10, LWS 925 silver hallmarks dated 2007, set in a leather wallet
£150-200
1012A
PROCEEDS TO BE DONATED TO THE G.W.C.T.
GWCT ALLERTON PROJECT, LODDINGTON, LEICESTERSHIRE - FOUR
OR FIVE GUNS, MIXED WALKED-UP AND MINI DRIVEN DAY ON 18TH
DECEMBER 2020 An exciting mixed shoot day exploring the GWCT’s
demonstration farm in Leicestershire. This is an excellent opportunity to
learn about the pioneering work carried out by the GWCT while enjoying
an informal shoot day in a variety of habitats, such as ancient seminatural woodland, stewardship conservation areas, river edge, ponds and
rough corners of the property. The shoot, created and owned by the
GWCT, encourages and demonstrates the integration of viable farming
with healthy wildlife and sustainable game shooting. You will be shooting
pheasants, wild duck, helping us with our pest control and you may get
the option of a few woodcock - subject to weather conditions. From past
experience the bag will be in the region of between 15 and 30 head.
Included in the price is a bacon roll breakfast, hearty hamper in the field
and tea and cake to finish. All guns must have their own shooting
insurance and use fibre wad cartridges, dogs are most welcome to join
the fun!
£1,000-1,500
1013
WILLIAM SUCKLING LTD.
A SET OF FIVE VINTAGE STERLING SILVER PHEASANT COCKTAIL
STICKS, with sterling silver hallmarks dated 1933, silver stems topped
with pheasants, measuring approx. 3 3/4in.
£100-150
1014
ROYAL DOULTON (BESWICK)
A BRACE OF ‘THE FAMOUS GROUSE’ WHISKEY DECANTERS, standing
approx. 9 1/4in. tall
£80-120
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1014A
PROCEEDS TO BE DONATED TO THE G.W.C.T.
GWCT ALLERTON PROJECT, LODDINGTON, LEICESTERSHIRE - 100
BIRD DRIVEN DAY ON 24TH OCTOBER 2020 This is an exciting
opportunity for a team of eight guns to shoot at the GWCT’s
demonstration farm in Leicestershire, where rolling topography provides
challenging driven shooting. The shoot, which was created and is
managed by the Trust, encourages thriving wildlife alongside productive
farming and the interaction between them has been carefully monitored
since 1992. During the day, your team will get the chance to learn about
the pioneering research carried out by GWCT and the part it plays in
modern wildlife management. Catering includes a bacon roll breakfast,
elevensies in the field and an excellent two course lunch and you have
the option to stop for lunch or shoot through. This year we may need
some flexibility regarding the catering to reduce the risk of Covid-19.
Accommodation for all, and any catering for additional guests and
spectators (all welcome), will be at the bidder’s expense. Should you wish
to stay locally, the Allerton Project office can supply suitable options. The
anticipated bag will be around 100 birds, pheasants only and no partridge.
All guns must have their own shooting insurance and use fibre wad
cartridges, well behaved dogs are welcome to join in the fun. The day is
to be taken on the 24th October 2020.
£4,500-5,500
1015
SWAROVSKI OPTIK
A Z6i 1-6X24 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. R890637527, with CD-I
reticule with illuminated circle, lens covers, user hand book, in its makers
carton
£600-800
1015A
A FINE QUALITY BESPOKE SOLID OAK MULTI GUN CABINET AND
WORKSTATION, partitioned oak cabinet concealing one three gun steel
cabinet measuring 51 1/2in. x 5 1/2in. x 8in., with oak cubby hole above
to the right, a steel ten gun cabinet with separate ammunition locker
measuring 59 1/2in. x 16in. x 13in. to the left, centrally mounted pull-out
baize-lined oak table top with drop down legs and brass fittings, the
whole measuring 66 1/2in. x 32in. x 17 1/2in., British approved standard,
with all keys
£1,000-1,500
1016
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
A NEW AND UNUSED LEATHER-BOUND CEDAR WOOD CIGAR CASE,
holds up to three double corona cigars, chequered leather with
removable humidor capsule
£80-120
1017
G. & G.W. HAWKSLEY
A ‘NORFOLK LIAR’ GAME COUNTER, brass and nickel plate finish, four
revolving counters engraved ‘PHEASANTS, PARTRIDGES’, ‘RABBITS’,
‘HARES’, signed ‘G. & G.W HAWKSLEY’, lanyard loop
£200-300

1018

1018
A GILT BRONZE OF A PHEASANT, circa 1900, showing a full-mount
pheasant perched on a rockery, signed L Bureau, measuring approx.
16 1/2in. x 17 1/2in. x 4 1/2in.
£250-350
1019
A GLASS-FRONTED GUN CABINET, an eight gun safe with an oak finish,
the interior lined with red baize, toughened glass, measuring approx.
70in. x 38in. x 19in.
£1,000-1,500
1020
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
AN UNUSED GLAZED SHOT DISPLAY BOARD, showing a selection of
different sized lead shot, set in an oak frame with blue baize, with a
central round leather gold-tooled escutcheon with ‘JAMES PURDEY &
SONS - AUDLEY HOUSE LONDON 1814’
£600-800
1020A
A MODERN ‘NORFOLK LIAR’ GAME COUNTER, brass and nickel plate
finish, four revolving counters engraved ‘PHEASANTS, PARTRIDGES’,
‘RABBITS’, ‘HARES’, lanyard loop, signed Holland & Holland
£120-160

1022
A COLLECTION OF UNUSED 12-BORE GUNCASE ACCESSORIES,
comprising of a three-piece cleaning rod, a pair of 12-bore nickel-plated
snap-caps (signed W.W. Greener), chamber brush, brush, mop, cartridge
extractor
£100-150
1023
A COLLECTION OF UNUSED 12-BORE GUNCASE ACCESSORIES,
comprising of a three-piece cleaning rod, a pair of 12-bore nickel-plated
snaps (signed W.W. Greener), chamber brush, mop, brush, jag, 12-bore
extractor tool
£100-150
1024
GRAY & CO. (INVERNESS)
A LEATHER-BOUND THREE-DRAW STALKING TELESCOPE, no. 3399,
with anodised tubes, in its maroon felt-lined leather case with adjustable
strap
£500-700
1025†
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED STERLING SILVER ELECTROFORM OF A
PARTRIDGE, with CS 925 silver hall marks, measuring approx. 9in. x 8in.
x 6in.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

1021
WINGFIELD DIGBY, LONDON
A SET OF FOUR IRIDESCENT BLACK FEATHER AND GLASS
PLACEMATS, made from real feathers, heat proof glass backed with
black baize and signed ‘Wingfield Digby, London’
£80-120

£400-600
1025A
SWAROVOSKI
A HIGH DEFINITION HABICHT ST80 20x - 60x SPOTTING SCOPE, with
canvas carry case
£1,000-1,500
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1026

1030A
GEORGE BUSSY & CO.
A VINTAGE OAK AND LEATHER GAME CARRIRER, with oak and leather
carry handle, two brass catches engraved with ‘Bussy Patentee. London’,
measuring approx. 18in. x 22 3/4in.
£80-120
1031†
IAN JAMES
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED HAND CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF,
measuring approx. 51in. in length, with hard wood shaft, the top carved
and painted in the form of a duck head
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£125-150
1032
SCHMIDT & BENDER
AN 8X56 KLASSIK TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 370319, with A7
reticule and Butler Creek flip-up lens protectors
£400-500
1033†
ZEISS
A NEW AND UNUSED 3-12X44 CONQUEST V4 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial
no. 4820254, with ZBR-1 reticule, lens protectors, in its makers carton
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

1026†
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED STERLING SILVER ELECTROFORM OF A
BRACE OF PARTRIDGES, with CS 925 silver hall marks, measuring
approx. 9 1/2in. x 9 1/2in. x 7 1/2in.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£800-1,200
1028†
REY PAVON
A NEW AND UNUSED HONEY LEATHER-CASED SET OF EIGHT PORT
GLASSES, partitioned case lined with red baize, leather carry handle,
brass fittings
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£200-250
1029†
IAN JAMES
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED HAND CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF,
measuring approx. 46 1/2in. in length, with hard wood shaft, the top
carved and painted in the form of a woodcock head
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£125-150
1030†
IAN JAMES
A FINE NEW AND UNUSED HAND CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF,
measuring approx. 51in. in length, with hard wood shaft, the top carved
and painted in the form of a pheasant head
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£125-150
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£380-420
1034†
ZEISS
A NEW AND UNUSED 3-12X44 CONQUEST V4 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial
no. 4820490, with ZBR-1 reticule, lens protectors, in its makers carton
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£380-420
1035
AN EGERTON-CHUBB BORE-MEASURING 12-16-20 ‘MULTIGAUGE’
WITH ANALOGUE MICROMETER, for measuring in imperial, with setting
rings (.729, .662 & .615), with mitutoyo gauge, in a fitted wooden case
£200-300
1035A
A VINTAGE LEATHER GAME CARRIER, suitable to hold 45 heads, leather
carry handle
£60-80
1036
21ST CENTURY ANTIQUES
A ‘THE ESCRITOIRE’ YEW GUN CABINET, model 302, fitted for twelve
guns, the interior lined with green baize, in the design of an 18th century
writing bureau, measuring 62 1/4in. x 33in. x 16 1/4in.
£1,000-1,500

1037

1037
JAMES PURDEY & SONS LTD.
A FINE HANDMADE LEATHER CASED GUN CLEANING KIT, consisting of
a two-piece brass and nylon cleaning rod, chamber brush, small, medium
and large turnscrews, brass and nylon 20-bore and 12-bore snap-caps,
brass oil bottle (all signed J. Purdey & Sons), two leather wallets,
cleaning patches, elegantly housed in a brass-cornered leather case,
lined and sectioned with green baize, with a gold-tooled leather James
Purdey & Sons trade lable
£1,200-1,400
1038
A CHUBB-TYPE BORE-MEASURING GAUGE WITH MITUTOYO DIGITAL
MICROMETER, in its fitted foam-lined wooden case with three
interchangeable heads and setting rings for 8-bore, 10-bore, 12-bore,
16-bore, 20-bore and 28-bore
£350-450
1039
JAMES PURDEY & SONS LTD.
A FINE HANDMADE LEATHER CASED GUN CLEANING KIT, consisting of
two-piece cleaning rod, a pair of 20-bore and 12-bore snap-caps, oil
bottle (signed J. Purdey & Sons), leather wallet, housed in a red baizelined leather case with a gold-tooled James Purdey & Sons trade label,
brass lock (including key)
£700-900

1040

1040
JAMES DIXON & SONS (SHEFFIELD)
A RARE SIX-DIAL GAME COUNTER, with integral lanyard loop, each dial
graduated to 30 and marked ‘PHEASANTS’, ‘GROUSE’, ‘BLACK GAME’,
‘PARTRIDGES’, ‘HARES’ and ‘RABBITS’
£1,500-2,000
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1049

1040A
JAMES DIXON & SONS
A VINTAGE OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GAME CARRIER, with oak and
leather carry handle, brass catches with ‘James Dixon & Sons. London’
£80-120
1041
ASPREY
A PLACEFINDER IN THE FORM OF A 12-BORE CARTRIDGE, the body of
all-brass construction with part-blued finish, eight numbered pegs
presented as the top is lifted, brass headstamp with ‘ASPREY LONDON
MADE IN FRANCE’, the top with brass wad marked ‘8’
£300-400
1042
A SET OF TWO CAST IRON HUNTING DOGS, in a sitting position set on
an oval base, one with woodcock and the other with leash, measuring
approx. 38in. x 36in. x 18in.
£1,500-2,000
1043
A STERLING SILVER SETTER CORK BOTTLE STOPPER, with Lawrence
R. Watson & Co. hall marks, measuring approx. 3 1/4in.
£80-120
1044
A STERLING SILVER DOG WHISTLE, marked ‘STERLING’, with glass eyes
and lanyard ring, measuring approx. 1in.
£65-75
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1045
A SMALL SHOT-GLASS DRINKS SERVING TRAY, 32 miniature nip glasses
set in an oak base with globe feet and an oak and chrome carry handle
£100-150
1046
A RARE SET OF VINTAGE ALTCAR LEATHER LEASHES, circa 1920’s
designed and made to slip coursing greyhounds, as a pair, when the sport
of coursing was legal and permitted
£200-300
1047
A COLLECTION OF W.W. GREENER 12-BORE GUNCASE ACCESSORIES,
comprising of a pair of snap-caps, chamber brush, extractor tool and a
leather wallet
£200-300
1048
A COLLECTION OF 20-BORE W.W. GREENER GUNCASE ACCESSORIES,
comprising of a pair of snap-caps, chamber brush, three-piece cleaning
rod, leather wallet with mop, jag, brush
£150-250
1049
A BRASS ‘LANCASHIRE LIAR’ GAME COUNTER, measuring approx. 4
1/4in., square pillar design, each facet with sliding counters for pheasant,
hare, partridge and grouse
£250-350

SECTION 5 FIREARMS

Lots 1050-1081

Unless prior arrangement has been made, two weeks after the Sealed bid
sale, all Section 5 (and Section 7.1 / 7.3) items will be moved to a Section 5
carriers where storage charges will be incurred.
Goods will not be released until all outstanding charges have been met.
Collection will be by arrangement.

1050

1051 S5
DWM, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘P08
LUGER’, serial no. 2615G, dated for 1916, with 4in. sighted barrel,
maker’s monogram to toggle-link, blued receiver and frame, straw
finished ancillaries, chequered walnut grips, all matching numbers
except later aluminium based magazine, strong amount of finish
remaining
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: The above pistol was, up till recently, held on a UK Firearms
Certificate as a trophy of war by Major General John Swinton of
Kimmerghame, living at Kimmerghame House, Duns, Berwickshire. MajorGeneral Sir John Swinton of Kimmerghame, KCVO, OBE, DL (21 April 1925 4 October 2018) was a British Army officer who served as Major-General
commanding the Household Division and General Officer Commanding
London District from 1976 until his retirement in 1979. Swinton was
commissioned into the Scots Guards on 24 March 1944, and was twice
wounded towards the end of the Second World War. He was promoted to
Lieutenant on 8 November 1947. He served in Malaya during the IndonesiaMalaysia confrontation and was mentioned in despatches. Swinton was
promoted to Captain on 21 April 1952. Between 1953-54, he was aide-decamp to Field-Marshal Sir William Slim, Governor-General of Australia. This
Luger pistol was surrendered to him during WW2 by a German officer, who
apparently was extremely upset that he was having to give up a pistol that
had belonged to his father in WW1.

1052 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKVI’, serial no.
399602, dated for 1918, with blued 6in. barrel, ramp fore-sight, rear-sight
notch to barrel latch, break-open frame with automatic ejecting fluted
cylinder, blacked ancillaries, double action mechanism and chequered
hard rubber grips with lanyard ring at heel, much original finish
remaining, complete with a leather full-flap service holster.
£300-500
1050 S5
JOHN WILSON
A HORN-HANDLED LEATHER-BOUND .410 WALKING STICK SHOTGUN,
serial no. 250, dated 1983, 25 1/8in. nitro barrel, 2 1/2in. chamber, bored
approx. 1/4 choke, white metal barrel band and muzzle collar (no tip),
concealed sprung trigger with rotating white metal collar, black leather
binding, ornate horn crook handle, weight 2lb.
£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act.

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1053 S5
WEBLEY, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKI’, serial no. 31918,
made 1894, with reblued 4in. barrel, pinched blade fore-sight, rear-sight
notch to barrel latch, break-open frame with automatic ejecting fluted
cylinder and holster-guides, large broad arrow engraved to the top-strap.
blued ancillaries, double action mechanism and chequered hard rubber
birdshead grips with lanyard ring at heel, professionally refinished
£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: We are gratefully indebted to www.armsresearch.com for the
dating information

1054 S5
DWM, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘P08
LUGER’, serial no. 3819D, dated for 1918, with 4in. sighted barrel,
maker’s monogram to toggle-link, blued receiver and frame, straw
finished ancillaries (finish faded), chequered walnut grips, all matching
numbers except period wooden based magazine, strong amount of finish
remaining
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
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1055

1059

1055 S5
MAUSER, GERMANY
A 7.63 (MAUSER) SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘C96 PRE-WAR
COMMERCIAL’, serial no. 70382, WITH HOLSTER-STOCK, for 1905, with
blued tapering 5in. barrel, integral fore-sight, elevating rear-sight to rear
of receiver, blued short extractor, brushed bright bolt, factory rebarrelled
in 7.63 (possibly under the Versailles Treaty), factory blued receiver and
frame, new style safe (hammer not marked), 35 groove ribbed walnut
bag-shaped grips with lanyard ring at heel, integral ten-shot magazine
and complete with its matching number walnut holster-stock (cracked
and repaired along short length) and three stripper clips
£1,000-1,500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1056 S5
MAUSER, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘P08
LUGER’, serial no. 7326, dated for 1938, with 4in. sighted barrel, maker’s
‘S42’ mark to toggle-link, blued receiver and frame, straw finished
ancillaries, chequered walnut grips, all matching numbers except period
aluminium based magazine, refinished throughout with some loss to
detail
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1057 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKVI’, serial no.
190217, dated for 1916, with blued 6in. barrel, ramp fore-sight, rear-sight
notch to barrel latch, break-open frame with automatic ejecting fluted
cylinder, blued ancillaries, double action mechanism and chequered hard
rubber grips with lanyard ring at heel, the whole an older refinish
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1058 S5
ST ETIENNE ARSENAL, FRANCE
AN 8mm (LEBEL) SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1892
ORDNANCE’, serial no. G66656, dated for 1901, with two-staged barrel
marked with the date and model, blade fore-sight, sighting groove to the
solid top-strap, swing out fluted cylinder with auxilliary gate loading,
double action field strippable action, coarsely chequered walnut grips
with lanyard ring at heel, retaining a strong amount of its original blued
finish
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1059 S5
P. WEBLEY & SON, BIRMINGHAM
A .450 SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, MODEL ‘No.5 EXPRESS’, serial no. 4450,
circa 1882, with blued octagonal 5 1/2in. barrel, raised sighting rib with
applied crescent fore-sight, side mounted ejector-rod, sighting groove to
the solid top-strap, fluted cylinder, solid frame, blued ancillaries, double
action mechanism and chequered walnut birdshead grips with lanyard
ring at heel, strong amount of original finish remaining
£850-1,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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1061 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKVI’, serial no.
401518, dated for 1918, with blued 6in. barrel (finish fading with some
mild staining), ramp fore-sight, rear-sight notch to barrel latch, breakopen frame with automatic ejecting fluted cylinder, blacked ancillaries,
double action mechanism and chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard
ring at heel, strong amount of original finish remaining
£550-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1060

1062 S5
SPREEWERK, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘WALTHER
P38’, serial no. 766, late wartime production, with exposed 4 7/8in.
barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight blade, open slide with standing notch rearsight, side safe, exposed double-action hammer, machined frame, ribbed
dark brown bakelite grips and waffenampt marked magazine, strong
amount of original wartime finish remaining
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1060 S5
DWM, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘P08
LANGE ‘ARTILLERY’ LUGER, serial no. 5623, dated for 1916, with 8in.
barrel, adjustable fore-sight blade, adjustable tangent rear-sight,
maker’s monogram to toggle-link, blued receiver and frame, the backstrap marked ‘JR 448 6K’, straw finish to ancilliaries faded, safety catch
blued, chequered walnut grips, mostly matching numbers except sideplate and period wood based magazine, strong amount of finish
remaining elsewhere, with a later spare reproduction magazine
£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1063 S5
WEBLEY, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A FINE CASED .450/.455 NICKEL-PLATED TARGET REVOLVER, MODEL
‘W.G. 1896 TARGET’ serial no. 16705, produced in 1901 and retailed by
Cogswell & Harrison in 1902, with plated 7 1/2in. barrel, ramp fore-sight
with nickel blade, model designation to side of top-strap, drift adjustable
rear-sight blade to stirrup barrel latch, fluted automatic ejecting quick
release cylinder, plated ancillaries, break-open frame, finely chequered
flared rosewood grips, chequered trigger blade and lanyard swivel at
heel, retaining virtually all its original plated finish (minor flaking to
underside of top-strap and barrel throat), together with its leather
covered storage case compartmented and lined in red baize and complete
with an oil-bottle, two cleaning rods and a turnscrew, the inside of case
lid with parchment Cogswell & Harrison trade-label (outer leather straps
renewed), the top of lid embossed ‘LESLIE D. FISHER, R.N.’
£1,500-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: Lieut.-Cdr. (Act. Cdr.) Leslie D. Fisher, D.S.O., R.N. was also
awarded the Croix de Guerre. We are also gratefully indebted to
www.armsresearch.com for the dating information on the revolver.

1064 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKVI’, serial no.
371231, dated for 1918, with blued 6in. barrel (finish fading), ramp foresight, rear-sight notch to barrel latch, break-open frame with automatic
ejecting fluted cylinder and South African Issue markings, blacked
ancillaries, double action mechanism and chequered hard rubber grips
with lanyard ring at heel, strong amount of original finish remaining
£600-800
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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1067

1065

1065 S5
MANTON & CO, LONDON & CALCUTTA
A FINE CASED .455 & .22 (L/R) TARGET REVOLVER, MODEL ‘W.G. 1896
TARGET’ serial no. 12135 & 483, manufactured by Webley in 1899 and
finished by Manton, with blued 7 1/2in. barrel, ramp fore-sight with nickel
blade, the top of barrel signed ‘MANTON & CO, LONDON & CALCUTTA’,
model designation to side of top-strap, drift adjustable rear-sight blade
to stirrup barrel latch, blue fluted automatic ejecting quick release
cylinder, brushed bright ancillaries, blued break-open frame, finely
chequered flared ebony grips, chequered trigger blade and lanyard swivel
at heel, together with its oak storage case compartmented and lined in
blue baize and complete with a .22 A.G. Parker single-shot adaptor,
nickel-plated muzzle cover, glass oil-bottle, cleaning rod, turnscrew and
a selection of sighting blades
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: We are gratefully indebted to www.armsresearch.com for the
dating information
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1066 S5
SPREEWERK, GERMANY
A 9mm (PARA) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘WALTHER
P38’, serial no. 9467, late wartime production, with exposed 4 7/8in.
barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight blade, open slide with standing notch rearsight, side safe, exposed double-action hammer, machined frame, ribbed
mottled brown bakelite grips and commercial marked magazine,
refinished
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1067 S5
F.N., LIEGE
A SCARCE EARLY .32 (ACP) SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL
‘BROWNING 1899’, serial no. A61, circa 1900, with under-slung 4in.
barrel, top-mounted recoil-spring, blued machined and moulded slide
marked by the retailer ‘WALTER LOCKE & CO. LTD, CALCUTTA, SIMLA &
LAHORE’, cocking indicator within the rear-sight, blued frame,
chequered hard rubber grips with early ‘pistol’ trademark to top and
guarded trigger, much original finish remaining
£500-800
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
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1068
1069

1068 S5
BALLESTER-MOLINA, ARGENTINA
AN 11.25mm (.45ACP) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL
‘HAFDASA CONTRACT’, serial no. 41689, circa 1935-40, with blued
sighted slide with distinctive finger grooves, brushed bright barrel, blued
frame, exposed hammer and vertical ribbed wood grips, reblued finish,
complete with its leather full-flap service holster with magazine pouch
combined, and including two spare magazine
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: Resembling the Colt 1911 but with the absence of a grip safe, the
Ballester-Molina pistol was the main sidearm of the Argentinian Police, Army
and Navy from around 1930 to early 1940’s. All were produced on behalf of
Hispano-Argentina Fabrica De Automoviles S.A. of Buenos Aires (HAFDASA),
initially by Ballester-Rigaud but production soon changed to Ballester-Molina.

1069 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A FINE CASED .455 TARGET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘W.S. TARGET’, serial
no. 450754, for 1924, with blued 7 1/2in. barrel, ramp fore-sight with
removable blade, model designation to side of top-strap, drift adjustable
rear-sight blade to stirrup barrel latch, fluted automatic ejecting quick
release cylinder, brushed bright ancillaries, break-open frame,
chequered rosewood grips, chequered trigger blade and lanyard ring at
heel, retaining virtually all its original blued finish, together with its
leather covered storage case compartmented and lined in green baize
and complete with a glass oil-bottle, a cleaning rod and a selection of
fore-sight blades (some home produced), the inside of case lid with
leather gold-blocked Webley & Scott trade-label, the case handle
partially detached
£1,000-1,500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: Interestingly, the record books show this revolver was
purchased by the N.R.A. ‘as a Bisley prize’. No further information is noted.
We are gratefully indebted to www.armsresearch.com for this information
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1070
1073

1070 S5
P. WEBLEY & SON, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM
A .455 (ELEY) SIX-SHOT SEMI-AUTOMATIC REVOLVER, MODEL ‘1902
FOSBERY’, serial no. 3147, circa 1906, with 6in. sighted barrel, the toprib signed ‘P. WEBLEY & SON LONDON & BIRMINGHAM’, the side of
top-strap marked ‘WEBLEY FOSBERY’, left-hand of frame side marked
with the ‘Webley winged bullet logo and ‘.455 CORDITE’, distinctive
cylinder with ‘zig-zag’ indexing channels and front short blind shallow
flutes, chequered sides to the hammer, black chequered hard rubber
grips with lanyard ring to base, the whole with traces of original finish
and complete with a period full-flap service holster (distressed)
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1071 S5
COLT, USA
A .32 (ACP) SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘1903 HAMMERLESS
POCKET’, serial no. 167953, for 1914, with blued and sighted slide,
brushed bright 3 3/4in. barrel, blued frame with grip-safe, chequered
hard rubber grips embossed ‘COLT’ and detachable magazine, retaining
virtually all its original factory blued finish and complete with a period
leather full-flap belt-holster
£350-500

1072 S5
WALTHER, GERMANY
A 7.65mm SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘PPK’, serial no.
235479K, World War Two manufacture, with blued and sighted slide,
brushed bright 3 1/8in. barrel, commercial proofs, blued frame and
mottled pale brown plastic grips (one hairline cracked and repaired), in
a period ‘DRGM’ marked leather full flap holster with two later
magazines, strong amount of original finish remaining
£400-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1073 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A .455 SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘MKI HIGH
VELOCITY’, serial no. 100655, for and dated 1913, with blued exposed
5in. barrel, integral blade fore-sight, square-section slide with top
ejection, adjustable notch rear-sight, exposed hammer, blued frame with
grip safe, chequered hard rubber grips (left side currently a replacement
but original included), lanyard ring at heel and together with an abs
plastic transit case and an original spare magazine
£1,000-1,500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible
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1075

1077

1074 S5
MAUSER, GERMANY
A SCARCE 7.65mm SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘HSC’, serial no.
953731, just post War Two manufacture and produced by the French
occupying the Mauser factory, with semi-gloss blacked and sighted slide
marked with three lines between the model and calibre designation,
brushed bright 3 1/8in. barrel, commercial proofs, semi-gloss frame and
chequered walnut grips
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible

1075 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A RARE BOXED .38 (ACP) SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘LOCKED
BREECH MILITARY’, serial no. 46503, for 1910 and retailed by
‘ROBINSON & CO., SINGAPORE’, with blued exposed 5in. barrel, integral
blade fore-sight, square-section slide with top ejection, adjustable notch
rear-sight, internal hammer, blued frame with grip safe, push-button
slide release, chequered walnut grips and retaining virtually all its factory
blued finish, together with its maroon paper covered card carton bearing
a red label stating ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD .38 AUTOMATIC’ (some
staining and damage to corner) and its rare original sales and instruction
manual leaflet
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: According to records, serial number 46503 was completed in
1910 as a side safety model which it clearly is not (see page 84 of ‘Worldwide
Webley’ by Stephen Cuthbertson. Instead it would appear to conform to the
original prototype Mark I model of 1909, of which supposedly only thirteen
pieces in .38 were produced. However, this pistol has the recoil bar and the
sixteen (as opposed to thirty-two) thumb-grip slide of the later model.
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1076 S5
WALTHER, GERMANY
A 7.65mm SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL, MODEL ‘PPK’, serial no.
288298K, World War Two manufacture, with blued and sighted slide,
brushed bright 3 1/8in. barrel, commercial proofs, blued frame and
mottled pale brown plastic grips, German ‘eagle’ proofs and a fair amount
of original finish remaining
£350-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1077 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM & LONDON
A .455 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘MKI HIGH VELOCITY’, serial
no. 97801, for and dated 1913, with blued exposed 5in. barrel, integral
blade fore-sight, square-section slide with top ejection, adjustable notch
rear-sight, exposed hammer, blued frame with grip safe, chequered hard
rubber grips, lanyard ring at heel and together with a private purchase
full-flap leather holster with a magazine pouch to the outside (added
later) and an original spare magazine
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: A copy of the publication ‘The Journal of the Historical
Breechloading Smallarms Association. Vol 3 No.1.’ accompanies this lot. On
page 35, Chapter III ‘Military Automatics’, the author Hugh Pollard’s work on
Automatic Pistols is discussed and it is written “the serial number of his own
(Pollard’s) example is noted as 97801”

1079

1080

1078 S5
WALTHER, GERMANY
A 7.65mm SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL, MODEL ‘PP’, serial no. 378685P,
World War Two manufacture, with blued and sighted slide, brushed bright
3 3/4in. barrel, German ‘eagle’ proofs, blued frame marked ‘AC’ for
Walther and chequered black plastic grips, the left hand side inlet with a
small ‘SS’ medallion similar to those used on the dress dagger (possibly
spurious) and with later magazine
£350-500

1080 S5
MAUSER, GERMANY
A 7.65mm SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL FOR THE KRIEGSMARINE, MODEL
‘M1934’, serial no. 532362, the front strap bearing I.D. number ‘N1175’,
with blued exposed 3 3/8in. barrel, crescent fore-sight, notch rear-sight,
blued slide, blued frame, the top left marked with the Kriegsmarine eagle
and chequered walnut one-piece grip, some losses to finish, complete
with its brown full-flap leather service holster
£300-500

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1079 S5
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF LORD LOUIS MOUNTBATTEN
A .25 (ACP) SEMI-AUTOMATIC VEST-PISTOL SIGNED FN, MODEL
‘BROWNING 1903’, serial no. 520838, circa 1925, with brushed bright
2in. barrel, blued slide with full-length sighting groove to top, the right
hand side engraved ‘LORD LOUIS MOUNTBATTEN R.N.’, blued frame with
grip-safe and chequered hard rubber grips embossed with the ‘F.N.’
monogram, together with a period soft leather holster (distressed)
£200-300

1081 S5
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .455 SIX-SHOT SERVICE-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘MKVI’, serial no.
281453, dated for 1917, with 6in. barrel, blade fore-sight, break-open
frame with automatic ejecting fluted cylinder, blacked ancilliaries and
chequered hard rubber grips, much thin military blue finish remaining,
complete with a full-flap leather holster
£300-500

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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BOLT ACTION RIFLES, MULTI-BARRELLED,
BREAK-OPEN AND FALLING-BLOCK RIFLES
Bolt Action Rifles

1100 - 1133

Multi-barrelled, Break-open and Falling-block Rifles

1200 - 1257

1100 S1
CHARLES LANCASTER
A FINE LEFT-HANDED .375 H&H MAGNUM DOUBLE
SQUARE-BRIDGE BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING
RIFLE, serial no. 30011, 23 1/2in. nitro barrel
engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER. LONDON.
ENGLAND’, block-mounted open sights with two
folding leaf sights, marked for 100, 150 and 200 yards
and with gold-inlaid sight lines, ramp-mounted bead
fore-sight with fold-over moonsight, double square
bridge magnum action mounted with colourhardened H&H style quickly-detachable telescopic
sight mounts, the rings engraved ‘CHARLES
LANCASTER LONDON’ and ‘.375 H&H No. 30011’,
colour-hardened and florally engraved recoil blocks,
three position safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
bolt knob with chequered oval panels and central
floral motif, hinged straddle floorplate engraved with
the calibre designation, the triggerguard engraved
with the serial number, well-figured pistolgrip stock
with horn finial, engraved and colour-hardened
pistolgrip-cap (with trap), sling swivels, 14 3/4in. pull
including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 10lb. 8oz.
£5,000-7,000
Provenance: The vendor has
kindly supplied the following
information:

"Commissioned in 2001 by the
vendor with the instructions to
produce a classic Charles
Lancaster do-all safari rifle. The
rifle was completed in 2010. The
action is a Reimar Johannsen
Double Square Bridge Magnum
Mauser action. The flip-over
moonsight is warthog ivory, The
H&H swing-off mounts have
30mm rings. The chequering is an
old Charles Lancaster pattern
from the 1920's. Engraving is by
Dave Tallet. The rifle shoots sub
MOA with 300 grain ammunition
and has had 70 rounds through it"

1101 S1

144

1102

ROGUE RIFLE CO.
A .22 S.L. OR L.R. ‘CHIPMUNK’ SINGLE-SHOT BOLT-ACTION ‘YOUTH’
RIFLE, serial no. 77870, 16 1/4in. nitro reproved barrel, adjustable
rearsights, ramp-mounted blade fore-sight, miniature receiver ring
engraved with a chipmunk motif, bolt with manual cocking knob, figured
pistolgrip stock with monte carlo comb, buttplate, 11 3/4in. pull, weight
2lb. 9oz., in its nylon slip with chipmunk logo leather patch
£350-450
1102** S1
SAUER & SOHN
A 7X64 ‘MODEL 200’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
H8955, 23 3/4in. nitro barrel with ramp-mounted open sights and rampmounted blade fore-sight, the receiver with quickly-detachable telescopic
sight mount bases, gold-washed set trigger, triggerplate mounted safety,
removable box magazine, well-figured pistolgrip stock with palm swell,
cheekpiece, quickly-detachable sling swivels, 14 5/8in. pull including
3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 1oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£600-800

1104

1103 S1
MICH. PEGHAM (FERLACH)
A 7X57 ‘MAUSER 98’ BOLT-MAGAZINE STUTZEN SPORTING RIFLE,
serial no. 2116, 20 1/2in. nitro barrel, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight,
leaf rear-sight, fitted with a Schmidt & Bender 6x42 telescopic sight, A7
reticle, serial no. 248941, scroll engraved action, manual flag safety, turndown scroll engraved butterknife bolt, engraved hinged quick release
floorplate, engraved triggerguard, 13 3/4in. well-figured full-length
pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, leather sling
£500-700
1104** S1
STEYR MANNLICHER
A .30-06 SPR. ‘M95 100 JAHRE’ LIMITED EDITION COMMEMORATIVE
‘LUXUS’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 270035, 23 1/2in.
nitro barrel with open sights and ramp-mounted blade fore-sight,
blacked receiver gold-inlaid ‘*35*’ and with ‘STEYR WAFFEN’ in gold with
a gold-inlaid banner engraved ‘1595 - seit 400 jahre - 1995’, roller safety,
gold monogrammed detachable box magazine with ‘M95’ and ‘100 Jahre’,
gold-washed set trigger, well-figured pistolgrip stock with sculpted
cheekpiece, hogsback comb, sling swivels, 14 1/2in. pull including 3/4in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 9oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£700-900
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1106

1105

1105** S1
SAUER
A LEFT-HANDED .300 WIN. MAG. ‘MODEL 202’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. N14467, 26in. nitro barrel serial numbered
W23176, ramp-mounted open sights and ramp-mounted blade foresight, button push safety, detachable box magazine, set trigger, pistolgrip
stock with palm swell, monte carlo comb, quickly-detachable sling
swivels, 14in. pull including 3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight
8lb. 5oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£700-900

1106** S1
STEYR MANNLICHER
A 7X64 ‘LUXUS’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 88705,
23 5/8in. nitro barrel with ramp-mounted open sights and ramp-mounted
blade fore-sight, receiver, bolt and furniture carved with oak leaves and
acorns, the rear of the receiver carved in high relief with a game scene
of running deer, detachable box magazine, the floorplate carved in high
relief with a chamois, gold-washed set trigger, pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece and hogsback comb, sling swivels, 14in. pull including 3/4in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 8oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£600-800
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1108

1107** S1
ORIGINAL SAUER & SOHN
A 9.3X64 ‘SAUER 80’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
E18356, 26in. ported nitro barrel engraved ‘Mod. Brenneke 9.3X64’,
ramp-mounted open sights and ramp-mounted blade fore-sight, the
receiver mounted with a Zeiss Diavari-Z 2,5...10x52 telescopic sight,
serial no. 1493707, in quickly-detachable mounts, tang safety, detachable
box magazine, well-figured pistolgrip stock with palm swell, cheekpiece
and hogsback comb, sling swivels (to stock and barrel, fore-end swivel
missing), 14 1/4in. pull including 3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad,
weight 8lb. 14oz. (unscoped) and 10lb. 10oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£700-900

1109

1109** S1
ORIGINAL MAUSER
A GAME-ENGRAVED 7MM SE V. HOFE ‘MODEL 66’ BOLT-ACTION
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. G29621, 25 3/4in. nitro barrel, folding open
sights and ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the receiver mounted with a
Swarovski Habicht 4 telescopic sight, serial no. 431036, in quicklydetachable mounts, set trigger, the bolt housing carved in relief with
game scenes of red and roe deer, bright and blued finish, pistolgrip stock
with sculpted cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, pistolgrip-cap, sling
swivels, 14 1/2in. pull including buttplate, weight 7lb. 8oz. (unscoped) and
8lb. 5oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£600-800

1108 S1
H. DUMOULIN & FILS
A .375 H&H MAGNUM BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
15362, 25 5/8in. nitro barrel engraved in script ‘H. Dumoulin & Fils.
Milmort. Liege. made in Belgium. Caliber .375 HH Only’, matt sight rib
with open sights and two folding leaf sights, gold-inlaid sight lines and
marked 100, 200 and 300, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the receiver
mounted with a Schmidt & Bender 1 1/2-6x telescopic sight, serial no.
124840, in quickly-detachable mounts, recoil blocks, hinged straddle
floorplate, blued finish overall, well-figured pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap (with trap), sling eyes, 14 5/8in. pull including
1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 9lb. 5oz. (unscoped) and 10lb. 12oz. (with
scope)
£1,500-2,000
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1110** S1
JOHANNES KEPPLINGER
A 6.5X64 BR. ‘KAISERBUCHSE’ STRAIGHT-PULL BOLT-MAGAZINE RIFLE, serial no.
KBS189, 25 1/2in. nitro barrel engraved ‘Kaiserbuchse - Ing. H. Kepplinger Kufstein Tirol’, block-mounted folding open sights and ramp-mounted bead fore-sight,
mounted with a Swarovski 2,5-10x42 Habicht telescopic sight, serial no.
P642806185, in quickly-detachable mounts, Johannes Kepplinger 1981 patent
action, bolt and grip safeties, detachable box magazine, the receiver top
and bolt housing carved with oak leaves and acorns, the sides with
game scenes of deer and chamois, the magazine floorplate with wild
boar, well-figured stock with fishscale chequering, sculpted
cheekpiece, sling swivels, 14 3/8in. pull including 3/4in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 11oz. (unscoped)
and 9lb. 5oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer
price.

£2,000-3,000
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1111

1111 S1
ARMY & NAVY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMd.
A .303 ‘LEE-SPEED’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. B421,
24 3/4in. nitro reproved barrel (in 2020) with solid raised wave cut rib,
open sights and two folding leaf sights with white metal inlaid sight lines
and marked 100, 200 and 300, folding tangent sight graduated from 4 - 10,
ramped bead fore-sight with protecting ears, name banner engraved
‘ARMY & NAVY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMd LONDON’, the breech end
with a banner engraved ‘FOR CORDITE ONLY’, the bold shroud with light
border engraving, the wrist band engraved ‘LEE-SPEED PATENTS B.S.A
Co. B421’, magazine cut-off, detachable magazine with border engraving
to the underside, well-figured pistolgrip stock with sling eyes, pistolgripcap, engraved steel buttplate (with trap), 14 3/8in. pull, weight 7lb. 5oz.
£800-1,200

1112

1112** S1
CZ
A .375 H&H MAGNUM ‘CZ 550 MAGNUM’ TAKE-DOWN BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. E1120, with extra .458 Lott barrel, no. 507,
24 1/4in. nitro .375 H&H Magnum barrel with open sights and rampmounted bead fore-sight, the receiver mounted with a Kahles Helia CB
1,5-6x42 telescopic sight, serial no. 50645, in quickly-detachable mounts;
extra 24 7/8in. .458 Lott barrel with open sights and ramp-mounted bead
fore-sight and with a Leupold 1-4x20mm telescopic sight, serial no.
464546P, in quickly-detachable mounts, recoil blocks, hinged straddle
floorplate with push button release, pistolgrip stock with pistolgrip-cap
and sling eyes, 14 1/2in. pull including 1 1/4in. rubber recoil pad
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000
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1114 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A FINE .32-20 (WIN) ‘MODEL 1873 SPECIAL ORDER’ DELUXE LEVERACTION REPEATING SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 119281, for 1883, with
re-blued octagonal 24 1/4in. barrel signed ‘ WINCHESTER’S REPEATING
ARMS NEW HAVEN CT.’ over ‘KING’S IMPROVEMENT’ and patents of 1866
and 1860, dove-tailed fore-sight with nickel blade, rear-sight at fault
(originally of buckhorn style), period London proofs, colour-hardened
receiver with stepped bridge at breech, sliding dust-cover, top-tang
marked ‘MODEL 1873’, highly-figured walnut butt-stock with chequered
pistol-grip, blued shotgun heel-plate, curved colour-hardened fingerlever, cartridge designation to the brass lifter, highly-figured chequered
walnut fore-end, colour hardened nose-cap and blued full length underbarrel tubular magazine, colour possibly expertly renewed, with a copy of
a Winchester Heritage letter
£2,000-3,000
The letter from the Cody Firearms Records Office state this rifle left the
factory on March 14, 1883 with an octagonal barrel, chequered pistol grip
shotgun stock, case hardened finish and plain trigger.

1113

1113 S1
ORIGINAL SAUER & SOHN
AN 8X68S ‘MODEL 202’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
N12714, 25 3/4in. nitro barrel with ramp-mounted open sights and rampmounted blade fore-sight, the breech end mounted with a Meopta
4-16x44 telescopic sight, serial no. R0906803, in quickly-detachable
mounts, push button safety, detachable box magazine, set trigger, wellfigured stock with palm swell, cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, sockets
for quickly-detachable sling swivels, 14in. pull including 5/8in. ventilated
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 7oz. (unscoped) and 10lb. 7oz. (with scope)
£1,000-1,500
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1115 S1
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, USA
A .45-70 (GOVT) SINGLE-SHOT CARBINE, MODEL ‘1884 TRAPDOOR’,
serial no. 663, partial serial number as first half obscured, with blued
nitro reproved 22in. barrel, block and blade fore-sight, elevating ladder
rear-sight, hinged breech-block marked ‘US MODEL 1884’, bar-action
lock marked with an American eagle alongside ‘U.S. SPRINGFIELD’, side
hammer, walnut half-stock, iron furniture including a barrel-band and
heel-plate, swinging trapdoor in the heel-plate concealing aperture for
cleaning rods (not present), no provision for clearing rod, traces of finish,
fitted with side-bar and saddle-ring
£500-700
1116 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .44-40 LEVER-ACTION REPEATING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1873
CARBINE’, serial no. 521729B, for 1898, with round 20in. barrel signed
by the maker, block and blade fore-sight, flip-up ladder rear-sight, slabsided receiver with proud sideplates and sliding dust-cover, external
hammer, top tang with model designation, walnut carbine butt-stock and
fore-end, saddle-ring to receiver and single iron barrel-band, full length
magazine, finish worn
£300-500
1117 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .45-70 (GOVT) LEVER-ACTION REPEATING RIFLE, MODEL ‘1886’,
serial no. 5766, for 1887, with round 26in. barrel signed by the maker,
‘Rocky Mountain’ dove-tailed fore-sight blade, elevating buckhorn
rearsight, slab-sided receiver with top ejection, model designation to toptang, walnut butt-stock with crescent heel-plate, walnut fore-end with
iron nose-cap and full-length under-barrel magazine tube, finish worn
£1,000-1,500

1118 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A GOOD .32-20 (WIN) LEVER-ACTION REPEATING RIFLE, MODEL ‘1873 SHORT-RIFLE’,
serial no. 190980B, for 1885, with blued round 22in. barrel signed by the maker, dovetailed fore-sight, buckhorn rear-sight, blued receiver with stepped nocksform, blued
sliding dust-cover, external hammer, walnut butt-stock with shotgun heel-plate, colour
hardened finger-lever, brass cartridge lifter with calibre marking, walnut fore-end with
blued iron nose-cap and full-length under-barrel magazine, the whole with much finish
remaining
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: Short rifles by Winchester are rare. Most clients were happy with the carbine
models if they required a shorter barrel, and consequently few were ordered. According to
Madis ‘The Winchester Book’, when working out comparative rarities between special order
features, short barrels on rifles occur one in every four hundred and fifty rifles produced. Then
take the statistic that only 58.4% of total production was rifles and that .32-20 was chambered
only in approximately one in every hundred guns and that only one in six had a round barrel
and it quickly becomes apparent that this short rifle is a rare item indeed
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1120

1119 S1
WINCHESTER
A .348 W.C.F. ‘MODEL 71’ LEVER-ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
33721, 24in. nitro reproved barrel, marked ‘MADE IN NEW HAVEN CONN.
U.S. OF AMERICA. WINCHESTER PROOF STEEL. WINCHESTER TRADE
MARK. MODEL 71 - 348 W.C.F. -’, ramp-mounted dove-tailed bead foresight with protector, buckhorn rear-sight, plain blacked receiver, 13
3/4in. figured walnut pistolgrip stock including 15/16in. ventilated rubber
recoil pad, weight 8lb. 8oz.
£600-800
1120 S1
A .450 (W/R No.2) SINGLE SHOT MATCH-RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL
‘WESTLEY RICHARDS 1869 PATENT’, serial no. 366, circa 1873, with
heavy round 33in. replacement barrel (numbered 1014), dove-tailed
tunnel fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with two additional folding
leaves, scroll engraved action with dropping feed-ramp and long sidesafe, a later ‘Dr Godwin’ produced micro-adjustable peep-sight fitted at
wrist, chequered walnut straight hand butt-stock, engraved under-lever
formed around the front of the trigger guard bow and chequered walnut
fore-end with rounded horn tip, fitted with a leather sling
£1,000-1,200

1121

1121 S1
MERKEL JAGD- UND SPORTWAFFEN GMBH
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 9.3X62 ‘RX HELIX DELUXE - BESPOKE
WILD BOAR - AUTUMN’ STRAIGHT-PULL BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING
RIFLE, serial no. RX 014393, 19 1/2in. fluted barrel nitro barrel with
engraved sight rib, open sights with folding leaf sight (unmarked) and
ramp-mounted sprung bead fore-sight, the receiver with integral
Picatinny profile mount bases, tang-mounted safety / cocking slide,
detachable box magazine, the receiver, bolt and furniture profusely relief
engraved with oak leaves and acorns on a matted background, the left of
the receiver with a forest scene of wild boar and signed ‘BH’, the base of
the magazine tracked with boar hoof prints, 14 5/8in. highly-figured
pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, steel pistolgrip-cap engraved en suite
with oak leaves and acorns with a central portrait of a boar, sling eyes,
including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 3oz., in a universal case
£5,000-7,000
1122† S1
CZ
A NEW AND UNUSED .375 H&H MAG. ‘CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSICS II’
BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. SC00005, 25in. nitro
barrel (2017 proof) with block-mounted open sights and two folding leaf
sights, white sight lines and marked 100, 200 and 300, ramp-mounted
bead fore-sight with skeletal steel protector hood, recoil blocks, hinged
straddle floorplate with push button release, DLC matt finish overall,
well-figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, the underside with a carved
representation of a buffalo, sling eyes, 14 3/8in. pull including 1in. rubber
recoil pad, weight 10lb. 2oz., in its universal flight case with paperwork
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£1,500-2,000
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1123

1123 S1
STEYR MANNLICHER
A 7MM REM. MAG. ‘MANNLICHER CLASSIC ANTIQUE’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 3013742, 26in. nitro barrel with colourhardened block-mounted open sights and colour-hardened
ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, colour-hardened receiver mounted with
telescopic sight rail mount bases with rings, three position roller safety,
set trigger, detachable box magazine with colour-hardened base, figured
pistolgrip stock with sculpted cheekpiece and hogsback comb, sling
swivels, 15in. pull including 1/2in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 15oz.
£900-1,200
1124 S1
PARKER HALE
AN UNUSED .375 MAG. ‘MODEL 81 CLASSIC’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. MAG-29757, 24in. nitro barrel, matt sight
rib with open sights and two folding leaf sights, ramp-mounted bead foresight, engraved receiver with black finish, recoil blocks, hinged floorplate
with push button release, figured pistolgrip stock with palm swell, sling
swivels, 14 7/8in. pull including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 13oz.,
in its original carton with swing tag
£1,000-1,500
1125 S1
PARKER HALE
AN UNUSED .404 JEFFERY ‘MODEL 1100M AFRICAN MAGNUM’ BOLTMAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. S-23312, 24in. nitro barrel,
block-mounted open sights, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, plain
receiver with matt black finish, recoil blocks, hinged floorplate with push
button release, figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels,
14 1/4in. pull including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 9lb. 1oz.,
in its original carton with swing tag
£1,000-1,500

1128

1126 S1
REMINGTON
A .308 WIN NON STANDARD ‘MODEL 700’ BOLT-MAGAZINE TACTICAL
RIFLE WITH FULLY MODERATED BARREL, serial no. E6817316, 30in.
nitro barrel (including moderator), receiver mounted with a picatinny rail,
detachable box magazine, Accuracy International thumbhole stock with
adjustable cheekpiece and butt, no bipod, painted finish with some
flaking, weight 12lb.
£1,500-2,000
1127 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .44-40 LEVER-ACTION REPEATING-RIFLE, MODEL ‘1873 SPORTINGRIFLE’, serial no. 109421, for 1882/3, with octagonal 24in. barrel signed
by the maker, dove-tailed fore-sight blade, buckhorn rear-sight, slabsided receiver with sliding dust-cover, model designation to tang, walnut
butt-stock with crescent heel-plate, a central trap-door concealing a
four-piece reproduction cleaning rod set, iron finger-lever (traces of
colour), brass cartridge lifter with calibre designation, walnut fore-end
and full length under-barrel magazine tube
£500-800
1128 S1
MAUSER
A COMPOSITE 7.92mm (8X57) BOLT-ACTION REPEATING SERVICERIFLE, MODEL ‘K98K ‘SNIPER’’, serial no. 1664, 24in. nitro barrel,
protected ramp-mounted foresight, tangent rear-sight graduated to 2000
meters with reproduction leather cover, fitted with a period Carl Zeiss
Zielvier telescopic sight with reproduction mounts, reproduction lens
covers, action with cut-out and marked ‘Mod.98’, extended flag safety,
reproduction winter trigger, detachable floorplate, steel butt-plate with
leather side sling, non matching serial numbers
£1,500-2,500

Tuesday 8th September
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1129 S1
MAUSER
A BOER WAR COMMEMORATIVE 7X57mm ‘M96’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SERVICE
RIFLE, serial no. 6123, 29 1/4in. nitro barrel, block-mounted fore-sight, tangent
rear-sight (graduated to 2000 metres, the left side of the action marked
‘DEUTSCHE WAFFEN-UND MUNITIONSFABRIKEN. BERLIN’, manual flag safety,
detachable floorplate, full-length straight stock carved and decorated with Boer
War commandos, battles and dates, comprising of ‘MAAKT EENDRACHT MACT’,
‘ NATAL INGETROOKKEN OCT 12’, ‘ELEANDSLAAGTE’, ‘DUNDEE Oct 20’,
MODDERSPRUIT Oct 30’, ‘ESCOURT Nov 23’, ‘BLAAUWKRANTZ Nov 15’ on the
right, the left with ‘TRANSVAAL 1899-1900’, ‘MOOIRIVIER Nov 22’, ‘COLENSO Dec
15’, ‘TUGELA Jan 8, SPIJONKOP Jan 24’, together with cleaning rod with nonmatching serial numbers, bolt, trigger guard and floorplate with matching serial
numbers
£1,000-1,500
Serial number 6123 was shipped under the ‘Third Contract’ between the South African
Republic and the Krupp agents, for 8,000 long rifles, 2,000 carbines and 7.5 million
rounds. The contract was signed on 20th April 1897, and this particular rifle was part
of a consignment of 6,875 rifles shipped on the Kruger, which departed Germany on 6th
June and was accepted in Pretoria on 16th August.
Ludwig Loewe who manufactured the Mausers for the earlier contracts had merged
with several other manufacturers in late 1896 to become Deutsche Waffen-und
Munitionsfabriken, and this inscription replaced the Loewe markings on the receivers
of the rifles delivered under the earlier contracts.
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1130

1130 S1
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A .275 (RIGBY) BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 3751, 25
1/4in. nitro barrel engraved ‘JOHN RIGBY & CO. 43 SACKVILLE ST.
LONDON. W.’, and ‘SIGHTED FOR RIGBY’S SPECIAL .275 BORE HIGH
VELOCITY CARTRIDGES POINTED BULLETS 140 GRAINS’, blockmounted open sights with two folding leaf sights, ramp-mounted bead
fore-sight, the receiver side-mounted with a Bisley Deluxe 4x32
telescopic sight, serial no. 52085, in quickly-detachable mounts, receiver
ring engraved ‘WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER A-G OBERNDORF 1910’, and
numbered 34299, detachable floorplate with military style release, the
triggerguard numbered 3751, figured semi-pistolgrip stock (cracked at
hand) with sling eyes and steel buttplate, weight 7lb. 11oz. (unscoped)
and 8lb. 12oz. (with scope), in its full length leather rifle case with some
accessories
£1,800-2,200
1131 S1
O. GEYGER & CO.
A 7x57mm BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 3374, Mauser
action and barrel number 11611, 23 1/4in. octagonal to round nitro
reproved barrel with file-cut rib, the adjacent flats engraved ‘O. GEYGER
& CO. BERLIN.’, open sights with one folding leaf sight, ramp-mounted
bead fore-sight, receiver fitted with telescopic mount bases with rings,
receiver with thumb cut-out, border and acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining traces of colour-hardening and finish, chequered flat bolthandle, military style release floorplate with border and scroll engraving,
double set triggers, semi-pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels,
14 1/4in. pull including buttplate, weight 7lb. 5oz.
£700-900

1132† S1
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A NEW AND UNUSED .22 GRADE 6 SELF-LOADING TAKE-DOWN
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 05116ZP212, 19in. nitro barrel, bead foresight, folding leaf rear-sight, action carved in high relief with bold scroll
and ribbonwork, surrounding central gold-inlaid game scenes, manual
safety, gold washed trigger, well-figured pistolgrip stock with tubular
stock magazine, 14in. pull, in its makers carton
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£650-750
1133 S1
SOMMER & OCKENFUß GmbH.
A .358 WIN. ‘GRIFFREPETIERER / “SHORTY”’ PISTOLGRIP REPEATING
STRAIGHT-PULL BULLPUP SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 1800, 23 1/4in.
nitro replacement barrel, fitted with sound moderator, receiver fitted with
telescopic sight block mounts, signed ‘SOMMER + OCKEOCKENFUß
GmbH. .243 WIN.’, bifurcated triggerguard, grip-safety with integral boltrelease catch, detachable box magazine wooden side facades, 17in. pull
including rubber recoil pad, wooden fore-end, sling swivels, weight 10lb.
5oz. (including sound moderator)
£1,500-2,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1200 S1
ALEX. HENRY
A FINE .22 HORNET ‘BEST QUALITY’ 1865 PATENT MINIATURE EXPRESS FALLING-BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
4757, 25 1/4in. replacement nitro barrel engraved ‘ALEX. HENRY EDINBURGH & LONDON’ and with the calibre designation,
block-mounted open sights with two folding leaf sights, block-mounted blade fore-sight, action use number 1695, backaction lock with bolted hammer (replacement screw), fine acanthus scroll engraving, traces of colour-hardening, 14
1/2in. replacement highly-figured pistolgrip stock with slim cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap, engraved steel heel and toe
plates, bolstered replacement fore-end wood, weight 5lb. 11oz.
£2,000-2,500
Provenance: The makers records list rifle no. 4757, action use number 1695 as being made as a .360 rook rifle,
completed on the 7th September 1882
The gunmaking business of John Dickson and Son was founded in Edinburgh in 1820, making it Scotland’s
oldest gunmaker and celebrating 200 years of fine Scottish gunmaking in 2020. Over the years, the
company has grown to incorporate some of the finest Scottish gunmaking names into one gun making
business - James MacNaughton and Sons, Alexander Henry, Daniel Fraser, Alex Martin and
Mortimer and Son.
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1201

1201** S1
VICTOR SARASQUETA
A 9.3X74R SIDELOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 97923, 23 3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels (dated to 1978) with solid raised matt rib, open
sights and ramped bead fore-sight, the breech end mounted with a Zeiss Diavari-C 1,5...4,5x18 telescopic sight, serial no. 202065, in quickly-detachable
mounts, treble-grip action with hidden third bite, removable striker discs, engine turned action flats, automatic safety, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators,
articulated front trigger, acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/8in. pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece and including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 9oz. (unscoped) and 9lb. 11oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1202** S1
A.W. WOLF
A 9.3X74R DOUBLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE,
serial no. 13751, 25 5/8in. nitro barrels (dated
for 1973) with matt sight rib, folding open
sights and ramp-mounted bead fore-sight,
three-piece fore-end with wooden side fillets,
bolstered action with hold-open toplever,
manual safety, gold-washed triggers, the
front a set trigger, carved with Germanic
scrollwork, oak leaf and acorn motifs, the
decorative sideplates carved in high relief
with game scenes of wild boar and mouflon
with silver highlighting, the underside carved
in high relief and gold-inlaid with a bear, old
silver finish, 14 3/8in. figured pistolgrip stock
with cheekpiece, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap
and buttplate, weight 8lb. 5oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the
hammer price.

£3,000-5,000
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1204

1203

1203 S1
GEBRUDER MERKEL
A 16-BORE / 8X57JRS DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR
COMBINATION GUN / RIFLE, serial no. 48619, 25 1/2in. nitro reproved
(in 2020) barrels, solid raised matt top-rib with flip-up open sights and
bead fore-sight, the breech end mounted with a Hensoldt Diavari 1,5-6x
telescopic sight, serial no. 193920, in quickly-detachable mounts, threepiece fore-end with wooden side fillets, 2 3/4in. shot chamber, bored
approx. 3/4 choke, bolstered scroll-back action, hold-open toplever,
manual safety, gold-washed pin cocking-indicators, set front trigger,
Germanic scroll engraving with game scenes of hound, fowl and deer, 14
5/8in. pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels and
buttplate, weight 7lb. 3oz. (unscoped) and 8lb. 6oz. (with scope)
£700-900

1204 S1
FRANZ SODIA
A 16-BORE / 7X65R BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR DRILLING, serial no.
17311, 23 1/2in. nitro reproved barrels (in 2020), solid raised matt rib
engraved ‘FRANZ SODIA FERLACH’ with flip up open sights and slightly
ramped bead foresight, 2 3/4in. shot chambers, bored approx 1/2 and 3/4
choke, bolstered scroll-back treble-grip action with side-clips, removable
striker discs, tang mounted shot / ball selector switch, manual side
safety, set front trigger, bold Germanic scroll engraving with game
scenes of stag and hare, silver and blue finish overall, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels and buttplate, weight
7lb. 10oz.
£700-900

Tuesday 8th September
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1205** S1
A.W. WOLF (SUHL)
A RICHTER-ENGRAVED 9.3X74R BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 18282, 25 1/2in.
nitro barrels (dated for 1991) with solid raised matt rib, open sights and ramp-mounted bead foresight, the breech ends with floral carvings, bolstered scroll-back treble-grip action with side-clips,
automatic safety, gold-washed pin cocking-indicators, gold-washed triggers, the front a set trigger,
the fences carved in relief with stylised floral designs and with matt-top standing breech, the action
carved in high relief with game scenes of warthog, wildebeest and impala, all surrounded by
stylised grass and foliate designs, the left side signed ‘Richter’, old silver finish, 14 1/2in. figured
pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap and buttplate, weight 7lb. 13oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£2,000-3,000
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1207

1206

1206** S1
VICTOR SARASQUETA
A 9.3X74R SIDELOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 97863, 23
3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels (dated for 1978) with solid raised matt
rib, open sights and ramped bead fore-sight, the breech end mounted
with a Zeiss Diavari-C 1,5...4,5x18 telescopic sight, serial no. 202122, in
quickly-detachable mounts, treble-grip action with hidden third bite,
removable striker discs, automatic safety, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators,
articulated front trigger, border and scroll engraving, the lockplates with
game scenes of wild boar and red deer in woodland settings, satin finish,
14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece and including 1in. ventilated
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 4oz. (unscoped) and 9lb. 6oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000

1207** S1
ALBERT DEURING
A SCARCE DEURING PATENT 7MM REM. MAG. SINGLE-BARRELLED
PIVOTING FALLING-BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 579, 26 3/8in.
nitro barrel, sight rib with open sights, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight,
the breech end mounted with a Swarovski Habicht 6 telescopic sight,
serial no. 643292, in quickly-detachable mounts, Albert Duering 1978
patent action, tang-mounted sprung cocking / safety slide, set triggers,
blued action with border engraving and Germanic scroll detailing, 14
1/4in. pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap, and
including 7/8in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 13oz. (unscoped)
and 9lb. 2oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 8th September
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1208

1208** S1
A.W. WOLF
A 12-BORE / 7X57R BOXLOCK EJECTOR COMBINATION GUN / RIFLE,
serial no. 18334, 25 7/8in. nitro barrels (dated for 1991) with solid raised
matt rib, open sights and bead fore-sight, the breech end mounted with
a Zeiss Diavari-Z 1,5...6x42 T* telescopic sight, serial no. 124206, in
quickly-detachable mounts, 2 3/4in. shot chamber, bored approx. full
choke, bolstered treble-grip scroll-back action with side-clips, manual
safety, gold-washed pin cocking-indicators, set front trigger, decorative
border engraving surrounding game scenes of hound and fowl to the right
and red deer to the left, old silver finish, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock
with cheekpiece, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap and buttplate, weight 7lb.
12oz. (unscoped) and 9lb. 2oz. (with scope)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£700-900
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1209

1209 S1
H. HATT (ZURICH)
A 7.5X55 SWISS MARTINI-ACTION TARGET RIFLE, serial no. 560, 33
7/8in. nitro reproved fluted octagonal barrel with adjustable open rear
and fore-sights, martini-style falling block action with ornately scrolled
triggerguard underlever, set triggers, colour-hardened finish, 12in. stock
with sculpted cheekpiece, sling swivels and schuetzen buttplate, the right
side with a white metal inlaid plaque in the style of a scrolling banner,
engraved ‘Foch Demuth Zurich’, weight 11lb. 15oz.
£500-700

1210** S1
A.W. WOLF
AN 8X75RS / 20-BORE (3IN.) BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE DRILLING, serial no. 18649, 25in. nitro
barrels (dated for 1991) with solid raised matt rib, open sights and bead fore-sight, the breech ends carved in
relief with oak leaf and acorn motifs, 3in. shot chamber, bored approx. 1/2 choke, scoop-back treble-grip action
with slight side bolsters and side-clips, two gold-washed pin cocking-indicators, tang-mounted sprung shot / ball
selector switch with manual safety to the rear, set front trigger, oak leaf and acorn carving surrounding game
scenes of red deer, wild boar and fox in wooded landscapes, old silver finish, 14 1/2in. well-figured pistolgrip stock
with cheekpiece and hogsback comb, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap and buttplate, weight 7lb. 14oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000
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1211

1211 S1
A .22 (L/R) SINGLE-SHOT RIFLE, UNSIGNED, MODEL ‘SYSTEM AYDT’,
serial no. 14, almost certainly an Oscar Will type 14, circa 1910 and
Parker tubed down from the original calibre of 9.5x47R, with blued
octagonal 28in. barrel, matted top-flat, vacant dove-tail for fore-sight,
later adjustable rear-sight, two applied dove-tails for a telescopic sight,
plain colour-hardened slab-sided receiver, square form dropping breech,
top-tang with pan-headed aperture sight, chequered walnut Tyrolean
butt-stock, iron Swiss-style heel-plate, complex colour-hardened
underlever forming the trigger-guard bow, double-set triggers, smooth
walnut fore-end with moulded tip and fitted with iron sling swivels, the
whole retaining much original finish
£400-600
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1212

1212 S1
J. MACNAUGHTON
A .22 HORNET SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELEVER HAMMER ROOK RIFLE,
serial no. 1184, 26in. nitro reproved octagonal barrel (lined to .22 Hornet
from a black powder rook calibre), file cut top flat with replacement open
sights and replacement blade fore-sight, the breech end engraved ‘J.
MACNAUGHTON. EDINBURGH’, non-selective ejector, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining slight traces of finish, 14 1/4in.
figured pistolgrip stock, horn pistolgrip-cap and fore-end finial, the
buttplate with central carved vignette of a roosting pigeon, weight 5lb.
9oz.
£600-800
The gunmaking business of John Dickson and Son was founded in Edinburgh
in 1820, making it Scotland’s oldest gunmaker and celebrating 200 years of
fine Scottish gunmaking in 2020. Over the years, the company has grown to
incorporate some of the finest Scottish gunmaking names into one gun
making business - James MacNaughton and Sons, Alexander Henry, Daniel
Fraser, Alex Martin and Mortimer and Son.

1214

1213

1213** S1
JOSEF WINKLER
A .375 H&H MAGNUM DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER HANDDETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 42 1455, with extra
16-bore shot barrels, 25 5/8in. Bohler Rasant-steel nitro rifle barrels
with matt sight rib, open sights, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight with flipup moonsight, wooden side fillets, the breech end mounted with a Zeiss
Diavari-Z 1,5...6x42 T* telescopic sight, serial no. 1734524, in quicklydetachable mounts;
26in. shot barrels with 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, wooden side fillets,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both;
quadruple-grip action with side-bolsters, manual safety, handdetachable lockplates with concealed flush release lever,
cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, fine acanthus scroll and
floral bouquet engraving, the triggerplate marked ‘G. DAYER - ARMES SION’, bright finish, 15in. figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, steel
pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels and including 5/8in. quickly-detachable horn
buttpad (removes to reveal trap containing spare strikers and
mainsprings), weight 10lb. 8oz. (rifle barrels) and 7lb. 8oz. (shot barrels),
in a universal case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000

1214** S1
GEBR. MERKEL
A 12-BORE / 6,5X57R BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR DRILLING, serial no.
255087, 24 3/4in. nitro barrels, raised file cut rib with flip-up open sights
and bead fore-sight, the breech end with quickly-detachable mount
bases, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke, bolstered
scoop-backed treble-grip action with side-clips, pin cocking-indicators,
tang-mounted shot / ball selector switch, manual side safety, set front
trigger, Germanic border and scroll engraving surrounding carved game
scenes of roe deer and wildfowl, 13 7/8in. pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece, hogsback comb, pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels, including
1/2in. recoil pad, weight 7lb. 13oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£1,000-1,500
1215 S1
T. NEWTON, MANCHESTER
A CONVERTED .22 HORNET SINGLE-SHOT MARTINI-ACTION SPORTING
RIFLE, serial no. 24554, 28in. nitro reproved ovoid barrel with matted top
flat, engraved ‘T. NEWTON. MANCHESTER.’, standing notch rear sight
with two folding leaf sights marked for 50, 100 and 150 yds and with
white-metal sight lines, dove-tailed bead fore-sight, sidelever safety
(requires attention), feathered border with partial acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining some blued finish, 14in. figured stock with engraved
steel buttplate, splinter fore-end with horn finial, weight 5lb. 14oz.
£500-700

Tuesday 8th September
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1216 S1
WAFFEN FURTSCHEGGER
A 7X75RMM VOM HOFE SUPER EXPRESS HEEREN PATENT FALLING-BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 667, 25 7/8in. Bohler Rasant-steel
octagonal nitro barrel (the underside initialled WF in an oval) with matt top-rib, open sights and ramped blade fore-sight, the breech end mounted
with a Zeiss Diavari-Z 1,5...6x42 telescopic sight, serial no. 1428680, in quickly-detachable mounts, manual side safety, the action and furniture
carved with bold acanthus scrollwork surrounding central scenes of barking stag and wild boar carved in high relief, the front of the action marked
‘HEEREN KUFSTEIN ÖSTERR. PAT. AM A5273/68’ and with the ‘WF’ initials in an oval, 14 5/8in. figured stock with sculpted cheekpiece, hogsback
comb, birdshead pistolgrip, fish scale chequering, sling swivels and including 7/8in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 12oz. (unscoped)
and 8lb. 2oz. (with scope), with a Doskosport universal case
£1,500-2,000
The rifle is accompanied by a set of RCBS 7x75R reloading dies and twenty-five used brass cases
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1250 S1
J.P. SAUER & SOHN
A SCARCE LIMITED EDITION MODEL 3000 LUX 12-BORE / 9.3X74R ‘LUFTWAFFEN DRILLING M30’ BOXLOCK
NON-EJECTOR DRILLING, serial no. L1036, 25in. nitro reproved Krupp-steel barrels (in 2020), raised matt rib
with banner silver inlaid in script ‘Luftwaffen Drilling M30’, flip-up open sights, blade fore-sight, the breech
end mounted with a Zeiss Diavari-Z 2,5....10x52 T* telescopic sight, serial no. 1640973, the tube marked in gold
script ‘Luftwaffen Drilling No. 1036’, quickly-detachable mounts, 2 3/4in. shot chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and 3/4 choke, scroll-back treble-grip action, standing breech with gold-washed pin cocking-indicators, tangmounted shot / ball selector switch, manual side safety, set front trigger, partially engraved with scroll details,
the underside with the Sauer trademark and ‘ORIGINAL SAUER & SOHN’, retaining much original colourhardening and finish, 15in. figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece and hogsback comb, sling swivels,
pistolgrip-cap and including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, semi beavertail fore-end, weight 7lb. 12oz.
(unscoped) and 9lb. 9oz. (with scope), in its alloy flight case with plaque engraved ‘J.P. SAUER & SOHN
Luftwaffen Drilling M30 Kal 12/70 - 9.3x74R Nr. L1036’; together with a reprint of the original 1941 instruction
manual, Begleitausweis Certificate and factory sighting targets (solid slug and rifle) dated for June 1981
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: In 1981 J.P. Sauer made a limited run of just 50 of these drillings made to the same specifications as the
original survival drillings produced for the Luftwaffe in 1941, ordered by the Aviation Ministry and mostly supplied to
airmen serving in North Africa. The serial numbers of this limited edition run from L1001 - L1050
Twenty rounds of RWS 9.3x74R ammunition can be made available to the buyer of this Lot
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1251 S1
CHARLES LANCASTER
A .470 (FLANGED) NITRO EXPRESS ‘MODEL C’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 14046, with extra .375
H&H Magnum barrels, 24in. nitro .470 NE barrels, sleeved to .470 calibre from original .280 calibre by S.W. Silver & Co.
in 1998, matt sight rib with open sights and four folding leaf sights, white metal inlaid sight lines and marked for 100, 200,
300, 400 and 500 yards, ramp-mounted blade fore-sight, tubes re-engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER & CO. LTD. 99
MOUNT STREET. LONDON.’;
25 1/4in. new nitro .375 H&H Magnum rimless barrels in 2009 with un-engraved sight rib, open sights and folding
leaf sight, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, tubes engraved ‘NEW .375 H&H BARRELS BY T.T. PROCTOR. FOR
CHARLES LANCASTER GUN NO. 14046’;
unsigned treble-grip action with removable striker discs, unusual chamfered-edge action bar,
automatic safety, beaded border engraving, the fences with a touch of acanthus scrollwork, retaining
virtually full renewed colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. well-figured pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece, engraved and colour-hardened steel pistolgrip-cap, blank silver oval escutcheon
and blank 9ct. gold shield escutcheon, including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, fore-end with
grip-catch release lever, weight 10lb. 6oz., in a fitted canvas and leather case with full
complement of accessories and provision for both sets of barrels
£10,000-14,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly informed us that this rifle was completed
with 26in. barrels in .280 calibre in 1920 for ‘Leviticus’ and the name Brig. G.H.
Gilmore also appears in the records at a later date.
The vendor has kindly informed us that ‘the .375 barrels, using new
Kynoch ammunition will shoot 235grn, 270 grn and 300grn into a 4in.
group at 60 metres and a 4 1/2in. group at 100 metres’
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1252 S1
BURY - DONCKIER
A 9.3x74R BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 8472, 24 1/2in. nitro
chopperlump barrels with solid raised matt rib, open sights and bead fore-sight, the
breech end mounted with a Zeiss Diavari-C 1,5...4,5x18 telescopic sight, serial no.
587659, in quickly-detachable mounts, treble-grip action with side-bolsters,
removable striker discs, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, some goldwashing to internals, articulated front trigger, acanthus scroll engraving with
floral bouquets, the underside with ‘BURY-DONCKIER. LIEGE’, retaining
some original colour-hardening and finish, 15 1/4in. well-figured
pistolgrip stock, weight 7lb. 12oz. (unscoped) and 8lb. 14oz. (with
scope), in a lightweight leather case
£6,000-8,000
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1253 S1
ANTON SODIA
A 7X65R BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 1664, 23 5/8in.
nitro chopperlump barrels, raised matt rib engraved ‘Anton Sodia
Ferlach’, open sights and ramped bead fore-sight, the breech end
mounted with a Hensoldt Diatal-D 2 3/4x21 telescopic sight, serial no.
166108, in quickly-detachable mounts, bolstered scroll-back treble-grip
action with removable striker discs, manual safety, front trigger missing
screw, horn triggerguard, Germanic scroll engraving, bright finish, 14
3/8in. figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap and
buttplate, weight 7lb. 12oz. (unscoped) and 8lb. 9oz. (with scope), in a
lightweight canvas case
£1,500-2,000
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Tuesday 8th September

1254 S1
ABBIATICO & SALVINELLI
A BONSI AND VOLPI-ENGRAVED .375 H&H MAGNUM ‘MOD. EXCALIBUR EXPRESS’ SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATEACTION OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. F1127, with extra 12-bore rifled barrels, Cat. no. 10429, 23 3/4in. nitro
.375 H&H Mag. rifle barrels, matt sight rib, open sights (present, detached), ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the breech end gold-inlaid ‘I’
and mounted with a Swarovski Z8i 1-8x24 telescopic sight, serial no. F863334666, in quickly-detachable mounts, the over barrel gold-inlaid
‘ABBIATICO & SALVINELLI’, fore-end numbered F1127;
24 3/8in. nitro 12-bore rifle barrels with solid raised matt top-rib, gold-inlaid ‘II’ at the breech end, the over barrel gold-inlaid ‘ABBIATICO
& SALVINELLI’, 3in. chambers, fore-end numbered F1128, some external rusting;
hold-open toplever, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail and integral triggerplate release catch, the action and furniture deeply
carved with scrolling acanthus motifs on a matted background, the triggerplate signed ‘D. Bonsi’ in script and ‘ACCADEMIA “IL BULINO”,
the decorative sideplates with finely engraved scenes of African bull elephant and buffalo in bulino style, each with a scrolling banner
signed ‘M. Volpi’, bright finish, 15 1/4in. boldly-figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, engraved steel pistolgrip-cap (with trap) and
including 1/2in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 13oz. (.375 barrels, unscoped), 10lb. 10oz. (.375 barrels, with scope) and 8lb. (12-bore rifle
barrels), in its universal case
£12,000-16,000
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1257

1256 S1
VINCENZO BERNARDELLI (GARDONE)
A 9.3x74R ‘EXPRESS’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no.
209638, 25 1/2in. nitro barrels with raised matt sight rib, open sights with
one folding leaf marked ‘50’ and 150’ and with gold-inlaid sight-lines,
ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the breech end mounted with quicklydetachable claw mount bases, the tubes engraved ‘V. BERNARDELLI
S.P.A. GARDONE V.T. MADE IN ITALY. and gold-inlaid ‘EXPRESS’, stepped
treble-grip action with hidden third bite and side bolsters, manual safety
with engraved ‘S’ detail, articulated front trigger, border engraving and
signed ‘V. BERNARDELLI. S.P.A. GARDONE V.T.’, bright finish, 14 3/4in.
pistolgrip stock, cheekpiece, pistolgrip-cap and including 7/16in. rubber
recoil pad, beavertail fore-end, weight 8lb. 6oz., in a case
£2,200-2,800
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1257 S1
LUCIANO BOSIS
A .470 NITRO EXPRESS BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial
no. 604, 24in. nitro monobloc barrels with raised matt sight rib, finely
matted open sights and two folding leaf sights with gold-inlaid sight lines
and marked for 50, 100 and 150 metres, broad sunken rib gold-inlaid with
the calibre designation, ramped bead fore-sight, the left tube gold-inlaid
‘LUCIANO BOSIS BRESCIA - ITALY’ and with two gold bands at the breech
ends, bolstered scroll-back action with carved arcaded fences, removable
striker discs, the toplever pierced with a dragon, manual safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, articulated front trigger, fine acanthus scroll
engraving with chequered and rococo bordering, the underside with a
portrait of a cape buffalo in bulino style, initialled ‘A.G. INC.’, bright finish
overall, 14 3/4in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, finely
engraved skeletal steel pistolgrip-cap, sling eyes and including 3/4in.
recoil pad, beavertail fore-end finely inset in gold with the Bosis crest,
weight 10lb. 6oz., in its brass-cornered leather case with accessories
£8,500-12,500

PAIRS AND TRIOS
Lots 1300 - 1372

1300 S2
E.J. CHURCHILL
A FINE PAIR OF BANKS-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ‘PREMIERE’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER PINLESS SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 10.146 / 10.147, 29in. nitro chopperlump
barrels with 6mm solid matt top-ribs, side-ribs, the breech ends with fine acanthus scroll
detailing and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, the over barrels engraved ‘E.J. CHURCHILL . LONDON.
ENGLAND.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, permanent choke inserts of 1/4 and 1/2 (No.1) and true cyl.
and imp. cyl. (No.2), hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, manual safeties with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, gold-washed triggers, double rolled-edge
triggerguards, rounded bar actions fully engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork and floral
bouquets, the undersides gold-inlaid ‘E.J. CHURCHILL. PREMIERE’, the triggerguard tangs
gold-inlaid with the serial number, the triggerplates signed ‘S A Banks 2003’, retaining much
original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/8in. highly-figured stocks with Prince of Wales semipistolgrips, slightly domed horn pistolgrip-caps and finely engraved steel heel and toe plates,
the woodwork with some external marking, weight 6lb. 5oz.
£30,000-50,000

174 Tuesday 8th September

1301 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘B25’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 62833
S77 / 62834 S77, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels, 5mm ventilated matt top-ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at
the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1) and 1/4 and
1/2 choke (No.2), hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, manual safeties, the actions finely
carved in relief in D5G style, the triggerguards gold-monogrammed ‘RE’, bright finish, 15 1/4in.
figured stocks including 3/4in. rubber recoil pads, weight 7lb. 5oz.
£8,000-10,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1302 S2
VINCENZO BERNADELLI
A PAIR OF 20-BORE ‘GUNMARK MERLIN’ SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 188248 / 9, 26 1/2in. nitro
barrels, tubes engraved ‘V. BERNADELLI. GUNMARK MERLIN’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, bolstered treble-grip actions with hidden third bites, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties,
articulated front triggers, border and acanthus scroll engraving, the undersides with a lone pheasant, bright and blued
finish, 14 1/4in. stocks including trademarked buttplates, weight 6lb., with a fleece-lined leather double gunslip (will
separate to individual slips)
£2,400-2,800

1303 S2
AYA
A COMPOSED PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘NO.2’ HAND-DETACHABLE
SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 558199 / 548488, 28in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1) and imp. cyl. and 1/2
choke (No.2), No.1 with partially repaired dent towards muzzle right
tube, engraved arcaded fences, toplevers (No.2 spring weak) goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, removable striker discs,
hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators,
articulated front triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, acanthus
scroll engraving, brushed finish, 14 3/4in. stocks, light damage
fore-end wood No.1, weight 7lb. 3oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 10oz. (No.2)
£1,000-1,500

176 Tuesday 8th September

1304 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 11163 / 4, 28in.
nitro barrels, No.1 barrels reproofed, No.2 replacements (serial
numbered 14729), ribs engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 35,
CARR’S LANE, BIRMINGHAM’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech
ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 (No.1) and
imp. cyl. and 1/4 (No.2), some external rusting No.1, some dents No.2,
treble-grip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, border engraving, brushed and blued
finish overall, No.1 left firing mechanism at fault, 14 3/4in. figured
stocks, weight 6lb. 10oz.
£1,000-1,500

1350 S2
LONGTHORNE GUNMAKERS
A PAIR OF LITTLE-USED 12-BORE ‘HESKETH’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. A024-1
/ A024-2, 30in. one-piece nitro barrels (superior steel
proofmarks, choke reproof) with 7mm ventilated matt topribs engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, over barrels
engraved in script ‘Longthorne Gunmakers. Longthorne.
Made in Lancashire. England’, the under barrels engraved
with barrel patent details ‘REG. DESIGN 4019198, 4019709,
4021200’ and the serial numbers, 3in. chambers, Teague
multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplevers engraved
with a Lancashire Rose, side bolsters, automatic safeties
with engraved ‘SAFE’ details, feathered border and partial
acanthus scroll engraving set against a matt background,
the fore-end irons and screws engraved with further roses,
matt silver finish, 15in. figured stocks, weight 6lb. 10oz.
(No.1) 6lb. 11oz. (No.2), in their makers leather double
guncase
£10,000-15,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1351 S2
WILLIAM POWELL
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 10946 / 7, 28in. nitro barrels, No.1 replacements, the ribs engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON.
35 CARRS LANE. BIRMINGHAM’ and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech ends, gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. and 1/2 choke in both (both loose, No.1 dented, No. 2 dented and left wall at 18), treble-grip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic
safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, floral bouquet and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining very slight traces of colour-hardening and finish, 15
1/4in. figured stocks including 7/8in. rubber recoil pads (No.1 smashed through at hand), weight 6lb. 12oz.
£1,500-2,500

178 Tuesday 8th September

1352 S2
ARMAS GARBI
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘MODEL GARBI ARRIBAS’ SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 17275 / 6, 27 3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the
tubes engraved ‘ARMAS GARBI EIBAR. ARRIBAS. MADRID.’ and the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 choke in all,
Holland & Holland-type self-opening actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, removable striker discs, automatic safeties, articulated front triggers,
rolled-edge triggerguards, acanthus scroll engraving, brushed bright finish, 14 3/4in. figured stocks, weight 6lb. 5oz. (No.1) 6lb. 7oz. (No.2), in a
leather double motorcase
£4,000-6,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1353 S2
BERETTA
A PAIR OF LITTLE-USED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘687 EELL CLASSIC’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. U55706S / U55707S, 29
1/2in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with integral barrel selector switches, engraved with fine foliate and scroll motifs, the decorative sideplates engraved
with vignettes of woodcock and partridge in their naturalistic habitat, matt finish, 14 1/2in. highly-figured semi-pistolgrip stocks including 1/4in.
wooden buttplates, weight 6lb. 4oz., (No.1) 6lb. 2oz., (No.2), in their makers universal double motorcase
£5,000-7,000

180 Tuesday 8th September

1354* S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A MATCHED PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no.
25065 / 25071, 30in. nitro barrels (No.2 replacements), ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, tubes
engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98 NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, No.1 with some pitting, carved shell fences, toplevers goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, best bold floral and scroll engraving, the undersides with cartouches
engraved ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’, and ‘PATENT SINGLE TRIGGER’, bright and blued
finish overall, 14 3/4in. figured stocks (No.2 a replacement) including 1in. rubber recoil pads,
weight 6lb. 11oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 13oz. (No.2), in their lightweight leather case with hand-written
serial numbered charges label
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£8,000-12,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this pair was completed in March 1911 for a
‘Speke’

Tuesday 8th September
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1355 S2
WILLIAM & SON
A FINE PAIR OF CUSACK-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ‘DELUXE’ SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no.
3011 / 12, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘WILLIAM & SON. 10 MOUNT STREET. LONDON’
and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, the breech ends of the tubes and ribs engraved with acanthus scrollwork set
against a matt background, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1), 1/4 and 1/2 choke
(No.2), toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, double rolled-edge triggerguards, the actions, lockplates and furniture finely engraved with
flowing acanthus and foliate motifs set against a matt background, the undersides engraved with vignettes
of reclining nudes, the triggerplates signed ‘PC 2004 / PC 2006’, 15 1/4in. highly-figured stocks, weight 5lb.
12oz. (No.1), 5lb. 11oz. (No.2), in their makers brass-cornered double motorcase with canvas and leather
outer
£40,000-50,000

182 Tuesday 8th September

Tuesday 8th September
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1356 S2
BERETTA
A PAIR OF LITTLE-USED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘687 EELL CLASSIC’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. U55704S / U55705S,
28in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and
‘2’, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplevers goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with integral barrel selector switches,
engraved with fine foliate and scroll motifs, the decorative sideplates
engraved with vignettes of woodcock and partridge in their naturalistic
habitat, matt finish, 14 1/2in. highly-figured semi-pistolgrip stocks
including 1/4in. wooden buttplates, weight 6lb. 5oz. (both), in their makers
universal double motorcase
£5,000-7,000

1357 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A FINE PAIR OF 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial
no. 28471 / 2, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘J.
PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON.
ENGLAND.’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx.
1/4 choke in all, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, cocking-indicators,
rolled-edge triggerguards, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral
bouquets, the undersides with oval cartouches engraved ‘J. PURDEY &
SONS. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 15 1/4in. highly-figured stocks, weight 6lb. 7oz., in their
lightweight leather motor case with accessories.
£30,000-50,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: February 1981 Description: A pair of hammerless ejector game
guns Weight: 6lb. 9¼oz. Calibre: 12-bore (2¾in.) Barrels: 28in. Choke: Imp.
Cyl & 1/4 (No. 1) / Choke & 1/4 (No. 2) Stock: 16¼in. Notes: Gold ovals engraved
‘N.C.-R.’

184 Tuesday 8th September
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Tuesday 8th September
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1358 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED PAIR OF 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘OPTIMUM’
SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER
EJECTORS, serial no. CH81213 / 4, 29 5/8in. (76cm) superior proofed nitro
barrels with 7mm solid matt top-ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends,
3in. chambers, Teague multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplevers goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, manual safeties with integral barrel-selector switches, bold
acanthus scroll and floral engraving on a matted background, 14 3/4in. figured
stocks, weight 7lb. 11oz., in a universal case
£10,000-15,000

186 Tuesday 8th September

1359 S2
HENRY ATKIN LTD.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘THE RALEIGH’ SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no.
2696 / 7, 28in. nitro barrels, ribs engraved ‘THE RALEIGH’ in gothic
script and ‘HENRY ATKIN LTD. (FROM PURDEY’S) 88 JERMYN ST.
LONDON. S.W.’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke, wall thicknesses
below recommended minimum, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’,
automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker
discs, fine acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colourhardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured stocks including buttplates,
weight 6lb. 10oz., in their brass-cornered oak-lined leather case with
gold-tooled leather trade label
£5,000-7,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this pair was
completed in 1925 for a W.N. Berry

Tuesday 8th September
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1360** S2
DAVID MCKAY BROWN
A FINE PAIR OF 12-BORE ROUND-ACTION EJECTORS, serial no. 7455 / 6, 27in.
nitro chopperlump barrels (London proofed for 1990), ribs engraved ‘DAVID McKAY
BROWN (GUNMAKERS) LTD., 32, HAMILTON ROAD, BOTHWELL.’ and gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and imp.
cyl. choke, J. Dickson 1882 patent treble-grip triggerplate actions, toplevers goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, the actions and
furniture profusely carved with bold stylised acanthus scrollwork on a matted
background, retaining virtually full original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in.
well-figured stocks with semi-diamond grips, weight 6lb. 7oz., in their brasscornered oak and leather case with canvas and leather outer
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£20,000-25,000

188 Tuesday 8th September

1361 S2
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF JOHN KINGSLEY-HEATH
WILLIAM EVANS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 7277 / 8, 28in.
nitro barrels, the ribs engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS. FROM PURDEY’S. 63. PALL MALL. ST.
JAMES’S. LONDON.’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1) and true cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.2), treble-grip
actions with removable striker discs, slender toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic
safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, intercepting sears, non selective single triggers,
best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets and beaded bordering, central
scrolling banners engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS. FROM PURDEYS. LONDON’, the
triggerguards and fore-end irons engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, retaining slight traces of original
colour-hardening, 15in. highly-figured stocks (likely historic replacements) including 7/8in.
rubber recoil pads, bolstered fore-end woods, weight 6lb. 8oz., in a brass-cornered oak and
leather case with internal protector flap, gold-tooled leather trade label and original
‘Charges’ label and some accessories, the lid exterior with leather name strips stamped
‘J. KINGSLEY-HEATH. FERDER. CORNWALL.’
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: John Kingsley-Heath was one of the last great professional white hunters to have
enjoyed the fruits of Africa while much of that continent was still uncharted. He led a remarkably
colourful life, seemingly undiluted by the tedious minutiae of day-to-day living, and had been, in
his own words, “shot-up, blown-up and eaten-up” in turn by various adversaries, human and
otherwise.
John was born 1926 in Palestine to Col. A.J. Kingsley-Heath O.B.E. a former Commissioner of
Police and Attorney-General of Kenya. He was schooled in England, firstly at Monkton Coombe
near Bath. With his schooling finished, he sat and passed the Regular Commission board and
joined the Welsh Guards aged eighteen. He saw active service in two theatres of the war, namely
France (where he was “shot-up”) and Palestine (where he was “blown-up” by a landmine) and had
attained the rank of Captain by the end of hostilities.
He came home but remained a serving officer when he went up to Trinity College where he read
History and Law. Always a keen sportsman, he was a Hockey Blue for the University and was later
capped for England. He also loved his rugby and turned out for Blackheath regularly.
It was after he came down from Cambridge that his adventures in Africa began. He was seconded
to the Colonial Service with the rank of Major, first in Tanzania and then with the East African
High Commission in Kenya. He travelled widely through these and neighbouring countries which
only served to further whet his appetite for adventure. This appetite, coupled with his knowledge
of firearms and local languages set the path for the next three decades; that of an expert outfitter,
conservationist and professional hunter.
It was fortunate that John’s talents were so well honed to the demands of Africa. The post-war
decades were a difficult time for Great Britain as she divested herself of many colonial obligations,
both from pressure and design. John struck-up a firm friendship with Syd Downey and in 1956 he
became a director and shareholder of Ker & Downey, in the company of Syd Downey, Donald Ker,
Jack Block and Eric Rundgren. He was responsible for opening the company’s offices in Tanzania
and made a formal survey of the wildlife potentials of Bechuanaland and Mozambique. In tandem
to this, in the early 1950s, he also farmed in partnership with 2,000 acres on the slopes of Mt.
Kilimanjaro where he reared beef cattle and grew wheat.
In 1964 tourist and farming enterprises were nationalised in Tanzania and John joined forces with
Lionel Palmer at Safari South Pty. Ltd. in Botswana. Safari South quickly became the largest
company of its type in Southern Africa and played a major role in the development of tourism. John
was appointed both an Hon. National Park Warden and Game Warden in several countries. With
such a vast area to oversee, John’s abilities as a pilot were terribly important and he flew over
5,000 hours, often solo and over uncharted bush with little likelihood of assistance if he’d had to
set down in an emergency.
His reputation as a safari consultant and P.H. was beyond reproach and he accompanied many
well-known people over five decades. In addition he acted as a consultant and was responsible
for wildlife management on the films ‘Hatari’ starring John Wayne, and ‘Sammy Going South’
with Edward G. Robinson. John put his knowledge, thoughts and experiences into writing and
published ‘Hunting the Dangerous Game of Africa’ in 1998. The entire production run sold very
quickly and the book now commands high prices on the specialist book market.
John and Sue Kingsley-Heath decided to leave Africa in 1978 to educate their three boys in
England. John turned his efforts back to farming and he played a major role in bringing the Texel
breed of sheep into this country to bolster and improve the national flock. With the support of
H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, he also formed a Cornish Lamb Consortium that fought fiercely
against the price-fixing and domination of the supermarkets.
With one foot still firmly in Africa, he was asked to return in 1992 and was appointed Chief Park
Warden of the Queen Elizabeth National Park in Uganda, and later the Assistant Director of
National Parks. These were the icing on the cake for a man who was hugely respected as a
conservationist, professional hunter and bon viveur of note. His store of gripping tales kept his
friends enthralled and these quite often featured John K-H as the subject, either being mauled
by a lion (“eaten up”) or picked up and thrown with huge force by an elephant. The very real danger
often came from other humans though, and John had several scrapes with horribly corrupt
officials who sought only to abuse their positions. Even as an octogenarian, John continued to
host photographic safaris, usually in the company of his wife Sue and sons Hugh and Nigel.
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1362 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 10826 / 7, 28 3/4in. sleeved nitro barrels,
retaining original ribs (No.1 rib slightly loose), the breech ends gold-inlaid ‘1’ and 2’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1) and true cyl. and imp. cyl. choke (No.2),
toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, fine acanthus
scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining traces of colour-hardening and finish, left firing
pin No.1 broken, 15 1/4in. well-figured stocks, slightly cast on, including 2 1/4in. wooden
extensions, weight 6lb. 9oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 11oz. (No.2), in their brass-cornered oak and leather
case
£3,000-5,000
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1363 S2
W. & C. SCOTT
A LITTLE USED PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘THE CHATSWORTH’
BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 146882 / 3, 28in. nitro
barrels (dated to 1983), the breech ends carved with
acanthus scroll detailing, the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’,
the tubes engraved ‘W. & C. SCOTT GUNMAKERS.
BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.1) and imp. cyl. and
1/2 choke (No.2), scroll-back actions, toplevers goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ details, rolled-edge triggerguards, floral and
scroll engraving with beaded borders, the undersides
with ‘THE CHATSWORTH’, bright and blued finish
overall, 15in. boldly-figured stocks with diamond grips
and blank gold shield escutcheons, bolstered fore-ends,
weight 6lb. 6oz., in their lightweight leather case with
canvas and leather outer, together with their original W.
& C. Scott Gunworks swing tags
£3,000-5,000
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1364 S2
J. BLANCH & SON
A PAIR OF 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 6657 & 6659, 30in. nitro reproved barrels
(No.1 barrels sleeved), the ribs engraved ‘J. BLANCH & SON. 29 GRACECHURCH ST. LONDON.’ and
‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full choke, No. 2 right wall
thickness below recommended minimum, treble-grip actions, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ details, bold acanthus scroll engraving with beaded bordering, brushed bright and reblued
finish overall, 14 3/4in. highly-figured stocks including buttplates, weight 6lb. 14oz. (No.1) and 6lb.
9oz. (No.2), in their brass-cornered leather case
£1,500-2,000
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1365 S2
DAVID MCKAY BROWN
A FINE PAIR OF MOORE-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ROUND-ACTION TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION EJECTORS, serial no. 7436 / 7, 27in. nitro chopperlump
barrels, the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ and engraved ‘DAVID MCKAY BROWN (GUNMAKERS) LTD. 32 HAMILTON ROAD. BOTHWELL.’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in all, treble-grip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details,
the actions and furniture finely carved in relief with classic Scottish scroll on a finely matted background, retaining some original colour-hardening
and finish, 14 3/4in. highly figured stocks including buttplates, weight 5lb. 15oz. (both), in their makers tan leather double guncase with canvas
and leather outer
£30,000-35,000
Provenance: These guns were completed in 1988, and were engraved by Geoff Moore
Literature: “David McKay Brown - Scotland’s Gun and Rifle Manufacturer” by Donald Dallas
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1366 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER 1897 PATENT DETACHABLE-LOCK EJECTORS, serial no.
16994 / 16996, 28in. replacement nitro reproved barrels, the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech
ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, scroll-back treble-grip actions
incorporating J. Deeley and L.B. Taylor patent hand-detachable locks, patent no. 17731 of 28th July
1897, use numbers 1496 / 7, A.E. Lard patent single selective triggers, patent no. 3952 of February
2nd 1899, use numbers 1108 / 9, the toplevers engraved ‘Westley Richards Patent One Trigger’ and
engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, the, repair to No.1 toplever and missing gold inlay, automatic safeties with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, detachable floorplates, barrel selector switches with gold-inlaid ‘R’ and
‘L’ details, fine acanthus scroll engraving surrounding the maker’s name within a cartouche, the
triggerguards engraved with pheasant and partridge, brushed bright and reblued finish overall,
14in. well-figured stocks with engraved steel heel and toe plates, fore-ends with Deeley & Edge
patent release catches and horn finials, weight 6lb. 10oz. and 6lb. 14oz., in their brass-cornered oak
and leather case
£6,000-8,000
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1367 S2
BOSS & CO.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 6875 / 6, 29in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 13 DOVER STREET. PICCADILLY. LONDON. W.’, and gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, No.2 right wall at 19, toplevers
gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Boss 1905
improved patent single triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
the triggerplates with single trigger patent details, retaining traces of colour-hardening and much renewed finish, 15
3/4in. well-figured replacement stocks, No.1 light repair to right overhorn, weight 6lb. 6oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 10oz. (No.2),
in their brass-cornered oak and leather case, the lid exterior embossed ‘H.R. BROUGHTON’
£16,000-18,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the guns were ordered on 2nd January 1922 and made for ‘H.R. Broughton
R.H.G., Cavalry Barracks, Windsor’ as a pair of 12-bore one trigger guns with 29in. barrels and 14 1/2in. stocks
Henry Rogers Broughton was born on 1st January 1900. Educated at Harrow and at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst. He
gained the rank of Major in the Royal Horse Guards (and was serving as a Lieutenant at the time the guns were ordered). In 1966
he succeeded as the 2nd Baron Fairhaven of Anglesey Abbey. He passed away on 6th April 1973
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1368 S2
F. BEESLEY
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 1517 / 8, 29 3/4in. nitro reproved chopperlump barrels, the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ but
the engraving to the ribs and tubes indistinct, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in all, No.2 left wall thickness below recommended
minimum, both pitted, loose, carved leaf fences, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, the sideplates with scrolling banners engraved ‘F. BEESLEY. PATENT. LONDON.’ around a coronet, brushed finish,
No.1 gun with 14 1/2in. stock (worn) including 1/2in. wooden extension, No.2 gun with 14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 8oz. (No.1) 6lb. 14oz. (No.2), in
their brass-cornered oak and leather case, the lid exterior marked ‘STEWART BALMAIN. XV. KINGS HUSSARS.’
£2,000-2,500
Provenance: J.A. Stewart Balmain was born in 1869 in Chorlton, Lancashire. In 1893 he joined the 15th Hussars and rose to the rank of Major. He was made ADC
to the Governor of Bombay in 1902 and in 1904 ADC to the Governor General of Australia. He retired from the army in 1909 and remained in Australia. He owned
the estate, Coolart, Bittern, Balnarring in Victoria and this house was featured in the Australian magazine The Home in 1921 where photographs of him can be
found. He died on the 19th November 1931 at Alford House, Somerset.

1369 S2
WILLIAM POWELL
A PAIR OF 20-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 21313 / 4, 26in. nitro barrels, 7mm ventilated matt top-ribs goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the over barrels engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL’ in script, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke,
Italian made actions with hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, manual safeties, non-selective single triggers, No.1 engraved with acanthus
scrollwork and game scenes, No.2 gun engraved with acanthus scrollwork and floral bouquets, retaining much original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 3/4in. stocks including 1 1/8in. rubber recoil pads, weight 6lb. 8oz., in a double motor case
£1,500-2,000
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1370 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A LITTLE-USED PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial
no. 26841 / 2, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY
HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech
ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’,
automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, cocking-indicators, goldwashed triggers, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining virtually full
original colour-hardening and finish, the serial numbers gold-inlaid on the triggerguard tangs, 14
1/8in. well-figured stocks, weight 6lb. 3oz., in their leather motor case
£25,000-30,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following information:
Completed: November 1959 For: Henley (Henry?) C. Drayton Description: A pair of lightweight hammerless
ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 3 3/4oz. Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 28in. Choke: Imp Cyl & Mod Stock: 14
1/8in. Notes: Stocks inlaid with “HCD” in gold
Harold (Henry) C. Drayton was a chairman and director of a great many companies. He was High Sheriff of
Suffolk in 1957. He resided at Plumton Hall, Bury St Edmunds.
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1371 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 16664 / 5, 30in. nitro
reproved Whitworth-steel chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY
HOUSE, SOUTH AUDLEY STREET, LONDON. MADE OF SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID
PRESSED STEEL’, and ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, No.1 wall thicknesses at 18, some pitting both, toplevers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic
safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, arrow cocking-indicators, action
bars with wear at the knuckle, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, brushed
bright and reblued finish, 16in. figured replacement stocks including 3/4in. leather covered recoil
pads, weight 7lb. 1oz., in a brass-cornered oak and leather case
£6,000-8,000
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1372 S2
P. COLBOURNE
A PAIR OF 20-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 1091 / 2, Spanish made, 28in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved ‘P. COLBOURNE. GUNMAKER. STRATFORD-ON-AVON.
ENGLAND.’, the breech ends engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’ and with acanthus scroll detailing, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke in both, toplevers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safety
with engraved ‘SAFE’ details, articulated front triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, border and bold
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining much colour-hardening and finish,15in. stocks, weight 6lb.
7oz. (no.1) and 6lb. 3oz. (no.2), in their fitted lightweight case
£4,000-6,000
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SIDELOCK EJECTORS AND NON-EJECTORS,
SMALL BORE AND SMALL BORE
HAMMERGUNS, BIG BORE AND SINGLE
BARRELLED
Sidelock Ejectors and Non-Ejectors

1400 - 1468

Small Bore and Small Bore Hammerguns

1500 - 1552

Big Bore and Single Barrelled

1596 - 1599

1400 S2
STEPHEN GRANT & SONS
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 7956, 30in. nitro
reproved chopperlump barrels (London reproof in 1997), rib
engraved ‘PATENT EJECTOR’ in an acanthus scroll cartouche
and gold-inlaid ‘2’, tubes engraved ‘STEPHEN GRANT & SONS.
7, BURY STREET. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke, fluted fences, removable
striker discs, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining some colour-hardening and finish, 15in. well-figured
replacement stock and matching fore-end, weight 6lb. 8oz.
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that
this gun was completed in 1913 to match gun no.
7308, for an S.T. Eyre.
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1401 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE PUSH-FORWARD UNDERLEVER BAR-IN-WOOD SIDELOCK
NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 10598, 28in. sleeved nitro barrels, the rib reengraved ‘2’ and ‘J. PURDEY & SON. 314 1/2 OXFORD STREET. LONDON.
MADE OF SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID-PRESSED STEEL.’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both, fences carved with leaves,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, protruding tumbler pivots,
articulated front trigger, fine bouquet and scroll engraving, some repairs
to triggerplate, 14 1/2in. replacement stock, weight 6lb. 13oz.
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 23rd December 1879 For: Henry Bentley Description: No. 2 of a
pair of bar-in-wood hammerless non-ejector guns Weight: 6lb. 14oz. Calibre:
12-bore Barrels: 30in. Choke: Modified & Choke Stock: 14 1/4in. Notes: Noted
as having steel barrels and “not much engraving” This may be based upon
the Adams action, who worked on the sister gun to this, or Apteds design,
who worked on this gun. Both guns had 2 finishers, but this may be because
they appear to have been split and sold individually. 10598 was sold to Mr.
Bernard at an unrecorded date, and although the bend was increased the
length of pull remained consistent.

1402 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL NO.2’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 52611, 28in. nitro barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx.
imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, automatic safety, hand-detachable lockplates,
gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled edge
triggerguard, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some
original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£700-900

1403 S2
F. BEESLEY (LONDON)
A 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2010, 28in.
unsigned replacement nitro reproved barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, carved leaf fences, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’,
manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, non selective single trigger,
fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the lockplates with
scrolling banners engraved ‘F BEESLEY PATENT LONDON’ flanking a
crown motif, brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 15 3/4in. wellfigured stock (repaired crack at hand) including a 1 1/2in. wooden
extension, some repairs to fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£1,500-2,000
1407 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 13515, 28in.
sleeved nitro barrels (partially struck off), the rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY &
SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET, LONDON. MADE OF
SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID PRESSED STEEL.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, self-opening action, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, ‘arrow’ cocking-indicators, best fine
bouquet and scroll engraving, brushed finish, 15in. figured stock
including 1 1/4in. wooden extension (setting crack to rear of left
lockplate), weight 6lb. 12oz.
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 13th August 1890 For: Balfour Description: No. 2 of a pair of
hammerless ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 12oz. Calibre: 12-bore Barrels:
30in. Whitworth Steel Choke:
Stock: 14 3/8in. Notes: 3rd October 1928: Brought in by G.B. Fleming. Stock
bend adjusted, and temporarily lengthened to 14 7/8in.
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1408 S2
CHARLES LANCASTER
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14358, 28 1/4in. nitro barrels,
the rib engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER. 7. BURY STREET. ST. JAMES’S.
LONDON.’, and with acanthus scroll detailing and ‘2’ at the breech end,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke (right wall at 18),
treble-grip action, toplever engraved ‘2’, manual safety with engraved
‘SAFE’ detail, beaded border engraving surrounding stylised foliate
designs, brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 14 1/2in. figured
replacement stock including buttplate, weight 6lb. 5oz.
£1,000-1,500
1409 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11606, 28in. nitro
replacement barrels (numbered 15297, circa 1959), the rib engraved
‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. CARRS LANE. BIRMINGHAM’ (rubbed), 2
1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, treble-grip action,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, acanthus scroll engraving
with floral bouquets, brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 14 3/4in.
figured replacement stock with matching fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 9oz.
£1,500-2,000

1410 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A RARE 12-BORE 1876 PATENT PUSH-FORWARD UNDERLEVER SNAPACTION SIDELOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 7118, 30in. black powder
only barrels, the rib engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 13 CARRS
LANE. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. choke
in both, right wall at 18, no safety, Thomas Woodward 1876 patent action,
patent no. 651 of 17 February 1876, lockplates engraved ‘WILLIAM. A.
ADAMS SAFETY LOCKS. JULY 1884’ (refreshed), border engraving,
brushed bright finish, 15in. well figured stock including 7/8in. wooden
extension, replacement fore-end wood, cross-pin release catch, horn
finial, weight 5lb. 11oz.
£700-900
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this gun was purchased
by a W.A. Adams on 2nd September 1880.
Interestingly, W.A. Adams registered his own patent for a push forward
underlever action in 1879, Patent No. 1128 of 20th March 1879) - and
subsequently, together with S.A. Grant, registered a spiral spring design in
1883 (patent no. 2101 of 25th April 1883). The Powell day book entry for gun
7118 poses some interesting questions as to Adam’s motivation for buying
the gun, suggesting perhaps it was as a test bed for his own designs. No
patent for safety devices is evident as having been registered in 1884 (as
declared on the lockplates), suggesting this may be a working prototype piece.
He did register a safety bolt design, No. 18,135 together with J. Robertson on
28th September 1895 and a second, also with Robertson (trading as Boss &
Co.) on 23rd January 1897, patent no. 1847.
The day book entry reads: W.A. ADAMS Esq.
1 Central fire hammerless HL with two pairs of steel barrels 30in. 12 gauge,
1 pair full choke No.3 system, & 1 pair modified 10 dec No.1 system; “Acme”
action without indicators on safety bolt; no forepart to lock plates, no springs
to strikers, recoil spring trigger right hand, old bolt, ebonite heelplate,
hardened work polished afterwards; threaded engraving, old 1 black coloured
browned, choke barrels lettered ‘C’ above name’ £26
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1411 S2
HENRY ATKIN LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘THE RALEIGH’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2430, 28in.
nitro barrels (dented) the rib engraved ‘THE RALEIGH’ in gothic script,
and ‘HENRY ATKIN LTC. (FROM PURDEY’S) 88. JERMYN ST. LONDON.
S.W.’, (some seepage on rib), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
full choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine border
and acanthus scroll engraving, bright finish, 14 1/4in. figured stock (crack
to rear of left lockplate), weight 6lb. 5oz.
£1,000-1,500

1413 S2
STEPHEN GRANT
A 12-BORE 1879 PATENT ROUNDED-BAR TRIGGERPLATE ACTION
SIDELEVER NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 5001, 30in. nitro reproved bold
replacement damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL &
SON. 13 CARR’S LANE. BIRMINGHAM’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx.
1/2 and full choke, left wall thickness below recommended minimum,
Horatio Phillips patent sidelever-cocking action, patent no. 4809 of 25th
November 1879, carved serpentine fences, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, action bar engraved ‘STEPHEN GRANT’S PATENT’,
border and acanthus scroll engraving, 14 1/4in. figured stock with
engraved steel heel and toe plates, the toe plate numbered ‘2’, weight
6lb. 9oz.
£800-1,200

Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this gun was completed
in 1920 for an E.J. Pyke

1412 S2
CHARLES HELLIS & SONS
A 12-BORE (3IN.) SIDELOCK NON-EJECTOR PIGEON / WILDFOWLING
GUN, serial no. 2641, 30in. nitro reproved barrels with raised file cut rib,
the tubes engraved ‘CHARLES HELLIS & SONS. 119 EDGWARE RD. HYDE
PARK. LONDON.’, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke, large
treble-grip action, automatic safety, large bowed double rolled-edge
triggerguard, bold acanthus scroll engraving with feathered bordering,
brushed bright and reblued finish, 14 5/8in. well-figured pistolgrip stock
with pistolgrip-cap and including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb.
13oz.
£1,000-1,500
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1450 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 36514, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the tubes
engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 13. BRUTON STREET.
LONDON.’ and the rib engraved ‘“ROYAL”’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, ‘Royal’ scroll
engraving, 15in. highly-figured replacement stock, weight
6lb. 12oz., in a lightweight leather motorcase with canvas
and leather outer
£10,000-15,000
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1451

1452

1451 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11913, 30in.
nitro reproved barrels, the rib engraved ‘1’ and ‘J. PURDEY & SONS.
AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. and 3/4 choke, self-opening treble-grip action with
hidden third bite, carved acanthus leaf fences, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, ‘arrow’ cocking-indicators, conversion from
non-ejector, fine bouquet and scroll engraving, brushed bright finish, 14
1/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 9oz., in a Stephen Grant brass-cornered oak and
leather case
£2,000-3,000

1452 S2
WILLIAM FORD
A 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 8880, 28in.
nitro reproved chopperlump barrels (in 2020, partially struck off), the
tubes engraved ‘WILLIAM FORD. 15 ST. MARY’S ROW. BIRMINGHAM.’ the
rib engraved with a flash of foliate engraving and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the
breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both, toplever
gold-inlaid ‘2’, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, engraved with scrolling
foliate and ribbon motifs set against a matt background, retaining traces
of original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. figured roachbelly stock
(swept at the toe, slight crack at hand) with engraved steel toe plate,
weight 6lb. 11oz., in its makers brass-cornered leather case
£2,500-3,500

Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 4th August 1884 For: Leonard Pilkington Description: No. 1 of a
pair of hammerless non-ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 11oz. Calibre: 12bore Barrels: 30in. Whitworth Steel Choke: Plain & Slightly Choked Stock: 14
¼ 1/16in. Notes: Action with third grip 24th August 1922: Enquired about by H.
Lymou(?) or Warrington 3rd October 1922: By Mr. R. Morton Guns had been
altered to ejectors and nitro proofed elsewhere
Leonard Pilkington was born in 1849 and was a chemical manufacturer who
lived at Vernon Lodge, Halewood Road in Much Woolton, Lancashire.
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1453

1454

1453 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 45979, 30in. nitro reproved
barrels (in 2020), the rib engraved ‘COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD. 141.
NEW BOND ST. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/4 choke, treble-grip action with hidden third bite, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bouquet and scroll engraving, brushed finish, 15
1/4in. replacement stock, weight 6lb. 13oz., in its makers canvas and
leather Brady case with some accessories
£1,000-1,500

1454 S2
F. BEESLEY
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 1378, 29 3/4in. nitro reproved
barrels (slightly loose on action) with matted rib, the tubes engraved ‘F.
BEESLEY (FROM. PURDEY’S) 2 ST. JAMES STREET LONDON. S.W.’ 2
1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, treble-grip action
with carved hastate arcaded fences, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, ejectors require attention, bold acanthus scroll engraving
with some floral bordering, brushed finish overall, 14 1/8in. figured stock
(small insert repair at head), weight 6lb. 4oz., in a brass-cornered leather
case, the lid outer with ‘C. DISNEY MILWARD R.N.’
£1,000-1,500
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1455 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 25279, 29in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, the rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ and engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY
HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, self-opening action, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, removable striker discs, cocking-indicators, fine bouquet
and scroll engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/8in.
figured replacement pistolgrip stock, gold escutcheon bearing the crowned monogram
of King Farouk of Egypt, weight 6lb. 9oz., in its makers lightweight leather motorcase
£8,000-12,000
Provenance: Farouk 1 was born in Cairo in 1920. He developed an interest in firearms from a
very early age and used to shoot his airgun out of the royal place windows. He was educated
in England at the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich and whist attending this institution
stayed at Kenry House. He wasn’t interested in study, failed his exams and became friendly
with the Prince of Wales, the future King Edward VIII. He attended football matches,
went on shopping sprees and enjoyed the night life, the beginnings of his sybaritic
lifestyle. It was during this stay in England that he became interested in game
shooting, visited Purdeys and ordered this Purdey. In April 1936 his father died
and aged 16 he returned to Egypt as king. Besides inheriting the throne, he
received all his father’s lands amounting to one seventh of all the arable
land in Egypt. Hence he acquired considerable wealth in addition to five
palaces, 200 cars and various yachts.
At first he was popular with the Egyptian people but was completely
unprepared for rule having experienced a sheltered, extremely
privileged lifestyle, virtually uneducated and only sixteen
years of age. He fully indulged in a glamourous royal
lifestyle travelling to Europe on great shopping sprees
spending vast amounts of money. His extravagance
was insatiable and he spent his enormous wealth
on gambling, women, fine dining and the like. He
was also obsessed with collecting, building up
large collections of firearms, Faberge eggs,
coins and so on. As a very handsome
teenager he was something of a sex
symbol in his early years, making
the front cover of Life and Time

magazines. His coronation at Cairo on 20th July 1937 outdid the coronation of King
George VI held earlier in May in London of that year. Although Egypt remained neutral
in World War Two, it was fought over by the Axis and the Allies. Even during the war
years Farouk continued with his hedonistic lifestyle. Egypt ended the war as the
richest country in the Middle East due to the vast quantities if cotton it had supplied,
but the stark disparity in Egyptian society meant that the distribution of wealth was
extremely unfair. Farouk’s popularity began to decline with his extravagant lifestyle
called into question. He was widely condemned for his corrupt and ineffectual
governance and public discontent drew.
A coup was organised and in July 1952, tanks and field guns arrived outside the palace
and Farouk was forced to abdicate. He went into exile in Monaco and Italy and the
monarchy in Egypt was abolished. The new government auctioned off all his vast
collections of valuables he had built up including one of the world’s biggest coin
collections. He died in Rome in 1965.
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1457

1456 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.2’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
557854, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, engraved arcaded fences, automatic
safety, removable striker discs, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge triggerguard,
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and
traces of finish, 15 3/4in. stock including 1/4in. spacer and 1in. rubber
recoil pad, small setting cracks to rear of top tang, weight 7lb. 2oz., in a
Gunmark leather case
£600-800
1457 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 25966 30in. nitro chopperlump barrels (loose, pitted, bulged and
dented), the rib engraved with acanthus scroll detailing and with a goldinlaid ‘1’ at the breech-end, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND.
98. NEW BOND ST. LONDON.’ (very faint), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’ automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, carved shell fences, best bold floral and acanthus
scroll engraving on a matted background, 14 1/4in. replacement stock,
weight 7lb., in a canvas and leather guncase with Stephen Grant and
Joseph Lang trade label
£1,500-2,000

1458

1458 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 12407, 30in.
nitro reproved replacement barrels (by another), rib engraved ‘PURDEY
& SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE SOUTH AUDLEY STREET LONDON. MADE OF
SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID PRESSED STEEL’ (sic, spurious), and
gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2
and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action with hidden third bite, toplever goldinlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, conversion from
non-ejector (by the makers in 1921), cocking-indicators, gold-washed
triggers, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
retaining much renewed colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/8in. figured
replacement Prince of Wales semi-pistolgrip stock with pistolgrip-cap
and buttplate, replacement fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 6oz., in a
lightweight leather motor case
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: July 1886 For: Colonel J.C. Brown Description: A pair of
hammerless non-ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 13¼oz.
Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: [Not recorded] Choke: Plain & Choke Stock: 14
3/8in. Notes: Action with 3rd grip Safety on tumblers Whitworth Steel barrels
Colonel Brown is noted as having died, January 1907 Pistolgrips were fitted
to both guns in 1914 June 1919: Purchased from Brigadier General H.C.
Brown, and resold to Sir Archibald Gold. They were also reproofed at the same
time July 1921: Altered to ejector
James Clifton Brown JP (13 February 1841 – 5 January 1917) was a British
Liberal Party Member of Parliament (MP).
He was the second son of Alexander Brown and his wife Sarah Benedict
Brown, daughter of James Brown. His paternal grandfather was the banker
and merchant Sir William Brown, 1st Baronet, and his younger brother the
Liberal politician Sir Alexander Brown, 1st Baronet Brown was educated at
Trinity Hall, Cambridge, where he graduated with a Master of Arts.
He was elected to the House of Commons at a by-election in 1876 for
Horsham in Sussex, and held the seat until his defeat at the 1880 general
election. Brown served as Lieutenant-Colonel of the 1st Lancashire Royal
Garrison Artillery and on his retirement in 1884, was granted the rank of an
honorary Colonel of the 2nd Brigade, Lancashire Division. He was a Justice of
the Peace and in 1888, he was appointed High Sheriff of Sussex
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1459 S2
CHARLES BOSWELL
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 15569, 28
5/8in. nitro reproved barrels, the rib engraved ‘CHARLES
BOSWELL MAKER 126 STRAND LONDON W.C.’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke, treblegrip action with hidden third bite, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, arrow cocking-indicators, the
action, lockplates and furniture engraved with fine
acanthus scrollwork and floral bouquets, the sideplates
with scrolling banners engraved ‘CHARLES BOSWELL’,
the underside with an expansive bucolic scene involving
pigeon and partridge, the triggerguard with two setters
on point, retaining very slight traces of original colourhardening, 14 5/8in. well-figured stock including horn
buttplate, weight 6lb. 10oz., in a brass-cornered leather
hammergun case with gold-tooled Charles Boswell
leather trade label
£2,000-3,000
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1460 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 25568, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the
rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE.
SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, 2
1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2
choke, self-opening action with removable striker
discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
cocking-indicators, best fine bouquet and scroll
engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 15 3/8in. well-figured replacement
pistolgrip stock cast for a left hander with horn
pistolgrip-cap and including 3/4in. leather-covered
recoil pad, weight 6lb. 11oz., in its ‘THE PURDEY
LIGHTWEIGHT’ leather motor case, with accessories
including turnscrews, striker disc key and striker disc
pot, oil bottle, cleaning kit and ‘Purdey Guns’ booklet
£12,000-16,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that
the gun was completed in July 1938 for a Mr R.R.
Richardson and that it was subsequently restocked by
them in 1946
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1461 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SELF-OPENING
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 25116, 28in. nitro
reproved chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved ‘J.
PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY
STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, 2 1/2in. chambers
(extended from 2in.), bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4
choke, left wall at 19+, removable striker discs,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
cocking-indicators, best fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, retaining traces of
colour-hardening, 15in. figured stock including
1/2in. rubber recoil pad, weight 5lb. 13oz., in its
‘The Purdey Lightweight’ leather motor case
£6,000-8,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us
with the following information:
Completed: January 1938 For: Captain A.H. Wheeler
Description: A lightweight hammerless ejector game
gun Weight: 5lb. 8oz. Calibre: 12-bore (2in. case)
Barrels: 28in. Choke: Tight Cyl. & Mod. Stock: 14
5/8in. Notes: Silver oval engraved AHW “2 INCH
CASE” in gold on short rib 23rd December 1942:
Adjusted to 15 3/8in. on account of Colonel C.
Wainman
Captain Alex Hamilton Wheeler M.C. He was born in
1879 in Philadelphia, USA. He moved to Britain and
served in the Great War in the West Somerset
Yeomanry and the Somerset Light Infantry. He won
the Military Cross for gallantry. He resided at
Ladbrooke Hall, Southam, Rugby and his phone
number was Southam 37.
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1464

1462 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL NO.2’ SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 580961, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved ‘AYA AGUIRRE & ARANZABAL - MADE IN SPAIN’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, Holland & Holland style self-opening
action, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rollededge triggerguard, retaining some original colour-hardening and finish,
14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 10oz., in a vinyl case
£800-1,200
1463 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘EXTRA QUALITY VICTOR’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
27191, with extra barrels, 28in. nitro replacement barrels (circa 1977),
barrel number 80257, rib engraved ‘COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD.
EXTRA QUALITY VICTOR,168,PICCADDILY,LONDON, W.1.’ (sic), the breech
end gold-inlaid ‘1’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4
choke;28in. sleeved original barrels (circa 1963), rib engraved
‘COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD, EXTRA QUALITY VICTOR, 141, BOND
STREET, & 226 STRAND. LONDON.’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke;
treble-grip action with carved serpentine fences, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, bold acanthus scroll engraving with beaded bordering,
brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 14 1/2in. figured stock, weight
6lb. 14oz. (replacement barrels) and 6lb. 12oz. (sleeved original barrels),
in a lightweight leather case with provision for both sets of barrels
£1,200-1,600
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1464* S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 15650, 30in.
black powder only Whitworth-steel chopperlump barrels, the rib
engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET.
LONDON. MADE OF SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID-PRESSED
STEEL’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, treblegrip action with hidden third bite, removable striker discs, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, arrow cocking-indicators, best fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining traces of
original colour-hardening, 13 1/2in. figured stock with sling swivel insert,
weight 7lb. 2oz., in a brass-cornered oak and leather case with Purdey
label and charges label for gun No. 15649
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 29th October 1896 For: Sartorio Description: No. 2 of a pair of
hammerless ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 14 1/2oz. Calibre: 12-bore
Barrels: 30in. Whitworth Steel Choke: Plain & Modified Stock: 14 3/8in. Notes:
Eyes for sling let into stock Apteds safety on scears and triggers May 1897:
Horn heel plate fitted to increase stock length to 14 1/2in.
This pair were completed on 29th October 1896 for Baron Guiseppe Sartorio.
They were in separate cases and the pair cost £184 16s. Baron Sartorio was
born in 1838 into a wealthy family. He was a passionate collector of art,
paintings and furniture and housed them in his mansion in Trieste. In addition,
he held important public and diplomatic offices. At the time of his death in
1910 he donated his collection to Trieste and today his mansion is open to the
public complete with its original contents.

1465 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A FINE GAME SCENE ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘ROYAL BREVIS’ SINGLETRIGGER SELF-OPENING HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 33229, 28in. replacement nitro chopperlump barrels (by the makers in
1987), the rib engraved in script ‘Royal Brevis’, the tubes engraved
‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND 33. BRUTON STREET. LONDON.’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, hand-detachable lockplates, goldinlaid cocking-indicators, semi-selective single trigger, best
bold acanthus scroll engraving with ornate bordering and
with a matted background, the lockplates with game
scene vignettes of partridge and pheasants, the
underside with a brace of grouse and with an
ornate cartouche engraved ‘HOLLAND’S
SINGLE TRIGGER’, the triggerguard tang
gold-inlaid with the serial number, 14
5/8in. highly-figured semi-pistolgrip
stock, weight 6lb. 8oz., in an
oak-lined leather case.
£12,000-16,000
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1468
1466

1466 S2
WILLIAM EVANS
A 12-BORE ‘THE CONNAUGHT’ ROUNDED-BAR SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 20269, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved
‘WILLIAM EVANS LTD. 67A ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON. S.W.1.’, and
gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2
and 3/4 choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’, automatic safety, removable
striker discs, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, action flats with engine
turned finish and with the Grulla trademark, articulated front trigger,
rolled-edge triggerguard, bouquet and scroll engraving, bright finish,
15in. boldly-figured stock, weight 6lb. 12oz., in its lightweight leather
case with canvas outer
£3,500-5,500
1467 S2
STEPHEN GRANT & SONS
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 7600, 28in. sleeved nitro
barrels, rib engraved ‘STEPHEN GRANT & SONS. 67. ST. JAMES’S
STREET. LONDON.’, the breech end with ‘PATENT EJECTOR’ and goldinlaid ‘2’, fluted fences, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
removable striker discs, fine acanthus scroll engraving, brushed bright
finish, 14 1/4in. well-figured stock (insert repairs at hand), weight 6lb.
9oz., in a brass-cornered leather case
£600-800
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1468 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 4499, 30in. nitro reproved barrels, the rib engraved ‘BOSS &
CO. 73 ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’ (refreshed), 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 choke in both, wall thicknesses circa recommended
minimum, minor ring bulges left tube, treble-grip action, automatic
safety, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Boss 1894 improved patent single
trigger, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the
action bar with ‘BOSS’S PATENT’, the triggerplate with single trigger
patent details, brushed and reblued finish overall, 14 1/2in. figured stock
(chequering refreshed) including buttplate, weight 6lb. 7oz., in its brasscornered oak and leather case
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the gun was ordered on
the 12th January 1897 for a Stuart Pollock Esq.

1500 S2
JOSEPH MANTON
A MOORE-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ‘TRIBUTE’ SINGLETRIGGER TRIPLE-BARRELLED PINLESS SIDELOCK /
TRIGGERPLATE ACTION EJECTOR, serial no. 11502, 28in.
nitro monobloc barrels, the rib gold-inlaid ‘JOSEPH MANTON
LONDON’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bore approx. 1/4 choke in all,
slender bolstered action with hold-open toplever, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, pinless lockplates with
cocking-indicators, non-selective single trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, the action, lockplates and furniture relief
engraved with bold acanthus scrollwork on a matted
background, the lockplates with banners gold-inlaid with the
makers name, the side-bolsters gold-inlaid ‘TRIBUTE’, the
triggerplate signed ‘G. Moore’, bright finish overall, 15 1/4in.
highly-figured semi-pistolgrip stock, weight 7lb. 10oz.
£7,000-9,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this
prototype was completed in 2014. One further example has been
built to date.
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1501

1501 S2
HENRY ATKIN (FROM PURDEY’S)
A 16-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 1277, 27 3/8in. replacement
nitro barrels (circa 1956), the rib engraved ‘NEW BARRELS BY WILLIAM
POWELL & SON. BIRMINGHAM’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true
cyl. and 1/4 choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving, the underside with
‘HENRY ATKIN FROM PURDEY’S’, brushed bright finish overall, 14 1/4in.
figured stock including 3/8in. wooden extension, minor chips to fore-end
wood, weight 5lb. 15oz.
£1,500-2,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this gun was completed
in 1899 for a Percy Thellesson

1502 S2
ARMAS GARBI
A 20-BORE ‘GUNMARK ROYALE’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 16890,
26 3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved ‘GUNMARK
ROYALE’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and imp. cyl. choke,
removable striker discs, automatic safety, cocking-indicators, articulated
front trigger, floral and scroll engraving with game scenes of duck,
partridge and woodcock, bright and blued finish, 15in. well-figured stock,
weight 6lb.
£700-900
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1503 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A .410 SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 542,
25 3/4in. turned octagonal to round nitro barrel (some pits), the top flat
engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. LONDON.’, 2in. chamber, bored
approx. 1/2 choke, rebounding central hammer, plain action retaining
some colour-hardening and finish, 14in. stock, beavertail fore-end,
weight 3lb. 15oz.
£300-500
1504 S2
T. HEPPLESTONE
A .410 (SMOOTHBORED) SIDELEVER HAMMER ROOK RIFLE, serial no.
66524, smoothbored from .300 Rook, 26in. turned octagonal to round
nitro barrel with matted sight flat, engraved ‘T. HEPPLESTONE.
MANCHESTER.’, rear-sight removed and dove-tail insert, bead fore-sight
(original sight removed), 2 1/2in. chamber, bored approx. 1/4 choke,
ropework bordering and partial acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
some colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock with steel
pistolgrip-cap, Hackett-type snap-on splinter fore-end with horn finial,
weight 4lb. 3oz.
£400-600

1506

1505 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘NO.4’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 538459, 27in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4
choke, automatic safety, removable striker discs, border engraving,
retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured
stock, weight 5lb. 12oz.
£1,000-1,500

1507 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘NO.3’ BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 514934, 27in.
nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl.
and 1/4 choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘S’ detail, border engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 14 1/2in. stock, weight 5lb. 12oz.
£400-600

1506 S2
G. JEFFRIES
A 20-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 3975, serial number on
barrels only, 28in. nitro reproved fine damascus barrels, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action with
carved percussion fences, rebounding sidelocks, fine acanthus scroll
engraving with crosshatch and beaded bordering, retaining very slight
traces of original colour-hardening, 14 3/8in. (possible replacement)
stock including horn buttplate, weight 5lb. 9oz.
£400-600

1508 S2
DARNE
A 16-BORE ‘P17’ SPRING-LOADED SLIDING-BREECH EJECTOR, serial
no. P498, 26 3/4in. (68cm) nitro monobloc barrels with matt rib, triple
proof with seven punch marks, acanthus scroll detailing at the breech
ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 3/4 choke, occasional
pit, sprung sliding-breech with converging obturator discs, carved leaf
fences, engraved button barrel release, manual side safety, engraved
with acanthus scrolls and floral bouquets, bright finish overall, 14 1/4in.
stock (possible replacement) with sling swivels and including 1/2in.
buttplate, fore-end with horn finial and inset with a monogrammed white
metal diamond shaped plaque, weight 5lb. 11oz.
£1,000-1,500
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1550 S2
JOSEPH MANTON
A FINE MOORE-ENGRAVED ‘LEGEND’ 20-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11501, 28in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, the rib gold-inlaid in script ‘Joseph Manton London’, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, the action, lockplates and furniture fully carved in
relief with bold acanthus scrollwork on a matted background, the lockplates with scrolling banners
inlaid in gold and drop shadowed with the makers name, the underside similarly inlaid ‘LONDON’,
the triggerguard tang gold-inlaid with the serial number, the triggerplate signed ‘G. Moore’, bright
finish, 15 1/8in. highly-figured stock, weight 6lb. 3oz., in a leather case
£12,000-16,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that in the making of the gun, three top ex-Purdey
apprenticed craftsmen were involved, Mick Kelly on the barrels, David Becker on the woodwork and David
Sinnerton on the finishing
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1551 S2
FAUSTI STEFANO SRL
A 28-BORE ‘DEA’ SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. B58331,
28in. nitro monobloc barrels with raised solid matt top rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, manual safety, border
engraving with gold-inlaid oak leaves, the triggerplate engraved ‘F.
SANZOGNI.’, retaining virtually full colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in.
figured stock including 3/8in. wooden extension, with engraved heel and
toe plates, beavertail fore-end, in its makers canvas and leather case
with some accessories
£1,000-1,500

1552 S2
C.F. LIVERSIDGE
A 16-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 63557, 28in. nitro reproved
damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘C.F. LIVERSIDGE. MARKET ST.
GAINSBOROUGH’, (rubbed), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in
both, right wall at 18, treble-grip action, automatic safety, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some renewed finish, serial number
likely refreshed on triggerguard tang, 14 3/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock,
weight 6lb., in an associated brass-cornered leather case with Liversidge
trade label (light damage), the lid outer with a circular brass escutcheon
engraved ‘L.C. IVESON. GAINSBORO’
£500-700

Tuesday 8th September
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1596 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.
AN EARLY ANSON & DEELEY 1875 PATENT 8-BORE BOXLOCK NONEJECTOR, serial no. 5405, 36 1/4in. replacement nitro barrels, the rib
engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. 12. CORPORATION STREET.
BIRMINGHAM.’, 4 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. full choke in both, ring
bulges towards both chokes, outsized first pattern Anson & Deeley patent
treble-grip action with substantial side bolsters, patent no. 1756 of 11th
May 1875, use number 1140 (number partially worn), Westley Richards
patent toplever, automatic safety with brass ‘SAFE’ plaque, border and
scroll engraving (partially refreshed), retaining traces of renewed colourhardening and finish, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock with chequered
side panels, horn pistolgrip-cap and including 1/2in. spacer and 1in.
leather covered recoil pad, bolstered fore-end with Anson patent push
rod release, weight 14lb. 4oz., in a brass-cornered canvas case, together
with a leather cartridge belt and a canvas and leather slip
£3,000-5,000
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1597

1598

1597 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
A GOOD F.A.C. 12-BORE ‘MODEL 1887’ LEVER-ACTION SHOTGUN, serial
no. 4828, for 1887, tubular magazine, 30in. black powder only ribless
barrel, 2 5/8in. chamber, bored approx. 3/4 choke, receiver with W.R.A.
trademark, bottom strap engraved ‘MANUFACTURED BY THE
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A. - PAT.
FEB 16 & JULY 20. 1886’, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 12 3/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock including chequered steel
buttplate, weight 8lb.
£2,000-3,000

1599† S2
BENELLI ARMI
A NEW AND UNUSED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘M2’ SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN, serial
no. M939149B18, 28in. nitro barrel with 8mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in.
chamber, multichoke (with spare), manual push-button safety, plain
blacked action, 14in. synthetic pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. rubber
recoil pad, weight 6lb. 15oz., in its makers universal case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£950-1,150

1598 S2
MIDLAND GUN CO.
A 12-BORE SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial
112354, 28in. nitro reproved barrel engraved ‘MIDLAND GUN CO.
BIRMINGHAM. MADE IN ENGLAND.’ short sight flat, 3in. chamber, bored
approx. true cyl., automatic safety, cocking-indicator, border engraving
surrounding game scenes of pheasant and woodcock, brushed finish
(some surface patination), 14 1/8in. figured pistolgrip stock with fluted
horn pistolgrip-cap and horn buttplate, fore-end with horn finial and
Deeley & Edge patent release catch, weight 6lb. 2oz.
£300-500

Tuesday 8th September
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OVER AND UNDERS, BOXLOCK EJECTORS
AND NON-EJECTORS
Over and Unders

1600 - 1676

Boxlock Ejectors and Non-Ejectors

1700 - 1754

1600 S2
ABBIATICO & SALVINELLI
A 20-BORE ‘PEGASUS’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
PINLESS SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 1274, 29in. nitro
chopperlump barrels with solid raised file-cut game rib, the
breech end with a banner engraved in script ‘Famars Italy’, 2
3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, holdopen toplever, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, bold stylised acanthus
scrollwork carved on a matted background, the
lockplates with finely engraved scenes of
woodcock and mallard, the underside with two
cock pheasants and a scrolling banner
engraved
‘ABBIATICO.
PEGASUS.
SALVINELLI’, bright finish overall, 14
1/4in.
highly-figured
semipistolgrip stock, the fore-end
engraved en suite and goldinlaid with a vacant A&S
crest, weight 6lb.
11oz.
£5,000-7,000
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1604 S2
BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘S2’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 4473, dated 1941, 28 1/8in. nitro reproved monobloc
barrels with raised tapered solid matt rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever gold-inlaid with a bird,
manual safety, cocking-indicators, bouquet and scroll engraving,
brushed bright and blued finish, 14 1/4in. figured stock including 3/4in.
wooden extension, weight 7lb. 4oz.
£1,800-2,200
1605 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘SO4’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. CO6832B, 36in. sleeved nitro barrels with 8mm
ventilated matt top-rib and high visibility fore-sight, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 choke in both, hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with integral barrel selector switch, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, bright finish overall, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 3/4in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb.15oz.
£6,000-8,000

1605

1602 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A BEE-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 44502 S74, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with 12mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
true cyl. choke, small fracture right extractor, hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch and gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’
and ‘S’ details, beaded border and acanthus scroll engraving surrounding
game scenes of pheasant, capercaillie and partridge, signed ‘R. BEE’,
gold-washed trigger, 14 3/8in. figured pistolgrip stock, semi-beavertail
fore-end, weight 7lb. 7oz.
£1,300-1,500
1603† S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE (3IN. MAGNUM) ‘MOD 3000’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. TR J 0074,
28in. nitro barrels (superior and steel shot proofed) with 8mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever,
automatic safety, hand-detachable lockplates with gold-inlaid cockingindicators, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining full original
colour-hardening and finish, the underside gold-inlaid ‘WEBLEY &
SCOTT’,14 3/4in. figured pistolgrip stock cast on for the left shoulder,
weight 7lb. 14oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£500-700

1606 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B1’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 63414 S77, 29 7/8in. nitro barrels with 17mm ventilated matt top-rib,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger,
floral and acanthus scroll engraving, bright finish, 14 3/8in. pistolgrip
stock including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb.
£1,100-1,400
1607 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 28-BORE ‘CITORI’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 34594MR131, 28in nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt toprib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger,
acanthus scroll engraving, blacked finish, 14 1/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock
including buttplate, weight 7lb.
£900-1,200
1608 S2
FAUSTI
A 12-BORE ‘CLASS SL’ SIDEPLATED SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. B56458, 28 3/4in. nitro barrels with tapered
raised solid matt top-rib, high visibility fore-sight, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, border and acanthus scroll engraving, the
triggerplate signed ‘INC. FAUSTI.S.’, satin finish, 14 3/4in. figured semipistolgrip stock including 1/2in. wooden buttplate, weight 7lb. 7oz.
£900-1,200
1609 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B2G’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 57272 S76, 26 3/8in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, game scene
engraving with acanthus scrollwork, signed ‘M. Di FRANCO’, bright finish,
14 1/4in. rochbelly stock (crack at hand) including 7/8in. buttpad, weight
6lb. 13oz.
£2,000-2,500
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1610
1611

1610† S2
JENSON
A 12-BORE ‘SERIES 3000’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER HANDDETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. OU1265, 30in. nitro
barrels proofed for 3in. magnum steel shot, tapered raised ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever,
manual safety, hand-detachable lockplates, cocking-indicators, acanthus
scroll engraving, bright finish overall, 15in. figured pistolgrip stock with
palm swell and including 1/2in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 5oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£500-700
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1611 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 28-BORE ‘CYNERGY’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 22109MT132, 26in. nitro barrels with 5mm ventilated matt toprib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, stylised engraved
designs on a satin finish, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock including Cynergy
rubber pad, weight 6lb. 6oz
£800-1,200

1612

1612 S2
BROWNING S.A.
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘MODEL 525 GRADE V’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 63864MR, 30in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), holdopen toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed trigger, bold acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game
scenes of pheasant, duck and pointer, 14 7/8in. highly-figured pistolgrip
stock including buttplate, weight 7lb. 15oz.
£1,500-2,000

1613 S2
BOUCHER (ST. ETIENNE)
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 6073, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with solid raised matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, hold-open
toplever with sliding top bolt, scroll-back action with bold acanthus scroll
engraving, triggerguard mounted block safety, retaining much original
colour-hardening, 14 3/8in. figured stock including buttplate, weight 6lb.
4oz.
£800-1,200
1614 S2
ARMI FAMARS
A 12-BORE DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no.
27497, 27 3/4in. nitro barrels with 8mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, three-piece fore-end
with wooden side fillets, pierced hold-open toplever, manual safety, goldinlaid cocking-indicators, floral scroll engraving set against a matt
background, triggerplate signed ‘Vasco. Inc.’, brushed and blued finish,
14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock, weight 7lb. 9oz.
£800-1,200
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1615 S2
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A RARE SABATTI-ENGRAVED 20-BORE DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 747, 28in. nitro chopperlump
barrels with solid raised tapered file cut top-rib, the breech end
engraved ‘John Rigby & Co. LONDON’ in gothic script, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open toplever, carved fence,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, articulated front trigger,
rolled-edge triggerguard, best fine acanthus scroll engraving, action by
Abbiatico & Salvinelli, internally the action bar with the A&S trademark
initials, externally engraved in gothic script ‘John Rigby & Co. LONDON.’,
the triggerplate signed ‘G. SABATTI INC.’, bright and blued finish overall,
15 3/8in. highly-figured replacement stock with Prince of Wales semipistolgrip and blued and engraved steel pistolgrip-cap, weight 6lb. 8oz.
£12,000-16,000
Provenance: Just five examples of these were produced for John Rigby & Co.
in 1985. The vendor has kindly informed us that the new stock was fitted by
Pascal Collard
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1619

1616 S2
GEBR. MERKEL (SUHL)
A 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no.
88984, 26in. nitro barrels with 9mm ventilated matt rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. open choke in both, three-piece fore-end with
wooden side fillets, bolstered scroll-back action with hold-open toplever,
automatic safety, single-trigger with triggerplate mounted barrelselector switch, side-mounted gold pin cocking-indicators, bold
Germanic scroll engraving surrounding scenes of a bird of prey hunting
mallard on the right and a fox stalking pheasant on the left in their
naturalistic habitats, old silver finish, 14 1/2in. semi-pistolgrip stock,
weight 6lb. 16oz.
£400-600
1617 S2
P. BERETTA
A 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘SILVER PIGEON S’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. P94955B, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector
switch, gold-washed trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, satin finish, 14
1/2in. pistolgrip stock including 3/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb.
£800-900
1618 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B2G’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 60164 S77, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with 12mm ventilated matt top-rib,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single
trigger, acanthus scroll engraving surrounding scenes of fowl and
pheasant taking flight, 14in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate, slight
split to fore-end wood on left edge, weight 7lb. 2oz.
£1,500-2,000

1619 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. 325 GRADE V’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 25999PV, 28in. nitro barrels with 13mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
adjustable trigger, bold acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game
scenes of pheasant, duck and hound, bright finish, 14 1/2in. figured
pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb.
£1,000-1,500
1620 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A CUSTOM 12-BORE ‘B25’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 95763, 26 3/8in. nitro barrels with 6mm solid matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, three-piece
fore-end, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector
switch and gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, action finely engraved in
D4G style with bold acanthus scrollwork on a matt background,
surrounding game scenes of pheasant and duck (unsigned), bright finish,
14 1/4in. stock including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 1oz.
£2,500-3,500
1621 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A MARECHAL-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B2C’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 8B3pm01122, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with
12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl.
in both, hold-open toplever, gold-washed single trigger, border and scroll
engraving surrounding game scenes of pheasant, partridge and snipe,
signed ‘F. Marechal’, silver finish, 13in. pistolgrip stock including
buttplate, weight 7lb. 5oz., in a vinyl case with original 1in. stock offcut
and spare trigger
£800-1,200
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1650 S2
WILLIAM & SON
A FINE CUSACK-ENGRAVED 20-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 0012, 30in. nitro chopperlump barrels with
6mm solid matt top-rib, the top tube gold-inlaid ‘WILLIAM & SON’ and
engraved ‘14 MOUNT STREET. LONDON.’, and with flashes of foliate engraving
interspersed with roses set against a matt background at the breech end, 2
3/4in. chambers, Teague multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever
engraved with rose and leaf motifs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, double rolled-edge triggerguard, the
action, lockplates and furniture finely engraved with foliate borderwork and
trailing roses set against a matt background, the retaining screws carved in
the form of the head of a rose, the safety carved in high relief with the head of
a rose, the triggerplate signed ‘PETER CUSACK’, 13 1/4in. figured pistolgrip
stock inlet with the initials ‘STM’ in gold, weight 6lb. 6oz., in its makers leather
case with some accessories
£20,000-25,000
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1652
1653

1651 S2
BERETTA
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘DT10 TRIDENT’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. AF5126B, 30in. ‘Optima-bore’ nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, satin and
silver action gold-inlaid with the model designation, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip
stock with palm swell and adjustable comb, including 5/8in. rubber recoil
pad, weight 8lb. 1oz., in its makers universal case
£2,500-3,000
1652† S2
BROWNING
A NEW AND UNUSED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘B725 HUNTER’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 67091ZR, 30in. nitro barrels with
6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch,
blacked finish with gold-highlighted scenes of partridge in flight, the
underside engraved with the model designation, 15in. semi-pistolgrip
stock including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 15oz., in its makers
universal case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£1,750-2,750
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1653 S2
BERETTA
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘DT11L’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. DT07936W, 30in. ‘Steelium pro’ nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, floral acanthus scroll engraving set
against a matt background, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 2oz., in its makers universal case
£5,500-6,500

1654

1654† S2
BROWNING
A NEW AND UNUSED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘B725 G5’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 67912ZR, 32in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), holdopen toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving set against a matt
background, the underside with the model designation, 14 7/8in. semipistolgrip stock including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 9oz., in its
makers universal case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£3,000-5,000

Tuesday 8th September
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1655** S2
WATSON BROS.
A FINE, ABLE-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER ROUND-BODIED
OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 20237, 29in. nitro
barrels with 5mm raised matt top-rib and side-ribs, scroll-engraved at
the breech end and over barrel with ‘WATSON BROS. 39 REDCROSS WAY.
LONDON BRIDGE.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 choke in both,
hold-open toplever pierced with a pheasant, non-selective single trigger,
rolled-edge triggerguard, automatic safety, cocking-indicators, action,
lockplates and furniture deeply carved with bold acanthus on a matt
background and gold-inlaid with the makers name, the fences carved
with pheasant heads and the underside carved with a vignette of a cock
pheasant in flight, the triggerguard finely pierced with a further two cock
pheasants, 14 1/2in. exhibition grade Prince of Wales grip stock with
engraved pistolgrip-cap, weight 6lb. 9oz., in its makers brass-cornered
oak and leather case with some accessories
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£20,000-25,000
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1658

1659

1656 S2
BERETTA
A LITTLE-USED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘MODEL 692’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. SX16744A, 30in. nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 10mm carbon fibre ventilated matt top-rib, 3in.
chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety
with integral barrel selector switch, adjustable single trigger, blacked
finish with stippled fence, gold-inlaid with the makers name and model
designation, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in. rubber recoil pad,
weight 7lb. 15oz., in its makers universal case
£2,000-3,000

1658 S2
BERETTA
A LIGHTLY-USED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘DT10 TRIDENT’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. AF6601B, 30in. nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed adjustable trigger, satin and
silver action gold-inlaid with the model designation, 14 1/2in. figured
pistolgrip stock with palm swell and including 1/2in. Beretta rubber recoil
pad, weight 7lb. 15oz., in its makers universal case with accessories
£2,000-3,000

1657 S2
PERAZZI
A 12-BORE ‘MX-8’ SINGLE-TRIGGER TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 128076, 32in. nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 11mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, border
engraving, blacked finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 12oz., in its makers universal case
£2,000-3,000

1659 S2
BERETTA
A SCARCE 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘ASE LX’ SIDEPLATED SINGLE-TRIGGER
DETACHABLE-TRIGGERPLATE ACTION OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. LTD253B, 28in. Boehler Antinit Steel nitro barrels with 7mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke,
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch
and triggerplate release catch, gold-washed trigger, stippled fences, the
standing-breech gold inlaid ‘253/300’, satin gunmetal finish action with
bouquet and acanthus scroll engraving, the triggerplate engraved
‘PATENTED’ and ‘BOTTEGA G. GIOVANELLI.’, the underside engraved
with the model designation in a scrolling banner, 14 3/4in. figured
pistolgrip stock (crack at head), weight 8lb. 2oz., in its makers universal
case
£3,000-5,000
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1660 S2
DAVID MCKAY BROWN
A UNIQUE LEE-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER PURDEY-STYLE
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 7502, 28in. nitro
chopperlump barrels with 6mm solid raised matt toprib and side ribs, over barrel engraved ‘DAVID MCKAY
BROWN (GUNMAKERS) LTD. 32 HAMILTON ROAD.
BOTHWELL.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
choke in both, hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, cocking-indicators, the
action, lockplates and furniture profusely engraved
with bold acanthus scrollwork on a matted
background, the triggerguard with a Chinese dragon,
the fore-end iron with a crocodile, retaining some
original colour-hardening, 14 7/8in. highly-figured
semi-pistolgrip stock including 7/8in. leather covered
recoil pad, weight 7lb. 4oz., in its brass-cornered
leather case with canvas and leather outer
£10,000-15,000

Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed
that the gun was completed in 1992 as a ‘12bore O/U S/L Purdey action’ with 28in. barrels
and ‘full cover medium scroll’ engraving by
Charles Lee
Literature: The gun is referenced in Donald
Dallas’ definitive history of the maker ‘David
McKay Brown - Scotland’s Gun and Rifle
Manufacturer’ as being one of just nine sidelock
guns ever built by him - and the only example in
an over and under configuration
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1663

1661† S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A NEW AND UNUSED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘1020’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. WS10161, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with
ventilated 7mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector
switch, gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, brushed
finish, 15in. pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb.
2oz., in its makers universal case with some accessories and paperwork
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

£600-800
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1663 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘F16’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. FGR005492, 30in. ‘Triplex’-steel nitro barrels (steel shot
proofed, numbered FG/005008) with 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in.
chambers, multichokes (with original Blaser spares and two Teague
extended chokes), hold-open toplever, manual safety, triggerplate
mounted barrel selector switch, satin gunmetal finish with the model
designation chromed in relief, 14 5/8in. figured pistolgrip stock including
3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 1oz., in its universal case with
original paperwork
£1,200-1,600

1664 S2
ALL PROCEEDS (INCLUDING BUYER’S PREMIUM) TO BE DONATED TO THE
GUNMAKER’S COMPANY CHARITABLE TRUST
J. WOODWARD & SONS
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE 1913 PATENT DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 7033, 27in. nitro barrels with raised solid matt top-rib
and side-ribs, over barrel engraved ‘JAMES WOODWARD & SONS. 64 ST. JAMES’S
STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’ (refreshed), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4
choke, wall thicknesses below recommended minimum, likely as made, C.L Woodward,
W.P. Evershed and C. Hill patent action, patent no. 4986 of 27th February 1913, hold-open
toplever, carved fences and side-bolsters, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, best fine floral bouquet and acanthus scroll engraving,
the underside with ‘WOODWARD’S PATENT UNDER & OVER’ in a cartouche, retaining
much colour-hardening and finish (some possibly renewed), 14 1/2in. well-figured
stock, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a new leather case with scarlet lining, gold-tooled
James Woodward (Incorporated into James Purdey & Sons since 1948) trade
label, with a complement of accessories including snapcaps, oil bottle,
three turnscrews, a nickelled striker pot and a chamber brush, the
case with a canvas and leather outer
£16,000-18,000

Provenance: The makers have kindly supplied
us with the following information:
Woodward, No. 7033
Completed: 4th November 1935 For: Mainwaring
Description: An Over & Under game gunWeight:
6lb. 7½oz.
Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 27in. Vickers Steel
Choke: 3/8 & 7/8 Stock: 14 5/8in. Notes:
Straight-hand stock, chequered end, silver oval
Chambered for 2 1/2in case Diamond shape grip
The vendor has kindly informed us that all
proceeds from the sale of this gun will be
forwarded to The Gunmakers’ Company
Charitable Trust (including buyers premium)
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1665 S2
HOLLOWAY & NAUGHTON
A WISEMAN-ENGRAVED 20-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. HN023, 29 7/8in. nitro
reproved barrels with raised solid matt top-rib engraved ‘HOLLOWAY
& NAUGHTON ENGLAND.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, Teague multichokes
(with spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, double rolled-edge
triggerguard, the action, lockplates and furniture profusely carved
in high relief with scrolling floral and acanthus designs on a finely
matted background, the underside with a cartouche engraved
‘HOLLOWAY & NAUGHTON’, the triggerguard with a blank shield, the
triggerguard tang gold-inlaid with the serial number, the triggerplate
signed ‘B.J. Wiseman 01’, bright and blued finish overall, 14 5/8in.
highly-figured pistolgrip stock, weight 6lb. 9oz., in its lightweight
leather case with full complement of accessories and a canvas and
leather outer
£15,000-20,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the gun, one of just
four such models, was completed in 2001.
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1666 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A PERFIDO-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘TRADITIONAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 8K4PX001244, 28in. nitro barrels with 7mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), holdopen toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, border and
partial acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening
and finish, signed ‘C. Perfido.’, 14in. figured pistolgrip stock including
buttplate, weight 6lb. 15oz., in its Browning Custom Shop guncase
£2,500-3,500
1667 S2
BROWNING ARMS CO.
A 12-BORE ‘EVOLUTION 2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 325NM01672, 30in. nitro barrels with 16mm ventilated matt toprib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 choke in both, manual safety with
integral barrel-selector switch, gold-washed adjustable single trigger,
blacked action gold-inlaid with the model designation and gold borderwork,
the underside with gold-inlaid Olympic rings, the triggerguard gold-inlaid
with the Browning logo, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock including 1 1/8in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, beavertail fore-end, weight 8lb. 1oz., in a leather
case with some accessories
£2,000-3,000
1668 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘MOD. 687 EELL DIAMOND PIGEON’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. M95555B, 29 1/2in.
nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx.
3/4 and full choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, gold-washed trigger, floral and acanthus scroll engraving,
the decorative sideplates with game scenes of pheasant and woodcock, the
triggerplate signed ‘Bottega C. Giovanelli’, bright finish, 14 1/2in. figured
pistolgrip stock including wooden buttplate, weight 7lb. 6oz., in its universal
case with paperwork
£1,500-2,000
1669 S2
RIZZINI
A 20-BORE ‘ARTEMIS’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 29074, with extra 28-bore barrels and 20-bore barrels,
serial no. C3330, 28in. nitro 20-bore barrels with 6mm ventilated matt toprib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), individual fore-end;
24 3/8in. nitro 20-bore barrels with raised sight-rib, open sights and rampmounted high visibility bead fore-sight, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. and 1/2 choke, shares fore-end with above;
27 5/8in. nitro 28-bore barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, individual fore-end, over
barrels with light damage at muzzle; hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, acanthus scroll engraving with vignettes of
game birds, the triggerplate signed ‘Bottega C. Giovanelli’, bright and blued
finish, 14 5/8in. figured stock (crack at hand) including 3/4in. rubber recoil
pad, weight 6lb. 8oz. (20-bore barrels), 6lb. (shorter 20-bore barrels) and 6lb.
4oz. (28-bore barrels), in a Rizzini universal case with provision for two sets
of barrels
£400-600
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1670 S2
HOLLOWAY & NAUGHTON
A DELAHAUT-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER PINLESS SIDELOCK
EJECTOR WITH THREE SETS OF BARRELS, serial no. 12 - 61, set 1 - 32in. nitro barrels with solid
raised matt top-rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end, side-ribs, 2 3/4in. chambers, Teague
multichokes (no spares);
set 2 - 30in. nitro barrels with tapered solid matt top-rib gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, side-ribs,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 choke in both;
set 3 - 28in. nitro barrels with solid raised matt top-rib gold-inlaid ‘3’ at the breech end, side-ribs,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. full choke in both;
hold-open toplever, manual safety, rolled-edge triggerguard, the action, lockplates and furniture
carved in relief with bold acanthus scrollwork on a finely matted background, the lockplates with
gold-highlighted game scene vignettes, the left side with English pointer flushing ruffed grouse
in a woodland setting, the right side with mallard alighting a wetland setting, the underside
with a Cape buffalo and a cattle egret, with a further ornate cartouche engraved and goldinlaid with the makers name, the triggerplate signed ‘DELAHAUT. G.’, the triggerguard
gold-inlaid with the serial number, the triggerguard tang engraved ‘H&N’, 15 1/4in.
highly-figured pistolgrip stock with pistolgrip-cap and 1in. buttplate, weight 8lb.
6oz. (set 1), 8lb. 5oz. (set 2) and 8lb. 2oz. (set 3), in their lightweight leather
case fitted for all three barrel sets and with some accessories
£25,000-30,000
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1673

1671 S2
RIZZINI
A .410 (3IN.) ‘AURUM CLASSIC’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 36933, 26 3/8in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, holdopen toplever, automatic safety, plain colour-hardened finish, 15in.
semi-pistolgrip stock, weight 6lb. 6oz., in its universal case
£400-600
1672† S2
BROWNING
A NEW .410 (3IN.) ‘MOD. B525’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 69989ZP, 30in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (one spare), hold-open toplever,
automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
trigger, game and scroll engraving, satin finish, 15in. pistolgrip stock
including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 3oz., in its universal case
with paperwork
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price.

1674 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. S686 SPECIAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. F14092B, 28in. nitro barrels with ventilated mid-rib
and 10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no
spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector
switch, bouquet and scroll engraving, silver finish, 14in. pistolgrip stock
including buttplate, weight 7lb. 5oz., in its makers universal case
£300-500
1675 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. SO2’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. C08575B, 26 3/4in. (68cm) nitro barrels with tapered
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/2 choke, hold-open toplever silver-inlaid with a pigeon, manual safety,
border and scroll engraving with floral bouquets, bright finish, 14 5/8in.
figured stock including 5/8in. buttplate, weight 7lb. 11oz., in its case
£1,200-1,400

£1,400-1,600
1673 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B25 CENTENARY 1889-1989’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 863RN01551, 27 1/2in. (70cm) nitro barrels
with 6mm ventilated matt rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrelselector switch gold-inlaid ‘’S’, ‘O’ and ‘U’, blacked single-trigger, action
with gold-inlaid decoration, the underside gold-inlaid with F.N. logo and
‘CENTENARY 1889-1989’, signed ‘P. ALLEMAND’, the triggerguard goldinlaid ‘051/100’, 14 1/4in. figured roachbelly stock including trademark
buttplate, weight 6lb. 9oz., in its canvas and leather case
£1,500-2,000
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1676 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 16-BORE ‘WHITE LIGHTNING’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 73897MX, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (one spare), hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
single trigger, partial acanthus scroll engraving, satin finish, 14 1/4in.
semi-pistolgrip stock including buttplate, weight 6lb. 13oz., in its makers
universal case
£700-900

1700

1702

1700 S2
H&H
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 37876, 28in. nitro barrels, the
tubes engraved ‘SHOT & REGULATED BY HOLLAND & HOLLAND LTD. 13
BRUTON STREET. LONDON. W.1.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true
cyl. and imp. cyl. choke, automatic safety, acanthus scroll engraving with
‘H&H’ to the sides, retaining some original finish, 15 5/8in. figured stock,
weight 6lb. 9oz., with a leather slip
£700-900

1702 S2
T. BLAND & SONS
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 19023, 28in. nitro barrels, the
rib engraved ‘T. BLAND & SONS. WEST. STRAND. LONDON. W C 2.’, 2
3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, automatic safety,
fine acanthus scroll engraving with beaded bordering, retaining virtually
full original colour-hardening and finish, 15 1/8in. figured stock including
7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 14oz., with a pair of T. Bland & Sons
nickel plated snap caps
£1,000-1,500

1701 S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 145093, 28in.
nitro barrels, tubes engraved ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, automatic safety,
border and partial scroll engraving, retaining some original colourhardening and finish, 14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 7oz., with a canvas slip
£500-700

Provenance: The proof marks indicate the gun was completed circa 1964, it
appears little used

Tuesday 8th September
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1703

1703 S2
CHARLES BOSWELL
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 17850, 28in. nitro reproved
barrels, the rib engraved ‘CHARLES BOSWELL. 15 MILL ST. HANOVER
SQ. LONDON. W.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2
choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety, bold acanthus scroll
engraving with beaded borders, brushed and blued finish overall, 14
7/8in. stock including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 10oz.
£500-700

1704

1704 S2
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A 12-BORE (2IN.) ‘THE CHATSWORTH’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
18227, 26in. nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘JOHN RIGBY & CO. 43,
SACKVILLE STREET. LONDON. W. “THE CHATSWORTH” THE 2”
CARTRIDGE’, 2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 3/4 choke, right
wall at 19-, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bold acanthus
scroll engraving with beaded bordering, the action with ‘JOHN RIGBY &
CO.’ in scrolling banners, retaining traces of original colour-hardening,
14 3/4in. figured stock including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 5lb. 9oz.,
together with a vinyl leg of mutton case
£600-800
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the gun was delivered to
a Mr Allan Macbeth on the 6th January 1940. Further research, supplied by
the vendor indicates that Allan Macbeth was running Rigby’s at the time this
gun was supplied and it is his name that appears on the Royal Warrant,
granted to Messrs. John Rigby & Company (Gunmakers) Limited, by King
George VI on the 1st January 1936
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1705

1705 S2
ROSSON & SON
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 27210, 28in. nitro reproved
barrels, the rib engraved ‘ROSSON & SON. 4 MARKET HEAD. DERBY’, 2
1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, scroll-back treblegrip action with hidden third bite, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving with central floral bouquets, bright
finish, 15in. well-figured stock, weight 6lb. 6oz.
£600-800
1706 S2
J. PAYNE
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. AB1184, 28in. nitro reproved
barrels, the rib white metal inlaid ‘ALFRED BETTS. MAKER. 27 WHITTALL
STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/4 choke, automatic safety with inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening,
14 1/2in. replacement stock, weight 6lb. 4oz.
£400-600

1750

1707 S2
GEORGE GIBBS, BRISTOL
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. E 559, 29in. nitro reproved
barrels, the rib engraved ‘GEORGE GIBBS. 39 CORN ST. BRISTOL.’ and
with a ‘2’ and acanthus scroll detailing at the breech-end, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, toplever engraved ‘2’,
automatic safety (not returning fully) with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
removable striker discs, treble-grip action with intercepting sears,
border, acanthus scroll and floral bouquet engraving, retaining slight
traces of colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. stock (swept) including
buttplate, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£300-500
1750 S2
W.W. GREENER
A 12-BORE ‘GRADE D.H. 55’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 69283, 28in.
nitro Greener trade mark barrels with acanthus scroll detailing at the
breech-ends, the rib engraved ‘W.W. GREENER. MAKER. 40 PALL MALL.
LONDON. S.W. WORKS. ST. MARY’S SQUARE BIRMINGHAM.’, and with
acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, scoop-backed, stepped treble-grip action with
ropework engraved side bolsters, manual side-lever safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, fine acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining very slight traces of colour-hardening and finish,
15in. figured semi-pistolgrip stock including buttplate, fore-end with
Deeley & Edge patent release catch, horn finial, weight 6lb. 10oz., in its
canvas and leather guncase
£800-1,200
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1751

1752

1753

1751 S2
E.J. CHURCHILL
A 12-BORE ‘UTILITY MODEL’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4180, 25in.
replacement nitro barrels (circa 1977) with matt Churchill rib gold-inlaid
‘XXV’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS)
LTD. 61 PALL MALL. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
the underside engraved ‘UTILITY MODEL’ and gold-inlaid ‘XXV’, brushed
and blued finish, 13 3/4in. stock cast on for the left shoulder, weight 5lb.
15oz., in its lightweight VC leather case
£500-700
1752 S2
CHARLES HELLIS & SONS LTD.
A 12-BORE (2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4352, circa 1938, 26in.
nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘CHARLES HELLIS & SONS LTD. 121 & 123
EDGWARE ROAD. HYDE PARK. LONDON. W.’ and inlaid ‘FOR 2 INCH
CASE ONLY’, 2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both, automatic
safety, border engraving, retaining traces of colour-hardening and finish,
15in. replacement birds-eye maple stock with matching fore-end and
with star chequering, weight 5lb. 14oz., in a brass-cornered leather case
with accessories and gold-tooled Charles Hellis trade label
£700-900
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1753 S2
W.W. GREENER
A 12-BORE ‘GRADE F.H.70’ FACILE PRINCEPS EJECTOR, serial no.
68007, 28in. nitro reproved barrels (in 2017) with fine acanthus scrollwork
at the breech ends, rib engraved ‘W.W. GREENER. MAKER. 40. PALL
MALL. LONDON. S.W. WORKS ST. MARY’S SQUARE. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2
1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, treble-grip scrollback action with side shoulders, carved serpentine fences, automatic
side safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, finely engraved with flowing
acanthus scrollwork interspersed with floral motifs, bright and blued
finish overall, the triggerplate with colour-hardening, 14 3/4in. boldlyfigured stock with horn insert drop points and including 3/8in. horn
buttplate, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent release catch and horn
finial, weight 6lb. 10oz., in a re-lined leather hammergun case
£1,000-1,500
1754 S2
WILLIAM EVANS (FROM PURDEY’S)
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 8724, 30in. nitro barrels, the
rib engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS (FROM PURDEY’S) 63 PALL MALL. ST.
JAMES’S. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2
choke, treble-grip action with removable striker discs, intercepting sears,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, best bold acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in.
figured stock cast on for the left shoulder (shortened, the 1in. offcut with
original buttplate present in case), weight 6lb. 13oz., in its brass-cornered
leather case with some accessories, including W. Evans marked brass
chamber brush and W. Evans snap caps
£500-700

HAMMERGUNS
Hammerguns

1800 - 1854
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1800 S2
JOSEPH LANG & SON
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 7045,
30in. nitro reproved bold damascus barrels, the rib
engraved ‘JOSEPH LANG & SON. 22 COCKSPUR
STREET. PALL MAL. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. imp cyl. and 1/4 choke, treble-grip action
with carved percussion fences, slender toplever,
rebounding sidelocks, best fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets and stylised foliate
designs, retaining some renewed colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. highly-figured replacement stock
including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, matching
replacement fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 14oz.
£3,000-3,500
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this
gun was completed in 1884 for a K. Bucknall
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1801

1802

1801 S2
W. GARDEN
A 12-BORE 1872 PATENT ‘WALKER’S OSCILLATING GUN’ TOPLEVER
HAMMERGUN, no visible serial number, 29 3/4in. nitro reproved
damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘W. GARDEN. 122 1/2 UNION ST.
ABERDEEN.’, 2 1/2in. chamber, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both, Walker’s
1872 patent action, patent no. 445, use number 2026, incorporating
Walker’s patent strikers, carved percussion fences, rebounding locks,
border and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish, 13 3/4in. figured
stock including buttplate, weight 7lb. 2oz.
£800-1,200

1803

1803 S2
THOMAS BISSELL
A 12-BORE 1865 PATENT ROTARY-UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial
no. 329, 29 1/2in. bold damascus nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘THOMAS
BISSELL’S PATENT. 75 TOOLEY STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. in both, action incorporating T. Bissell barrel
locking and extracting patent no. 1461 of 27th May 1865, non-rebounding
back-action locks with internal strikers and external cocking hammers
of hare’s-ear form, serial numbered removable striker discs, bold
acanthus scroll engraving, 14 1/4in. well-figured stock including 1/2in.
horn buttplate, weight 6lb. 9oz.
£700-900

1802 S2
W.S. NEEDLER
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 2105, serial number on
fore-end wood only, 30in. nitro reproved fine damascus barrels, the rib
engraved ‘W. S. NEEDLER. 27. SILVER ST. HULL.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, some internal pitting, treble-grip action
with carved percussion fences, slender toplever engraved ‘PATENT’,
rebounding sidelocks, fine border and acanthus scroll engraving with
floral bouquets, 14 3/8in. well-figured stock including buttplate, weight
6lb. 10oz.
£400-600
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1850 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 2737, 30in.
black powder only damascus barrels (bore measurements
marginal, some pits and dents), the rib engraved ‘1’ and ‘BOSS &
CO. 73. ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. in both, carved percussion fences,
cocking indicator studs, non-rebounding locks with dolphin
hammers, fine border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
some original colour-hardening and finish, 13 3/4in. figured
stock with steel buttplate, weight 6lb. 10oz., in its makers
leather case.
£1,500-2,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that
this gun was ordered on 11th August 1869 by
Edward Mashiter Dansey of 14 Cromwell Place,
South Kensington, London. He was born in
1852 and was 17 when he ordered the gun
hence the short stock. He entered the 1st
Life Guards and became a Captain
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1851

1852

1851 S2
PURDEY
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 9688, 29 3/4in. nitro
reproved damascus barrels (some pits), the rib engraved ‘2’ and ‘J.
PURDEY. 314 1/2 OXFORD STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. true cyl. in both, carved percussion fences, rebounding backaction locks, border and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed bright finish,
14 1/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 5oz., in its makers brass-cornered oak and
leather case
£1,500-2,000

1852 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE ROTARY-UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 3384, 30in.
nitro reproved damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 73. ST.
JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl.
in both, carved percussion fences, rebounding back-action locks, border
and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed bright finish, 14in. figured stock
including steel buttplate, weight 6lb. 14oz., in a Brady canvas and leather
case
£700-900

Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:

Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this gun was ordered
15th April 1877 by (later Sir) Reginald John Cust born in 1828 at Shavington
Hall, Salop. He became a barrister, was widely travelled and had various
publications to his name. He resided at 13 Eccleston Sq. London and apart
from shooting, his other recreations were alpine climbing and cycling.

Completed: 1877 For: Hon. A. Henniker Description: No. 2 of a pair of toplever
back action hammer guns Weight: 6lb. 8oz. Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 29¾in.
Choke: Both Cylinder Stock: 14 3/8in. Notes: Toplever Made by Scott
Hon. Arthur Henry Henniker Major, son of the 4th Baron Henniker. He was
born in 1855 and was a Lieutenant in The Coldstream Guards. By 1885 he was
a Captain. He took part on the Egyptian War 1882 and the South African War
1899-1902 where he was mentioned in dispatches thrice. He eventually
became a Brigadier General. He resided at 13 Stratford Place, London and
his recreations were listed as “shooting, riding, rowing, rackets and fencing”.
He died in 1912.

Tuesday 8th September
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1853

1853 S2
J. PURDEY
A 12-BORE 1863 PATENT (SECOND PATTERN) PUSH-FORWARD
THUMBHOLE-UNDERLEVER
SNAP-ACTION
BAR-IN-WOOD
HAMMERGUN, serial no. 8616, 31in. black powder only fine damascus
barrels, sunken rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY 314 1/2 OXFORD STREET.
LONDON’, and ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in both,
action incorporating J. Purdey 1863 second pattern thumbhole
underlever and Purdey 1863 double bite, patent no. 1104 of 2nd May 1863,
carved percussion fences, rebounding sidelocks with dolphin hammers,
fine acanthus scroll engraving, the underside with ‘PURDEY’S PATENT’,
bifurcated triggerguard engraved ‘PATENT SAFETY’ (likely refers to
Purdey patent trigger locking safety, patent no. 3118 of November 28th
1870 - not functioning), retaining very slight traces of colour-hardening,
14 1/4in. figured stock (chequering worn smooth, minor damage), weight
6lb. 15oz.
£800-1,200
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 1871 For: Hon. C. Byng Description: No. 2 of a pair of sidelock bar
in wood hammerguns Weight: 7lb. 2oz. Calibre: 12-bore
Barrels: 31in. Choke:
Stock: 14½in.
Notes: Snap-action underlever “thin face & worked over”
Captain Hon. Charles Cavendish George Byng, son of the 2nd Earl of Strafford.
He was born in 1849 and was a Captain in the Life Guards. He took part in the
Sudan Expedition 1884-85. By 1892 he was a Colonel and he died in 1918.
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1854

1854 S2
JOSEPH LANG & SON
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 6839, 30in. black
powder only fine damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘JOSEPH LANG &
SON. 22 COCKSPUR STREET. PALL MALL. LONDON.’, (rubbed), 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and true cyl. choke, some internal
pitting, carved percussion fences finely engraved with grape and vine
motifs, slender toplever, rebounding back-action locks, fine acanthus
scroll engraving with floral bouquets, brushed finish overall, 14 1/4in.
figured stock (minor setting cracks to rear of top tang), weight 6lb. 8oz.,
in a leather case with some accessories
£600-800
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this gun was completed
in 1883 for an H.W. Smith
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FOR ALL PROPOSED VISITS TO HOLTS, PLEASE REFER TO OUR COVID-19 POLICY ON OUR
WEBSITE. THIS WILL BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PREVAILING UK
GOVERNMENT ADVICE
VISITS BY PRE-APPOINTMENT ONLY - PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE ON +44 (0) 1485 542822.
To gain entry to the viewing, one of the following will be required:
Either
1. Photo ID i.e.
a) Passport/Firearms Licence/Driving Licence/Warrant Card/Government ID Card
or
2. Two forms of non-photographic ID i.e.
a) Bank Card/Credit Card
b) Utility Bill showing name and address
Without these items you will not be able to enter the premises.
______________________________________________________________________________________

PROOF AND CONDITION OF FIREARMS
Please note that the descriptions of firearms in the catalogues are restricted to external examinations and the status
of proof. Firearms are not stripped as a matter of course and it is recommended that any purchase is stripped and
cleaned and that the firing, safety and sighting mechanisms are checked by a qualified gunsmith before use.
For specialist assistance on regulating and sighting in bolt action or double rifles before use, Holts recommend J.
Roberts & Son - www.jroberts-gunmakers.co.uk
Firearms sold with a Certificate of Unprovability or Proof Exemption have been examined by a Proof House but not
subsequently proved. These firearms are being sold as items of interest or curiosity and are not to be considered as
safe to use.
A valid Section 5 authority must be produced in order to view prohibited weapons.
HOLTS REQUEST THAT ARRANGEMENTS FOR COLLECTION BE MADE WITHIN ONE CALENDAR MONTH FROM THE
SALE.
We are unable to send bladed products/edged weapons, ammunition or cartridges by postal courier.
It may be possible by prior arrangement (minimum seven days notice) to organise a collection from a Valuation
Day or delivery to a Registered Firearms Dealer. A FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR THIS SERVICE.
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LICENCE REQUIREMENTS
Please note that sporting guns, rifles and ammunition will only be
released to a valid and appropriate Section 5 / Firearm / Shotgun
certificate holder.
LOTS MARKED:
S1 are Section 1 Firearms and require a valid British Firearms
Certificate or Registered Firearms Dealer licence to be
produced before it may be released. These will bear red labels
in the saleroom.
S2 are Section 2 Firearms and require a valid British Shotgun
Certificate or Registered Firearms Dealer licence to be
produced before it may be released. These will bear yellow
labels in the saleroom
S5 are Section 5 Firearms and require a valid Section 5 Authority
to be produced before it may be viewed or released. For Section
7 buyers, please refer to Chapter 9 of the Home Office
‘FIREARMS LAW – GUIDANCE TO THE POLICE 2002’ for eligibility
and restrictions.
Unless prior arrangement has been made, two weeks after
the Sealed bid sale, all Section 5 (and Section 7.1 / 7.3) items
will be moved to a Section 5 carriers where storage charges
will be incurred.
Goods will not be released until all outstanding charges have
been met. Collection will be by arrangement.
Antique and Obsolete Calibre weapons are sold as exempt items
under Section 58 (2) of the 1968 Firearms act – to be held as a
curiosity or ornament only. These will bear green or blue labels in
the saleroom.
NOTE TO BUYERS OF AIR WEAPONS: Please be aware that air
weapons post 1939 in manufacture cannot be shipped directly to a
private individual under Section 32 of the 2006 VCR Act. All
transfers must be on a face to face basis either directly from us or
via a Registered Firearms Dealer.
NOTE TO BUYERS OF EDGED WEAPONS: Please be aware that we
are unable to send edged weapons or bladed products by postal
courier to a UK residential address (Offensive Weapons Act 2019)
NOTE TO OVERSEAS BUYERS: Please be aware that items
classified as Section 5 Prohibited Weapons under UK Law will incur
additional shipping charges regardless of their classification
outside of the UK.

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR U.S. BIDDERS. Please note that under
current rulings enforced by BATF any Mauser 98 actioned sporting
rifle REGARDLESS OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION that has a thumb
recess in the sidewall and loading-clip cut-out in the rear bridge
will be refused an import permit into the United States.
FIREARMS ACT 1968 (AS AMENDED) Private buyers resident
within the UK who have successfully bid on a Section 1 or Section
2 item must send by Recorded Delivery their original
shotgun/firearm certificate to Holts in advance of making
payment. The certificate will be checked and completed on day of
receipt and returned by Recorded Delivery, at which point payment
should be made. Successful bidders not in possession of a valid
authority are requested to pay a deposit of 95% of the invoice total
with the remaining 5% payable once the certificate has been
checked and completed.IF YOU REQUIRE ITEMS TO BE SHIPPED,
THERE WILL BE A CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE. Please contact
the Shipping Department for further details
INFORMATION FOR EXPORT AGENTS (AND THEIR CLIENTS)
Greg Morley-Smith (greg@holtsauctioneers.com, telephone:
+44 (0) 1306 628067) is responsible for controlling Holts imports
and exports.
Lots marked * or ** are imported items and must be exported
under Customs Procedure Code 3153000. In order for buyers to be
refunded import VAT and VAT on the buyer’s premium (and not to
be charged Customs duty) the following practice must please be
followed: The import entry number (which will be supplied by Mr
Morley-Smith) has to be quoted on the Export Declaration. Further,
the Declaration must show Holts Auctioneers Ltd as the exporter
and Holts VAT number (731841346000). If the goods require an
Export Licence, then Holts own Open General Export Licence (copy
available on request) must be used. Exports should take place
within 30 days of payment – however, as this is often not possible
please contact Mr Morley-Smith who will apply to HMRC for an
extension of time (up to 2 years from the date of import).
Finally, Holts goods must be declared separately if they are
being shipped with goods from other suppliers. If an agent/buyer
does not wish to export under Holts Licence and VAT number
then no VAT will be refunded and the agent/buyer will be
responsible for the duty. In this instance, Holts goods do not have
to be declared separately.
All non-imported items can be exported under Customs Procedure
Code CPC10000001, but again, in order for the VAT on the buyer’s
premium to be refunded, Holts VAT number and Open Licence
must be used and the goods must be declared separately if they
are being shipped with goods from other suppliers.

HOLTS TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS
Definitions
1. The Auctioneers means Holt & Company Auctioneers Limited of
Modern and Antique Guns.
2. ‘Deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the intention to
deceive as to authorship, origin, age or source, which is not so
described in the catalogue and which has a value materially less
than if it had been in accordance with the description in the
catalogue.
The Auction
3. Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of the catalogues, the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility for any inaccuracies contained
therein.
4. Lots shall be held to be at the buyer’s risk upon collection by, or on
behalf of, the buyer.
5. Legal title shall not pass to the buyer until the purchase price
together with the premium has been paid in full.
6. Purchasers and vendors are in direct contract with one another in
respect of each individual Lot.
7. All transactions to which the Auctioneers are a party shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England
and Wales.
8. Holts trade in pounds sterling GBP

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

Conditions concerning buyers
9. Holts charges a Buyer’s Premium to the buyer on the hammer price
of each lot sold at the following rates:
25% up to and including £50,000
20% in excess of the hammer price above £50,000
VAT at the appropriate rate is applied to the Premium.
10. Buyers will be required to supply to the Auctioneers their names and
addresses and if required, a deposit, immediately after the fall of the
hammer.
11. Where buyers bid on behalf of a third party a letter of authorisation
(stating the maximum bid) from that third party must be supplied to
the Auctioneers in advance.
12. Commission bids will be executed free of charge but must reach the
Auctioneers by 6pm on the day preceding the sale. Telephone
commission bids must be confirmed in writing.
13. The buyer shall not rely purely upon the catalogue description but shall

satisfy himself as to the physical condition and the description of each
Lot. Please note that the descriptions of firearms in the catalogues are
restricted to external examinations and the status of proof. Firearms
are not stripped as a matter of course and it is recommended that any
purchase is stripped and cleaned and that the firing, safety and
sighting mechanisms are checked by a qualified gunsmith before use.
Interest calculated at 2% above the base rate prevailing at National
Westminster Bank PLC shall be payable at the Auctioneers
discretion on any accounts not settled within 7 days of date of
original invoice. Interest received on the hammer price will be
remitted to the vendor concerned.
Items bought in the Sale are to be collected (or shipping
arrangements made) within one calendar month from the Sale
otherwise storage charges at the rate of £1+VAT per Lot per day will
be incurred.
The Auctioneers shall have the discretion to re-enter items in a
subsequent Sale which have been paid for but not collected within
three calendar months from the Sale. The purchaser accepts that
he/she becomes the vendor and that the storage charges will also be
deducted from the hammer price.
All shipping charges will be invoiced separately. Purchasers may not
withhold payment on the main invoice in order to make one payment
for both.
By making a bid, prospective purchasers acknowledge acceptance of
these conditions.

Forgeries and Disputes
19. In the event of any dispute following the sale of a Lot, the
Auctioneers, only upon receipt of a written notice of the facts within
three months of the sale, will investigate the claim and may rescind
the sale provided that:
20. The Lot is returned in the same condition as at the time of the sale;
21. Written proof of the forgery accompanies the Lot and the buyer
demonstrates to the reasonable satisfaction of the Auctioneers that
in light of the catalogue description the Lot is a deliberate forgery;
22. The general opinion of scholars and experts at the time of the sale
would have indicated that the Lot was a deliberate forgery: or,
23. Scientific processes in existence at the time of the sale would be
established that the Lot was a deliberate forgery.
24. The benefit of this condition is not assignable.

CONDITIONS CONCERNING VENDORS
1 YOUR UNDERTAKINGS TO US
1.1 We are selling the Lot on your behalf as your agent and you therefore
undertake to us that:
1.1.1 you are the owner of the Lot or, if you are not the owner of the Lot
(whether or not you have notified us that you are acting as an agent for a
principal), you are duly authorised by the owner of the Lot to sell it;
1.1.2 save as disclosed to us in writing, you sell the Lot with full title
guarantee free from all liens, charges, encumbrances and third party claims;
1.1.3. you are legally entitled to sell the Lot and you are legally capable of
conferring on the Buyer quiet possession of the Lot;
1.1.4 you have complied with all requirements, legal or otherwise, relating to
any export or import of the Lot, all duties and taxes in respect of the export
or import of the Lot have (unless otherwise agreed in writing with us) been
paid and, so far as you and any principal for whom you act in relation to the
Lot are aware, all third parties have complied with such requirements in the
past;
1.1.5 you have notified us in writing of any material alterations to the Lot and
provided us accurately with all information (including any concerns
expressed by third parties relating to the authorship, attribution, condition,
provenance, authenticity, age, suitability, quality and origin of the Lot) in
relation to the Lot, or any Description of it, of which you are aware or which
is in your possession or of which any principal for whom you act in relation to
the Lot is aware or possesses;

1.1.6 you have notified us of all information of which you are aware or
reasonably ought to be aware relating to the present or past ownerships or
use of the Lot (including any association of the Lot with persons or events of
note).
1.1.7 in so far as you or any principal may become aware of any information
(including any concerns expressed by third parties) in relation to the Lot, or
any Description of it, after this agreement has been made, you will promptly
inform us of it;
1.1.8 unless you notify us in writing to the contrary at the time the Lot is
delivered to us, there are no restrictions, (whether copyright or otherwise),
affecting the Lot or our rights to photograph or illustrate the Lot, or
reproduce (in any manner and in any media) photographs or illustrations or
any text of any information or Description of, about or relating to the Lot
provided by you or on your behalf.
1.2 You authorise us to give to the Buyer on your behalf the undertakings or
information referred to at paragraphs 1.1.1 to 1.1.8.
2 INDEMNITIES FROM YOU
2.1 You agree to indemnify us against all claims, proceedings, liabilities,
costs, expenses and losses arising from:
2.1.1 any actual or alleged breach of any undertaking or obligation by you to
us, whether by act or omission or otherwise;
2.1.2 any injury, loss or damage caused to any person by you;

2.1.3 our exercising any of our rights, powers and/or duties if we have
reasonable cause for believing that:
2.1.3.i we and/or you may be or are restrained by order of the court or other
competent authority in respect of the Lot, or may be or are otherwise not
legally entitled to sell the Lot; or
2.1.3.ii the information about the Lot given to us by you or on your behalf is
inaccurate or misleading in any fraudulent respect; or
2.1.3.iii the Lot is a Forgery;
2.1.4 our receiving or recovering (or seeking to recover where you have
authorised us to do so) the Purchase Price
2.2 Whenever it becomes apparent to us that the Lot is the subject of a claim
by someone other than you (or that such a claim can reasonably be expected
to be made), we may, at our absolute discretion, deal with the Lot in any
manner which appears to us to recognise the legitimate interests of
ourselves and the other parties involved and lawfully protect our position and
our legitimate interests.
3 RESERVES
3.1 The Lot will be sold Without Reserve unless a Reserve has been agreed
with us or we have accepted a Reserve under paragraph 3.5 or if paragraph
3.6 applies.
3.2 An agreed Reserve or the agreement that the Lot is to be sold Without
Reserve cannot be altered without our written consent.

6. LOSS OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY
6.1 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, we will assume the risk of loss or
damage to Property received from the Seller where possession of such is
actually taken by one of our authorised representatives or one of our
employees. The risk for property placed into the possession of a third party,
for onward transmission to us or to one of our authorised representatives,
shall not be assumed by us until the property is actually received by one of
our employees or authorised representatives. Once assumed the risk shall
stay with us until:(i) it passes to the Buyer; or
(ii) if the item is unsold, when released by us direct to the seller. Where
released by us via one of our authorised representatives or via a courier
instructed by us (with the charge incurred reimbursed by the seller) the risk
will pass to the seller only when he is in actual possession of the property.
Where, under firearms licensing laws, such release can only be made to a
third party, namely an RFD holder, our assumption of risk will terminate
upon actual possession by that third party. Under these provisions any claim
made by a seller for non-delivery / damage must be made to us within 7 days
of the date of delivery or intended delivery. We will not accept liability for any
claim made after this period.
6.2 Holts Auctioneers shall charge reimbursement of insurance fees at the
rate of 1.5% of:(i) the Hammer Price of the Property, if sold;
(ii) the mid estimate, if not offered for sale (or our reasonable estimate of
auction value where there are no pre-sale estimates).

3.3 If the Property Receipt states a figure for the Reserve, that is the agreed
Reserve with which the Lot will be sold.

6.3 If damage or loss occurs whilst the Property is at our risk, the maximum
amount of our liability shall be as set out in Condition 6.2(i) and (ii), as
applicable, less Seller’s Commission and Expenses.

3.4 If the Property Receipt states that the Reserve is "zero", “AD”, “NR”,
"sell" or "0" or that the Lot is to be sold Without Reserve or that there is no
Reserve, it is agreed that the Lot will be sold Without Reserve.

We will not be liable for any loss or damage caused by:- (i) normal wear and
tear, gradual deterioration or inherent vice or defect; (ii) proofing and / or
repair processes; (iii) war or radioactive contamination.

3.5 If the Property Receipt does not contain any of the statements referred to
in paragraphs 3.3 or 3.4, the Lot will be sold Without Reserve unless by
written notice received by us at least 24 hours prior to the start of the Sale,
you ask us to place a Reserve on the Lot at a particular figure and we accept,
in writing, that figure as the Reserve.
3.6 If the figure you give for the Reserve on the Property Receipt or in a notice
under paragraph 3.5 exceeds the lower figure of any Estimate for the Lot
which we have notified to you, we can refuse to accept it as the Reserve. If we
do so, we will give you notice of this and the Lot will be offered for sale
Without Reserve unless you agree that the Lot is offered for Sale at a Reserve
set by us.
3.7 All Reserves will be in the currency of the country in which the Lot is to
be sold. Any Reserve placed in any other currency will be converted into that
currency using the mid market exchange rate at the close of business on the
day before the Sale as quoted to us by National Westminster Bank Plc.
3.8 Where the Property Receipt states that we are given "discretion" in
relation to the Reserve, you authorise us if we deem it necessary in order to
sell the Lot (regardless of estimate) to accept bids for the Lot at up to 10%
less than the Reserve.
You authorise us to refuse a bid(s) from any Bidder, including from the
highest Bidder, and whether or not there is a Reserve if such refusal is
reasonable for the protection of your and/or our interests in the
circumstances.
4 CHARGES FOR UNSOLD ITEMS
4.1 In the event of a Lot failing to reach its reserve we shall be entitled to
charge you a commission of 10% (plus VAT) of the reserve price, unless we
have previously agreed to an alternate charge.
5 WITHDRAWAL OF PROPERTY
5.1. If you withdraw any Lot after the Contract has been signed, we reserve
the right to recover from you any expenses incurred.
5.2 If you withdraw any Lot from sale after the Lot has been catalogued, we
reserve the right to charge you a withdrawal fee of up to 35% (+ VAT) of the
lower estimate (or reserve price, if there is one) plus any expenses incurred.
5.3 We retain the right to withdraw Lots at our discretion at any time for any
reason.

7 RESIDUAL MATTERS
7.1 We act as agents only and therefore shall not be accountable to you for
any sum until payment has been received from the buyer. Whilst we will use
our best endeavours to obtain payment from the purchaser on your behalf,
we cannot accept liability if the purchaser fails to make payment.
7.2 The seller accepts that items requiring proof before sale will be
submitted to the Proof House and any work reasonably required for
successful proofing will be undertaken on behalf of the seller at his cost.
7.3 Whilst we take every care in the preparation of our catalogues we cannot
accept responsibility for any inaccuracies contained therein.
7.4 You authorise us to deduct the sale commission (at a minimum of £15.00
per lot (plus VAT) in addition to illustration charges from the hammer price.
7.5 We shall have discretion to enter items into any one of our sales,
additionally, we have the discretion to re-enter items into a subsequent sale
in the event of a lot being unsold. The seller accept that the reserve will be
reduced by an appropriate margin.
Data Protection:
We may use your data to notify you about changes to our services or to
provide you with information about upcoming auctions or events which we
feel may be of interest to you. We will not disclose your data to any third party.
You have the right to request us not to use your information for these
purposes by contacting Holts Auctioneers Ltd. at Church Farm Barns,
Wolferton, Norfolk, PE31 6HA, or by e-mail at
enquiries@holtsauctioneers.com.
Definitions
“Us”, “Our”, “We”, “The Auctioneer” Holts Auctioneers Ltd
“You”, “Your” The Vendor
“Forgery” an imitation intended by the maker(s) or any other person to
deceive as to authorship, attribution, origin, authenticity, style, date, age,
period, provenance, culture, source or composition, which at the date of Sale
had a value materially less than it would have had if the Lot had not been
such an imitation
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worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
MIDLANDS & WALES
Martin Price
Derbyshire & Staffordshire
Mob: +44 (0)7889 163242
Tel: +44 (0)1785 284047
Email:
worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Simon Grantham
Lincolnshire & Nottinghamshire
Tel: +44 (0)7860 300055
Fax: +44 (0)1526 860241
Email:
lincsandnotts@holtsauctioneers.com
Richard Harvey
Northamptonshire
Mob: +44 (0)7975 669555
Email:
worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Company Reg: Holt & Company Auctioneers Ltd

Chris Meachin
Cheshire, Shropshire and North Wales
Mob: +44 (0)7836 645118
Tel: +44 (0)1925 601237
Email:
worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Roger Thomas F.R.I.C.S.
South Wales
Tel: +44 (0)2920 346370
Mob: +44 (0)7768 232334
Email:
wales@holtsauctioneers.com
Richard Jones
Mid Wales
Mob: +44 (0)7889 225488
Email:
midwales@holtsauctioneers.com
SCOTLAND
Ian Bonner
Scottish Highlands & Inverness
Tel: +44 (0)1466 700308
Mob: +44 (0)7714 052117
Email:

bonner111@btinternet.com
Richard Zawadski
Northern Scotland
Orkney, Shetland Islands
Tel: +44 (0)1856 871040
Mob: +44 (0)7889 854385
Email:
scotland@holtsauctioneers.com
Tom MacMillan
Western Scotland
Mob: +44 (0)7789863402
Email:
scotland@holtsauctioneers.com

AUCTIONEERS OF FINE MODERN & ANTIQUE GUNS

WORLDWIDE OFFICES
Australia
David Handyside
Tel: 0061 885385388
Fax: 0061 883883184
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Germany
Lord Bruntisfield
Tel: +49 (0)7643 933 6143
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Portugal
Rui Pereira
Tel: 00351 256 330 800
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Germany
Christoph Tavernaro
Tel: +49 171 495 0606
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Russia/Moscow
Boris Kheyfits
Tel: 007 985 767 4826
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Austria
Peter Langer
Mobile: 0043 660 785 3099
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Hungary
Andras Szollar
Tel: 0036 84 322 949
Mobile: 0036 30 961 8222
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Russia/St Petersburg
Albert Kozlov/Nicholas Lomonosov
Tel: 007 (812) 3284848
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Belgium
Koen Appermont
Tel: 0032 (0)89 411139
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Republic of Ireland
David Brennan
Tel: 00353 86255 8103
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Brazil
Ricardo Freire
Tel: 0055 112 666 4774
Mob: 005511 7896 0621
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Isle of Man
John Walsh
Tel: +44 (0) 7624 339334
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Australia (Eastern)
Danny Ryan
Tel: 0061 416 149259
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Canada/East
Leslie A. Paul
Tel: 001 519 208 0949
Fax: 001 519 208 0979
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Canada/West
Cary Stricker
Tel: 001 306 628 3281
Fax: 001 306 628 4241
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
China
Leo Zhou
Tel: 006421 163 9918
Tel2: 0086 139061 25787
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Cyprus
Michel Anaissy
Mobile: 0033 660741602
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Czech Republic and Slovakia
Lubomir Sip/Petra Sipova
Mobile: 0042 (0)777227 212
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
France
Benjamin Rophé
Tel: 0033 617 019560
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

Italy
Massimo Orsi
Tel: 0039 335 246289
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Japan
Itsuo Imamura
Tel: 0081 45 231 2561
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Netherlands
Erik de Groot
Tel: 0031 652 407 094
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
New Zealand
Rick Stephens
Tel: 0064 27 284 9795
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Norway
Morten Kjus
Tel: 0047 915 96296
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Pakistan
Farhan Anwar
Tel: 0092 4272 30831
Mob: 0092 30040 04802
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com

South Africa
Charles Montgomery
Tel: 0027 21 797 8787
Fax: 0027 21 797 9102
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Spain
Mike Bailey
Tel: 0034 959528771
Mobile: 07900495302
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Spain
Beltrán Cotoner/Fernando Saiz
Tel: 0034 62901 7589
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Sweden
Christian Berndtsson
Tel: 0046 31 268 280
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Switzerland
Peter Kammermann
Tel: 0041 (0)4149 30378
Mobile: 0041 (0)792 471546
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Turkey, Azerbaijan,
United Arab Emirates and Qatar
Ömer Borovali
Tel: 0090 212 324 4791
Mobile: 0090 532 311 9523
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
USA
Clay Scott
Tel: 001 406 442 2322
Email: worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
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Tel: +44 (0)1485 542822
holtsauctioneers.com
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